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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Nature’s propensity to minimize energy, and the change in energy with respect to 

position, drives diffusion. Diffusion is a means by which mass transport resulting in the 

bonding of the particles of a powder compact can be achieved without melting. This 

phenomenon occurs in powdered materials near their melting temperature, and is referred 

to as “sintering”. Because of the extreme melting temperature of some materials, 

sintering might be the only practical means of processing. The complexity and subtlety of 

sintering ceramics motivated the evaluation of empirical data and existing sintering 

models. 

 This project examined polycrystalline cubic-zirconia sintering with and without 

transition-metal oxide additions that change sintering behavior. This study was 

undertaken to determine how sintering aids affect the driving force, and activation 

energy, the energy barrier that must be overcome in order for an atom or ion to diffuse, of 

the densification occurring during sintering. Examination of commercially-available 

cubic-zirconia powder sintering behavior was undertaken with dilatometry, which allows 

monitoring of the length change a material undergoes as it sinters, and with scanning 

electron microscopy, which facilitates the study of sintered-sample microstructure. 

MATLAB algorithms quantifying sintering results were developed. 

 Results from this work include proposed definitions of a 26-year-old undefined 

function of density factor in a well-accepted mathematical model of sintering. These 

findings suggest activation energy is not changing with density, as is suggested by recent 

published results. The first numerical integration of the studied sintering model has been 

performed. With these tools, a measure of the activation energy of densification of cubic-

zirconia with and without the addition of cobalt-oxide as a sintering aid has been 

performed. The resulting MATLAB algorithms can be used in future sintering studies. 

 It is concluded that sintering enhancement achieved with cobalt-oxide addition 

comes from reduction in activation energy of densification of cubic-zirconia. Further, it is 

suggested that the activation energy of densification does not change with material 

density. This conclusion is supported by the sensitivity of the numerical integration of the 

aforementioned sintering model to changes in activation energy. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

“The task is not so much to see what no one yet has seen, but to think what 

nobody yet has thought about that which everbody sees.” - Erwin Schrödinger 

The diffusion of atoms, ions, or molecules subject to the driving force of a 

potential gradient can cause microscopic to macroscopic changes in a material. When this 

diffusion of atoms or ions in a powder compact of a material at a temperature close to, 

but not above its melting temperature results in the formation of mechanical bonds 

between the powder particles solid-state “sintering” is said to have occurred. This 

phenomenon commonly occurs in snow, where the motion of water molecules in the 

snow is directed by the thermal energy gradient that can exist between the ground and the 

sky. 

Diffusion is random, and must be thought of on three length scales: the atomic 

length scale, the microscopic length scale, and the macroscopic length scale. For a 

diffusion process to affect a macroscopic or even microscopic net change of a solid 

material, many atoms must move in a common direction. The force that directs the 

diffusion of atoms, ions, or molecules is always a chemical-potential-energy gradient; a 

decrease in energy that occurs with a change in position. The aforementioned example of 

sintering in snow is driven by the difference in energy between the warm snow on the 

ground, and the cold snow comprising the interface between the snow and the air. The 

action of diffusion driven by a gradient is to minimize that gradient. A gradient implies 
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order. Nature disorders. Minimization of a gradient is the inevitable byproduct of the 

maximization of disorder, and randomness; the maximization of entropy. Fortunately, 

this process is usually slow. “Thermodynamics proposes, kinetics disposes” –Dr. Stephen 

Sofie, Montana State University. 

 

Minimization of Gradients: Water is a Foundation for Thermodynamic Processes 

 

 

As mentioned in one of the favorite sayings of Dr. Sofie of Montana State 

University, the driving forces of sintering are thermodynamic; meaning that the potential-

energy gradient that is minimized might be a spatial variation of thermal energy, a 

temperature gradient; or a spatial variation of chemical energy, a chemical-potential 

gradient. Boiling water is a rich example of the transport that might take place to 

minimize a thermal energy gradient. The source of the temperature gradient is the energy 

source used to heat the water. That might be the electric element of a typical stove top in 

a warm kitchen or a portable propane burner used to make coffee on an early morning of 

a fun camping trip.  

The bottom of the water container is heated, and via conduction of energy through 

the metal, the water becomes hot. As the water is heated, thermal conduction in the water 

moves some of the thermal energy through the liquid. However, most of the energy 

transfer occurs as the water moves in the pot. This motion, or convection, is driven by 

density differences that exist between hotter water and cooler water. Thus, the hot water 

at the bottom of the pot moves to the top. This convection induced by buoyancy acts to 

minimize the temperature gradient that exists in the water. Through the action of boiling, 
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the water is driven to minimize the temperature gradient between the interface between 

the water and the bottom of the pot, where the heat source is applied, and between the 

water and the air.  

Boiling occurs because of a phase change. Inspection of a phase diagram of water 

would indicate that the preferred phase, the phase of lowest energy, of water at about 

100°C, and 101∙kPa is the vapor phase. Because the vapor is hotter than the air, that 

vapor rises from the boiling pot as steam. Mass transfer is induced by nature’s propensity 

to minimize a thermal energy gradient.  

The water itself is also energetic. If the water of the previous example is left in the 

pot on the stove with no heat applied ever, eventually it will evaporate. This evaporation 

is driven by an entirely different potential-energy gradient: the chemical potential. As 

mentioned, nature seeks to maximize entropy. If there is liquid water in a pot in a room, 

then there is a local concentration of water molecules in a volume where the 

concentration of water molecules is less than that of the concentration of water molecules 

in the volume of the pot. This difference of concentration drives the gradual evaporation 

of the water in nature’s attempt to minimize the concentration gradient of water. This 

implies that liquid water sitting in a pot in a room filled with air is in a higher-energy 

configuration than a room with an empty pot, and a greater amount of water vapor in the 

air than the room with the pot full of liquid water. There could be the same mass of water 

in each space. Nature simply prefers the water to be as evenly distributed as possible 

when temparture is relatively uniform in an enclosed space.  
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Thermodynamics drives the randomization of everything. The time-dependence 

of the race toward the randomization of everything is the subject of kinetics. Consider the 

Arrhenius rate law, shown as Equation 1.1, which is a part of every diffusion equation 

considered in this work. 

𝑦 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄          (1.1) 

 

 

Arrhenius Rate Law 

 

 

Equation 1.1 was proposed by Svante Arrhenius in 1889. The output of the 

equation  varies from a minimum value of 0, to a maximum value of 1, and  is based on 

the observation of Henricus van’t Hoff that examined the temperature dependence of 

equilibrium constants. The absolute temperature is given by 𝑇. The quantity called 

activation energy is given by 𝐸𝑎, which is discussed later on and throughout the 

introduction. The ideal gas constant is given by 𝑅. Figure 1.1(A) shows the plot of 

Equation 1.1 with the absolute temperature allowed to vary from 𝑇 = 2000 ∙ 𝐾 to 

𝑇 = 3500 ∙ 𝐾. This plot demonstrates the sensitivity to the activation energy, 𝐸𝑎, of the 

Arrhenius rate law: an increase in activation energy of 50 ∙ 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 results in a decrease 

of the Arrhenius rate law by a factor of about 5.6 at 𝑇 = 3500 ∙ 𝐾. Figure 1.1(B) shows 

this function varies from zero to one as a smooth, continuous function of temperature; in 

a manner, acting as a gradual ‘on-off” switch for the phenomenon of diffusion. 

 This function is analogous to a rheostat switch in an electrical circuit where the 

“dial” that controls how much diffusion takes place is analogous to the temperature of the 

solid. For these plots, the pre-exponential factor 𝐴 has been set to 𝐴 = 1, and the 
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activation energy, 𝐸𝑎, has been set to 325, 350, and 375∙kJ/mol. It is important to note 

that 𝐴 as a diffusion constant is typically much greater than 1. The absolute temperature, 

𝑇, is shown from 2000∙K to 3500∙K in Figure 1.1(A), and from 300∙K to 300,000∙K in 

Figure 1.1(B). Figure 1.1 is presented simply to display the functional dependence of the 

Arrhenius rate law on temperature. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: (A) Plot of Arrhenius rate law demonstrating the function’s sensitivity to 

changes in activation energy, and (B) Arrhenius plot up to 300,000∙K 

 

 

Sintering and Fuel Cells 

 

 

Sintering is the microscopic or macroscopic result of the diffusion of molecules, 

atoms, or ions driven by the force of a potential-energy gradient. This phenomenon is 

exclusive to solids since the bulk motion of molecules, atoms, and ions in a fluid cannot 

result in a permanent change in shape or structure since the gas and liquid phases of 

matter lack structure. For sintering to occur in a material in a length of time that humans 

can appreciate, the material should be at a temperature that is greater than two-thirds to 

three-fourths of its melting temperature.  
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The work described here is an examination of the sintering of yttria-stabilized 

zirconia, and the degradation of solid oxide fuel cells that occurs because of the migration 

of the small-diameter nickel-metal particles that makes up the electro-catalytic part of the 

SOFC anode. The underlying mechanism of both main parts of this work is diffusion. 

The study of the sintering of zirconia stablilized with 8∙mol% yttria (8YSZ) has served as 

a lens to examine the atomic level phenomenon of diffusion. The observed microscopic 

and macroscopic changes that occur as pellets made from compressing 8YSZ powder into 

pellets, powder compacts, sinter subtly point out quantities concerned with atomic level 

interaction. SOFC degradation occurs, in part, because at 800°C, the small, evenly 

dispersed particles of nickel metal that are integral to the anode function of the solid 

oxide fuel cell (SOFC) agglomerate.  

In much the same way as the chemical-potential gradient that exists in a compact 

of fine powder is minimized through the diffusion of ions that bind the compact together 

to make a solid, the atoms that make up the nickel metal particles diffuse to create large 

agglomerations of nickel metal on the electrolyte surface of a SOFC. Both processes 

minimize the chemical-potential gradients that exist because the energy of the interface of 

a ceramic or a metal with a gas is greater than the energy that exists at the interface 

between a ceramic or metal with itself. The interface of a crystalline material with itself is 

a grain boundary. It is a region of a crystalline material where two crystals of said 

material interface with one-another. 

Surface free energy is a source of the chemical-potential gradient in a collection 

of particles that might undergo sintering. The following derivation is offered as a means 
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to quantitatively introduce the idea of sintering, explain the phenomenon of coarsening, 

or Ostwald ripening in the anodes of SOFC’s, and to offer an explanation of why the 

addition of aluminum titanate might slow or stop the sintering of nickel metal in a high-

temperature environment 
1–5

. 

Kang describes the change in surface energy that might occur as sintering 

progresses as Equation 1.2 
6
. 

Δ(𝛾𝐴) = 𝐴Δ𝛾 + 𝛾ΔA         (1.2) 

The interfacial energy is given as 𝛾, and the area as 𝐴. This equation identifies that the 

change in surface energy is given as the product of the area with any change in surface 

energy that might occur plus the product of the surface energy with any change in area 

that might occur. Sintering phenomena seek to reduce the chemical potential; the 

thermodynamic driver of diffusion. The energy source of the work required to move an 

atom or ion over an energy barrier and to diffuse to a new equilibrium position is the 

chemical potential.  

Consider two spherical particles nearby one another, as shown in Figure 1.2.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Two spheres of different sizes in sufficient proximity that atoms or ions can 

diffuse between them 
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If the change in energy due to the area change that results from diffusion is considered, 

and the change in energy due to changes in interface-energy is neglected, Equation 1.2 

reduces to Equation 1.3. 

Δ(𝛾𝐴) = 𝛾Δ𝐴          (1.3) 

 

The volume of a spherical particle is given by 𝑉 =
4

3
𝜋𝑅3. If the volume occupied by each 

atom comprising the sphere is Ω, then the geometric volume of the sphere can be related 

to the atomic volume of the sphere by Equation 1.4. 

𝑉 =
4

3
𝜋𝑅3 = 𝑛Ω         (1.4) 

The rate of change of the volume with respect to the individual atoms or ions is given by 

Equation 1.5. 

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑛
= 4𝜋𝑅2 ∙

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑛
= Ω         (1.5) 

Using calculus to define such a change implies that the atomic volume is arbitrarily 

small. Expressing Equation 1.5 as a derivative is not correct. However, the volume of the 

atom has been assumed to be arbitrarily small for the development of this derivation. The 

spherical radius is given by 𝑅. The number of atoms (ions) that compose the sphere is 

given by 𝑛. 

Solving Equation 1.5 for 𝑑𝑅 𝑑𝑛⁄  gives the relationship between the changing 

radius and the changing number of atoms (ions) that compose a spherical particle. This is 

shown as Equation 1.6. 

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑛
=

Ω

4𝜋𝑅2
          (1.6) 
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The rate of change of area with respect to the number of particles composing the sphere is 

given as Equation 1.7. 

𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑛
= 8𝜋𝑅 ∙

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑛
=
8𝜋𝑅Ω

4𝜋𝑅2
=
2Ω

𝑅
        (1.7) 

Consider adding an atom to the small particle at the expense of the large particle. 

If the radius of sphere 1 is 𝑅1, and the radius of sphere 2 is 𝑅2, then the total area change 

resulting from growing the small particle at the expense of the large particle, Δ𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑡 is 

given by Equation 1.8. 

Δ𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 2Ω(
1

𝑅2
−

1

𝑅1
) > 0        (1.8) 

Given that 𝑅1 > 𝑅2, it is seen that adding an atom to the small particle at the expense of 

the large particle increases the area of the system of two particles. Increasing the area of 

the system increases the surface free energy of the system, according to Equation 1.3, and 

is not favored by thermodynamics.  

Similarly, adding an atom to the large particle at the expense of the small particle 

gives a total area change indicated by Equation 1.9.  

𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 2Ω(
1

𝑅1
−

1

𝑅2
) < 0        (1.9) 

Equation 1.9 suggests that adding atoms (ions) to the large particle at the expense of the 

small decreases the total area of the two particles and is thermodynamically favorable. 

This result follows the results of German 
7
. 

Observations made by Driscoll have demonstrated that the presence of aluminum 

oxide on nickel particles in SOFC anodes slows fuel cell degradation by stabilizing the 

distribution of nickel metal in the SOFC anode . The idea of changing surface area has 
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been used to possibly explain this observation. Careful study of SOFC anodes with and 

without the addition of aluminum oxide has revealed the formation of dimples on small 

nickel particles in an SOFC anode. On the small nickel particles were even smaller 

particles of aluminum oxide. Those Nickel particles decorated with aluminum oxide 

seemed to form dimples on their surfaces. This is depicted in Figure 1.3, and has been 

taken from the paper: Diffusion Caging: Thermodynamic Arrest of Ostwald Ripening. 

Figure 1.3 was built by Driscoll, and has been used here with permission. How would the 

formation of dimples affect the coarsening of Nickel metal in a SOFC anode? 
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Figure 1.3: Measured formation of dimple on nickel particle in a SOFC anode. (Image 

courtesy of David Driscoll.) 

 

 

Consider the same two spheres shown in Figure 1.2. Here, assume that as 

sintering progresses, dimples form on the sphere donating atoms (ions), instead of 

decreasing the volume uniformly. The volume of each atom (ion) is still given by Ω. The 

volume of the cap of a sphere and the volume of a dimple is given as Equation 1.10. This 

total volume is the volume removed in the formation of a dimple. 
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𝑉1 =
𝜋ℎ

6
(3𝑎2 + ℎ𝑐

2) +
𝜋ℎ

6
(3𝑎2 + ℎ2)       (1.10) 

The volume of the cap is given as 𝑉1. The radius of the sphere cap is given by 𝑎, and the 

height of the cap by ℎ𝑐. The depth of the dimple is given by ℎ. Assume, for the 

developing argument, that 𝑎 is fixed, and the depth of the dimple may vary. If there are 𝑘 

dimples, the total removed dimple volume is given by Equation 1.11. 

𝑉𝑑 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑉1 = 𝑚Ω         (1.11) 

Note that 𝑚 is the number of atoms (ions) removed to form the dimples. Differentiating 

total dimple volume with respect to the number of atoms (ions) indicates how dimple 

depth varies with the number of atoms (ions) that have been removed from the sphere. 

This is shown Equation 1.12. 

𝑑𝑉𝑑

𝑑𝑚
=
𝑘𝜋

3
∙ (𝑎2 + ℎ2) ∙

𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑚
 = Ω       (1.12) 

The rate of change of dimple height with respect to the number of atoms removed is 

given as Equation 1.13.  

𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑚
=

2Ω

𝑘𝜋(𝑎2+ℎ2)
         (1.13) 

The area of the dimples is given by Equation 1.14. 

𝐴 = 𝑘𝜋(ℎ2 + 𝑎2)         (1.14) 

Differentiating the area given by the forming dimples with respect to the changing 

number of atoms gives Equation 1.15. 

𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑚
= 2𝑘𝜋ℎ ∙

𝑑ℎ

𝑑𝑚
= 2𝑘𝜋ℎ ∙

Ω

𝑘𝜋(𝑎2+ℎ2)
=

2ℎΩ

𝑎2+ℎ2
      (1.15) 

If any of the atoms moving from the small sphere to the large sphere come from the 

dimples that are forming on the small sphere, then the change in area of a relatively 
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smaller, dimpled sphere donating atoms (ions) to a nearby larger sphere is given by 

Equation 1.16. 

Δ𝐴 =
2Ω

𝑅1
−

2ℎΩ

𝑎2+ℎ2
< 0         (1.16) 

If this process is to happen spontaneously, ΔA < 0. Rearranging Equation 1.17 leads to a 

quadratic equation and a stability criterion for coarsening in a sintering system made up 

of spheres and golf balls. This is shown as Equation 1.18.  

ℎ2 − 𝑅1ℎ + 𝑎
2 < 0         (1.18) 

The quadratic formula indicating stable values of dimple height is shown as Equation 

1.19. 

ℎ1,2 =
𝑅1

2
±
√𝑅1

2−4𝑎2

2
         (1.19) 

Inspection of Equation 1.19 indicates that the greater of the two dimple depths indicated 

as stable by Equation 1.19 is extraneous. A dimple depth given by Equation 1.20 could 

lead to stabilization of the microstructure of a SOFC anode. 

ℎ =
𝑅1

2
−
√𝑅1

2−4𝑎2

2
         (1.20) 

Figure 1.4 shows several plots of Equation 1.18 with increasing values of 𝑅1. Diffusion 

between these two spheres will not occur when the function is greater than zero. This 

result indicates that if the particle accepting atoms (ions) from the golf ball is not too 

large, then a stable dimple depth might be achieved if the dimple depth does not get too 

deep. Further, this plot suggests that if particle size is relatively uniform, then coarsening 

could be completely halted. This describes a method by which thermodynamic 

stabilization of a high-temperature catalyst could be achieved.  
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Figure 1.4: Plot of Equation 1.18 indicating dimple depths for which coarsening will not 

occur. Note that coarsening does not occur for function values greater than zero. 

 

 

Solid-State Sintering and Chemical Potential 

 

 

The sintering phenomenon is depicted graphically as Figure 1.5. The direction of 

atomic diffusion is always to the region of lowest energy. Regions of great, negative 

curvature are regions of low energy. If two spherical particles are touching, and subjected 

to sintering, then the region of lowest energy is the highly concave region formed where 

the two spheres are touching 
7
. Atomic or ionic diffusion must occur for sintering to 

progress.  

The path taken by most diffusing atoms or ions determines the sintering 

mechanism. If the atom (ion) diffuses through the bulk of the particle sintering, that is 

volume diffusion or lattice diffusion. In this context, “volume” refers to the volume of the 

bulk of the material, and “lattice” refers to the crystal structure that exists in the bulk of 

the particle, the crystal of material through which that atom (ion) is diffusing. The terms 

“volume diffusion” and “lattice diffusion” are synonymous. This path is shown as Path I 
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of Figure 1.5. If atoms (ions) move directly from the grain boundary that inevitably forms 

between the two sintering particles, then that sintering is grain-boundary diffusion 
6
.  

 

 
Figure 1.5: Two sintering particles with (I) volume diffusion from grain boundary to 

particle neck, (II) grain-boundary diffusion, (III) volume diffusion from particle surface 

to neck, and (IV) evaporation-condensation from particle surface to neck 

 

 

Note these two mechanisms of diffusion are thought to be the only two 

mechanisms that contribute to densification. If the diffusing atoms (ions) move from the 

surface of one of the two particles to the forming neck, either through the volume of the 

particle or along the surface of the particle, then that mechanism is surface diffusion. 

Finally, if atoms (ions) evaporate from a particle surface, and condense in the neck region 

of the two particles, that sintering path is evaporation-condensation. The seven 

mechanisms of sintering are summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Sintering mechanisms summary 

 

 

 

The analytical description of diffusion in something that densifies with time, like a 

powder compact, is presented as Equation 1.21. 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜈∙𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄

6𝑅𝑇
∙ (𝑎2

𝜕𝜇

𝜕𝑥
∙
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑎2𝜌

𝜕2𝜇

𝜕𝑥2
+ 2𝑎𝜌

𝜕𝑎

𝜕𝑥
∙
𝜕𝜇

𝜕𝑥
)     (1.21) 

Equation 1.21 suggests that the densification rate,  
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
 depends on sample density 

gradient 
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑥
, lattice parameter gradient 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑥
, and the gradient and Laplacian of the chemical 

potential, 
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑥
, and 

𝑑2𝜇

𝑑𝑥2
, respectively. 

The frequency of vibration of the atom, or ion in its particular potential well is 

given by 𝜈, 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant, which is related to Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑘𝐵, by 

𝑅 = 𝑁𝐴 ∙ 𝑘𝐵 where 𝑁𝐴 represents Avogadro’s number, 𝑇 represents the absolute 

temperature, 𝑎 is the lattice spacing in the crystal structure, 𝜇 represents the chemical 

potential, 𝐸𝑎 is the activation energy, and 𝜌 is the mass density of this species. This 

Material Transport 

Mechanism
Material Source Material Sink Related Parameter

Lattice Diffusion Grain Boundary Neck Lattice Diffusivity

Grain Boundary 

Diffusion
Grain Boundary Neck

Grain Boundary 

Diffusivity

Viscous Flow Bulk Grain Neck Viscosity

Lattice Diffusion Grain Surface Neck Surface Diffusivity

Surface Diffusion Grain Surface Neck Lattice Diffusivity

Gas Phase Transport

 - Evaporation - 

Condensation
Grain Surface Neck

Vapor Pressure 

Difference

 - Gas Diffusion Grain Surface Neck Gas Diffusivity
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equation, derived following Kittel, and the notes graciously posted by Professor Ling 

Zang (http://www.eng.utah.edu/~lzang/mse5034&6034.html), suggests that the sintering 

rate is largely dictated by the activation energy of densification, and the sintering 

temperature 
8
. As this equation is presented without reference, its derivation is included 

below. 

The rate at which a diffusion phenomenon occurs is given by the product of a 

kinetic factor and a thermodynamic factor, Equation 1.22. 

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∝ 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∙ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟      (1.22) 

The thermodynamic factor indicates what will happen spontaneously, given sufficient 

time. The thermodynamic factor, which goes as 1 − e−ΔE kBT⁄ , where Δ𝐸 represents the 

energy change that takes place as the particle of interest goes from state 1 to state 2, as 

shown in Figure 1.5. This energy change could result from the particle physically 

moving, the particle’s environment changing, or something else entirely. If this event will 

cause a decrease of energy, it will eventually happen.  

The kinetic factor goes as 𝑒−𝐸𝑎/𝑘𝐵𝑇, where 𝐸𝑎 represents the activation energy; 

the energy barrier that must be overcome for the change that would cause a decrease in 

energy to take place. This energy barrier has also been shown in Figure 1.6. Note this 

diagram is concerned with the Gibbs free energy of a system at constant temperature and 

pressure. Under these conditions, the Gibbs free energy is given by the chemical 

potential. 
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Figure 1.6: Energy changes associated with state change of a particle 

 

 

In a solid, it is reasonable to assume that the energy well of each particle can be 

approximated by a quadratic expression 
9
. If the potential wells in which the particles that 

make up the system under consideration are harmonic potentials, then the spacing 

between the energy levels of each particle is uniform. The energy for the ith state of a 

particle in a quadratic potential is given by Equation 1.23 
9
. 

𝐸𝑖 = (
1

2
+ 𝑖)ℏ𝜔.         (1.23) 

Equation 1.23 relates the ith energy state of a particle to that particle’s energy level, i, the 

reduced Planck’s constant, ℏ, and the vibrational frequency of that particle in the 

quadratic potential well, ω. The Boltzmann distribution, given as Equation 1.24, indicates 

what fraction of particles in state 1 have the energy to overcome the activation energy 

barrier. For notational convenience, let E1 = Ea + μ1.  
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𝑛1

𝑁1
= ∑ 𝑒−(𝐸1+𝑖ℏ𝜔) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄∞

𝑖=0 ∑ 𝑒−(𝜇1+𝑖ℏ𝜔) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄∞
𝑖=0⁄      (1.24) 

Factoring e−E1 kBT⁄  out of the numerator of Equation 1.24 and e−μ1 kBT⁄  out of the 

denominator of Equation 1.24 gives Equation 1.25. 

n1

N1
= e−E1 kBT ⁄ ∙ ∑ e−iℏω kBT⁄∞

i=0 e−μ1 kBT ⁄ ∙ ∑ e−iℏω kBT⁄∞
i=0⁄     (1.25) 

Noting that ∑ e−iℏω kBT⁄∞
i=0 ∑ e−iℏω kBT⁄∞

i=0 = 1⁄  leads to Equation 1.26. 

n1

N1
= e−(E1−μ1) kBT⁄          (1.26) 

Similarly, the number of particles in state 2 with sufficient energy to overcome the 

activation energy barrier is given by Equation 1.27. 

n2

N2
= e−(E1−μ2) kBT⁄          (1.27) 

From these distributions, the rate at which the system of all particles tends toward the 

lower energy state can be described by Equation 1.28. 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∝
𝑛1

𝑁1
−
𝑛2

𝑁2
= 𝑒−(𝐸1−𝜇1) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ − 𝑒−(𝐸1−𝜇2) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄      (1.28) 

If 𝑐 is the constant of proportionality between the 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 and the net number of particles 

moving to a lower energy state in the system under consideration, then after algebraic 

consideration, the rate at which this system progresses toward this total lower energy 

state can be written as Equation 1.29.  

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑒−(𝐸1−𝜇1) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ (1 − 𝑒−(𝜇1−𝜇2) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ )     (1.29) 

Letting ΔE = μ1 − μ2, and assuming this change in energy ΔE ≪ kT then e−(μ1−μ2) kT⁄ ≈

1 +
ΔE

kT
 by a Taylor expansion. Inserting this approximation into Equation 1.29 gives 

Equation 1.30. 
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Rate = −c ∙ (
ΔE

kT
) ∙ e−(E1−μ1) kT⁄         (1.30) 

This change in energy, ΔE, is assumed to be small compared to the thermal energy of 

sintering, based on the limited amount of surface energy available for sintering, up to 

about 500 ∙ 𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙⁄  
6, 10

. This works out to be about 4 ∙ 𝐽 𝑔𝑚⁄  for commercially-available 

yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), or about 0.005 ∙ 𝑒𝑉 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒⁄ . Compared to the thermal 

energy of 0.127 ∙ 𝑒𝑉 made available at a sintering temperature of 1200°C it is found that 

the surface energy per molecule is about 4% of the thermal energy at 1200°C. 

Consider Figure 1.7. This is a depiction of a two-dimensional crystal lattice of 

zirconium ions as red dots, impurity ions as green dots, and vacancies as empty spaces in 

the lattice. If the energy of an ion in this lattice is a function of position in the lattice, then 

the change in energy as an ion moves from one position in the lattice, say 𝑥, to another, 

given by 𝑥 + 𝑎,  can be written as Equation 1.31. 

Δ𝐸 = 𝐸(𝑥 + 𝑎) − 𝐸(𝑥)        (1.31) 

If the minimization of energy drove particle migration in this schematic, then it would 

disperse the impurity, the nickel ions, and the vacancies, uniformly throughout the 

zirconia matrix 
6
. The resulting two-dimensional ion distribution could be represented by 

Figure 1.7(B).  

Expanding 𝐸(𝑥 + 𝑎) in a two-term Taylor series gives 𝐸(𝑥 + 𝑎) = 𝐸(𝑥) + 𝑎 ∙

𝜕𝐸(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
. Substitution of Equation 1.31 into Equation 1.30, and noting that Ea = E1 − μ1 

gives Equation 1.32. 

Rate = −c ∙
a

kT
∙
∂E(x)

∂x
∙ e−Ea kT⁄          (1.32) 
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Figure 1.7: Two-dimensional crystal lattice of Zirconium ions (red), Nickel ions (green), 

and vacancies (empty lattice sites) (A) before heating, and (B) after heating. 

 

 

Note that the same number of ionic vacancies exists in Figures 1.7(A) and 1.7(B), but that 

the vacancies in Figure 1.7(B) have been dispersed so it reduces the vacancy 

concentration gradient in the crystal lattice. Because of thermal excitation, each ion 
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vibrates in its own energy well with some frequency 𝜈. In three dimensions, the 

likelihood of this excited atom or ion jumping one space to the right is 
𝜈

6
𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑘𝑇⁄ . If the 

excited atom makes ν attempts per second at making this jump, then Equation 1.32 can be 

written as Equation 1.33. 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = −
𝑎𝜈

6𝑘𝑇
∙
𝜕𝐸(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
∙ 𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑘𝑇⁄        (1.33) 

The total number of atoms that pass through some unit area in some unit time, the 

total flux  J, should then be proportional to this rate. The number of possibly mobile 

atoms per unit area at x is given by n(x). This number is simply the concentration of 

mobile atoms per unit length c(x), implying that n(x) = a ∙ c(x). Putting this together 

with the rate gives the flux as Equation 1.34. 

J(x) = −
a2ν

6kT
∙ c(x) ∙

∂E(x)

∂x
∙ e−Ea kT⁄        (1.34) 

The fundamental transport equation is given by Equation 1.35. 

In − Out + Generated − Consumed = Accumulation    (1.35) 

In the sintering of 8YSZ, there is no reaction occurring. The terms concerned with 

generation and consumption can be set to zero. Inserting Equation 1.34 into the In and 

Out terms in Equation 1.35, letting Ac be the cross-sectional area through which atoms 

are diffusing, and δt be an interval of time, the accumulation of mass in terms of particle 

flux can be described as Equation 1.36. 

−(
𝑎(𝑥)2𝜈

6𝑘𝑇
∙ 𝑐(𝑥) ∙

𝜕𝐸(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
∙ 𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑘𝑇⁄ −

𝑎(𝑥+𝛿𝑥)2𝜈

6𝑘𝑇
∙ 𝑐(𝑥 + 𝛿𝑥) ∙

𝜕𝐸(𝑥+𝛿𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
∙ 𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑘𝑇⁄ )𝐴𝑐𝛿𝑡 ≈

𝑁(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡) − 𝑁(𝑡)          (1.36) 
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Note that in Equation 1.36, the assumption of a constant lattice parameter a has been 

relaxed, and that N represents the number of moles of the diffusing species of interest. 

Dividing both sides of Equation 1.36 by the product of the differential volume and 

differential time, and taking the limits as both of these tend to zero gives the differential 

form, written as Equation 1.37.  

∂c

∂t
=
ν∙e−Ea RT⁄

6RT
∙ (a2

∂E

∂x
∙
∂c

∂x
+ a2c

∂2E

∂x2
+ 2ac

∂a

∂x
∙
∂E

∂x
)     (1.37) 

The energy changing as sintering progresses is the chemical potential μ. The 

concentration of a species is related to the mass density of a species through the 

multiplication of an appropriate constant. Multiplying both sides of Equation 1.37 by the 

constant appropriate to this species, and substituting the chemical potential as the energy 

that is changing during diffusion gives Equation 1.38. 

∂ρ

∂t
=
ν∙e−Ea RT⁄

6RT
∙ (a2

∂μ

∂x
∙
∂ρ

∂x
+ a2ρ

∂2μ

∂x2
+ 2aρ

∂a

∂x
∙
∂μ

∂x
)     (1.38) 

This equation applies to only one chemical species at a time. From this statement of the 

diffusion equation, it is seen that the temperature and activation energy Ea dominate 

diffusion behavior, but that the lattice parameter gradient 
∂a

∂x
, and the density gradient 

∂ρ

∂x
, 

as well as the first and second spatial derivatives of the chemical potential, 
∂μ

∂x
, and 

∂2μ

∂x2
 

respectively, also play a role in determining the sintering rate.  

 Inspection of the two factors on the right-hand side of Equation 1.38 reveals that 

two of the terms of the second factor on the right-hand side are multiplied by the square 

of the lattice parameter. The lattice parameter is on the order of 5 × 10−10 ∙ m. The 
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square of the lattice parameter is vanishingly small. Dropping those terms gives Equation 

1.39. 

∂ρ

∂t
=
2νaρ

6RT

∂a

∂x
∙
∂μ

∂x
∙ e−Ea RT⁄         (1.39) 

Equation 1.39 indicates that the rate at which a material densifies is proportional 

to the chemical-potential gradient scaled by the dimensionless spatial gradient of the 

lattice parameter of the crystals making up the grains of the material being sintered. That 

the lattice parameter of cubic zirconia is non-constant is suggested by Fabris et al 
11

. 

Further support of the presence of a lattice parameter gradient is given by thermal defects 

6, 12–14
. In ionic crystals such as cubic zirconia, the presence of thermal defects, like 

vacancies, can have long-range, Coulombic effects 
14

. However, the calculation of the 

energy effects of vacancies, substitutional defects, and other defects that might occur in a 

crystal structure is more the subject of density functional theory, and is outside the scope 

of this work. 

Existing Models and Methods 

 

Comparison of Equation 1.29 with the sintering model proposed by Wang and Raj, 

shown as Equation 1.40, suggests that the factors that multiply the exponential term are 

equal. Said model of sintering is stated without derivation or reference.  

dρ

dt
=
CγV2 3⁄

RT
∙
f(ρ)

d(t)n
∙ e−Q RT⁄         (1.40) 

The surface energy of the sintering powder is given as γ, the molar volume by V, and a 

constant by C. The density is represented by ρ, the undefined function of density by f(ρ), 

the grain size, which is a function of time t by d(t), and the grain-growth exponent by n.  
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Setting the aforementioned factors equal to each other, and solving for the undefined 

function of density gives Equation 1.41. 

f(ρ) =
2νaρ

6
∙
∂a

∂x
∙
∂μ

∂x
∙
d(t)n

CγV2 3⁄
        (1.41) 

Equation 1.40 has been the standard to determine the activation energy of 

densification of many sintered powder compacts 
15–27

. This process is discussed below. 

Equation 1.41 indicates that the chemical potential gradient is a function of density, and 

that knowledge of the undefined function of density could lend insight into the chemical-

potential gradient.  

 Determining the activation energy according to Equation 1.40 proceeds according 

to Equation 1.42. 

ln (T ∙
dρ

dt
)
ρ
= (−

Q

RT
)
ρ
+ ln (

CγV2 3⁄

R
) + ln (

f(ρ)

d(t)n
)
ρ
     (1.42) 

The ρ-subscript decorating the terms on the left and right-hand sides of Equation 1.42 

indicate that the quantities comprising those terms are evaluated at some corresponding, 

constant value of density. Activation energy is determined from the slope of the plot of 

the left-hand side of Equation 1.42 against inverse thermal energy 1 RT⁄ . A 

representative plot of the left-hand side of Equation 1.42 is shown as Figure 1.7. 

Activation energy determined accordingly has been shown as Figure 1.9D. 
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Figure 1.8: Representative plot of method of determining activation energy. Activation 

energy is determined from the slope of the line used to fit the circular data points. 

 

 

Since more than one point at one value of density is required, a plot such as this requires 

at least two sintering experiments to determine the slope of the line defined by Equation 

1.24. These experiments can be conducted with either a constant temperature, or a 

constant rate of heating. The constant-temperature sintering experiments are to be 

conducted at different temperatures, and the constant rate of heating experiments are to 

employ different heating rates.  

That these points be evaluated at a single value of density is required by the 

undefined function of density; a factor in the Wang and Raj model. Given that the 

undefined function of density is a function, the output of the function must be unique for 

unique inputs. At a constant density, the natural log of the unknown function of density is 

a constant, and does not affect the slope of the line. Further, recent results suggest that the 

grain size of a sintered material is a function of density 
15, 18, 28

. Note that grain growth of 

a sintering ceramic has also been shown to be a function of time and temperature 
18, 29

. 
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These results suggest that for grain growth in a sintering ceramic, some threshold of 

density must be exceeded before grain growth occurs. 

The master sintering curve approach proposed by Su and Johnson in 1996 is 

another method of activation energy determination used in a number of studies 
17, 30–32

. 

This method is based on the combined-stage sintering model 
33, 34

, which is given as 

Equation 1.43. 

1

3ρ
∙
dρ

dt
=

γΩ

kBT
(
ΓvDv

G3
+
ΓbδDb

G4
)        (1.43) 

In Equation 1.43, sample density is given by ρ, sintering rate by dρ dt⁄ , surface energy by 

γ, atomic volume by Ω, Boltzmann constant by kB, absolute temperature by T, grain size 

by G, the lumped scaling parameter for volume diffusion and grain-boundary diffusion by 

Γv and Γb, respectively, the diffusion constants for volume diffusion and grain-boundary 

diffusion by Dv and Db, respectively, and grain-boundary width by δ. At a constant 

temperature, diffusion constants are constant. However, a temperature dependence of the 

diffusion constants is given by Equations 1.44 and 1.45. Note the similarity between 

Equations 1.44 and 1.45, and Equation 1.1 

Dv = D0v ∙ e
−Eav RT⁄          (1.44) 

Db = D0b ∙ e
−Eab RT⁄          (1.45) 

The pre-exponential constants of Equations 1.44 and 1.45 denote the volume-diffusion, 

and grain-boundary-diffusion pre-exponential factors, respectively. The activation 

energies of volume and grain-boundary diffusion are given by Eav, and Eab, respectively.  

If one mechanism of diffusion dominates the sintering process, Equation 1.43 becomes 

separable. This is shown as Equation 1.46. 
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1

γΩ
∫

G(ρ)n

3ρΓ(ρ)
∙ dρ

ρf
ρInit

= ∫
D

kBT
e−Ea RT⁄ ∙ dt

t

0
      (1.46) 

The left-hand side of Equation 1.46 represents the integral of material parameters that 

could be integrated as functions of density. The right-hand side of Equation 1.46 is a 

measure of how much diffusion per thermal energy has occurred in that material. Note 

that the left-hand side is entirely independent of temperature and time. The integral of the 

left-hand side of Equation 1.46 should be the same regardless of the sintering profile, the 

relationship between time and temperature to which that material is subjected. The 

activation energy of densification, Ea, is determined by plotting the measured density of 

the sample with the plot’s abscissa given by the result of integrating the right-hand side 

of Equation 1.46. The activation energy of densification is determined by comparing 

density plots generated by several sintering profiles on the plot with the abscissa that is 

the integral of the right-hand side of Equation 1.46. The correct activation energy results 

in density plots that are coincident with one-another.  

Several sintering models relating length change to density change have been 

proposed while sintering has been studied. The Young and Cutler Model equations 

relating heating rate and temperature to activation energy of volume and grain-boundary 

diffusion have been shown as Equations 1.47 and 1.48, respectively 
35

. 

T
3

2 ∙
d

dt

ΔL

L0
= √

5.34cγΩD0vR

ka3Qv
∙
Qv

2R
∙ e−

Qv
2RT       (1.47) 

T
5

3 ∙
d

dt

ΔL

L0
= (

2.14c2γΩD0bR

ka4Qgb
)

1

3
∙
Qgb

3R
∙ e−

Qgb

3RT      (1.48) 

These equations indicate that if the furnace heating rate is constant, then the sample 

length time rate of change varies approximately as the Arrhenius rate law time rate of 
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change. In the estimation of the activation energy of densification according to the work 

of Young and Cutler, each equation is fit to dilatometry data gathered at a single, constant 

rate of heating. The mechanism of sintering represented by the equation (either Equation 

1.47 or Equation 1.48) giving the activation energy value that more closely agreed with 

published results was determined to be the dominant mechanism of diffusion in the 

densification process. Note that these equations do not explicitly account for grain 

growth. 

In this work, the activation energy of volume and grain-boundary diffusion that 

led to densification was calculated in MATLAB according to Equations 1.49 and 1.50, 

respectively. The idea of the MATLAB implementation is to evaluate the left-hand side 

of each equation and determine the slope of that quantity with respect to 1 𝑅𝑇⁄ . All 

algorithms used in this have been included in the appendices. 

ln (T3 2⁄ ∙
d

dT

ΔL

L0
) = −

Qv

2RT
+
1

2
ln (

5.34γΩD0vR

ka3cQv
) + ln (

Qv

2R
)    (1.49) 

ln (T5 3⁄ ∙
d

dT

ΔL

L0
) = −

Qgb

3RT
+
1

3
ln (

2.14γΩD0bR

ka4cQgb
) + ln (

Qgb

3R
)    (1.50) 

The slope of the plot of ln (T3 2⁄ ∙
d

dT

ΔL

L0
) against −1 2RT⁄  gives the activation energy of 

volume diffusion while the slope of the plot of ln (T5 3⁄ ∙
d

dT

ΔL

L0
) against −1 3RT⁄  gives 

the activation energy of grain-boundary diffusion. The results for the 5 and 10°C∙min
-1

 

heating rate sintering samples have been shown as Figure 1.9A. 

The equations relating heating rate and temperature to activation energy of 

volume and grain-boundary diffusion given by Kang have been shown as Equations 1.51 

and 1.52, respectively 
6
. 
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ΔL

L0
= √

D0vγVm

Rca3
∙ e−

Qv
2RT         (1.51) 

ΔL

L0
= (

3D0bδγVm

Rca4
)

1

3
∙ e−

Qgb

3RT        (1.52) 

These equations indicate that the change of sample length measured by the dilatometer is 

governed by a modified form of the Arrhenius rate law, instead of a modified form of the 

time rate of change of the Arrhenius rate law, proposed by Young and Cutler. In the 

estimation of the activation energy of densification according to the work of Kang, each 

equation is fit to dilatometry data gathered from a single, constant rate of heating 

sintering sample. These equations, which model initial-stage sintering, were derived from 

the two-sphere sintering model, partially shown as Figure 1.5. As grain growth typically 

occurs after some level densification is achieved, it is reasonable that Equations 1.51 and 

1.52 do not account for grain growth.  

The equations implemented in MATLAB to estimate activation energy of 

densification of the initial stage of sintering, according to Kang, are given by Equations 

1.53 and 1.54. 

ln (
ΔL

L0
) = −

Qv

2RT
+
1

2
ln (

D0vγVm

Rca3
)       (1.53) 

ln (
ΔL

L0
) = −

Qgb

3RT
+
1

3
ln (

3D0bδγVm

Rca4
)       (1.54) 

The log of this fractional length change, ln (ΔL L0)⁄  was plotted against −1 2RT⁄  and 

−1/3RT to estimate activation energy of volume diffusion, and grain-boundary diffusion, 

respectively. The slopes of these curves were determined in MATLAB. The activation 

energies of densification of volume and grain-boundary diffusion calculated from the 5 

and 10°C∙min
-1

 heating rate sintering runs have been shown as Figure 1.9B. 
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The equation relating the sample length time rate of change to activation energy 

in the work of Woolfrey and Bannister, shown as Equation 1.55, is unique in that the 

relationship is not based on the Arrhenius rate law, and that the activation energy is 

estimated without separate equations modeling volume and grain-boundary diffusion 
36

. 

However, this model does not account for grain growth, and, like Equations 1.49 and 

1.50, and 1.53 and 1.54, is applied to a single sintering experiment with a constant rate of 

heating. 

T2
d

dt

ΔL

L0
=

cQ

(n+1)R
∙
ΔL

L0
          (1.55) 

The quantity n in Equation 1.55 is of particular interest as it represents an estimate of the 

sintering mechanisms responsible for densification. The equation giving this value, n was 

suggested in the Woolfrey and Bannister work, and cited explicitly by 2009 Zhang et al 

19
. This relationship is given as Equation 1.56. 

ln (
ΔL

L0
)
T
= −

ln(c)

n+1
+ ln(A0)        (1.56) 

The results of the estimation of the activation energy of densification according to 

Equation 1.55 are shown as Figure 1.8C. These results were calculated at the 5° and 

10°C∙min
-1

 sintering rates. 
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Figure 1.9: Activation energy according to (A) Young and Cutler (B) Kang (C) Woolfrey 

and Bannister and (D) Wang and Raj. 

 

Comparison of the plots shown as Figure 1.9 indicate that activation energy is a function 

of density, which is related to relative length change, ΔL L0⁄ . However, the shapes of the 

plots of activation energy of the same material vary greatly with heating rate. This 

suggests that the activation energy of diffusion of ions in an inert chemical substance 

varies with sample heating rate, and density.  
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Motivation 

 

 

Results of activation energy estimates according to existing models indicate that 

the energy required for an atom or ion to diffuse in YSZ is changing with material density 

and applied heating rate. Where applicable, these results indicate that the activation 

energy of grain-boundary diffusion is greater than the activation energy of volume 

diffusion. This directly opposes the results of secondary isotope mass spectroscopy 

(SIMS) results 
37–40

. That the activation energy is changing with density is a relatively 

new idea 
41, 42

. Master sintering curve theory integration is performed assuming that the 

activation energy is a constant with respect to heating rate, and density, as explained in 

the derivation of Equation 1.39. However, recent modification to the master sintering 

curve has resulted in essentially piece-wise fits of time-temperature-density profiles that 

allow for activation energy changing with density. That the activation energy of 

densification of a chemically inert substance is changing with the density of the powder 

compact is questionable. 

Adding small amounts of metal oxide to cubic zirconia have been shown to affect 

changes to sintering performance, and lattice parameters 
43–46

. Equations 1.39 and 1.40 

suggest that the densification rate goes as the product of the Arrhenius rate law, which 

seems to act as a “resistance” factor, with some “driving” factor. If a sintering aid is to 

change the rate of densification, then it should affect a change to the “driving” factor of 

densification, the “resistance” factor, or both.  

The addition of nickel to cubic YSZ is especially well-studied, since Nickel acts 

both as a sintering aid to cubic zirconia, and the Nickel-8YSZ cermet is the classic anode 
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material of SOFC’s 
47–55

. These metal-oxides are known to, in essence, dissolve into the 

host powder at high temperatures. This leads to the term “solid solution”. Absorption of 

these metal oxides into 8YSZ is well-described with defect chemistry, and Kroger-Vink 

notation. Defect chemistry is very good for suggesting what might happen to a metal-

oxide as it is added as a solid-solute to a solid-solvent. However, reasonable elimination 

of the possible proposed defect reactions is very difficult. Equation 1.57 suggests that 

NiO going into ZrO2 solution leads to a substitution of a Ni
2+

 ion on a Zr
4+

 site, leading 

to a charge change of -2. To maintain electrical neutrality in the unit cell, an oxygen 

vacancy might be created 
14

. Equation 1.58 suggests that Ni
2+

 ions enter the fluorite 

structure of cubic zirconia as an interstitial defect. According to defect chemistry, both 

reactions could happen. Supporting and refuting evidence for substitutional and 

interstitial defects can be difficult to observe 
50, 56

. 

NiO
ZrO2
→  NiZr

′′ + VO
°°,          (1.57) 

NiO
ZrO2
→  Nii

°° + 2e′ + OO
x .         (1.58) 

Literature review and results suggest that the activation energy of densification of 

8YSZ is changing with density. It is hypothesized that, because 8YSZ is inert, the 

activation energy of densification is not changing with density. To answer this question, 

tools that accurately determine derivatives of measured data, and quantities such as grain 

size from scanning electron microscopy had to be developed. The undefined function of 

density of the Wang and Raj equation, Equation 1.40 also required definition. Along the 

way, a method of determining the degradation rate of SOFC’s from constant-voltage 

measurements of output current was developed. Finally, a method of activation energy 
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determination that compares the numerical integral of Equation 1.40 to measured density 

data is proposed and used to evaluate the activation energy of densification of pure 8YSZ 

Co3O4-doped 8YSZ, and NiO-doped 8YSZ. 
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Abstract 

 

The sintering performance, microstructure, and crystal structure of yttria-

stabilized zirconia stabilized with 8 mol% yttria (8YSZ) doped with both Mo and Ni 

together are compared to the sintering performance, microstructure, and crystal structure 

of pure 8YSZ, 8YSZ with only Ni added as a sintering aid, and 8YSZ with only Mo 

added as a sintering aid. Results suggest that the addition of both Mo and Ni as co-

sintering aids work together synergistically. Enhanced densification and grain growth is 

observed in the Mo-Ni co-doped 8YSZ samples when compared to all other 

microstructures. Order of magnitude sintering rate increases are observed in the Mo-Ni 

co-doped 8YSZ over that of pure 8YSZ. With a maximum sintering temperature of 

1200°C and a one hour dwell, sintered densities of 85% theoretical density (5.02 ∙

𝑔𝑚 𝑐𝑚3⁄ ) are achieved with the co-doped samples: a 57% increase in density over pure 

8YSZ sintered with the same sintering profile. X-ray diffraction (XRD) results indicate 

some destabilization of the cubic phase of YSZ with the addition of MoO2. Finally, the 

spontaneous generation of nickel-molybdenum nano-rods was observed on the 5, and 10 

mol% Mo-Ni infiltrated 8YSZ samples after being left under vacuum in a scanning 
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electron microscope chamber, suggesting evaporation of a possible nickel-molybdenum 

compound from the sample fracture surfaces. 

 

Introduction 

 

 

The structural stabilization of the cubic and tetragonal polymorphs of zirconium 

oxide with the addition of yttrium has yielded a versatile oxide with numerous functional 

and structural applications. This material is used to produce kitchen knives, mechanical 

bearings, artificial gemstones, and medical and dental implants. More technically, yttria-

stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is used in the production of thermal barrier coatings of turbine 

blades, oxygen sensors in fuel-injected engines, and electrolytes and anodes of solid 

oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) 
1–3

. The tetragonal phase of zirconia is mechanically tough and 

is the phase of the polymorphic material used to make bearings, knives, and dental 

implants
4
. Because of its low electrical conductivity, single crystals of the cubic phase of 

YSZ are quite transparent, and are used to make artificial diamonds. The low electrical 

conductivity and the relatively high oxygen ion conductivity make polycrystalline cubic 

zirconia an excellent candidate for the SOFC electrolyte 
5, 6

.  

Zirconia chemically stabilized with 8 mol% yttria (8YSZ) exhibits a maximum in 

oxygen ion conductivity with respect to yttria content
7
. 8YSZ also exhibits chemical 

stability in the caustic fuel cell environment at typical fuel cell operating temperatures of 

850°C. However, 8YSZ can be difficult to sinter to 94% theoretical density; the density 

required for removing open porosity. Temperatures of 1400°C or more for over two 

hours are required to sinter 8YSZ to a density that makes it useful as a SOFC electrolyte
5
. 
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Because of the usefulness and difficulty of processing of 8YSZ, many studies have been 

undertaken to understand why 8YSZ sinters at such a high temperature and how to reduce 

the temperature at which densification occurs.  

To better understand the phenomenon of sintering, and increase sintering 

performance, the effects of initial powder size and shape have been examined
8–11

. 

Although improvements in sintering performance have been realized through changing 

sintering pressure, a function of powder particle size and shape, the sintering performance 

achieved via adding impurities as sintering aids can eliminate nano-particle 

requirements
12, 13

. Al2O3 as a sintering aid has been shown to increase sintering 

performance by decreasing the activation energy of densification of 8YSZ
14, 15

. A small 

amount of Al2O3 added to 8YSZ has been shown to increase ionic conductivity according 

to electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
16

. Al2O3 at the electrolyte-anode interface was 

found to form NiAl2O4 by means of chemical interactions with Al2O3 and NiO
17

. 

Although the study results of Knibbe et al. suggested NiAl2O4 did not negatively affect 

electrochemical cell performance at the operating temperature of 850°C, a study also 

performed by Knibbe et al. found that Al2O3 at the YSZ-La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSM) interface 

caused delamination of the LSM air electrode from the YSZ causing failure of the 

system
18

.  

Adding some metal oxides may or may not act as a sintering aid, but have been 

shown to change the atomic structure of cubic zirconia. Adding TiO2 to cubic zirconia 

has been found to introduce the tetragonal phase of YSZ
19, 20

. This observed phase change 

has been shown to decrease the ionic conductivity of YSZ
21

. Adding Bi2O3 has also been 
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found to destabilize the cubic phase of YSZ
22

. Nickel has been shown to enhance YSZ 

sintering performance
23

. However, nickel metal has been shown to precipitate out of YSZ 

solution in a reducing environment, irreversibly decreasing oxygen ion conductivity in 

the process
24–26

. Other effective sintering aids such as cobalt and manganese show 

promise as effective sintering aids that preserve the oxygen ion conductivity of 8YSZ
24, 

27, 28
. 

The prior literature studies share the common theme of examining the effects of a 

single dopant as a sintering aid. Reported 8YSZ sintering experiments concerned with 

more than one impurity typically examine the inadvertent addition of alumina or silica, 

and the negative performance impacts those additions have on electrochemical 

performance
29–31

. An in-house study concerned with the sintering performance of 

Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ in an oxygen rich atmosphere revealed that the Ni(NO3)2 

infiltrated samples densified greatly in the oxygen-rich atmosphere. Elemental 

investigation of the samples that demonstrated greater densification revealed the presence 

of molybdenum, an impurity serendipitously present in the tube furnace from prior 

experimental work. The molybdenum contamination of the furnace volatilized as 

molybdenum oxide in the oxygen rich atmosphere, providing a low level source of well-

distributed Mo. The nickel in the Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated pellets appears to have facilitated 

absorption of the molybdenum from the atmosphere, and the combination of nickel and 

molybdenum in the sub-micron particulate 8YSZ samples yielded substantial 

densification near 1100°C, a temperature well below the onset of densification 

temperature of pure 8YSZ. This unexpected discovery inspired the study of the 
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synergetic effects of nickel and molybdenum as sintering aids for 8YSZ discussed in this 

study.  

 

Experimental Procedure 

 

 

Four sample groups were prepared for sintering studies: pure 8YSZ (1), 

Ni(NO3)2-infiltrated 8YSZ (2), MoO2 doped 8YSZ (3), and MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2-

infiltrated 8YSZ (4). 

 

Control Group: Sample Set 1 

 

8YSZ (TZ-8YS, Tosoh Corp., Tokyo, Japan) powder was uniaxially pressed as 

received in a cylindrical, stainless steel die under a pressure of 250 MPa. Samples were 

held under that pressure for 10 to 30 seconds to reduce damage from the powder 

springing back due to the storage of elastic energy in the compressed powder particles. 

Pressed pellets were then sintered in a vertical-load-frame dilatometer in a flowing 

oxygen atmosphere (L75, Linseis, Robbinsville, NJ) up to 1200°C with heating rates of 

5°, and 10°C per minute, held at 1200°C for one hour, then allowed to cool to room 

temperature. One of the sintering samples was fractured, attached to an aluminum slide 

with carbon tape, and iridium sputter-coated. The microstructure of the pellet was then 

examined via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JSM-6100A SEM, Jeol Ltd., Tokyo, 

Japan). The remaining pellets were pulverized in a synthetic sapphire mortar and pestle. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (SCINTAG X1 Diffraction System) was used to examine the 

sample crystal structure. Scans were conducted from 25° − 78° 2𝜃 with 0.01° step size 

and 3 second dwell. 
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Ni(NO3)2 Infiltrated Group: Sample Set 2 

 

Pellets pressed in the manner described in the Control Group section, above, were 

infiltrated with a polymeric nickel-nitrate (Ni(NO3)26H2O, Inframat Advanced 

Materials, Farmington, CT) solution prior to sintering. Adding nickel in this way helped 

to insure uniform distribution of the dopant particularly in the region of particle-particle 

interfaces. The polymeric nickel nitrate solution was prepared by dissolving 

Ni(NO3)26H2O in water. Ethylene glycol was added to the Ni(NO3)2 solution. The water 

was evaporated by holding the mixture at 95°C while stirring. The solution was thinned 

with 2-n-butoxyethanol. The pellets were infiltrated with the polymeric Ni(NO3)2 

solution by placing the pellet on a densified Al2O3 plate, and placing a few drops of the 

Ni(NO3)2 solution onto the pellet. The pellet was allowed to absorb this solution for 24 

hours before it was sintered in the dilatometer in an atmosphere of flowing oxygen. This 

process resulted in a NiO content of approximately 0.85 mol% after sintering. The NiO 

content of the samples was determined by weighing each pellet before infiltration with 

Ni(NO3)2 solution, and after sintering. The increased mass of the sintered pellets was 

attributed to the presence of NiO. A Mathcad algorithm which computed the mole 

fraction of NiO in the infiltrated pellet was used to determine the mole fraction of NiO in 

each sample. The sintering profiles described in the Control Group section, above were 

used to sinter the Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated pellets. Samples were then examined via SEM and 

XRD according to the Control Group section, above. 
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Mechanically-Mixed MoO2 8YSZ: Sample Set 3 

 

Three MoO2-doped 8YSZ powders were prepared by mechanical mixing of 

oxides by dry ball milling appropriate amounts of molybdenum oxide powder 

(molybdenum(IV) oxide, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) with 8YSZ in high density 

polyethylene bottles with zirconia milling media. The resulting powders contained 1.0, 

5.0, and 10.0 mol% MoO2. Each powder was then sieved through a screen, and the 

resulting powders were pressed into pellets according to the Control Group section, 

above. A pellet of each concentration of MoO2 was then sintered in a flowing oxygen 

atmosphere using the sintering profiles described in the Control Group section, above. 

Samples were then examined via SEM and XRD according to the Control Group section, 

above. 

 

Mechanically-Mixed MoO2 8YSZ Infiltrated with Ni(NO3)2: Sample Set 4 

 

8YSZ pellets with each concentration of MoO2 were pressed according to the 

process described in the Control Group section, above. These pellets were additionally 

infiltrated with the polymeric Ni(NO3)2 solution according to the method described in the 

Ni(NO3)2 Infiltrated Group section, above. The pellet infiltration process resulted in 

pellets with 1, 5, and 10 mol% MoO2 doped to about 0.85, 0.80, and 0.75 mol% NiO, 

respectively. The pellets were sintered in a flowing oxygen atmosphere, and then 

examined via SEM, and XRD as described in the Control Group section, above. 
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Results and Discussion 

 

 

The time-density curves determined from the dilatometry measurements of the 

sintering performance of 8YSZ (Sample Set 1), 8YSZ infiltrated with Ni(NO3)2 (Sample 

Set 2), MoO2 doped 8YSZ (Sample Set 3) and , and MoO2 doped 8YSZ infiltrated with 

Ni(NO3)2 (Sample Set 4) are shown as Figure 2.1. Each plot of Figure 2.1 directly 

compares the sintering performance of each sample set. Note that in all cases the 

sintering rate and sintered densities of Sample Set 4 were much greater than the sintering 

performance of any other sample set. The maximum sintering rates, green pellet 

densities, and sintered pellet densities are summarized in Table I. Note that densities are 

reported relative to the theoretical density of 8YSZ of 5.9 gm/cc. Sintering rates are 

reported in units of change in relative density per minute (1/min). 

 

Table 2.1: Green density (top left), final sintered density (top right), and maximum 

sintering rate (bottom); density measurements relative to 5.9 gm/cc, and sintering rate in 

change in relative density per minute (1/min) 

 
 

 

Plots A and B of Figure 2.1 compare the sintering performance of Sample Set 1, 

Sample Set 2, 1 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ, and 1 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 

8YSZ sintered up to and held for one hour at 1200°C with heating rates of 5° and 10°C 

per minute, respectively. Plots C, and D of Figure 2.1 compare the sintering performance 

of Sample Set 1, Sample Set 2, 5 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ, and 5 mol% MoO2 doped 

Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ sintered up to and held for one hour at 1200°C with heating 

Heating Rate

(°C per Min) Control Ni(NO3)2 Inf 1% MoO2 1% MoO2 Ni(NO3)2 5% MoO2 5% MoO2 Ni(NO3)2 10% MoO2 10% MoO2 Ni(NO3)2

5

50.7, 54.3 

0.101

50.3, 59.3

0.249

49.9, 54.9

0.154

51.3 ,67.3

0.718

50.4, 56.5

0.204

50.4, 82.0

1.287

52.1, 54.5

0.068

52.1, 77.7

2.227

10

50.0, 54.0

0.156

50.4, 61.2

0.293

47.2, 51.9

0.277

50.7, 69.0

1.208

49.6, 55.9

0.317

49.2, 85.9

3.696

47.7, 50.0

0.103

51.6, 82.4

4.003
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rates of 5° and 10°C per minute, respectively. Plots E, and F of Figure 2.1 compare the 

sintering performance of Sample Set 1, Sample Set 2, 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ, and 

10 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ sintered up to and held for one hour at 

1200°C with heating rates of 5° and 10°C per minute, respectively. The sintering 

temperature profile has been shown on each plot.  

The sintering temperature of 1200°C was intentionally chosen because of the poor 

sintering performance of 8YSZ at that temperature. The sintering performance increase 

achieved with adding 5, and 10 mol% MoO2 with Ni(NO3)2 is greater than the sum of the 

sintering performance increases achieved with the individually adding MoO2 and 

Ni(NO3)2. Further, it is shown that for each sample in Sample Set 4, the pellet sintered 

with a heating rate of 10°C per minute achieved a final density greater than the pellet 

sintered with the 5°C per minute heating rate.  
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Figure 2.1: Sintering profiles of 8YSZ, Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ, MoO2 doped 8YSZ, 

and MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ sintered up to and held at 1200°C for one 

hour with heating rates of 5°C per minute (A, C, and E), and 10°C per minute (B, D, and 

F) according to the temperature profile indicated in each figure by the solid black line (-). 

 

 

The abrupt decrease in density of the 10 mol% MoO2 Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ 

sample sintered at 5°C per minute, as shown in the densification curve, is not understood. 

However, closer examination of the Sample Set 4 samples sintered at 10°C per minute 
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reveals similar, though less pronounced behavior. The XRD patterns of the cubic and 

tetragonal phases of zirconia with indexed peaks have been included as Figure 2.2(A) as 

a reference for comparison with Figure 2.2(B), the XRD patterns produced by the XRD 

examination of Sample Set 4
32

. 

 

Figure 2.2: XRD patterns with indexed peaks of (A) Cubic (8YSZ) and tetragonal 

(3YSZ) YSZ sintered at 1200°C for one hour
32

, and (B) XRD patterns of 8YSZ with 

adding 1, 5, and 10 mol% MoO2 and Ni(NO3)2 also sintered at 1200°C for one hour 

 

 

The peak locations and lattice parameter estimates from all XRD plots have been 

shown in Table II. Peak locations were determined using a peak-finding algorithm 

developed in MATLAB. All members of Sample Sets 3 and 4 were examined with the 

peak finding algorithm as though they possessed cubic structure because of the overlap of 

the cubic and tetragonal peaks in the XRD patterns. The MATLAB peak finder was used 

in preference over the standard XRD-analysis software, Jade, due to the variations in 

peak location encountered when exploring different peak-finding options in Jade. The 

MATLAB based peak finder overlays a plot of the parabola used to fit the XRD data 

defining each peak of the XRD pattern over the XRD data. These plots allow the user to 

visually evaluate the quality of the fit of each peak, and change the number of points used 
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in the parabolic fit of the XRD data so a more satisfactory peak fit might be achieved. 

Any increase in the accuracy of determining peak locations allows better evaluation of 

lattice parameter changes introduced by adding dopants. Lattice parameters of the cubic 

and tetragonal phases were calculated in the algorithm according to Cullity
33

. 

 

Table 2.2: Peak locations and corresponding lattice parameters 

 
 

 

The cubic lattice parameter of 0.5144∙nm is within 0.1% of the lattice parameter 

estimate of 0.5140∙nm of White et al
34

. The tetragonal structure was found to have lattice 

parameters of a=b=0.5103∙nm and c=0.5167∙nm. The values of the tetragonal lattice 

parameter according to Schelling were calculated to be a=b=0.5142∙nm and c=0.5186∙nm 

after adjusting for thermal expansion from absolute zero
35

. These values are within 1% of 

each other. Note that the average lattice parameter of the tetragonal structure is 

0.5135∙nm, and that the lattice parameters of those samples that are thought to be 

composed of more of the tetragonal phase than the cubic phase are seen to have lattice 

parameters of 0.5135∙nm or less. 

The microstructure of Sample Sets 3 and 4 has been shown as Figure 2.3. 

Comparison of Figure 2.3(A), the microstructure of the 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ, 

with Figure 2.3(B) shows that with the addition of Ni(NO3)2 to 1 mol% MoO2 doped 

Cubic Lattice Parameter

1 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 3 1 1 2 2 2 4 0 0 Angstroms

8YSZ 30.0635 34.8459 50.1180 59.5712 62.5071 73.6111 5.144

1% MoO2 30.1681 34.9343 50.2095 59.6418 62.6172 73.6426 5.135

1% MoO2 with Ni(NO3)2 30.2702 35.0494 50.3282 59.7435 62.7244 73.7292 5.124

5% MoO2 30.1022 34.8632 50.1474 59.5708 Fail Fail 5.141

5% MoO2 with Ni(NO3)2 30.1433 34.9201 50.1995 59.6185 62.6263 73.6711 5.136

10% MoO2 30.3346 35.0780 50.3623 59.7837 62.8259 74.5049 5.111

10% MoO2 with Ni(NO3)230.2275 34.9996 50.2582 59.6899 62.7217 Fail 5.126

Cubic Peaks Index and Location (Degrees 2q)
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8YSZ, the microstructure changes. Figure 2.3(C) shows that the 5 mol% MoO2 Ni(NO3)2 

microstructure is changed less subtly. With 10 mol% MoO2, and Ni(NO3)2 the resulting 

microstructure, shown as Figure 2.3(D), is smooth, dense, and almost pore-free. The 

melting points of MoO2 and MoO3 are 1100°C and 795°C, respectively. Although the 

melting points of these molybdenum oxides are both below the sintering temperature of 

1200°C used in this work, the sintering performance of the MoO2-doped 8YSZ was not 

better than the sintering performance of pure 8YSZ, which suggests volatilization of the 

molybdenum oxide before the melting temperature was reached. Further, the porosity of 

the MoO2-doped 8YSZ samples, shown in Figure 2.3, suggests no liquid-phase sintering. 

The densification enhancement was only achieved with the addition of molybdenum and 

nickel. The formation of a nickel-molybdenum compound has been considered to explain 

the increased densification. The only mention in the literature of such a compound is of 

NiMoO4. The material safety data sheets (MSDS) for NiMoO4 indicate that the melting 

point of this compound is not determined. However, the formation of this compound 

requires a nickel ion for every molybdenum ion. There is less than 1 mol% NiO in each 

Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated pellet. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping (not 

shown) of the sample region shown in the backscattered electron image, shown as Figure 

2.4(A), suggests an abundance of molybdenum and absence of nickel in the grain 

boundary. Stoichiometry suggests that even if NiMoO4 has a melting temperature less 

than the 1200°C sintering temperature, there is not enough nickel in each sample to form 

this compound in MoO2-rich grain boundaries. Thus, it is not possible to conclude that 

liquid-phase sintering is responsible for the observed increase in sintering performance. 
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The images of the 1, and 5 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ microstructure were not 

shown because of the similarity of the 1, 5, and 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ 

microstructure. The grain boundaries of the fracture surface of the 10 mol% MoO2 

Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ pellet visible in the back scattered electron image, shown as 

Figure 2.4(A), indicate that grain size is on the order of 25 ∙ 𝜇𝑚, indicating exaggerated 

grain growth. Contrasting the microstructure of Sample Set 3 with Sample Set 4 indicates 

that, by itself, the addition of MoO2 to 8YSZ does little to affect the microstructure. This 

indication is confirmed by the similarity of the 1, 5, and 10 mol% MoO2 images. The 

microstructure of the Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ, not shown, is similar to that of the 1, 5, 

and 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ microstructure.  
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Figure 2.3: (A) 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ (B) 1 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 

infiltrated 8YSZ (C) 5 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ (D) 10 mol% 

MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ, where all samples were sintered up to and held 

at 1200°C for one hour. 

 

 

Figure 2.3(C) and Figure 2.4(B) show tiny rods on the surface of the 5, and 10 

mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated samples, respectively. Elemental analysis of 

these rods indicates they are composed largely of nickel and molybdenum. These rods 

was not observed during the initial SEM analysis of the MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 

samples. The samples were left under high vacuum overnight to continue characterization 

the following day. These tiny structures were observed as SEM study continued. This 

observation suggests that the formation of these rods was entirely spontaneous. 
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Figure 2.4: (A) Grain structure and (B) formed nano rods on surface of 10 mol% MoO2 

doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ sintered at 1200°C for one hour 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

 

The densification behavior, microstructure, and atomic structure of MoO2 doped 

Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ was examined with dilatometry, XRD, and SEM. Although 

the sintering performance of 8YSZ with either MoO2 or Ni(NO3)2 by itself was affected 

by the individual dopant addition, the effect on sintering of both materials together 

produced changes in the sintering performance that greater than the sum of the 

performance increase of each individual dopant. Sintering rate increases of a factor of ten 

are observed in the MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ over that of pure 8YSZ. 

Sintered densities of 85% theoretical density (5.02 ∙ 𝑔𝑚 𝑐𝑚3⁄ ) are achieved with the 

MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated samples at 1200°C. This reflects a 57% increase in 

density over pure 8YSZ sintered with the same sintering profile.  

The microstructural differences between 5 and 10 mol% MoO2 doped 8YSZ and 

the 5 and 10 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ suggest increased 

densification and grain growth of the MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ over 8YSZ, 
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or 8YSZ doped with only Ni(NO3)2 or MoO2. Although a chemically-induced phase 

change of 8YSZ may have been observed during the sintering of MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 

infiltrated 8YSZ, the reasons for the enhanced sintering performance are not known. The 

serendipitous observation of the nickel-molybdenum nano-rods on the surface of the 5 

and 10 mol% MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 infiltrated 8YSZ fracture surfaces indicate 

evaporation of molybdenum and nickel from the surface of the MoO2 doped Ni(NO3)2 

infiltrated 8YSZ. 
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Abstract 

 

 

The addition of alumina and aluminum titanate (ALT) to the anodes of solid oxide 

fuel cells has been shown to positively impact solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) degradation 

rates. This work proposes a method of SOFC degradation rate quantification. Said 

method has been used to quantify the effect of ALT addition to the SOFC anode, the 

effect of differing NiO precursor powders used in the SOFC anode, and the effect of the 

method of ALT addition to the SOFC anode on cell degradation rates. It has been found 

that ALT is a positive addition to cells with anodes made with ~3∙μm, and ~4∙μm 

precursor NiO particle size, that cells made with the smaller NiO particle size degraded 

more slowly, and that ALT addition via solution infiltration to the SOFC anode is 

superior to ALT addition via mechanical mixing of ALT powder into powder mixtures 

that are to be used to make the SOFC anode. Finally, it has been found that for cells with 

anodes made with the ~4∙μm NiO precursor powder, the optimum ALT addition is 

5.7±0.7 Wt.%. 

 

Introduction 

 

The addition of aluminum titanate, Al2TiO5, (ALT) to the anode of a solid oxide 

fuel cell (SOFC) has been demonstrated as a means of stabilization of cell electrical 

output 
1
. Although SOFC degradation rates and the effects of changes to cell anodes and 

cathodes on degradation rates are of current interest, an effective means of degradation 

rate quantification has not been found in the literature 
2–7

. If no means of the 

quantification of the SOFC degradation rate is in place, it is difficult to quantify the 
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effects of changes to SOFC anodes and cathodes on the degradation rate. Further, 

optimum levels of any change to a SOFC are difficult to ascertain because of the inability 

to quantify cell degradation rate. This paper suggests a means by which measured current 

output of a SOFC taken at a constant cell voltage is fit to an equation that is directly 

differentiable. SOFC degradation rate can be determined in a straight-forward manner 

after current data are fit to Equation 3.1. Quantification of this rate has allowed 

examination of the effect of ALT addition to the SOFC anode, and an optimum amount 

of ALT for SOFC stabilization is proposed. 

Although excess alumina (>10 Wt.% of cubic zirconia) in and near the SOFC 

electrolyte on the anode side of the cell has been found to drastically reduce cubic 

zirconia ionic conductivity, small amounts of alumina (<5 Wt.% of cubic zirconia) in and 

near the cubic zirconia electrolyte are reported as being acceptable 
8, 9

. Alumina on the 

cathode side of the cell is reported as causing delamination of the cathode from the 

electrolyte 
10

. Although the mentioned results suggest that alumina in a SOFC is not 

harmful, recent studies suggest that alumina addition to the fuel cell anode could reduce 

cell degradation rates 
4, 11

. The diffusion of nickel that occurs in the fuel cell anode is 

thermodynamically driven by the surface energy of the nickel metal in the cell anode. 

Given that nickel surface area is a function of particle size, initial NiO particle size can 

affect cell degradation. Optimum alumina amounts and the effect of initial NiO particle 

size in cell anodes with alumina added are unexamined.  

This work examines the effect of adding Al2TiO5 (ALT) to the anodes of SOFCs 

made with ~3∙μm and ~4∙μm initial particle size NiO on fuel cell performance. 
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Determining optimum ALT amounts to SOFC anodes relied on the quantification of 

SOFC degradation rates. To more precisely quantify SOFC degradation rates, a method 

that quantifies instantaneous cell degradation rate as a function of time for the entire fuel 

cell run was developed. With this method, the cell degradation rate has been estimated as 

the current loss per unit time at any time during the run, or as percent of current output 

lost per unit time at any time during the run. Precise calculation of degradation rates has 

enabled quantification of the effects of any change to a fuel cell or its operating condition 

on cell performance.  

 

Experimental Procedure:  

 

 

Anodes 

 

Anodes were applied to commercial electrolytes (Fuel Cell Materials Details) by 

aerosol spraying of homogenized suspensions of appropriate quantities of the spherical 

grade of 8YSZ (8YS) (8YSZ (YS) Tosoh Corp., Tokyo, Japan), NiO with initial particle 

size of about 3∙μm (JT Baker NiO) or NiO with initial particle size of about 4∙μm (Green 

NiO, Alfa Aesar), and corn starch, used as a pore forming agent to yield an equal-volume 

mixture of 8YSZ, and nickel metal after anode reduction in the fuel cell operating 

environment. The anode spray consisted of about 32.4 mass% YSZ, 62.2 mass% NiO, 

and 5.4 mass% pore former, where total powder mass is given by the masses of the pore 

former, YSZ, and NiO. Sprays with ALT were made by adding into the mix sufficient 

quantities of ALT to make 1, 2.5, 5, and 10% ALT-doped (ALT, Alfa Aesar) anode mix 

powder.  
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The suspension was thoroughly mixed in a 35 mass% xylene, 35 mass% ethanol 

solvent using 2 mass% of copolymer dispersant (KD-1). Additionally, 2 mass% of 200 

molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG 200), 3 mass% of polyvinyl butyral (B98), 

and 1.5 mass% of butyl benzyl phthalate (S-160) were added as binders and plasticizers. 

The dispersant was dissolved in the solvent ultrasonically (Branson Sonifier 450) before 

adding any other ingredient. The addition of the appropriate amount of ALT to the spray 

mixture occurred after dissolution of the dispersant, and before the addition of any other 

powder. The 8YSZ, NiO, and pore former were ultrasonically mixed in the suspension 

after the dispersant was dissolved. Binders and plasticizers were then added, the 

suspension was ultrasonically mixed a third time, then ball milled in a high-density 

polyethylene bottle with cylindrical YSZ milling media for 12 hours to facilitate 

complete homogenization of the mixture. 

 Cell anodes were applied via airbrush (Badger air-brush Model No. 360-7) onto 

weighed (Sartorius CPA 225D), and appropriately masked electrolytes. The anode-

electrolyte bi-layers could then dry in air overnight before being sintered at 1250°C for 

two hours with heating and cooling rates of 10°C per minute. Following sintering, the 

mass of each half-cell was recorded for doping calculations.  

ALT was added to the anode by either infiltration of an ALT solution, or by 

mechanical mixing of ALT powder into the anode spray, as described above. The ALT 

solution used for infiltration was prepared by mixing stoichiometric amounts of 

aluminum nitrate, and titanium lactate, both dissolved in de-ionized water, to produce 

Al2TiO5. The resulting ALT solution was added to the anode by pipetting a drop of the 
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ALT solution onto the anode, allowing the water to evaporate, and removing organics by 

placing the infiltrated cell into a 400°C furnace for about two minutes. The mass of the 

doped anode-electrolyte bilayer was then recorded to determine dopant mass. This 

process was repeated until desired ALT-doping concentrations of 1.0, 2.5, 5, and 10 

Wt.% ALT were approximated. Doped and non-doped cells were then heated to 1400°C 

with heating and cooling rates of 5°C per minute to activate the ALT, and to ensure valid 

comparison.  

 

Cathodes 

 

The cathode spray was made by mixing quantities of 8YS, lanthanum-doped 

strontium manganite (LSM), and pore former (corn starch) to form an equal-volume 

mixture of 8YS, LSM, and pore former. Based on the total mass of the powders 

comprising the cathode, 3 mass% KD-1 was added as a dispersant, 3 mass% of PEG 200, 

4.7 mass% of B98, and 2.4 mass% of S-160 were added as binders and plasticizers. The 

solvent for the suspension was an equal-parts mixture of about 45 mass% xylene, and 45 

mass% ethanol. Powders were added to the solvent, ultrasonically mixed, then ball milled 

like the anode spray. Cathodes were added to the cells by airbrush application of the 

cathode spray. After drying, the cells were heated to and held at 900°C for two hours 

with heating and cooling rates of 10°C per minute.  
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Electrochemical Degradation Testing and Quantification 

 

Completed fuel cells were tested in a custom built fuel cell test rig, which is 

depicted in the work of Lussier et al 
12

. Cells were loaded between the clamshell-furnace-

enclosed test rig platens. Silver-wire weave and nickel foam served as current collectors 

for the cathode and anode sides of the cell, respectively. Electrical connection between 

the cell and the current collectors, and the current collectors and the platens was made 

with silver-oxide paint. Once assembled, the entire fuel cell test rig was heated to 800°C. 

The operating temperature of the test rig yields thermodynamic reduction of silver oxide 

on the both the air and fuel sides of the cell, facilitating a porous, electrically conductive 

layer of silver to connect each component of the fuel-cell test setup to its adjacent 

component for excellent current collection. Note that the test rig is connected to a 

LabVIEW equipped computer that controls and measures the flow rates of the hydrogen 

and nitrogen that are delivered to the anode side of the cell, the air that is supplied to the 

cathode-side of the cell, and the voltage through which the cell must pass a current. The 

program also monitors the current output of the cell being tested.  

 The fuel cell current 𝐼 as a function of time 𝑡 was fit to Equation 3.1 using an in- 

 

house produced MATLAB algorithm. 

 

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑎0𝑐0 ∙
1

𝑡+1
+ 𝑎1𝑐1 ∙ √

𝑡

𝑡0−𝑡
+ 𝑎2𝑐2 ∙ tan(𝑎𝑡 − 𝑏)

−1 + 𝑎3𝑐3 ∙
𝐼𝑀𝑎𝑥

1+exp(−𝑎𝑡+𝑏)
 (3.1) 

 

The user-defined constants 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, and 𝑎3 were chosen as either 1 or 0, and served as 

“on” or “off” switches for each term in Equation 3.1. The value of 𝑎3 was set to be 

opposite of 𝑎2. That is, if 𝑎2 was set to 1, then 𝑎3 was set to zero, and vice versa. The 

constant 𝑡0 is increased by a set interval each time the appropriate loop of the algorithm 
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was run. The algorithm then determined a value of the coefficient of determination (𝑅2) 

for each value of 𝑡0. If the 𝑅2 value of a particular fit was better than the current, best 𝑅2 

value, then the associated value of 𝑡0 was kept as the best value of 𝑡0. If the 𝑅2 value 

associated with any value of 𝑡0 was less than the best 𝑅2 value, then the value of 𝑡0 was 

assigned to be the value of 𝑡0 associated with the best recorded 𝑅2 value. The best 

combination of terms for fitting Equation 3.1 to a particular data set was determined via 

trial and error. Particularly, the selection of the inverse-tangent function or the logistic 

equation required more than one attempt at fitting each data set. 

The constants 𝑎 and 𝑏 were determined using an iterative scheme developed in 

MATLAB. This scheme first determined an optimum value of 𝑏 using a fixed value of 𝑎 

and five values of 𝑏. The least squares method of curve-fitting was then used to 

determine values of the constants 𝑐0, 𝑐1, and 𝑐2 or 𝑐3 for each value of 𝑏. The 

corresponding 𝑅2 values for each value of 𝑏 were found. The relationship defined by the  

(𝑏, 𝑅2) points was used to define the equation of a parabola given by 𝑅2 = 𝐴2 ∙ 𝑏
2 + 𝐴1 ∙

𝑏 + 𝐴0. Once determined, the coefficients of this parabola were used to define an 

optimum value of 𝑏 in Equation 3.1, given by 𝑏 = −𝐴1/(2 ∙ 𝐴2). This optimum value of 

𝑏 was then used as the reference point for defining the next set of five 𝑏 values. This 

process was iterated until the change in the 𝑅2 value became less than a user-specified 

value. This process was then used to determine an optimum value of 𝑎. Because changing 

the value of 𝑎 changed the optimum value of 𝑏, the whole process was iterated several 

times. 

 The degradation rate, 𝑅(𝑡) =
𝑑𝐼(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
, of the current is given as Equation 3.2.  
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𝑅(𝑡) =
−𝑎0𝑐0

𝑡2
+
𝑎1𝑐1∙𝑡0√𝑡0−𝑡

2√𝑡∙(𝑡−𝑡0)2
+

𝑎2𝑐2∙𝑎

(𝑏−𝑎𝑡)2+1
+
𝑎3𝑐3∙𝑎∙𝐼𝑀𝑎𝑥∙exp(𝑏−𝑎𝑡)

(1+exp(𝑏−𝑎𝑡))2
   (3.2) 

 

The degradation rate of each cell was then normalized with respect to the measured 

current, 𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(𝑡). This normalized degradation rate, 𝑅𝑁(𝑡), is described mathematically 

as Equation 3.3. 

𝑅𝑁(𝑡) =
𝑅(𝑡)

𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(𝑡)
         (3.3) 

 

 

Results 

 

 

Alfa Aesar NiO 

 

 Equation 3.1 was fit to fuel cell data from all cells run. Degradation rates were 

determined according to Equation 3.2, and recorded at 5, 10, 15, and 20 hours for the 

cells made with the ~4∙μm precursor powder with ALT addition via either infiltration or 

mechanical-mixing. Degradation rates were recorded at 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 hours, and 

at 25, 50, 75, and 100 hours for cells made with the ~3∙μm precursor powder. 

Degradation rates taken at the indicated times were plotted against dopant concentration. 

Positive and negative values indicate performance gains and losses, respectively.  

 Figure 3.1 compares the performance of cells with anodes made from the ~4∙μm 

NiO precursor powder. Degradation rates of cells with ALT added via infiltration have 

been shown on the left side of Figure 3.1, whereas the degradation rates of cells with 

ALT added via mechanical mixing of ALT powder into the spray suspension have been 

shown on the right side of Figure 3.1. Although the addition of ALT to a fuel-cell anode 

via mechanical mixing is seen to decrease cell degradation rate, cells with ALT added 

this way are not seen to improve at any point during testing. Comparison of degradation-
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rate results of cells with ALT added by mechanical mixing with degradation-rate results 

of cells with ALT added by infiltration indicates that ALT addition to cell anodes via 

infiltration is more effective at improving cell-degradation rates than ALT addition via 

mechanical mixing of powder precursors. This result is consistent with the results of 

Driscoll et al, and the idea of “diffusion caging” (Currently Unpublished). 

 The plot shown on the left-hand side of Figure 3.1 suggests that a parabolic 

relationship between ALT concentration and cell degradation rates exist. Second-order 

polynomial curve-fits of degradation rates against dopant concentration at 5, 10, 15, and 

20 hours is shown as the inset of the left-hand side of Figure 3.1. This result indicates 

there is an optimum amount of ALT for the stabilization of electrochemical stabilization. 

The average peak location of the 5, 10, 15, and 20 hour fits was 5.7±0.7 Wt.% ALT, 

within the 95% confidence interval.  

 

 
Figure 3.1: Left: Degradation rates of cells with ALT-infiltrated, ~4∙μm initial-particle-

size NiO anodes taken at 5, 10, 15, and 20 hours with (inset) plots of second-order 

polynomial fits of each data set with optimum ALT amount indicated as 5.7±0.7 Wt.% 

ALT. Right: Degradation rates of cells with ALT addition via mechanical mixing  
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J.T. Baker NiO 

 

 Fuel cell performance of cells made with green NiO with initial particle size of 

~3∙μm (J.T. Baker) is summarized in Figure 3.2. The left-side plot of Figure 3.2 shows 

cell degradation rates at 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 hours. These results suggest that cell 

improvement rates of about 4.5% per hour were measured at 12.5 hours of cell life, that 

degradation rates with the cells made from ~3∙μm precursor particle size NiO are 

substantially different from the degradation rates of the cells made from ~4∙μm precursor 

particle size NiO, and that the addition of ALT to cell anodes with ~3∙μm precursor 

particle size is an effective means of stabilization of cell performance. The right-side plot 

of Figure 3.2 indicates cell improvement rates at 50 hours with the addition of 4 Wt.% 

ALT to the cell anode. This follows the results of the left side of Figure 3.2.  

 

 
Figure 3.2: Variation of degradation rates of cells with anodes made from NiO precursors 

with ~3∙μm initial particle size at (left) 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 hours and (right) 25, 50, 75, 

and 100 hours 
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Conclusions 

 

 

Results suggest that fuel cell degradation rate depends greatly on the precursor 

materials used in cell fabrication. It is also observed that the addition of ALT to the 

traditional NiO-YSZ anode modifies fuel cell performance in cells made with each 

precursor NiO powder. The method of ALT introduction is seen to influence SOFC 

performance, where measurements of cell current output at a constant voltage indicate 

that ALT addition via infiltration is a more effective means of improving cell 

performance than ALT addition via the mechanical mixing of ALT powder with other 

anode precursors before anode application. Finally, An optimum amount of ALT in 

SOFC’s made with ~4∙μm NiO precursor particle size is proposed as 5.7±0.7 wt.% ALT. 

Estimation of this optimum ALT amount was facilitated by a novel method of cell 

degradation-rate calculation. 
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Abstract 

 

 

The practice of sintering has spanned centuries. Despite the age of this practice, 

there still exists gaps in the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of atom 

transport that drive this process.  The Wang and Raj sintering equation, proposed in 1990, 

utilizes a key factor regarding a density function. However, this function remains 

undefined.  This work suggests that the undefined function of density for 8YSZ sintered 

with a constant rate of heating is given, to within an arbitrary multiplicative constant, as 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1/Δ𝜌, where Δ𝜌 denotes the total change in density that occurs during sintering. 

The Wang and Raj equation has been solved for the unknown function of density, and 

evaluated numerically. This quantity has been compared graphically with 𝑓(𝜌) = 1/Δ𝜌 

using sintering data acquired from constant-rate-of-heating sintering experiments with 

heating rates of 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, and 20°C/min to 1400°C. Graphical comparison of 

these results suggests good agreement between these two functions. Further, evaluation 

of the similarity of the outputs of the two functions using the coefficient of determination 

results in a low value of 0.965, a high value of 0.998, and an average value of 0.984. 

Evaluation of the activation energy at each heating rate, made possible by using the 

definition of the unknown function of density, and averaging activation energy values 

gives 568±60∙kJ/mol as the activation energy of densification of fully-stabilized 

zirconium oxide.  
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Introduction 

 

 

 The equation proposed by Wang and Raj, and shown as Equation 4.1, relating the 

activation energy of densification for a sintering ceramic to the sintering rate has been 

employed for study of the sintering of numerous oxides since the method was proposed in 

1990 
1
.  

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴 ∙

𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄

𝑇
∙
𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
         (4.1) 

Sintering is an atomic diffusion process. The sintering rate 𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄  is governed by 

the Arrhenius expression 𝐴 ∙ 𝑒−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ , where 𝐴 represents a constant, 𝐸𝑎 the activation 

energy, and the product of the gas constant 𝑅, and the absolute temperature 𝑇 gives the 

thermal energy. The densification rate also depends on the grain size of the sintering 

sample 𝑑(𝑡), which is a function of time 𝑡. The grain growth exponent is given by 𝑛, and 

offers an indication of the diffusion process, either grain-boundary or volume diffusion, 

by which grains are growing. The function of density 𝜌, given by 𝑓(𝜌) is undefined. 

 Despite an undefined function of density as part of this, Equation 4.2, which is 

arrived upon by taking the natural log of both sides of Equation 4.1 after multiplying 

through by T, has been used extensively to determine the activation energy of 

densification 
2–7, 7

. 

ln (𝑇 ∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
)
𝜌
= −(

𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
)
𝜌
+ ln(𝐴) + ln(𝑓(𝜌))

𝜌
− ln(𝑑(𝑡)𝑛)𝜌    (4.2) 

The results of Bernard-Granger and Guizard, Kim et al, and Mazaheri et al. 

indicate that the grain size of a sintered yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) ceramic can be 

effectively described as a function of density. 
8–10

 Further, the work of Wang and Raj 
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suggests that significant grain growth in alumina does not occur until after 90% 

theoretical density has been achieved. 
1, 2

 This value of density as the threshold for grain 

growth is consistent with the results of Bernard-Granger and Guizard, and Mazaheri et 

al., whose results concerning YSZ stabilized with 3 mol% yttria (3YSZ) suggest rapid 

grain growth after 90% theoretical density is achieved. The value of 90% theoretical 

density as the threshold for rapid growth is also observed by Kim et al. for zirconia 

stabilized with 8 mol% yttria (8YSZ) sintered above 1300°C. However, for temperatures 

greater than 1000°C, but less than 1300°C, the range of density where rapid grain growth 

occurs is reported to be between 0.75 and 0.8 of theoretical density.  

The work of Chen and Wang demonstrates the sintering of nearly-fully dense 

yttrium oxide with the final grain size reported as 60∙nm using a two-step sintering 

process 
11

. These results suggest that although grain growth is well-described as a 

function of only density, it is also a diffusion process that is well-described by Equation 

4.3, the equation proposed by Mazaheri et al. as a description of grain growth. Note that 

Equation 4.3 is the mathematical description of grain growth for constant rate of heating 

sintering experiments, and that if temperature is held constant, then Equation 3 reduces to 

the constant-temperature grain growth equation proposed by Chaim 
12

. 

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛 − 𝑑0
𝑛 = 𝑛∫ 𝑘0𝑒

−𝑄𝑔 𝑅𝑇(𝑡)⁄ ∙ 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0
       (4.3) 

Here, the total change in grain size is shown to depend on the product of an Arrhenius-

type function given by 𝑘0𝑒
−𝑄𝑔 𝑅𝑇⁄  and time 𝑡. Note that 𝑘0 denotes a constant, 𝑄𝑔 the 

activation energy of grain growth, and 𝑑0 the original grain size. The grain-growth 

exponent is given by 𝑛. 
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The activation energy of densification is determined empirically by plotting the 

left-hand side of Equation 4.2 against the inverse thermal energy, 1 𝑅𝑇⁄ .  The subscript 𝜌 

indicates evaluation of the temperature and sintering rate of the left-hand side of Equation 

4.2 at some single value of density. The subscript 𝜌 on the right-hand side of Equation 

4.2 also denotes the evaluation of these terms at that specific density value. Given the 

accurate description of grain size as a function of density, the slope of the plot of the left-

hand side of Equation 4.2 against the inverse thermal energy gives the activation energy 

of densification. 

Determination of the undefined function of density, 𝑓(𝜌), could offer a means by 

which the activation energy of densification of a ceramic is determined from a single, 

constant-rate-of-heating sintering experiment, clarify the means by which the activation 

energy is seen to vary with density, and elucidate the ways in which a sintering aid 

changes the sintering behavior of a ceramic 
13–17, 10, 18, 19

. This work suggests that for 

8YSZ, the unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ , where Δ𝜌 denotes the total change in density that occurs in the ceramic as 

sintering progresses. This function was arrived upon based on the suggestion of Kim et 

al. that the unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 1/𝜌. 

Careful thought about that statement led to the assumption that sintering effects a change 

in the density of a powder compact, and that 𝑓(𝜌) = 1/Δ𝜌 might be the unknown 

function of density.  

Solving the Wang and Raj equation for the unknown function of density gives 

Equation 4.4. The numerical evaluation of Equation 4.4 requires accurate knowledge of 
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the sintering temperature, the constant 𝐴, the sintering rate, the grain size, and the 

activation energy.  

𝑓(𝜌) =
𝑇

𝐴
∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙ 𝑑(𝑡)𝑛𝑒𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄         (4.4) 

Evaluation of these quantities has been achieved, and compared, with good agreement, to 

the function 1 Δ𝜌⁄ . That the unknown function of density might be given by 𝑓(𝜌) =

1/Δ𝜌 is further examined through determining activation energy using 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  in 

the Wang and Raj equation. Finally, a means by which the sintering rate of a sample is 

determined from dilatometry data is proposed.  

The differentiation of data with the presence of noise can pose a unique challenge. 

According to Bernard-Granger and Guizard, differentiation of data is often achieved 

according to Equation 4.5.  

𝛿𝜌

𝛿𝑡
=
𝜌𝑇+𝛿𝑇
𝑡+𝛿𝑡 −𝜌𝑇+𝛿𝑇

𝑡+𝛿𝑡

2𝛿𝑡
         (4.5) 

The problem posed by using such a formula is that too small of a time interval, 𝛿𝑡, or 

temperature interval 𝛿𝑇 could lead to an excessively noisy result. However, if the time or 

temperature interval is too large, then a measure of the time rate of change of density 

could be excessively averaged; also leading to an inaccurate result.  

 

Experimental Procedure: 

 

 

Seven pellets of 8YSZ (Tosoh Corporation, Spherical grade: 8YS) were sintered 

in a Linseis vertical dilatometer (Linseis Thermal Analysis, Germany). Pellets were 

pressed in a cylindrical, stainless steel die with an inner diameter of 6.35∙mm to a 

pressure of 250∙MPa. All samples were sintered with a constant rate of heating to 1400°C 
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then cooled to a unique dwell temperature, according to the two-step sintering process 

proposed by Chen and Wang. This process was employed to minimize grain growth. In 

all cases, the dwell temperature was held for 150 minutes. Table 1 is included to show the 

dwell temperature associated with each heating rate. 

 

Table 4.1: Heating rate and associated dwell temperature

 
 

 

Sample density, 𝜌 was determined from dilatometry data using Equation 4.6 
9
. 

 

𝜌 =
𝜌0

(1+
𝛿𝐿∙𝑒𝛼Δ𝑇

𝐿𝑜
)
3         (4.6) 

 

Original sample density is given by 𝜌0, initial sample length by 𝐿0, dilatometer 

measured length change by 𝛿𝐿, dilatometer-measured temperature change by Δ𝑇, and the 

coefficient of thermal expansion of 8YSZ by 𝛼 = 10.1 × 10−6 9. Initial density of each 

pellet was determined from micrometer-measured sample length before sintering, and 

assumed initial sample diameter of 6.35∙mm; the inner diameter of the die used to press 

the pellets. Final density of each sample calculated according to Equation 4.1 was 

compared to geometric density of samples after sintering with good agreement. 
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Results 

 

 

 The work pursued in this study was performed to accurately determine the 

quantities in Equation 4.4 for the numerical evaluation of the unknown function of 

density. Seeing the shape of the unknown function might indicate what that function 

might be. The temperature was determined directly from the sintering experiments. An 

explanation of the algorithm developed for determining the sintering rates is included in 

the “Sintering Rate Evaluation” section of this work. Consistent with the grain size-

density plots of Wang and Raj, Bernard-Granger and Guizard, Kim et al., and Mazaheri 

et al., scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results, shown as Figure 4.1, indicate that 

sintered samples did not achieve sufficient density for grain growth to occur. The final 

densities of all samples considered in this work are shown in Table 2. Given that the 

greatest value of density achieved in this study was 0.69 of theoretical density, grain 

growth was ignored. This follows the work of Kim et al. The value of the grain-growth 

exponent was taken from Kim et al. to be 𝑛 = 2.6.  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Fracture-surface microstructure of 8YSZ sintered with heating rate of 

14°C/min to 1400°C and held at 1300°C for 150 minutes 
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Figure 4.1 shows the representative sample microstructure of the 8YSZ samples 

studied. The sample imaged was sintered up to 1400°C at 14°C/min, and held at 1300°C 

for 150 minutes. The final density of this pellet was 0.69 of theoretical density.  

 

Dilatometry and associated density profiles 

 

 The associated density, and temperature profiles of the samples sintered with 

heating rates and dwell temperatures as stated in Table 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.2. The 

onset of sintering was taken as 0.5% shrinkage, relative to initial sample length 
8
. The left 

y-axis denotes relative density (% of theoretical density). The three densities reported on 

each plot represent the density associated with the onset of sintering, the density 

associated with the maximum dilatometer-measured temperature, and the maximum 

density achieved by each sample. The right y-axis is used to indicate temperature. 

Temperatures reported are associated with the initial temperature of about 1070°C, the 

temperature associated with the onset of densification, the maximum temperature 

recorded by the dilatometer, and the dwell-temperature used in the second step of the 

sintering process. Finally, the x-axis denotes time in minutes, with the first reported time 

being zero, and is the time associated with the temperature of about 1070°C. In all cases, 

1070°C is at least 100°C less than the temperature at which sintering began. The second 

time is associated with the onset of densification, the third with the time to achieve 

maximum temperature, and the fourth being the total time of the sintering run after about 

1070°C.  
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Figure 4.2: Associated density and temperature profiles. All axes are as stated in 2°C/min 

plot. The first, second, third, and fourth indicated times correspond to the initial time, the 

time of the onset of densification (0.5% length change), time required to reach 1400°C, 

and final time. The four temperatures shown, from least to greatest indicate (1) 1070°C; a 

temperature at least 100°C cooler than the onset of densification temperature, (2) the 

temperature corresponding to the onset of densification, (3) the dwell temperature for the 

second stage of the sintering process, and (4) the maximum temperature. The densities 

stated in ascending order are (1) the onset of densification density, (2) the density 

associate with the maximum sintering temperature, and the final sample density. 

 

 

Sintering Rate Evaluation 

 

 The time rate of change of sample density was determined using a piece-wise 

curve-fitting scheme that fit a modified form of the logistic equation to the density curves 

determined by Equation 4.4. This modified form of the logistic equation is shown as 

Equation 4.7. 

𝜌𝐹𝑖𝑡(𝑡) = 𝛽1 ∙
𝑎0𝑒

𝑟(𝑡−𝑏)

𝑎0𝑒𝑟
(𝑡−𝑏)−1

+ 𝛽0       (4.7) 

The value of the fit as a function of time 𝑡 is given by 𝜌𝐹𝑖𝑡(𝑡). The constants 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 

are determined from least-squares regression analysis. The constant 𝑎0 is determined as 

part of the solution of the logistic differential equation. The constants 𝑟 and 𝑏 are 
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determined using an iterative scheme developed in MATLAB that takes advantage of the 

parabolic relationship that exists between the coefficient of determination and the values 

of 𝑟 and 𝑏. Specifically, some number, 𝑛 of linearly distributed values of 𝑏 are used to 

determine 𝑛 different fits of Equation 4.7 to a given set of density data. These fits define 

a relationship between the 𝑛 values of 𝑏, and the 𝑛 associated R-squared values. This 

relationship is fit with a parabola, and if the fit of the parabola yields a sufficiently-high 

𝑅2-value, then the 𝑏 value associated with the maximum of the parabola is used to 

determine the next set of 𝑛 𝑏-values. If the 𝑅2-value of the fit of the parabola to the 

(𝑏, 𝑅2) data set is not sufficiently high, then the 𝑏-value associated with the maximum 

𝑅2-value is taken as the center of the next set of 𝑛 linearly-spaced 𝑏-values. The process 

is repeated until the best 𝑅2-value between the current and previous iteration is not 

changing in the sixth decimal place. The same process is used to determine the optimum 

value of 𝑟 in Equation 4.7. Note that changing the value of 𝑏 changes the associated 

optimum value of 𝑟, thus the process is iterated until the average 𝑅2-value of all piece-

wise fits is greater than 0.99. Each density profile is fit to Equation 4.7 in 80 or more 

different locations along the curve. The parameters determined in this process are then 

used to evaluate the sintering rate as a function of time, according to the derivative of 

Equation 4.7, given as Equation 4.8. 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
= −𝛽1 ∙

𝑎0𝑟𝑒
𝑟(𝑡−𝑏)

(𝑎0𝑒𝑟
(𝑡−𝑏)−1)

2        (4.8) 

The sintering rate determined in this fashion is graphically compared to the value of the 

sintering rate determined by direct differentiation of the density data, Equation 4.5, as 

Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of sintering rate determined according to Equations 4.4, 4.5, and 

Equation 4.4 with one r, and one b-value 

 

 

Function of Density 

 

Activation energy values were determined in two ways. First, the fit of a cubic 

function to the activation energy of Kim et al. was used to estimate activation energy 

values over the appropriate ranges of density of the sintering experiments conducted in 

this work. 
10

 Representative plots of the resulting functions at 2 and 14°C/min heating 

rates have been shown as Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.4: Unknown function of density evaluated with activation energy reported by 

Kim et al. 

 

 

The left and right-hand sides of Figure 4.1 compare the values of Equation 34.4 with the 

function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌𝑚⁄ , where m is a constant, with heating rates of 2 and 14°C/min, 

respectively. The residuals, given by Equation 4.9, are shown as the insets of Figure 4.1. 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 =
𝑑𝑛

𝐴
∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝑒𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ −

1

Δ𝜌𝑚
      (4.9) 

Values of the residuals were about 1% of the maximum values of the unknown functions 

of density, and are reasonable. The values of the constant 𝐴 that were determined using 

Equation 4.10 are also acceptable. Values of the constant 𝐴 determined using Equation 

4.10 have been shown on the plots of Figure 4.1. 

1

𝐴
=

max (1 Δ𝜌𝑚)⁄

max(𝑑𝑛∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙𝑇∙𝑒𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄ )

         (4.10) 

Values of the exponent 𝑚 to which the change in density function is raised are also 

shown on each plot that makes up Figure 4.1. Although the fit of the unknown function of 

density to 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌𝑚⁄  is good, the value of the exponent used to fit the data to 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌𝑚⁄  is not the same for the 2 and 14°C/min heating rates. This result indicates 
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that the unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation also depends on the 

heating rate of constant-rate-of-heating sintering experiments.  

The activation energy of densification was also determined using a process where 

the value of the constant 𝐴 was determined using each sintering experiment according to 

Equation 4.11, which comes from Equation 3.1 with the substitution 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ , and 

algebraic rearrangement.  

−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
+ ln(𝐴) = ln (𝑇𝛥𝜌 ∙

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙ 𝑑𝑛)       (4.11) 

 

The value of 𝐴 obtained from fitting the line generated by the plot of the right-hand side 

of Equation 4.11 against inverse-thermal energy was then used in Equation 4.12 to 

directly calculate activation energy values according to all sintering experiments. These 

activation energy values were then substituted into Equation 4.4 and compared 

graphically to 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ .  

𝐸𝑎 = −𝑅𝑇 ∙ ln (
𝑑𝑛𝑇𝛥𝜌

𝐴
∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
)        (4.12) 

 

Plots comparing the results of Equation 3.4 against 1 Δ𝜌⁄ , evaluated at heating 

rates of 2, 8, 11, 14, 17, and 20°C/min, are shown as Figure 4.5. Each inset in Figure 4.2 

shows the residual between the evaluation of the right-hand of Equation 4.5, and the 

function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ , where Δ𝜌 is the measured change in density of the sintering 

sample. The residuals were about 14 orders of magnitude lower than the maximum values 

of the unknown function. The value of the constant 𝐴 is shown on each corresponding 

plot of the comparison.  
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Equation 4.4 with 1⁄Δρ at the heating rate specified on plot. 
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Constant Rate of Heating Activation Energy 

 

The activation energy of densification was determined according to Equation 4.2, 

and according to Equation 4.12. Figure 4.6 shows results, and compares these results to 

the activation energy determined by Kim et al, and Song et al over ranges of measured 

changes in density. Also included in the right-hand side of Figure 4.5 is the activation 

energy of diffusion of Zr
4+

 ions in 11 mol% yttria YSZ, as measured by Taylor et al, as 

well as the activation energy of lattice diffusion on polycrystalline YSZ stabilized with 3 

mol% yttria (3YSZ) 
16, 20

. 

The results in Figure 4.6 indicate that the activation energy measured using 

Equation 4.12, shown as the center plot in Figure 4.6, agrees with the activation energy 

estimate according to Wang and Raj, shown as the left-hand plot of Figure 4.6, up to 

about 3% change in relative density. Comparison with the reported results of Kim et al, 

Song et al, Taylor et al, and Swaroop et al shows that the results of Equation 4.12 

estimate activation energy to be less than that reported by Kim and Song, greater than the 

estimate of Zr
4+

 ion diffusion in single crystals of 11 mol% yttria YSZ (11YSZ), and 

similar to the activation energy of lattice diffusion in polycrystalline 3YSZ samples.  

The agreement observed between the activation energy results determined using 

Equation 4.12, and these published results suggests that activation energy determined 

according to Equation 4.12 is similar to that quantity determined by others using the 

Wang and Raj method of calculation of activation energy, the Master Sintering Curve 

method of activation-energy calculation, and the activation energy of Zr
4+

 ions in 3YSZ 

and 11YSZ as measured by secondary isotope mass spectroscopy (SIMS).  The similarity 
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of these calculated quantities offers additional support to the plausibility that the 

unknown function of density could be given by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1/Δ𝜌.  

 

 
Figure 4.6: Comparison of activation energy 

 

 

Consistent with published results, the estimation of activation energy according to 

Wang and Raj indicates that activation energy is changing with density. However, the 

activation-energy data determined in this study are about 200∙kJ/mol lower than those 

values determined by Kim et al over similar values of change in relative density of the 

sintering sample. Further, the change in the reported activation energy is about 

300∙kJ/mol, which is about 100∙kJ/mol greater than the change in activation energy 

reported by Kim et al. Table 2 shows quantities calculated using these algorithms.  

 

Table 4.2: Summary of calculations of densification, activation energy, and the quality of 

fit between the function of density given by the Wang and Raj equation and f(ρ)=1/Δρ
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Conclusions 

 

 

It is suggested that the unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation 

is given by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ . Solving the Wang and Raj equation for the unknown function 

of density, plotting the result, and comparing that result graphically with the plot of the 

change in relative density calculated from dilatometry data suggests that the unknown 

function of density is well-described by the proposed equation. Further, knowledge of the 

unknown function of density has allowed the calculation of the activation energy of 

densification of 8YSZ from a single sintering run. Activation energy calculated this way 

is less than the activation energy according to Kim et al, and Song et al, but greater than 

the activation energy of diffusion of Zr
4+

 ions in single-crystalline 11YSZ, and 3YSZ.  

Finally, the activation energy of densification according to Wang and Raj has been shown 

as a function of density. The variation of this quantity with density remains not well-

understood.  
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Abstract 

 

 

 The sintering of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-doped 8YSZ is studied. Adding 

Co3O4 to 8YSZ is seen to decrease the onset of densification temperature, increase the 

change in density and grain growth, and increase the maximum sintering rate of 8YSZ. 

Results suggest that the activation energy of densification is decreased by Co3O4 in 

sintering 8YSZ from 566∙kJ/mol for non-doped 8YSZ to 436, 454, and 488∙kJ/mol for 

0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙ mol% Co3O4 8YSZ, respectively. The grain-growth exponent, and 

grain-growth activation energy have been estimated to be 2.71, 2.63, and 2.72, and 539, 

561, and 610∙kJ/mol for 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙ mol% Co3O4 8YSZ. The undefined function of 

density is found to agree well with the function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  for all dopant 

concentrations and heating rates considered in this work. 
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Introduction 

 

 

 Zirconium-oxide stabilized with 8∙mol% yttrium-oxide is a technically interesting 

and well-studied ceramic. The activation energy of densification of this ceramic has been 

evaluated recently using two approaches: the method proposed by Wang and Raj, and the 

master sintering curve method proposed by Su and Johnson 
1–5

. Recent activation energy 

measurements of 8YSZ and alumina indicate that the activation energy of densification 

varies with density 
3, 6–8

. However, the results of Koji Matsui et al. suggest that the 

activation energy of densification of zirconium-oxide powders is single-valued 
9–12

.  

 The sintering and electrochemical performance of 8YSZ with small additions of 

other metal oxides as sintering aids is also studied 
13–15

. Cobalt-oxide is particularly 

interesting as a sintering aid as Cobalt can assume valence states of Co
2+

 and Co
3+

. The 

multi-valent nature of cobalt is interesting because Cobalt may act as its own co-dopant; a 

subject which is being studied 
16–18

. Previous results illustrating the interaction of 2+ ions 

with 8YSZ demonstrate that Nickel is an effective sintering aid in YSZ that goes into 

solid-solution in small amounts, and improves sintering performance 
13, 19–22

. Aluminum 

has also been shown to be an effective sintering aid of 8YSZ that may enhance sintering 

performance while offering a means of improving both the strength and electrochemical 

stability of solid oxide fuel cells 
23–25

. Studies of the effects on sintering performance and 

ionic conductivity of Co3O4 additions to 8YSZ suggest that Co3O4 is an effective 

sintering aid that may not reduce ionic conductivity 
26–28

. That Cobalt ions can assume 

both a 2+ and 3+ valence state implies that Co3O4 could act as two sintering aids 

simultaneously. 
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 Recently, some have been suggested that the undefined function of density that is 

a factor in the Wang and Raj equation, Equation 5.1, might be given by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ . 

This work examines that possibility, and extends this idea to the estimation of the grain-

growth exponent and activation energy of the grain-growth equation proposed by 

Mazaheri et al., and shown as Equation 5.3.  

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄          (5.1) 

 

The sintering rate is given by 𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄ , the absolute temperature by 𝑇, the undefined 

function of density by 𝑓(𝜌), grain size as a function of time 𝑡 by 𝑑(𝑡), the grain-growth 

exponent by 𝑛, and activation energy by 𝑄. The ideal gas constant is given by 𝑅, and 𝐴 is 

a constant. Solving Equation 5.1 for the undefined function of density gives Equation 5.2. 

𝑓(𝜌) =
𝑇

𝐴
∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙ 𝑒𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄ ∙ 𝑑𝑛        (5.2) 

 

Careful evaluation of each quantity allows for graphical comparison of this result with 

arbitrary functions of density.  

 This work suggests that if the activation energy of densification of 8YSZ is 

constant, then the undefined function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is well-

defined by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  for the constant rate of heating sintering experiments conducted 

on 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 with heating rates of 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, and 20°C 

per minute. Grain sizes determined using a MATLAB algorithm based on the linear-

intercept method of grain-size calculation have been used to determine the grain-growth 

exponent of the Wang and Raj equation, as well as the activation energy of grain growth. 
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Experimental Procedure 

 

 

 Seven pellets of 8YSZ (Tosoh Corporation, Japan) with the addition of 0.5, 1.0, 

and 2.5% Co3O4 (Cobalt Powder Details) were pressed in a 6.35∙mm diameter 

cylindrical, stainless steel die to a pressure of 250∙MPa. Cobalt oxide was added to 8YSZ 

by adding the appropriate amounts of Co3O4 powder to 8YSZ powder. Powders were 

mixed in an aqueous solution by adding to appropriate amounts of water in high density 

polyethylene bottles 1.0% of the total powder mass ammonium polymethacrylate 

(Darvan C). The mixture of water and Darvan C was ultrasonically mixed, the Co3O4 

powder was poured into the water, and ultrasonically mixed, and finally the 8YSZ 

powder was added, and the suspension was ultrasonically mixed a third time. YSZ 

milling media was then put into the bottles, and the mixture was ball-milled for about 48 

hours. After ball-milling, the suspension was flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen to prevent 

powder agglomeration. The frozen slurry was dried under vacuum to sublimate the solid 

water. Resulting powders were dry, and fluffy. Powders were sieved through a screen 

before pressing. Pressed pellets were sintered in Linseis vertical dilatometer (Linseis 

Thermal Analysis, Germany) using a two-stage sintering process. Heating rates and dwell 

temperatures are listed on Figure 5.1.  

  Dilatometer-measured change-in-length data were used in Equation 5.3 to 

determine sintered-sample density as a function of time 
6
. 

𝜌 =
𝜌0

(1+
𝛿𝐿∙𝑒𝛼Δ𝑇

𝐿𝑜
)
3         (5.3) 
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The sample density 𝜌 is related to original sample density 𝜌0, original sample length 𝐿0, 

and dilatometer-measured length change 𝛿𝐿 by Equation 5.1. The coefficient of thermal 

expansion is given by 𝛼 = 10.1 × 10−6, and Δ𝑇 represents measured change in 

temperature 
6
. Initial density was determined geometrically by measuring initial pellet 

length, and by assuming the initial diameter of the pellet was equal to the inner diameter 

of the 6.35∙mm die used to press the pellets. Each sample’s final density according to 

Equation 5.1 was compared to its geometric density after sintering. Good agreement was 

found between the two values for each sample.  

 

Grain-Size Analysis 

 

Sample fracture surfaces were examined using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) (Jeoll details). Fracture surfaces were attached to sample mounts using carbon 

tape and vacuum-coated with gold using a current of 35∙mA for 45∙s. Secondary electron 

images (SEIs) and backscattered electron images were collected using an accelerating 

voltage of 15∙kV, and a working distance of 39∙mm.  

 

Results 

 

 

The sintering profiles of zirconium oxide stabilized with 8∙mol% yttrium oxide 

(8YSZ) with the addition of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 are shown in Figure 5.1. 

Sintered densities of 8YSZ with the addition of cobalt oxide are seen to usually exceed 

90%. In all cases, a maximum temperature of 1400°C is achieved. The dwell temperature 

of each sintering profile is included in the time-density plot, and the heating rate of the 

constant rate of heating portion of the sintering profile is as indicated on each plot.  
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Figure 5.1: Time-density plots of 8YSZ with the addition of 0.5 (), 1.0 (), and 

2.5∙mol% () Co3O4 and corresponding temperature profile. Temperature ramp rate of 

the constant rate of heating portion, and dwell temperature of the sintering profile are as 

indicated on each plot 

 

 

The total change in density as a function of heating rate and dwell temperature for 

the different amounts of addition of Co3O4 is shown as Figure 5.2(A). In all cases, the 

addition of Co3O4 to 8YSZ is seen to increase the total change in relative density that 

occurs during sintering by about a factor of 3. The change in density of the four sample 

powders that occurred during the constant-temperature portion of each sintering run is 

shown as Figure 5.2(B). 
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Figure 5.2: (A) Total change in relative density of 8YSZ with and without the addition of 

Co3O4 and (B) the total change in density during the constant-temperature sintering 

portion of 8YSZ with and without the addition of Co3O4 

 

 

Constant-temperature change-in-density results suggest a parabolic dependence of 

change in density on the dwell temperature. The functional dependence of the total 

change in relative density of the 8YSZ with the addition of Co3O4 appears to correspond 

to the change in relative density of the 8YSZ without the addition of Co3O4. However, 

the magnitude of the change in relative density of the Co3O4-doped 8YSZ is about three 

times that of the change in relative density of the non-doped 8YSZ. In contrast to this, the 

change in relative density of the Co3O4-doped 8YSZ during the constant-temperature 

portion of the sintering profile is seen to be relatively unchanged by the addition of 

Co3O4. The exception to this observation is that the constant-temperature change in 

density of the 0.5 and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ is about twice that of the non-doped and 

1.0∙mol% Co3O4 8YSZ. The plot of the sintering performance of the samples heated to 

1400°C with a rate of 14°C/min, and held at 1300°C suggests that the 1.0∙mol% Co3O4-

8YSZ sintered to a greater density during the constant-rate-of-heating portion of the 

sintering profile than did the 0.5 or 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ.  
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 The onset of densification temperature is given by Mazaheri et al as the 

temperature associated with 0.5% shrinkage of the sintering powder compact. Using that 

criterion, the onset of densification temperature was determined, and shown as Figure 

5.3(A). These results suggest that adding Co3O4 to 8YSZ leads to a roughly 100°C 

decrease in the temperature of the onset of densification. Consistent with the results of 

Mazaheri et al., the temperature associated with the onset of densification is found to 

increase with heating rate. The maximum rate of densification of each sample is shown as 

Figure 5.3(B). Consistent with literature results, the maximum sintering rate is seen to 

increase with heating rate. Further, the observed increase in sintering rates suggests that 

Co3O4 is effective as a sintering aid for 8YSZ.  

 

 
Figure 5.3: (A) Onset temperature of densification and (B) maximum sintering rate of 

0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ 

 

 

Grain-size analysis was performed using ImageJ and a MATLAB algorithm 

written to automate the application of the linear-intercept method of grain-size 

calculation. Images were adjusted and transformed into spreadsheets of values using 

ImageJ. Spreadsheets were then imported into Excel where each image file could be read 
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by MATLAB. The 8-bit image files read by MATLAB were examined using the built-in 

“FindPeaks” function applied to every row and column of the matrix that made up each 

image. Parameters in the “FindPeaks” function were varied, yielding different average 

grain-size results, and different minimum and maximum grain-size results. The algorithm 

then compared the average grain size that was attained by application of the linear-

intercept method of grain-size calculation to every row and column of the matrix that 

made up the image to the average grain size that was determined by averaging the 

minimum and maximum grain sizes. This method of evaluation of the algorithm-reported 

average grain size was undertaken because the average of the minimum and maximum 

values of a normal distribution of values is the same as the average of all the values that 

make up that distribution. Figure 5.4 is included to show representative microstructure 

images of the (A) non-doped, (B) 0.5∙mol%, (C) 1.0∙mol%, and (D) 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-

doped 8YSZ samples.  
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Figure 5.4: (A) 0.0, (B) 0.5 (C) 1.0, and (D) 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ microstructure. 

MATLAB-generated grain-boundary maps are shown as overlays in images B, C, and D  

 

 

Figure 5.4(A) suggests that the grain growth that occurred in the non-doped 8YSZ 

sample, sintered to about 70% of theoretical density was minimal. The grain-size 

algorithm was not applied to any image of the non-doped 8YSZ samples, and no 

significant difference in the microstructure of any of the non-doped 8YSZ samples was 

observed. This result follows the results of Bernard-Granger and Guizard, Kim et al., 

Mazaheri et al., and Wang and Raj, who all indicate that significant grain growth of 

8YSZ does not occur until sample density exceeds about 90% theoretical density. The 

images that comprise Figure 5.3(B), (C), and (D) are made up of the original secondary 
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electron images with overlays of the grain-boundary maps produced by the MATLAB 

grain-size algorithm. Average grain size and associated error are shown in Figure 5.5. In 

each case, average final grain size is plotted against heating rate for the (A) 0.5∙mol%, 

(B) 1.0∙mol%, and (C) 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-doped 8YSZ. Final relative density of each 

sample is as indicated on the marker indicating each grain size.  

 

 
Figure 5.5: Measured grain size of (A) 0.5, (B) 1.0, and (C) 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 8YSZ with 

final density indicated on each marker 

 

 

Activation Energy of Densification 

 

The activation energy of densification has been calculated according to Equation 

5.3 by plotting the right-hand side of Equation 5.4 against inverse thermal energy. 

Activation energy of densification was determined from the slope of this plot for the 

constant rate of heating sintering experiment. 

Q

RT
− ln(𝐴) + 𝑑(𝑡)𝑛 = −ln (𝑇 ∙ 𝛥𝜌 ∙

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
)      (5.4) 

This equation is arrived upon by rearrangement of Equation 5.1. The substitution 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  has been made according to the results of the work of Hunt et al. 

(Unpublished Currently). Comparison of the function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  with the numerical 

evaluation of the right-hand side of Equation 5.2, evaluated with a constant grain size 
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assumption, using the coefficient of determination has given an average R-squared value 

of 0.9939. This average was determined using each of the 21 samples considered in this 

work, and indicates that the unknown function of density is well-described by 𝑓(𝜌) =

1 Δ𝜌⁄ . The activation energy determined according to this scheme for the 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 

and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 8YSZ at heating rates of 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, and 20°C/min is shown 

as Figure 5.6(A). The average activation energies for the 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% 

Co3O4-8YSZ are 566, 436, 454, and 488∙kJ/mol. These results indicate that the addition 

of Co3O4 to 8YSZ improves sintering performance by reducing the activation energy of 

densification.  

 

Activation Energy of Grain Growth 

 

The activation energy of grain growth is shown as Figure 5.6(B). Average grain-

growth activation energy values corresponding to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ 

were found to be 539, 561, and 610∙kJ/mol, respectively. Estimation of the activation 

energy of grain growth relied on the evaluation of the grain-growth exponent; the values 

of which that have been determined using a comparison of grain size determined using 

Equation 5.5, and the final measured grain size. 

𝑑𝑛 =
𝐴

𝑇
∙
1

Δ𝜌
∙ 𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄ ∙ (

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
)
−1

        (5.5) 

 Average grain-growth exponent values in the Wang and Raj equation for the 0.5, 1.0, 

and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 8YSZ were found to be 2.71, 2.63, and 2.72, respectively. These 

values of the grain-growth exponent agree well with said value of 𝑛 = 2.6 reported by 

Kim et al. Representative plots of results given by Equation 5.5 are shown as Figure 5.7.  
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Figure 5.6: (A) Activation energy of densification, (B) activation energy of grain growth, 

and (C) grain-growth exponent 

 

 

Figures (A), (B), and (C) comprise a comparison of the right-hand side of Equation 5.5 

with a modified form of Mazaheri’s equation of grain growth non-constant temperature 

sintering, given as Equation 5.6. 

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛 − 𝑑0
𝑛 = 𝑛𝑘0Δ𝜌

2 ∫ e−𝑄𝐺 𝑅𝑇(𝑡) ⁄ 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0
      (5.6) 

The activation energy of grain growth 𝑄𝐺 and the constant 𝑘0 were determined using an 

algorithm that fit Equation 5.6 to the results of Equation 5.5. Consistent with the results 

of Wang and Raj, Kim et al., and Bernard-Granger and Guizard about grain growth, said 

value is seen not to increase until after some value of density was achieved. This was 

accounted for by scaling the integral in Equation 5.6 by the function of density, 𝑓(𝜌) =

Δ𝜌2 in this case. The plots shown in Figure 5.7 suggest reasonable agreement between 

the Equation 5.6 and the right-hand side of Equation 5.5. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of grain growth calculated according to Equation 5.5 and 

Equation 5.6 for (A) 0.5, (B) 1.0, and (C) 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 8YSZ with 14, 8, and 8°C per 

minute heating rates 

Conclusions 

 

 

 The sintering performance and grain growth of 8YSZ are enhanced by adding 

Co3O4. Total change in density of Co3O4-doped 8YSZ is seen to be about three times 

greater than that of non-doped 8YSZ. A decrease of about 100°C in the onset of 

densification temperature with the addition of Co3O4 to 8YSZ is observed. The maximum 

sintering rate is also seen to increase with Co3O4 addition.  

Results suggest that if the activation energy of densification of Co3O4-doped 8YSZ 

is constant, then the unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is well-

described by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  for Co3O4-doped and non-doped 8YSZ for all heating rates 

studied in this work. Using this as the definition of the unknown function of density in 

the Wang and Raj equation, a method of determining the grain-growth exponent, and 

activation energy is described and used to evaluate said quantities.  
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Abstract 

 

 

The undefined function of the Wang and Raj equation relating sample sintering 

rate to processing parameters such as temperature is evaluated as 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  for 

constant rate of heating sintering, and as 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are 

constants. Using these functions, the activation energy of densification is evaluated for 

constant rate of heating and constant temperature regions of seven two-stage sintering 

experiments. Results suggest that the activation energy of densification for the sintering 

of cubic zirconia is a constant with a value of about 567∙kJ/mol. This value of activation 

energy is further evaluated by comparison of the numerically-integrated Wang and Raj 

sintering equation with measured data from sintering experiments performed. Good 

agreement was found between numerical integral and measured data in every case. 

Further, great sensitivity to the activation energy of numerical integral was found.  

 

Introduction 

 

 

 The sintering of powdered ceramics, and the associated activation energy of 

densification have been the subject of great interest 
1–3

. Methods of determination of this 

quantity that have garnered interest include the sintering model proposed by Wang and 

Raj, and the master sintering curve of Su and Johnson 
4–6

. The Wang and Raj sintering 

model is given by Equation 6.1. 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄          (6.1) 

This equation relates the rate of sample densification 𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄  to the Arrhenius rate law 

𝐴 ∙ 𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄ , the absolute temperature 𝑇, the grain size 𝑑(𝑡), and the grain-growth 
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exponent 𝑛. The activation energy of densification is given by 𝑄, the ideal gas constant 

by 𝑅, and the pre-exponential factor by the constant 𝐴. The function of density 𝑓(𝜌) is 

previously undefined.  

 Determination of the activation energy of densification according to the Wang 

and Raj sintering model is carried out according to Equation 6.2. 

ln (𝑇 ∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
)
𝜌
= −

𝑄

𝑅𝑇
+ ln (

𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
)
𝜌
+ ln(𝐴)      (6.2) 

The 𝜌 subscript decorating the terms of Equation 6.2 denotes those quantities are 

evaluated at some constant value of density. Activation energy is thusly determined from 

the slope of a plot of the right-hand side of Equation 6.2 against 1 𝑅𝑇⁄ . The work of 

Wang and Raj, Mazaheri et al., and Bernard-Granger and Guizard suggest grain size is a 

function of density 
5, 7, 8

. The second term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.2 is a 

constant at some for each constant value of density. Equation 6.2 allows the activation 

energy of densification to be determined as a function of density, and recent results 

suggest variation of the activation energy of densification with density.  

 The idea of the master sintering curve suggests that the activation energy of 

densification is a constant if either grain-boundary or volume diffusion are dominant 

mechanisms of mass transport 
3, 9–13

. However, the work of Song et al. has recently 

extended the use of the master sintering curve to a two-stage process 
14

. These results 

suggest that the activation energy of densification may vary with the density of a 

sintering powder compact 
15

.  
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 This work extends the examination of the undefined function of density to the 

constant-temperature region of a two-stage sintering profile used to sinter 8YSZ 
16

. 

Solving Equation 6.1 for the undefined function of density gives Equation 6.3.  

𝑓(𝜌) =
𝑇∙𝑑(𝑡)𝑛

𝐴
∙
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
∙ 𝑒𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄         (6.3) 

Equation 5.3 allows for numerical evaluation of the undefined function of density given 

accurate knowledge of the quantities on the right-hand side of Equation 6.2. These 

quantities have been evaluated, fit to a function of density given as 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎𝜌 ∙

(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants, and used in the numerical integration of the 

Wang and Raj equation. Results of this numerical integration have been compared to 

dilatometer-measured sintering data using the coefficient of determination, and good 

agreement between the numerical result, and the measured data is found. 

 

Experimental Procedure 

 

 

Seven pellets of 8YSZ (Tosoh Corporation, Spherical grade: 8YS) were sintered 

in a Linseis vertical dilatometer (Linsies details) using a two-stage sintering process with 

the heat rates and dwell temperatures stated in Table I. Each sample was heated to 

1400°C before cooling to the indicated dwell temperature, which was held for 150 

minutes. Pellets were pressed in a cylindrical, stainless steel die with an inner diameter of 

6.35∙mm to a pressure of 250∙MPa.  
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Table 6.1: Heating rate and associated dwell temperature

 
 

 

Sample density, 𝜌 was determined from dilatometry data using Equation 6.4. 

𝜌 =
𝜌𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡

(1+
𝛿𝐿∙𝑒𝛼Δ𝑇

𝐿𝑜
)
3         (6.4) 

Original sample density is given by 𝜌𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡, initial sample length by 𝐿0, dilatometer 

measured length change by 𝛿𝐿, dilatometer-measured temperature change by Δ𝑇, and the 

coefficient of thermal expansion of 8YSZ by 𝛼 = 1.0086 × 10−5. Initial density of each 

pellet was determined from micrometer-measured sample length before sintering, and 

assumed initial sample diameter of 6.35∙mm; the inner diameter of the die. Good 

agreement between final density calculated according to Equation 6.4 and geometric 

density was found in every case. 

 

Grain Size Analysis and SEM 

 

Sample microstructure was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

(Joell details). Fractured samples were attached to an aluminum sample holder and 

vacuum sputter-coated with iridium for 90 seconds to prevent charging during 

microscopy study. Secondary electron images (SEIs) were collected and used in grain 

size analysis.  

 

  

Sample I II III IV V VI VII

Heat Rate (°C/min) 2 5 8 11 14 17 20

Dwell Temp (°C) 1233 1250 1267 1217 1300 1283 1200
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Results 

 

 

 The change in density that occurred in sintered samples during the constant-rate-

of-heating and constant-temperature regions of the sintering experiments are shown as 

Figure 6.1. Sintering profiles for the heating rates and dwell temperatures are shown 

elsewhere (Ref Hunt Currently Unpublished). Figure 6.1(A) shows total measured change 

in relative density that occurred during the sintering of each sample. The change in 

relative density that occurred during the constant rate of heating region of the sintering 

profile is shown as Figure 6.1(B). Figure 6.1(C) shows the change in density that 

occurred during each constant-temperature dwell. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: (A) Total change in relative density, (B) constant heating rate change in 

relative density, and (C) constant-temperature change in relative density 

 

 

These results suggest that slower heating rates, and greater dwell temperatures 

correspond to greater density changes. Finally, Figure 6.1(C) suggests that temperatures 

greater than about 1275°C are required for continued densification of 8YSZ in the second 

stage of a two-stage sintering process. Finally, it is seen that samples sintered with 

heating rates greater than or equal to 11°C/min underwent smaller density changes during 

the constant rate of heating region of their sintering profile. Although such samples did 

not greatly densify during the constant heating rate region of their sintering profile, those 
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samples did not undergo great density changes during the constant-temperature phase of 

the sintering profile unless the temperature was greater than about 1275°C. This result 

suggests that temperature is the main factor in the sintering of 8YSZ. 

 Consistent with literature results, the onset of densification temperature, taken as 

the temperature at which 0.5% shrinkage is observed, and the maximum sintering rate 

increase with heating rate 
8
. Maximum sintering rates and onset of densification 

temperatures are shown as Figures 6.2(A) and 6.2(B), respectively. 

 

 
Figure 6.2: (A) Temperature of onset of densification, and (B) maximum sintering rate of 

8YSZ 

 

Undefined Function of Density 

 

 The undefined function of density of the Wang and Raj equation for the constant-

temperature sintering of 8YSZ has been assumed to be of the form given by Equation 6.5. 

𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏       (Equation 6.5) 

Density is represented by 𝜌, and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants. The quantities on the right-hand 

side of Equation 6.2 were evaluated numerically, and plotted against change in density. 

Values of the constants 𝑎 and 𝑏 were then determined using an algorithm developed in 
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MATLAB. Plots of the fits generated by this algorithm are compared with the result of 

the numerical evaluation of Equation 6.2 in Figure 6.2. The corresponding dwell 

temperature of each plot is shown, with the residual generated by the difference of the 

evaluation of Equation 6.2 and Equation 6.3, on each plot. Also shown are the MATLAB 

generated values of the constants 𝑎 and 𝑏, as well as corresponding R
2
 values of each fit.  

 

 
Figure 6.3: Results of numerical evaluation of Equation 6.2 compared with the evaluation 

of a proposed unknown function of density of the form f(ρ)=aρ∙(1-ρ) evaluated at the 

temperatures indicated on each plot.  

 

 

The values of the coefficient of determination are greater than or equal to 0.99. However, 

the non-random shape of the resulting residual suggests that the density function given as 

Equation 6.3 may not represent the undefined function of density. Despite the non-

random variation in the residual generated by the difference of Equation 6.2 and the fit of 

those data with Equation 6.5, the fit of these data with Equation 6.5 makes sense through 

the lens of the differential form of the logistic equation, presented as Equation 6.6 
17

. 
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𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟 ∙ 𝑁 (1 −

𝑁

𝐾
)         (6.6) 

Equation 6.6 is general; 𝑁 represents a quantity such as a population. A growth-rate 

constant is given by 𝑟, and 𝐾 represents a maximum achievable value of the quantity 𝑁. 

If the substitution 𝑁 = 𝜌𝐴, where 𝜌𝐴 represents the absolute density, is made, and if 𝐾 

represents the theoretical density of 8YSZ, 𝜌0, then Equation 6.6 can be written as 

Equation 6.7. 

𝑑𝜌𝐴 𝜌0⁄

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟 ∙

𝜌𝐴

𝜌0
(1 −

𝜌𝐴

𝜌0
)        (6.7) 

Recognition that 𝜌𝐴 𝜌0⁄  is the fractional density relative to the theoretical density of 

8YSZ, and letting 𝜌 = 𝜌𝐴 𝜌0⁄  gives Equation 6.8. 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌)         (6.8) 

Comparison of Equation 6.8 with Equation 6.1 indicates that the value of 𝑟 could be 

given by Equation 6.9, by analogy. 

𝑟 =
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
          (6.9) 

Finally, inserting Equation 6.5 into Equation 6.1 gives Equation 6.10. 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙ (𝑎𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏)       (6.10) 

This result implies that if grain size and temperature are constant, then 𝑟 is constant, and 

that any observed change in the quantity given by Equation 6.9 implies that either grain 

growth is occurring, or the activation energy of densification is changing. That the 

densification rate of the constant temperature region of the sintering profile was fit with a 

modified form of the logistic equation, as described by Hunt et al., suggests that Equation 
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6.9 might be a close description of the sintering rate of 8YSZ during the constant-

temperature phase of sintering of a two-stage sintering process.  

Figure 6.4 is shown as a representative image of the microstructure. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Representative microstructure of 8YSZ sintered to 1400°C with a heating rate 

of 5°C/min with a dwell of 150 minutes at 1250°C 

 

 

This qualitative grain size analysis suggests that minimal grain growth occurred 

during the sintering of this sample that was sintered with a heating rate of 5°C/min to 

1400°C with a 150 minute dwell at 1250°C. That no significant grain growth is observed 

in any of the samples that were sintered for this study to a final density that did not 

exceed 70% theoretical density is consistent with the results of Kim et al., Bernard-

Granger and Guizard, Mazaheri et al., and Wang and Raj, who all suggest that significant 

grain growth in 8YSZ does not occur until after a sample density of about 88% 

theoretical density is exceeded. It is reasonable, and consistent with the conclusion of 

Kim et al., to ignore grain growth in these samples. A plot of Equation 6.11, the average 

of the log of the sintering rate per each definition of the undefined function of density 

given as part of Figure 6.3 is shown as Figure 6.5. 
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𝑓 = ∑ ln (
𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄

𝑎∙𝜌(1−𝜌)+𝑏
)𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑛⁄         (6.11) 

 

 

 
Figure 6.5: Plot of Equation 6.11 suggesting activation energy is constant 

 

 

This result suggests about 0.4% of the maximum value variation of the value 

given as Equation 6.11, implying that the activation energy of densification for constant-

temperature sintering of 8YSZ may be constant. The activation energies calculated for 

the constant rate of heating and constant temperature portions of the six sintering 

experiments corresponding to the results shown as Figure 6.3 are shown as Figure 6.6. 

These quantities were determined according to Equations 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. 

Dwell temperatures, minimum and maximum constant rate of heating activation energies, 

and constant-temperature activation energies are as indicated on Figure 6.6.  

𝑄 = 𝑅𝑇 ln (
𝐴

𝑇
∙
1

𝛥𝜌
∙
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜌
∙

1

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
)        (6.12) 

 

𝑄 = 𝑅𝑇 ln (
𝐴

𝑇
∙ 𝑎𝜌 ∙ (1 − 𝜌) ∙

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝜌
∙

1

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
)      (6.13) 
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Figure 6.6: Constant rate of heating and constant temperature activation energies 

 

 

These results suggest that activation energy of densification during the constant-

temperature region of the sintering profile is constant. The average activation energy 

value suggested by these results is 567∙kJ/mol. This value is about 120∙kJ/mol less than 

the value of activation energies of 688 and 680∙kJ/mol proposed by Kim et al., and by 

Song et al. However, this value of activation energy is within 10% of the value of 

515∙kJ/mol; the activation energy of volume diffusion of Zr
4+

 ions in 3YSZ suggested by 

Swaroop et al 
18

.  

 Finally, Equation 6.10 suggests that the constant-temperature densification of 

8YSZ is well-described by the logistic equation. This result is supported by the use of a 

single logistic equation to fit the constant-temperature sintering data for each dwell 

temperature. Equations 6.14a and 6.14b represent the integral form of Equation 6.1 with 

the substitution of the unknown functions of density for the constant rate of heating and 
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constant-temperature regions of the two-stage sintering profile, 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  and 

𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎𝜌 ∙ (1 − 𝜌), respectively, made. 

𝜌(𝑡) = ∫
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄

Δ𝜌∙𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡1

𝑡0
;     

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐0       (6.11a) 

𝜌(𝑡) = ∫
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
(𝑎 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏) ∙ 𝑑𝑡;      𝑇 = 𝑇0

𝑡2

𝑡1
    (6.11b) 

Figure 6.7 is included to show the resulting fits, corresponding activation energies, values 

of 𝐴, and of 𝑎 and 𝑏 that resulted from fitting Equations 6.11a and 6.11b to the measured 

density data of these sintering experiments. 

 

 
Figure 6.7: Plots of the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation compared to 

measured sintering data with resulting activation energies, and pre-exponential factors 
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Conclusions 

 

 

 Sintering profiles generated by the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj 

equation are presented. The quantitative comparison of the numerical integration results 

with measured data suggests similarity. The equations used to model the sintering 

performance of 8YSZ may be correct. Further, these results suggest that activation energy 

is constant for the constant rate of heating and constant temperature regions of the two-

stage sintering profile. Finally, the idea that the undefined function of density of the 

Wang and Raj equation is given by 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏 is suggested and evaluated.  
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Abstract 

 

 

 The sintering of cubic zirconia powder with the addition of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5∙mol% 

cobalt-oxide with a two-stage sintering profile has been examined using seven different 

heating rates and associated dwell temperatures. The resulting density profiles have been 

directly compared with the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation using 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄ , and 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) as the definitions of the previously-undefined 

function of density. The observed agreement between the numerical evaluations of the 

integral and the measured density profile suggests that the grain growth occurs only 

during the constant rate of heating region of the two-stage sintering profile if the dwell 

temperature of the two-stage sintering profile is sufficiently low. Further, this observed 

agreement and the sensitivity of the integral to changes in activation energy indicate that 

the activation energy of densification does not vary with sample density. 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 The densification of a powder compact that occurs during the sintering of that 

powder compact is a result of diffusion 
1, 2

. Only two of the seven mechanisms of 

diffusion that occur during sintering are thought to contribute to densification 
1
. The 

evaluation of quantities related to sintering has been pursued recently using as a 

mathematical model either the master sintering curve of Su and Johnson, or the model 

proposed by Wang and Raj 
3–11

. The Wang and Raj equation is given as Equation 7.1 
10

. 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙ 𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄          (7.1) 
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Equation 7.1 relates the rate of sample densification 𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄  to the absolute sintering 

temperature 𝑇, grain size 𝑑(𝑡), the grain-growth exponent 𝑛 and constant 𝐴, the ideal gas 

constant 𝑅 and activation energy 𝑄, and the undefined function of density 𝑓(𝜌), where 𝜌 

represents sample density. Previous results of Hunt et al. have suggested that, for the 

constant rate of heating region of a two-stage sintering profile, the undefined function of 

density is given as Equation 7.2 
12

. 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄           (7.2) 

 

The total change in density is given by Δ𝜌. Additional work indicates that the undefined 

function of density for the constant-temperature region of a two-stage sintering profile 

might be given as Equation 7.3.  

𝑓(𝜌) = 𝜌(1 − 𝜌)         (7.3) 

 

 This sintering study of zirconium oxide stabilized with 8∙mol% yttrium-oxide 

with the addition of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% cobalt oxide has been done to further verify or 

refute the idea that Equations 7.2 and 7.3 describe the undefined function of density of 

Equation 7.1. Measured sintering data have been compared to the numerical integration 

of Equation 7.1 with Equations 7.2, and 7.3 substituted for the undefined density 

function. This result is given as Equations 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), respectively. 

𝜌 = ∫
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑒−𝑄𝑣 𝑅𝑇⁄  

Δ𝜌∙𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡1

𝑡0
;     

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑐0       (7.4a) 

 

𝜌 = ∫
𝐴

𝑇
∙
 𝜌(1−𝜌)

𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑛
𝑛 ∙ 𝑒−𝑄𝑏 𝑅𝑇⁄ ∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝑡2

𝑡1
;     𝑇 = 𝑐1      (7.4b) 

 

The constant rate of heating region of the sintering profile is begins at time 𝑡0, and 

extends to time 𝑡1, at which time the constant-temperature sintering region begins. The 

time 𝑡2 designates the time at which constant-temperature sintering ends. The absolute 
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temperature is given by 𝑇, the ideal gas constant by 𝑅, the activation energy of volume 

diffusion by 𝑄𝑣, grain size as a function of time 𝑡 and final grain size by 𝑑(t) and 𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑛, 

respectively. The grain-growth exponent is designated by 𝑛, density and change in 

density by 𝜌 and Δ𝜌, respectively. The constants 𝑐0 and 𝑐1 are used to denote the constant 

rate of heating, and constant temperature.  

Many sintering studies have suggested grain size is a function of sample density 
4, 

9, 13
. However, grain size has also been described as a diffusion phenomenon 

13, 14
. Grain 

size for constant rate of heating sintering experiments has been determined according to 

Equation 7.5 
13

. 

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛 − 𝑑0
𝑛 = 𝑛∫ 𝑘0𝑒

−𝑄𝑔 𝑅𝑇⁄ ∙ 𝑑𝑡
𝑡1

𝑡0
       (7.5) 

 

The initial grain size 𝑑0 is taken as the initial powder-particle size. The grain-growth 

activation energy is given by 𝑄𝑔. The pre-exponential factor for grain growth is given as 

𝑘0.  

 

Experimental Procedure 

 

 

 Three batches of seven pellets of 8YSZ (Tosoh Corporation, Japan) have been 

pressed and sintered. Amounts of Co3O4 (Cobalt Powder Details) powder were added to 

each batch of 8YSZ,to make 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4. Cobalt oxide was added to 

8YSZ by adding the appropriate amounts of Co3O4 powder to 8YSZ powder. Powders 

were mixed in an aqueous solution by adding to de-ionized water in high density 

polyethylene bottles 1.0% of the total powder mass ammonium polymethacrylate 

(Darvan C). The mixture of water and Darvan C was ultrasonically mixed. The Co3O4 
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powder was added to the water-dispersant mixture, and ultrasonically mixed. Finally the 

8YSZ powder was added, and the suspension was ultrasonically mixed a third time. YSZ 

milling media was then put into the bottles, and the mixture was ball-milled for about 48 

hours. After ball-milling, the suspension was flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen to prevent 

powder agglomeration. The frozen slurry was dried under vacuum to sublimate the solid 

water. Resulting powders were dry, and fluffy. Powders were sieved through a screen 

before pressing. 

Pellets were pressed in a 6.35∙mm diameter cylindrical, stainless steel die to a 

pressure of 250∙MPa. Pressed pellets were sintered in Linseis vertical dilatometer 

(Linseis Thermal Analysis, Germany) using a two-stage sintering process. Heating rates 

and dwell temperatures are listed in Table 7.1.  

 

Table 7.1: Heating rates and associated dwell temperatures for two-stage sintering 

process

 
 

 

  Dilatometer-measured change-in-length data were used in Equation 7.6 to 

determine sintered-sample density as a function of time 
4
. 

 

𝜌 =
𝜌0

(1+
𝛿𝐿∙𝑒𝛼Δ𝑇

𝐿𝑜
)
3         (7.6) 

 

The sample density 𝜌 is related to original sample density 𝜌0, original sample length 𝐿0, 

and dilatometer-measured length change 𝛿𝐿 by Equation 7.6. The coefficient of thermal 

expansion is given by 𝛼 = 10.1 × 10−6, and Δ𝑇 represents measured change in 

temperature 
4
. Initial density was determined geometrically by measuring initial pellet 
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length, and by assuming the initial diameter of the pellet was equal to the inner diameter 

of the 6.35∙mm die used to press the pellets. Each sample’s final density according to 

Equation 7.6 was compared to its geometric density after sintering. Good agreement was 

found between the two values for each sample.  

 

Results 

 

 

 Comparison of the measured density with the numerical result of Equations 7.4a 

and 7.4b are shown as Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 for the 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-

8YSZ, respectively. The comparison of the 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ sintering data with 

Equations 7.4a and 7.4b is shown as Figure 7.1. The inset of each plot shown in Figure 

7.1 shows a comparison between the grain size determined according to Equation 7.5 and 

the grain size determined according to Equation 7.7, which is arrived upon by solving the 

Equation 7.1 for grain size. 

 

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛 =
𝐴

𝑇
∙
𝑓(𝜌)

𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑡⁄
∙ 𝑒−𝑄 𝑅𝑇⁄          (7.7) 

 

 

 
Figure 7.1: Comparison of sintering data with numerical integration of Wang and Raj 

equation. Note that the x-axis lists sintering time. The first time listed is the time required 

to achieve the  
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Activation energies of the constant rate of heating and constant-temperature portions 

0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ determined by comparison of Equations 7.4a and 7.4b with 

measured density have been found to be 410 and 358∙kJ/mol for the 8°C/min heating rate, 

1267°C dwell sintering profile, 423 and 370∙kJ/mol for the 14°C/min heating rate, 

1300°C dwell sintering profile, and 383 and 335∙kJ/mol for the 20°C/min heating rate, 

1200°C dwell sintering profile. The pronounced disagreement of the measured density 

data of the 14°C/min heating rate, 1300°C dwell has been considered below. 

Note that, according to the work of Chen and Wang, grain growth was found to be 

suppressed for the sintering of yttrium oxide using a two-stage sintering profile. The 

agreement between the evaluation of Equations 7.4a and 7.4b, and measured density of 

the 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ samples that were sintered with dwell temperatures of 

1267°C, and 1200°C suggests that grain growth does not occur for 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-

8YSZ below a certain dwell temperature. The disagreement of the result of Equations 

7.4a and 7.4b with the density profile of the 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ sample that was 

sintered with a dwell temperature of 1300°C indicates that either grain size was not 

constant for the constant-temperature region of the sintering profile, or that there could be 

a temperature threshold above which the undefined function of density given by Equation 

7.3 may not be valid. This indicates that the proposed definitions of the undefined 

function of density might be associated with the sintering mechanisms that contribute to 

densification. 
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Figure 7.2 shows the comparison of the 1.0∙mol% Co3O4-doped 8YSZ with 

Equations 7.4a and 7.4b. Insets of Figure 7.2 show the comparison of Equation 7.5 with 

the results of Equation 7.7.  

 

 
Figure 7.2: Sintering profiles of 8YSZ with the addition 1.0∙mol% Co3O4 compared with 

the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation 

 

 

Activation energies of 1.0∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ determined by comparison of 

Equations 7.4a and 7.4b with measured density have been found to be 546 and 

491∙kJ/mol for the 8°C/min heating rate, 1267°C dwell sintering profile, 460 and 

425∙kJ/mol for the 14°C/min heating rate, 1300°C dwell sintering profile, and 542 and 

496∙kJ/mol for the 20°C/min heating rate, 1200°C dwell sintering profile. The curvature 

of the 1.0∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ, 1300°C-dwell density profile corresponding to the 

constant-temperature region of the temperature profile is less pronounced than the density 

of the corresponding region of the temperature profile of the 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ. 

This suggests that either 1.0∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ grain growth in this region is less 

pronounced than that of the 0.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ, or that, if the different definitions of 

the undefined function of density correspond to different sintering mechanisms, two 

mechanisms of densification could be acting simultaneously. If the two mechanisms of 
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densification are acting simultaneously, then Equation 7.1 could be expressed as 

Equation 7.8. 

 
𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐴

𝑇(𝑡)
∙

1

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙
𝑥𝜌(1−𝜌)

(1−𝑥)∙Δ𝜌
∙ 𝑒−(𝑥𝑄𝑣+(1−𝑥)𝑄𝑏) 𝑅𝑇⁄      (7.8) 

 

If Equation 7.2 represents the unknown function of density associated with volume 

diffusion, and Equation 7.3 represents the unknown function of density associated with 

grain-boundary diffusion, then the variable 𝑥 represents a value between zero and one 

that indicates how much of the observed densification that occurs is due to volume 

diffusion, and how much is due to grain-boundary diffusion. 

Figure 7.3 shows the comparison of the 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-doped 8YSZ density 

data with Equations 7.4a and 7.4b. Insets of Figure 7.2 show the comparison of Equation 

7.5 with Equation 7.7. 

 

 
Figure 7.3: Sintering profiles of 8YSZ with the addition 2.5∙mol% Co3O4 compared with 

the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation 

 

 

The plots of Figure 7.3 suggest excellent agreement between the measured 

densities of the 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ and the results of Equations 7.4a and 7.4b. 

Activation energies of the 2.5∙mol% Co3O4-8YSZ determined by comparison of 

Equations 7.4a and 7.4b with measured density have been found to be 482 and 
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441∙kJ/mol for the 8°C/min heating rate, 1267°C dwell sintering profile, 476 and 

428∙kJ/mol for the 14°C/min heating rate, 1300°C dwell sintering profile, and 483 and 

442∙kJ/mol for the 20°C/min heating rate, 1200°C dwell sintering profile. 

 

Conclusions 

 

 

 Observed agreement between measured sintering data of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% 

Co3O4-8YSZ and the result of the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation 

with proposed definitions of the previously-undefined function of density for the 

constant rate of heating region of the heating profile of the two-stage sintering profile is, 

in all cases, excellent. This indicates that during constant rate of heating sintering, the 

activation energy of densification is not changing with density. Agreement between the 

measured sintering data and the numerical integration of the constant temperature region 

of the two-stage sintering profile varies from excellent to poor. This indicates that the 

physics of the constant-temperature sintering of the previously-described samples are 

sometimes well-described by the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation 

with a constant grain size, and the undefined function of density given as 𝑓(𝜌) =

𝜌(1 − 𝜌), and are sometimes not well-described by these factors. This difference is found 

to be associated with higher dwell temperatures of the second stage of the two-stage 

sintering profile used to sinter all samples in this study. This difference has brought up 

the question, “Are the proposed definitions of the undefined function of density 

associated with different sintering mechanisms?” An equation to examine this question 

has been proposed and is the subject of current work. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT  
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

Summary of Work 

 

 

The observation that a small amount of impurity, 2.5∙mol% or less, of certain 

metal oxides added to tetragonal or cubic zirconia greatly affects sintering behavior 

prompted this work. The most effective sintering aids for zirconium oxide stabilized with 

8∙mol% yttrium oxide (8YSZ) include MnO, NiO, Al2O3, and Co3O4. An impurity that 

did not work well as a sintering aid was molybdenum oxide. If the list of effective 

sintering aids is considered, the valence of the metal ions in those oxides emerges as a 

common denominator: +2 and +3 ions are effective as sintering aids in cubic zirconia. 

Co3O4 is unique as a sintering aid in that it can function as both a +2 and a +3 ion upon 

its dissolving into the 8YSZ solvent. In a sense, Co3O4 acts as two sintering aids added to 

8YSZ. 

The synergistic effect of two metal oxides added to 8YSZ to enhance sintering is 

the subject of Chapter 2. The synergistic combination of NiO and molybdenum oxide was 

serendipitously stumbled upon during the sintering of 8YSZ pellets infiltrated with a 

solution of Ni(NO3)2 in an atmosphere of flowing oxygen. Surprisingly, the sintering 

samples came out small, yellow, and dense. Examination of the samples using electron 

microscopy revealed the presence of Molybdenum. X-ray diffraction indicated that some 

of the cubic phase of the YSZ had been destabilized to the tetragonal phase, and that the 

lattice parameters of the remaining cubic phase had been shifted greatly. Contamination 
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had definitely occurred, and the result was a dense, yellow specimen. Further study 

showed that molybdenum alone did not improve sintering performance. Although NiO by 

itself was found to be effective as a sintering aid, the combination of molybdenum oxide, 

and nickel oxide was found to enhance sintering much more than the sum of the two 

sintering aids did on their own.  

That this sintering enhancement is not the result of the introduction of a liquid 

phase has not been ruled out. Elemental analysis of molybdenum rich samples suggests 

that grain boundaries are regions rich with molybdenum and nickel. This result suggest 

that during sintering, the volatilizing molybdenum may bond with the nickel in the 

sample, and form a compound that becomes a liquid phase during the sintering of YSZ 

with molybdenum and nickel additives. 

The observation that such drastic changes could be made to the sintering 

performance of YSZ illustrated the need for accurate quantification of the shrinkage a 

sample might undergo, the rate of that shrinkage, and the size of the grains that make up 

the polycrystalline samples studied in this work. Such quantities are required for the 

estimation of activation energy according to the models in the introduction of this work. 

The accurate quantification of these values led to the ability to solve a relevant, widely-

used sintering model for an undefined function of density; one factor of this widely-used 

sintering model. Plotting the numeric evaluation of the sintering model allowed graphical 

comparison of that quantity with arbitrary functions of density. Going off the published 

suggestion that the undefined function of density, 𝜌, might be described by 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 𝜌⁄ , 

and the hunch that sintering results in the change in density of a powder compact, the 
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function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  was compared to the resulting numeric evaluation of the 

undefined function of density. Good agreement between the two functions of density was 

found to exist for heating rates from 2°C/min up to 20°C/min. The main results of this 

work are two-fold: first, evaluation of the undefined function of density, and second, the 

ability to accurately determine sintering rates from dilatometry data. The second part of 

this is conclusion is an essential step in evaluating the undefined function of density, and 

is non-trivial. Finally, an algorithm that evaluates the activation energy of densification 

according to the widely-used sintering model was written. These two programs allow the 

evaluation of the activation energy of densification of any powder compact that can be 

sintered in a dilatometer in two different ways for constant rate of heating sintering 

experiments.  

The results of Chapter 2 present the question, “How does this definition of the 

undefined function of density apply to powders that are not 8YSZ?” This question has 

been initially addressed by the study discussed Chapter 3, where the sintering of 8YSZ 

with the addition of Co3O4 was queried. This study suggests that the definition of 

𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  provides an excellent fit for the sintering of 8YSZ with Co3O4 as a 

sintering aid. This study also addressed the validity of this proposed definition when 

grain growth was taking place during sintering.  

To address grain growth, grain size had to be determined. To determine grain size, 

a program that applied the linear intercept method to 8-bit electron-microscope images 

was developed. Although the human eye is good at discerning grain boundaries, such 

features are difficult for a computer to identify. The algorithm developed determines the 
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location of grain boundaries, provides a plot of where grain boundaries were found, 

provides an overlay of the previously-mentioned plot on the original SEM image, and 

returns the calculated average grain size calculated by application of the linear-intercept 

method to every row and every column of the central 80% of an electron micrograph.  

Comparison of the numeric evaluation of the accepted sintering model with 𝑓(𝜌) =

1 Δ𝜌⁄  resulted in good agreement. However, a consistent difference was seen to exist 

between the two sets of results at every heating rate. The plausibility of this difference 

being attributable to the changing grain size was evaluated by comparing the final 

difference between the two sets of results, and the final grain size determined according 

to the aforementioned algorithm. The value of the grain-growth exponent was determined 

from this comparison, and was found to lie between a maximum value of about 2.97, and 

a minimum value of about 2.5. The most-recently published value of the grain-growth 

exponent of 2.6 is within the range of the grain-growth exponent values determined in 

this study, suggesting that the difference between the numeric evaluation of the undefined 

function of density and the function 𝑓(𝜌) = 1 Δ𝜌⁄  may be attributable to grain growth. 

Finally, the accepted sintering model was solved for grain size, and evaluated 

numerically. These results were graphically compared to a plot of a published equation 

relating grain size to sintering temperature and activation energy. This comparison was 

used to determine the activation energy of grain-growth, and resulted in reasonable 

values for that quantity. 

Examination of the undefined function of density for constant-temperature 

sintering revealed that the undefined function of density for constant rate of heating 
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sintering is different from the undefined function of density for constant temperature 

sintering. For constant-temperature sintering, this undefined function has been evaluated 

as 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝜌(1 − 𝜌) + 𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants. This function was chosen 

because of the similarity between the currently-accepted sintering model and the 

differential logistic equation for constant-temperature sintering, and the sigmoidal shape 

of density profiles of ceramics sintered with constant-rates of heating. Comparison of this 

function with the numerical evaluation of the undefined function using the accepted 

sintering model indicates the plausibility of this definition accurately describing the 

unknown function of density. 

With plausible definitions of the undefined function of density for constant rate of 

heating, and constant-temperature sintering in hand, the accepted sintering model, which 

relates the sintering rate of a sample to processing parameters such as temperature and 

time, could be numerically integrated. Evaluation of this integral has been performed, and 

results compared with measured data with good agreement found between the two after 

about a 2% change in theoretical density is achieved. This result represents the first 

integration of the accepted sintering model since the model was introduced in 1991.  

Finally, the sintering of Nickel metal that occurs during the operation of solid oxide fuel 

cells, leading to cell degradation, has been considered. Using the algorithms developed 

above to determine the sintering rate of powder compacts as a starting point, an algorithm 

that determines the instantaneous rate of degradation of a fuel cell as a function of time 

from current measurements attained during constant-voltage cell operation. The ability to 

quantify cell degradation rates allowed these degradation rates to be plotted against the 
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concentration of anode additives used to modify these rates. From these plots, an 

optimum concentration of aluminum titanate addition has been determined. Further, 

results suggest great sensitivity of cell degradation rate on precursor NiO powder. The 

results generated by this algorithm are novel. The ability to determine cell degradation 

rate allows for the quantification of the effects of any known change in fuel-cell 

processing or operation environment on said rate. 

 The thoughts of Chapter 6 revise the conclusions of Chapter 5. The undefined 

function of density for contant-temperature sintering is simplified to 𝑓(𝜌) = 𝜌(1 − 𝜌). 

Fitting the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj Equation to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5∙mol% 

8YSZ sintering data showed that a change in the activation energy of the constant-

tmperature region of the numerical integral accounted for the observed change in 

sintering behavior with consant-temperature sintering if the dwell-temperature was 

sufficiently low. The change in activation energy that occurred with a change in sample 

heating is expected. It is thought that that grain-boundary diffusion becomes the path of 

diffusion responsible for densification at sufficiently low temperatures after a sufficient 

amount of particle bonding had taken place. 

The observed agreement and disagreement between measured sintering data and 

the numerical integration of the Wang and Raj equation suggested that the physics of 

sintering were well-described by the integration of the Wang and Raj equation in some 

instances, and not in others. The common difference between these two observations was 

the dwell temperature: high dwell temperatures usually coincided with disagreement 

between the numerical integral and the measured data. The implication of this 
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observation is that there is a difference in the physics of sintering when the temperature is 

sufficiently high. Since only two diffusion mechanisms are thought to contribute to 

densification, it is currently concluded that this difference is due to the higher-activation-

energy diffusion mechanism contributing to densification. This led to the proposal of a 

modified form of the Wang and Raj equation that allows for estimation of the mechanism 

of sintering leading to densification, given as Equation 8.1.  

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴

𝑇
∙

𝑥

Δ𝜌∙𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
∙ 𝑒−𝑄𝑣 𝑅𝑇⁄ +

𝐴

𝑇
∙
(1−𝑥)𝜌(1−𝜌)

𝑑(𝑡)𝑛
𝑒−𝑄𝑏 𝑅𝑇⁄      (8.1) 

 

Final Remarks 

 

 

Sintering will be used to process ceramics until a furnace that can achieve 

temperatures of 2800°C is commonly available. This study of sintering was motivated by 

the observation of changes in sintering behavior of cubic zirconia with small additions of 

impurities. It is suggested that the addition of small amounts of Co3O4 to cubic zirconia 

affect sintering by decreasing the activation energy of the diffusion that results in 

densification. Along the way, the undefined function of an accepted, widely-used 

sintering model was defined. An argument that the activation energy of densification is 

constant with respect to density has been developed, and the integration of the widely-

accepted sintering model has been performed, and compared with measured results for 

the first time. Finally, an optimum amount of aluminum titanate as a solid oxide fuel cell 

additive has been proposed. 

The algorithms developed for this work can be used to evaluate the sintering 

performance of any powdered material that can be sintered in a dilatometer with 
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measurements recorded in a way that can be written as XLS data. From these results, the 

activation energy of densification could be determined according to the existing model, 

or with the ideas developed in this work that evaluate the undefined function of density 

according to the numerical integration of the accepted sintering model and comparison of 

that result with density measurements. The algorithm developed to determine grain size 

from SEM images can determine grain-size statistics from every row and every column 

of the matrix of values that represent an 8-bit electron-microscope image. Finally a 

method of determining the degradation rate of solid oxide fuel cells is developed. There 

are two major sets of results of this work: the evaluation of the undefined function of 

density and an argument for the activation energy of densification to remain constant, and 

the algorithms that were developed and can be used in the analysis of future experiments. 

This work has formed the foundation of an on-going fuel cell study funded by the 

Department of Energy here at Montana State University. 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang Kang  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
filename = 'Activation Energy.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
rangeI = 'A3:D6647'; 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeI); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 1); 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
ChangeI = DataSetI(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
ChangeLow = -6.0/100; 
ChangeHigh = -0.25/100; 

  
kay = 0;  

  
DFitI = zeros(32, 1); TempFitI = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitI = zeros(32, 1); 
Strain = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeI) 
    if ChangeI(i) >= ChangeLow && ChangeI(i) <= ChangeHigh 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitI(kay) = DensityI(i); 
        TimeFitI(kay) = TimeI(i); 
        TempFitI(kay) = TempI(i); 
        Strain(kay) = -ChangeI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 5; 
if is == 5 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitI = DFitI(1:is:length(DFitI)); 
TimeFitI = TimeFitI(1:is:length(TimeFitI)); 
TempFitI = TempFitI(1:is:length(TempFitI)); 
Strain = Strain(1:is:length(Strain)); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange curve-fitting data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
nI = 200; DataMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
TimeMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
TempMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    for j = 1:length(DensityI) 
        if DensityI(j) == DFitI(i) 
            DataMatI(:,i) = -ChangeI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
            TimeMatI(:,i) = TimeI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
            TempMatI(:,i) = TempI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
        end 
    end 
end 
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine logistics equation pre-exponential coefficient 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
aaI = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    aaI(i) = (max(DataMatI(:, i)) + min(DataMatI(:, i)))/2; 
end 
aI = aaI./(aaI - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initialize curve-fitting portion 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
CurveFitI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
CurveFitIr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  
CurveFitIb = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
XX = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YY = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  
XXr = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YYr = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
FitMatI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitMatIr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 

  
beta = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
betar = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
FitEq = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
sStep = 2.0; rStep = 0.001; 
bb = 220*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
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rate = 0.085*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 

  
% for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
% rate(i) = 0.11*cos(1.40*(i-1)/(length(DFitI))); 
% end 

  
rr = rate; 

  
b = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); r = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); 

  
bCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); rCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); 

  
bSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); rSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); 

  
rRSquared = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); bRSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
PlotTime = (166:0.1:333);  
PlotFit = zeros(length(TimeMatI), length(DFitI)); 
DCalcMax = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  

  
rRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI));  
bRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This section optimizes the shift parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% The entire loop is run for each density vector in DataMatI 
n = length(DFitI); 
for k = 1:n 

     
% The previous shift value is used as the starting place for the 

current 
% shift value 
    if k > 1 
        bb(k) = bb(k - 1); 
    end 

     
% The optimization scheme uses the quadratic dependence of the mean-

squared 
% error on the shift parameter. This is the heart of the optimization. 

  
    kk = 0; % mu = 1; 
    while kk < 20 

                 
        for i = 1:5 
            b(:, k) = [bb(k)-2*sStep, bb(k)-1*sStep, bb(k),... 
                bb(k)+1*sStep, bb(k)+2*sStep]'; 
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            CurveFitI(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

b(i,k)))... 
                ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - b(i, k))) - 1); 

             
            FitMatI(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
            FitMatI(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitI(:, i, k); 

             
            XX(:,:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
            YY(:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
            beta(:, i, k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

             
            FitEqI(:, i, k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                CurveFitI(:, i, k); 

             
            bSSE(i, k) = (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k))'*... 
                (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k)); 
        end 

            
% This is where the optimization is pursued 
        bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), 100000*bSSE(:, k), 2); 
        bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); 
        kk = kk + 1; 
    end 

     
% The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
    bb(k) = b(3,k); 
end 
%% 
RSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,length(DFitI));  
b1RSquared = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(DFitI) 
    RSquaredMat(:,:,j) = corrcoef(FitEqI(:,3,j), DataMatI(:,j));  
    b1RSquared(j) = RSquaredMat(2,1,j)^2; 
end 
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the new iterative optimization scheme based on accurate 

estimates 
% of the shift and rate parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Amber = 0; n = length(DFitI); 

  
while Amber < 18 

  
for k = 1:n 
m = 1; % mn = 0;  
    jj = 0; 

     
    while jj < 10 
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        if rSSE(2,k) < rSSE(3,k) 
            if k > 1 
                rate(k) = rr(k-1); % 0.11*cos(1.40*(k-

1)/(length(DFitI))); 
            % else rate(k) = rate(k-1); 
            end 
            m = m + 0.01;  
            jj = 0;  
        end 

         
%         if abs(rate(k)) > 0.30 
%             rate(k) = rate(k-1); 
%             fprintf('Rate Is Going Insane! Density Vector %i \n', k) 
%         end 

         
        if m > 100 % || r(3,k) > 0.2 
            if k > 1 
            rate(k) = rr(k-1);  % -1/2*rCoe(k, 2)/rCoe(k, 1); 
            % m = 1; 
            fprintf('Rate %i is in a tight spot! \n', k) 
            break 
            end 
        end 

         
        r(:, k) = [rate(k)-2*m*rStep, rate(k)-1*m*rStep, rate(k),... 
            rate(k)+1*m*rStep, rate(k)+2*m*rStep]'; 

             
    for i = 1:5 

         
% CurveFitIr uses really good estimates of the shift parameter to 

determine 
% a good rate parameter 
        CurveFitIr(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(r(i,k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

bb(k)))./... 
            (aI(k)*exp(r(i, k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - bb(k))) - 1); 

         
        FitMatIr(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
        FitMatIr(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIr(:, i); 

         
        XXr(:,:, i, k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatIr(:,:,i,k); 
        YYr(:,i,k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
        betar(:,i,k) = XXr(:,:,i,k)\YYr(:, i,k); 

         
        FitEqr(:,i,k) = betar(1, i, k) + betar(2, i, k)*... 
            CurveFitIr(:, i, k); 

         
        rRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEqr(:,i,k), DataMatI(:,k));  

                 
        rRSquared(i,k) = rRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k); 

         
    end 
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    rCoe(k,:) = polyfit(r(:, k), rRSquared(:, k), 2);     
    rate(k) = -1/2*rCoe(k, 2)/rCoe(k, 1); 
    jj = jj + 1; 
    end 

     
% This is the optimized rate parameter. Use this to find the new shift 
% parameter. 
rr(k) = r(3,k); 

  
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the recalculation of the shift parameter based on the new 

rate 
% parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
for k = 1:n 
if rRSquared(3,k)^2 > 0.0001 
%     fprintf('Modifying Shift Parameter %i \n', k) 
    kk = 0; mm = 1; 
    while kk < 12 
%         if k > 1 
%             bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
%         end 
        b(:, k) = [bb(k)-2*mm*sStep, bb(k)-1*mm*sStep, bb(k),... 
                bb(k)+1*mm*sStep, bb(k)+2*mm*sStep]'; 
        for i = 1:5 

                          
            if k < length(DFitI) 
                if bb(k) > 325 || bb(k) < 100 
                   bb(k) = bb(k+1); 
                   fprintf('Shift Parameter %i is Wandering \r', k) 
                end 
            end 

             
            CurveFitIb(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

b(i,k)))... 
                ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - b(i, k))) - 1); 

             
            FitMatI(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
            FitMatI(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 

             
            XX(:,:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
            YY(:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
            beta(:, i, k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

             
            FitEq(:, i, k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 
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            bRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEq(:,i,k), 

DataMatI(:,k));  

                 
            bRSquared(i,k) = bRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k)^2; 

             
        end 
% This is where the optimization is pursued 
        bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, k), 2); 
        bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); 
        kk = kk + 1; 
    end 
end 
bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); % b(3,k); 
end     
% The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
Amber = Amber + 1; 
end 

     
% % %% 
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Activation Energy According To Young and Cutler 
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clear variables; close all; clc; format long; 

  
% function [Strain, EnergyV, EnergyGB] = YoungEnergy5CPerMinI 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
filename = 'Activation Energy and Error Acta Materialia.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
rangeI = 'A3:I158'; rangeII = 'K3:S222'; rangeIII = 'U3:AC124';  
rangeIV = 'AE3:AM130'; rangeV = 'AO3:AW127'; 

  
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeI);  
DataSetII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeII); 
DataSetIII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIII); 
DataSetIV = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIV); 
DataSetV = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeV); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
SintRateI = -DataSetI(:, 7); SintRateII = -DataSetII(:, 7); 
SintRateIII = -DataSetIII(:, 7); SintRateIV = -DataSetIV(:, 7); 
SintRateV = -DataSetV(:,7); 

  
TempI = DataSetI(:, 1); TempII = DataSetII(:, 1); 
TempIII = DataSetIII(:, 1); TempIV = DataSetIV(:, 1); 
TempV = DataSetV(:,1); 

  
DenseI = DataSetI(:, 2); DenseII = DataSetII(:, 2); 
DenseIII = DataSetIII(:, 2); DenseIV = DataSetIV(:, 2); 
DenseV = DataSetV(:, 2); 

  
LengthI = DataSetI(:, 3); LengthII = DataSetII(:, 3); 
LengthIII = DataSetIII(:, 3); LengthIV = DataSetIV(:, 3); 
LengthV = DataSetV(:, 3); 

  
DensInit5 = 0.480642242; DensInit10 = 0.509691385; 
DensInit15 = 0.503785064; DensInit20 = 0.495438648;  
DensInit25 = 0.490670135; 

  
DeltaDI = DenseI - DensInit5; DeltaDII = DenseII - DensInit10; 
DeltaDIII = DenseIII - DensInit15; DeltaDIV = DenseIV - DensInit20; 
DeltaDV = DenseV - DensInit25; 

  
[~, IndexI] = max(TempI); [~, IndexII] = max(TempII);  
[~, IndexIII] = max(TempIII); [~, IndexIV] = max(TempIV);  
[~, IndexV] = max(TempV);  

  
TempI = TempI(1:IndexI); TempII = TempII(1:IndexII);  
TempIII = TempIII(1:IndexIII); TempIV = TempIV(1:IndexIV); 
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TempV = TempV(1:IndexV); 

  
SintRateI = SintRateI(1:IndexI); SintRateII = SintRateII(1:IndexII);  
SintRateIII = SintRateIII(1:IndexIII); SintRateIV = 

SintRateIV(1:IndexIV); 
SintRateV = SintRateV(1:IndexV); 

  
DeltaDI = DeltaDI(1:IndexI); DeltaDII = DeltaDII(1:IndexII);  
DeltaDIII = DeltaDIII(1:IndexIII); DeltaDIV = DeltaDIV(1:IndexIV); 
DeltaDV = DeltaDV(1:IndexV); 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Energy Estimate... Step One 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
YoungVI = log(SintRateI) + 3/2*log(TempI); 
YoungGBI = log(SintRateI) + 5/3*log(TempI); 
InvThermVI = 1000./(2*8.314*TempI); 
InvThermGBI = 1000./(3*8.314*TempI); 

  
YoungVII = log(SintRateII) + 3/2*log(TempII); 
YoungGBII = log(SintRateII) + 5/3*log(TempII); 
InvThermVII = 1000./(2*8.314*TempII); 
InvThermGBII = 1000./(3*8.314*TempII); 

  
YoungVIII = log(SintRateIII) + 3/2*log(TempIII); 
YoungGBIII = log(SintRateIII) + 5/3*log(TempIII); 
InvThermVIII = 1000./(2*8.314*TempIII); 
InvThermGBIII = 1000./(3*8.314*TempIII); 

  
YoungVIV = log(SintRateIV) + 3/2*log(TempIV); 
YoungGBIV = log(SintRateIV) + 5/3*log(TempIV); 
InvThermVIV = 1000./(2*8.314*TempIV); 
InvThermGBIV = 1000./(3*8.314*TempIV); 

  
YoungVV = log(SintRateV) + 3/2*log(TempV); 
YoungGBV = log(SintRateV) + 5/3*log(TempV); 
InvThermVV = 1000./(2*8.314*TempV); 
InvThermGBV = 1000./(3*8.314*TempV); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Determine Activation Energy from 5°C per Minute Sintering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EnergyVI = zeros(length(YoungVI), 1);  
ChangeDI = zeros(length(YoungVI), 1); 
EnergyGBI = zeros(length(YoungVI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(YoungVI) - 1 
    EnergyVI(j) = -(YoungVI(j+1) - YoungVI(j))/... 
        (InvThermVI(j+1) - InvThermVI(j)); 
    EnergyGBI(j) = -(YoungGBI(j+1) - YoungGBI(j))/... 
        (InvThermGBI(j+1) - InvThermGBI(j)); 
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    ChangeDI(j) = DeltaDI(length(YoungVI) + 1 - j); 
end 

  
EnergyVI(length(YoungVI)) = EnergyVI(length(YoungVI) - 1); 
EnergyGBI(length(YoungVI)) = EnergyGBI(length(YoungVI) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Determine Activation Energy from 10°C per Minute Sintering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EnergyVII = zeros(length(YoungVII), 1);  
ChangeDII = zeros(length(YoungVII), 1); 
EnergyGBII = zeros(length(YoungVII), 1); 
for j = 1:length(YoungVII) - 1 
    EnergyVII(j) = -(YoungVII(j+1) - YoungVII(j))/... 
        (InvThermVII(j+1) - InvThermVII(j)); 
    EnergyGBII(j) = -(YoungGBII(j+1) - YoungGBII(j))/... 
        (InvThermGBII(j+1) - InvThermGBII(j)); 
    ChangeDII(j) = DeltaDII(length(YoungVII) + 1 - j); 
end 

  
EnergyVII(length(YoungVII)) = EnergyVII(length(YoungVII) - 1); 
EnergyGBII(length(YoungVII)) = EnergyGBII(length(YoungVII) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Determine Activation Energy from 15°C per Minute Sintering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EnergyVIII = zeros(length(YoungVIII), 1);  
ChangeDIII = zeros(length(YoungVIII), 1); 
EnergyGBIII = zeros(length(YoungVIII), 1); 
for j = 1:length(YoungVIII) - 1 
    EnergyVIII(j) = -(YoungVIII(j+1) - YoungVIII(j))/... 
        (InvThermVIII(j+1) - InvThermVIII(j)); 
    EnergyGBIII(j) = -(YoungGBIII(j+1) - YoungGBIII(j))/... 
        (InvThermGBIII(j+1) - InvThermGBIII(j)); 
    ChangeDIII(j) = DeltaDIII(length(YoungVIII) + 1 - j); 
end 

  
EnergyVIII(length(YoungVIII)) = EnergyVIII(length(YoungVIII) - 1); 
EnergyGBIII(length(YoungVIII)) = EnergyGBIII(length(YoungVIII) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Determine Activation Energy from 20°C per Minute Sintering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EnergyVIV = zeros(length(YoungVIV), 1);  
ChangeDIV = zeros(length(YoungVIV), 1);  
EnergyGBIV = zeros(length(YoungVIV), 1);  
for j = 1:length(YoungVIV) - 1 
    EnergyVIV(j) = -(YoungVIV(j+1) - YoungVIV(j))/... 
        (InvThermVIV(j+1) - InvThermVIV(j)); 
    EnergyGBIV(j) = -(YoungGBIV(j+1) - YoungGBIV(j))/... 
        (InvThermGBIV(j+1) - InvThermGBIV(j)); 
    ChangeDIV(j) = DeltaDIV(length(YoungVIV) + 1 - j); 
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end 

  
EnergyVIV(length(YoungVIV)) = EnergyVIV(length(YoungVIV) - 1); 
EnergyGBIV(length(YoungVIV)) = EnergyGBIV(length(YoungVIV) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Determine Activation Energy from 25°C per Minute Sintering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
EnergyVV = zeros(length(YoungVV), 1);  
ChangeDV = zeros(length(YoungVV), 1);  
EnergyGBV = zeros(length(YoungVV), 1);  
for j = 1:length(YoungVV) - 1 
    EnergyVIV(j) = -(YoungVV(j+1) - YoungVV(j))/... 
        (InvThermVV(j+1) - InvThermVV(j)); 
    EnergyGBV(j) = -(YoungGBV(j+1) - YoungGBV(j))/... 
        (InvThermGBV(j+1) - InvThermGBV(j)); 
    ChangeDV(j) = DeltaDV(length(YoungVV) + 1 - j); 
end 

  
EnergyVV(length(YoungVIV)) = EnergyVV(length(YoungVV) - 1); 
EnergyGBV(length(YoungVV)) = EnergyGBV(length(YoungVV) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Young Energy 5C per Minute: Volume Energy then Grain Boundary Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[EnergyI, EnergyLoI, EnergyHiI, RSquaredI] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermVI, YoungVI, 1); 

  
[GBEnergyI, GBEnergyLoI, GBEnergyHiI, GBRSquaredI] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermGBI, YoungGBI, 1); 

  
Pow = length(EnergyI); 

  
figure; plot(DeltaDI, EnergyVI, 'k.'); hold on;  
plot(DeltaDI, EnergyGBI, 'ko'); 
plot(DeltaDI(1:Pow), -EnergyLoI, 'bp');  
plot(DeltaDI(1:Pow), -EnergyHiI, 'bp');  
plot(DeltaDI(1:Pow), -GBEnergyLoI, 'rd');  
plot(DeltaDI(1:Pow), -GBEnergyHiI, 'rd'); 
axis([0 0.067 0 1200]); hold off; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Young Energy 10C per Minute: Volume Energy then Grain Boundary 

Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[EnergyII, EnergyLoII, EnergyHiII, RSquaredII] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermVII, YoungVII, 2); 

  
[GBEnergyII, GBEnergyLoII, GBEnergyHiII, GBRSquaredII] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermGBII, YoungGBII, 2); 
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KaPow = length(EnergyII); 

  
figure; plot(DeltaDII, EnergyVII, 'k.'); hold on;  
plot(DeltaDII, EnergyGBII, 'ko'); 
plot(DeltaDII(1:KaPow), -EnergyLoII, 'bp');  
plot(DeltaDII(1:KaPow), -EnergyHiII, 'bp');  
plot(DeltaDII(1:KaPow), -GBEnergyLoII, 'rd');  
plot(DeltaDII(1:KaPow), -GBEnergyHiII, 'rd'); 
axis([0 0.035 0 1200]); hold off; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Young Energy 15C per Minute: Volume Energy then Grain Boundary 

Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[EnergyIII, EnergyLoIII, EnergyHiIII, RSquaredIII] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermVIII, YoungVIII, 3); 

  
figure; plot(-EnergyIII, 'k.');  
hold on;  
plot(-EnergyLoIII, 'bp'); plot(-EnergyHiIII, 'bp');  
plot(EnergyVIII, 'rd'); 
axis([0 135 0 900]); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Young Energy 20C per Minute: Volume Energy then Grain Boundary 

Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[EnergyIV, EnergyLoIV, EnergyHiIV, RSquaredIV] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermVIV, YoungVIV, 3); 

  
figure; plot(-EnergyIV, 'k.');  
hold on;  
plot(-EnergyLoIV, 'bp'); plot(-EnergyHiIV, 'bp');  
plot(EnergyVIV, 'rd'); 
axis([0 135 0 900]); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Young Energy 25C per Minute: Volume Energy then Grain Boundary 

Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[EnergyV, EnergyLoV, EnergyHiV, RSquaredV] =... 
    YoungEnergyFitter(InvThermVV, YoungVV, 3); 

  
figure; plot(-EnergyV, 'k.');  
hold on;  
plot(-EnergyLoV, 'bp'); plot(-EnergyHiV, 'bp');  
plot(EnergyVV, 'rd'); 
axis([0 135 0 900]); 
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APPENDIX C 

 

 

Activation Energy According to Woolfrey and Bannister 
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function [TempFitI, Strain, DeltaL, ActEn] = WoolfreyEnergy5CPerMinI 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
filename = 'Activation Energy.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
rangeI = 'A3:D6647'; 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeI); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 1); 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
ChangeI = DataSetI(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ChangeLow = -8.5/100; 
ChangeHigh = -0.5/100; 

  
kay = 0;  

  
DFitI = zeros(32, 1); TempFitI = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitI = zeros(32, 1); 
Strain = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeI) 
    if ChangeI(i) >= ChangeLow && ChangeI(i) <= ChangeHigh 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitI(kay) = DensityI(i); 
        TimeFitI(kay) = TimeI(i); 
        TempFitI(kay) = TempI(i); 
        Strain(kay) = -ChangeI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 10; 
if is == 10 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitI = DFitI(1:is:length(DFitI)); 
TimeFitI = TimeFitI(1:is:length(TimeFitI)); 
TempFitI = TempFitI(1:is:length(TempFitI)); 
Strain = Strain(1:is:length(Strain)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange curve-fitting data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
nI = 200; DataMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
TimeMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
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TempMatI = zeros(3.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    for j = 1:length(DensityI) 
        if DensityI(j) == DFitI(i) 
            DataMatI(:,i) = -ChangeI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
            TimeMatI(:,i) = TimeI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
            TempMatI(:,i) = TempI(j - nI: j + 2.0*nI); 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine logistics equation pre-exponential coefficient 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
aaI = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    aaI(i) = (max(DataMatI(:, i)) + min(DataMatI(:, i)))/2; 
end 
aI = aaI./(aaI - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initialize curve-fitting portion 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
CurveFitI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
CurveFitIr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  
CurveFitIb = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
XX = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YY = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  
XXr = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YYr = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
FitMatI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitMatIr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 

  
beta = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
betar = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
FitEq = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqI = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqr = zeros(3*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
sStep = 2.0; rStep = 0.001; 
bb = 225*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 

  
rate = 0.08*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 

  
% for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
% rate(i) = 0.11*cos(1.40*(i-1)/(length(DFitI))); 
% end 

  
rr = rate; 
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b = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); r = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); 

  
bCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); rCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); 

  
bSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); rSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); 

  
rRSquared = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); bRSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
PlotTime = (166:0.1:333);  
PlotFit = zeros(length(TimeMatI), length(DFitI)); 
DCalcMax = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  

  
rRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI));  
bRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This section optimizes the shift parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The entire loop is run for each density vector in DataMatI 
n = length(DFitI); 
for k = 1:n 

     
% The previous shift value is used as the starting place for the 

current 
% shift value 
    if k > 1 
        bb(k) = bb(k - 1); 
    end 

     
% The optimization scheme uses the quadratic dependence of the mean-

squared 
% error on the shift parameter. This is the heart of the optimization. 

  
    kk = 0; % mu = 1; 
    while kk < 20 

                 
        for i = 1:5 
            b(:, k) = [bb(k)-2*sStep, bb(k)-1*sStep, bb(k),... 
                bb(k)+1*sStep, bb(k)+2*sStep]'; 

             
            CurveFitI(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

b(i,k)))... 
                ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - b(i, k))) - 1); 

             
            FitMatI(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
            FitMatI(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitI(:, i, k); 
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            XX(:,:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
            YY(:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
            beta(:, i, k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

             
            FitEqI(:, i, k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                CurveFitI(:, i, k); 

             
            bSSE(i, k) = (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k))'*... 
                (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k)); 
        end 

            
% This is where the optimization is pursued 
        bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), 100000*bSSE(:, k), 2); 
        bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); 
        kk = kk + 1; 
    end 

     
% The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
    bb(k) = b(3,k); 
end 
%% 
RSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,length(DFitI));  
b1RSquared = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(DFitI) 
    RSquaredMat(:,:,j) = corrcoef(FitEqI(:,3,j), DataMatI(:,j));  
    b1RSquared(j) = RSquaredMat(2,1,j)^2; 
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the new iterative optimization scheme based on accurate 

estimates 
% of the shift and rate parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Amber = 0; n = length(DFitI); 

  
while Amber < 18 

  
for k = 1:n 
m = 1; % mn = 0;  
    jj = 0; 

     
    while jj < 10 

         
        if rSSE(2,k) < rSSE(3,k) 
            if k > 1 
                rate(k) = rr(k-1); % 0.11*cos(1.40*(k-

1)/(length(DFitI))); 
            % else rate(k) = rate(k-1); 
            end 
            m = m + 0.01;  
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            jj = 0;  
        end 

         
%         if abs(rate(k)) > 0.30 
%             rate(k) = rate(k-1); 
%             fprintf('Rate Is Going Insane! Density Vector %i \n', k) 
%         end 

         
        if m > 100 % || r(3,k) > 0.2 
            if k > 1 
            rate(k) = rr(k-1);  % -1/2*rCoe(k, 2)/rCoe(k, 1); 
            % m = 1; 
            fprintf('Rate %i is in a tight spot! \n', k) 
            break 
            end 
        end 

         
        r(:, k) = [rate(k)-2*m*rStep, rate(k)-1*m*rStep, rate(k),... 
            rate(k)+1*m*rStep, rate(k)+2*m*rStep]'; 

             
    for i = 1:5 

         
% CurveFitIr uses really good estimates of the shift parameter to 

determine 
% a good rate parameter 
        CurveFitIr(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(r(i,k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

bb(k)))./... 
            (aI(k)*exp(r(i, k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - bb(k))) - 1); 

         
        FitMatIr(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
        FitMatIr(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIr(:, i); 

         
        XXr(:,:, i, k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatIr(:,:,i,k); 
        YYr(:,i,k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
        betar(:,i,k) = XXr(:,:,i,k)\YYr(:, i,k); 

         
        FitEqr(:,i,k) = betar(1, i, k) + betar(2, i, k)*... 
            CurveFitIr(:, i, k); 

         
        rRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEqr(:,i,k), DataMatI(:,k));  

                 
        rRSquared(i,k) = rRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k); 

         
    end 
    rCoe(k,:) = polyfit(r(:, k), rRSquared(:, k), 2);     
    rate(k) = -1/2*rCoe(k, 2)/rCoe(k, 1); 
    jj = jj + 1; 
    end 

     
% This is the optimized rate parameter. Use this to find the new shift 
% parameter. 
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rr(k) = r(3,k); 

  
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the recalculation of the shift parameter based on the new 

rate 
% parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
for k = 1:n 
if rRSquared(3,k)^2 > 0.0001 
%     fprintf('Modifying Shift Parameter %i \n', k) 
    kk = 0; mm = 1; 
    while kk < 12 
%         if k > 1 
%             bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
%         end 
        b(:, k) = [bb(k)-2*mm*sStep, bb(k)-1*mm*sStep, bb(k),... 
                bb(k)+1*mm*sStep, bb(k)+2*mm*sStep]'; 
        for i = 1:5 

                          
            if k < length(DFitI) 
                if bb(k) > 325 || bb(k) < 100 
                   bb(k) = bb(k+1); 
                   fprintf('Shift Parameter %i is Wandering \r', k) 
                end 
            end 

             
            CurveFitIb(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

b(i,k)))... 
                ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - b(i, k))) - 1); 

             
            FitMatI(:, 1, i, k) = ones(3*nI + 1, 1); 
            FitMatI(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 

             
            XX(:,:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
            YY(:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
            beta(:, i, k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

             
            FitEq(:, i, k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 

             
            bRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEq(:,i,k), 

DataMatI(:,k));  

                 
            bRSquared(i,k) = bRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k)^2; 

             
        end 
% This is where the optimization is pursued 
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        bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, k), 2); 
        bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); 
        kk = kk + 1; 
    end 
end 
bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); % b(3,k); 
end     
% The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
Amber = Amber + 1; 
end 

     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This section plots results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% 

  
% for k = 1:3:n; 
%  
% PlotFit(:,k) = beta(1,3,k) + beta(2,3,k)*aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*... 
%     (TimeMatI(:,k) - bb(k)))./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

bb(k))) - 1); 
%  
% DCalcMax(k) = max(PlotFit(:,k)); 
%  
% figure 
% plot(TimeMatI(:,k), FitEq(:,3,k), 'bo') 
% hold on 
% plot(TimeMatI(:,k), DataMatI(:, k), 'k.') 
% hold off 
% xlabel('Time (min)'); ylabel('Relative Density'); 
%  
% % figure 
% % plot(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, k), 'kp') 
% %  
% % figure 
% % plot(r(:,k), rRSquared(:, k), 'kd') 
%  
% end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine Sintering Rates From Each Curve Fit 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% One Curve 
SintRate = zeros(length(Strain), 1); 
for i = 1:length(Strain) 
    SintRate(i) = -rr(i)*aI(i)*beta(2,3,i)*... 
        exp(rr(i)*(TimeFitI(i) - bb(i)))/... 
        ((aI(i)*exp(rr(i)*(TimeFitI(i) - bb(i))) - 1)^2); 
end 

  
%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is length change per original length 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% One Curve 
DeltaL = zeros(length(Strain), 1); 
for i = 1:length(Strain) 
    DeltaL(i) = beta(2,3,i)*aI(i)*exp(rr(i)*(TimeFitI(i) - bb(i)))/... 
        (aI(i)*exp(rr(i)*(TimeFitI(i) - bb(i))) - 1) + beta(1,3,i); 
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot and Curve Fit 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Woolfrey = TempFitI.^2.*SintRate; 

  
% figure 
% plot(DeltaL, Woolfrey, 'k.') 
% xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0') 
% ylabel('T^2d/dt(\DeltaL/L_0)') 
% title('Woolfrey Not Activation Energy Plot') 

  
% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine slope of curve 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Slope = zeros(length(Strain), 1); 
for j = 1:length(Strain) - 1 
    Slope(j) = (Woolfrey(j + 1) - Woolfrey(j))/(Strain(j + 1) - 

Strain(j)); 
end 
Slope(length(Strain)) = Slope(length(Strain) - 1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine Sintering Mechanisms According to Woolfrey 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[StrainSM, nSM, VDiffSM, GBDiffSM] = SinteringMechanismsI; 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get elements of StrainSM that are close to elements of Strain 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DiffSMS = zeros(length(StrainSM), length(Strain)); 
for i = 1:length(Strain) 
    for j = 1:length(StrainSM) 
        DiffSMS(j, i) = abs(StrainSM(j) - Strain(i)); 
    end 
end 

  
IndexSMS = zeros(length(Strain), 1); 
for j = 1:length(Strain) 
    [MinSMS, IndexSMS(j)] = min(DiffSMS(:,j)); 
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end 

  
% Use IndexSMS to select elements of nSM for the determination of the 
% activation energy 
SintMech = nSM(IndexSMS); 
for i = 1:length(SintMech) 
    if SintMech(i) < 1 
        SintMech(i) = 1; 
    end 
end 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Use slope of curve to estimate activation energy of sintering 

according 
% to ActEn = slope(n + 1)R/HeatRate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
ActEn = Slope.*(SintMech + 1)*8.314/5000; 

  
plot(Strain, ActEn, 'k.') 
xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0') 
ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol)') 
title('Woolfrey Non-Arrhenius Activation Energy 5°C per Min') 
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APPENDIX D 

 

 

Sintering Mechanisms According to Zhang 2009 
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% This is to calculate the rate and the shift in one fell swoop! 
% 1300°C 
% clear all; close all; clc; format long; 

  
function [StrainI, n, VolumeDiffusion, GrainBoundaryDiffusion] =... 
    SinteringMechanismsI 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel for 5°C per Minute Heating Rate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
filename = 'Activation Energy.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
rangeI = 'A3:D6647'; 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeI); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 1); 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
ChangeI = DataSetI(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
ChangeLowI = -9.0/100; 
ChangeHighI = -0.55/100; 

  
kay = 0; 

  
DFitI = zeros(32, 1); TempFitI = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitI = zeros(32, 1); 
StrainI = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeI) 
    if ChangeI(i) >= ChangeLowI && ChangeI(i) <= ChangeHighI 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitI(kay) = DensityI(i); 
        TimeFitI(kay) = TimeI(i); 
        TempFitI(kay) = TempI(i); 
        StrainI(kay) = ChangeI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 1; 
if is == 1 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
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DFitI = DFitI(1:is:length(DFitI)); 
TimeFitI = TimeFitI(1:is:length(TimeFitI)); 
TempFitI = TempFitI(1:is:length(TempFitI)); 
StrainI = StrainI(1:is:length(StrainI)); 
DelFit = DFitI - min(DFitI); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel for 10°C per Minute Heating Rate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
rangeII = 'F3:I3324'; 
DataSetII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeII); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
TimeII = DataSetII(:, 1); 
TempII = DataSetII(:, 2); 
DensityII = DataSetII(:, 3); 
ChangeII = DataSetII(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
ChangeLowII = -7.0/100; 
ChangeHighII = -0.10/100; 

  
kay = 0; 

  
DFitII = zeros(32, 1); TempFitII = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitII = zeros(32, 

1); 
StrainII = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeII) 
    if ChangeII(i) >= ChangeLowII && ChangeII(i) <= ChangeHighII 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitII(kay) = DensityII(i); 
        TimeFitII(kay) = TimeII(i); 
        TempFitII(kay) = TempII(i); 
        StrainII(kay) = ChangeII(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 1; 
if is == 1 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitII = DFitII(1:is:length(DFitII)); 
TimeFitII = TimeFitII(1:is:length(TimeFitII)); 
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TempFitII = TempFitII(1:is:length(TempFitII)); 
StrainII = StrainII(1:is:length(StrainII)); 

  
% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel for 15°C per Minute Heating Rate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
rangeIII = 'K3:N2217'; 
DataSetIII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIII); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
TimeIII = DataSetIII(:, 1); 
TempIII = DataSetIII(:, 2); 
DensityIII = DataSetIII(:, 3); 
ChangeIII = DataSetIII(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ChangeLowIII = -6.9/100; 
ChangeHighIII = -0.10/100; 

  
kay = 0; 

  
DFitIII = zeros(32, 1); TempFitIII = zeros(32, 1);  
TimeFitIII = zeros(32, 1); StrainIII = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeIII) 
    if ChangeIII(i) >= ChangeLowIII && ChangeIII(i) <= ChangeHighIII 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitIII(kay) = DensityIII(i); 
        TimeFitIII(kay) = TimeIII(i); 
        TempFitIII(kay) = TempIII(i); 
        StrainIII(kay) = ChangeIII(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 1; 
if is == 1 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitIII = DFitIII(1:is:length(DFitIII)); 
TimeFitIII = TimeFitIII(1:is:length(TimeFitIII)); 
TempFitIII = TempFitIII(1:is:length(TempFitIII)); 
StrainIII = StrainIII(1:is:length(StrainIII)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% Get Data from Excel for 25°C per Minute Heating Rate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
rangeIV = 'P3:S1331'; 
DataSetIV = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIV); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
TimeIV = DataSetIV(:, 1); 
TempIV = DataSetIV(:, 2); 
DensityIV = DataSetIV(:, 3); 
ChangeIV = DataSetIV(:, 4); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
ChangeLowIV = -6.5/100; 
ChangeHighIV = -0.10/100; 

  
kay = 0; 

  
DFitIV = zeros(32, 1); TempFitIV = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitIV = zeros(32, 

1); 
StrainIV = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(ChangeIV) 
    if ChangeIV(i) >= ChangeLowIV && ChangeIV(i) <= ChangeHighIV 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitIV(kay) = DensityIV(i); 
        TimeFitIV(kay) = TimeIV(i); 
        TempFitIV(kay) = TempIV(i); 
        StrainIV(kay) = ChangeIV(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 1; 
if is == 1 
else fprintf('Changing interval size changes DFitI dimension!') 
end 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitIV = DFitIV(1:is:length(DFitIV)); 
TimeFitIV = TimeFitIV(1:is:length(TimeFitIV)); 
TempFitIV = TempFitIV(1:is:length(TempFitIV)); 
StrainIV = StrainIV(1:is:length(StrainIV)); 

  
% %% 
% Determine index of max temperatures 
[Max5C, Index5C] = max(TempFitI); [Max10C, Index10C] = max(TempFitII); 
[Max15C, Index15C] = max(TempFitIII); [Max25C, Index25C] = 

max(TempFitIV); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Compare strains from 5°C per minute and 10°C per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Diff5C10C = zeros(Index10C, Index5C); 
for i = 1:Index5C 
    for j = 1:Index10C 
        Diff5C10C(j, i) = abs(TempFitII(j) - TempFitI(i)); 
    end 
end 

  
MinI = zeros(Index5C, 1); Index5C10C = zeros(Index5C, 1); 
for j = 1:Index5C 
    [MinI(j), Index5C10C(j)] = min(Diff5C10C(:,j)); 
end 

  
% for j = 1:20:Index5C 
%     figure 
%     plot(Diff5C10C(:,j)) 
% end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Compare strains from 5°C per minute and 15°C per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Diff5C15C = zeros(Index15C, Index5C); 
for i = 1:Index5C 
    for j = 1:Index15C 
        Diff5C15C(j, i) = abs(TempFitIII(j) - TempFitI(i)); 
    end 
end 

  
MinII = zeros(Index5C, 1); Index5C15C = zeros(Index5C, 1); 
for j = 1:Index5C 
    [MinII(j), Index5C15C(j)] = min(Diff5C15C(:,j)); 
end 

  
% for j = 1:20:Index5C 
%     figure 
%     plot(Diff5C15C(:,j)) 
% end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Compare strains from 5°C per minute and 25°C per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Diff5C25C = zeros(Index25C, Index5C); 
for i = 1:Index5C 
    for j = 1:Index25C 
        Diff5C25C(j, i) = abs(TempFitIV(j) - TempFitI(i)); 
    end 
end 
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MinIII = zeros(Index5C, 1); Index5C25C = zeros(Index5C, 1); 
for j = 1:Index5C 
    [MinIII(j), Index5C25C(j)] = min(Diff5C25C(:,j)); 
end 

  
% for j = 1:20:Index5C 
%     figure 
%     plot(Diff5C15C(:,j)) 
% end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plots the temperatures of the indeces that were found 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% figure 
% plot(TempFitI(1:Index5C), 'y^') 
% hold on 
% plot(TempFitII(Index5C10C), 'k.') 
% plot(TempFitIII(Index5C15C), 'bo') 
% plot(TempFitIV(Index5C25C), 'rp') 
% hold off 

  
% %% 
XAxis = [log(5), log(10), log(15), log(25)]'; 

  
Strain5C = -StrainI(1:Index5C); 
Strain5C10C = -StrainII(Index5C10C); 
Strain5C15C = -StrainIII(Index5C15C); 
Strain5C25C = -StrainIV(Index5C25C); 

  
StrainMatrix = [Strain5C, Strain5C10C, Strain5C15C, Strain5C25C]; 

  
YAxis = log(StrainMatrix); 

  
% figure 
% plot(Strain5C(1:Index5C), 'y^') 
% hold on 
% plot(Strain5C10C(Index5C10C), 'k.') 
% plot(Strain5C15C(Index5C15C), 'bo') 
% plot(Strain5C25C(Index5C25C), 'rp') 
% hold off 
% xlabel('Number') 
% ylabel('Strain') 
% title('Strain5C is the Standard') 

  
LineFitty = zeros(length(Strain5C), 2); 
for j = 1:length(Strain5C) 
    LineFitty(j, :) = polyfit(XAxis, YAxis(j,:)', 1); 
end 

  
% for j = 1:15:length(Strain5C) 
%     figure 
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%     plot(XAxis, YAxis(j,:), 'k.') 
% end 

  
R2 = zeros(length(Strain5C), 1); 
for j = 1:length(Strain5C) 
    R1 = corrcoef(XAxis, YAxis(j,:)); 
    R2(j, 1) = R1(1,2)^2; 
end 

     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine the value n, where n = 0 implies viscous flow, n = 1 

implies 
% volume diffusion, and n = 2 implies lattice diffusion. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
m = LineFitty(:,1); 

  
n = -1./m - 1; 

  
% %% 
% figure 
% plot(TempFitI(1:Index5C), n, 'k.') 
% xlabel('Temperature (K)') 
% ylabel('Sintering Mechanism Indication') 

  
% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% From n, determine x, and (1 - x), the percent of volume and lattice 
% diffusion responsible for the densification taking place. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
x = 2 - n; 

  
% figure 
% plot(TempFitI(1:Index5C), x, 'k.') 
% hold on 
% plot(TempFitI(1:Index5C), 1 - x, 'bo') 
% hold off 
% xlabel('Temperature (K)') 
% ylabel('Percent') 
% TheLegend = legend('Volume Diffusion', 'Grain Boundary Diffusion'); 
% set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'Best') 

  
% %% 
VolumeDiffusion = x; 
GrainBoundaryDiffusion = 1 - x; 
StrainI = -StrainI(1:Index5C); 
TempOut = TempFitI(1:Index5C); 
EnergyYo = (x/515 + (1 - x)/370).^-1; 

  
%% 
figure 
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plot(StrainI, n, 'k.', 'Markersize', 28) 
xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0', 'fontsize', 35) 
ylabel('n', 'fontsize', 35) 

  
%% 
figure 
plot(StrainI, x, 'k.', 'Markersize', 28) 
hold on 
plot(StrainI, 1-x, 'k^', 'Markersize', 28) 
xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0', 'fontsize', 35) 
ylabel('Fraction of Densification', 'fontsize', 35) 
TheLegend = legend('Volume Diffusion', 'Grain Boundary Diffusion'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'Best', 'fontsize', 35) 

  
%% 

  

  
% plot(StrainI, EnergyYo, 'k.') 
% xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0') 
% ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol)') 

  
% figure 
% plot(StrainI, VolumeDiffusion, 'k.') 
% hold on 
% plot(StrainI, GrainBoundaryDiffusion, 'ks') 
% xlabel('\DeltaL/L_0') 
% ylabel('Fraction of Densification') 
% TheLegendII = legend('Volume Diffusion', 'Grain Boundary Diffusion'); 
% set(TheLegendII, 'Location', 'Best') 
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APPENDIX E 

 

 

Peak Finding Algorithm for Use with XRD Data 
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% This script is to help find peak locations in XRD data 
clear all; close all; clc; format long; 

  
filename = '3YSZ and 8YSZ Hi Res XRD 15 March.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
range = 'T3:U5303'; 
DataSet = xlsread(filename, sheet, range); 

  
% Degrees Two-Theta Data Column 
Position = DataSet(:,1); 

  
% Measured Intensity 
Intensity = DataSet(:,2); 

  
% How big are the vectors? 
n = length(Position); 

  
% % Peak 1 Range: 26 - 28 
% L1 = 26; U1 = 28; 
% Peak 2 Range: 29 - 31 
L1 = 29; U1 = 31; 
% Peak 3 Range: 34 - 36 
L2 = 34; U2 = 36; 
% Peak 4 Range: 44 - 46 
L3 = 49; U3 = 51; 
% Peak 5 Range: 49 - 51 
L4 = 58.7; U4 = 60.7; 
% Peak 6 Range: 58.5 - 60.75 
L5 = 71.85; U5 = 73.85; 
% Peak 7 Range: 62 - 64 
% L7 = 62; U7 = 64; 
% Peak 8 Range: 73 - 75 
% L8 = 73; U8 = 75; 

  
% In what Range of degrees 2-theta do the peaks exist? 
Low = [L1 L2 L3 L4 L5]'; 
High = [U1 U2 U3 U4 U5]'; 

  
% How many peaks are there? 
nPeaks = length(Low); 

  
% Consider Peaks 
Pos = zeros(199, nPeaks); Int = zeros(199, nPeaks); Maximum = 

zeros(nPeaks, 1); 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    k = 1; 
    for i = 1:n 
        if Position(i) > Low(j) && Position(i) < High(j) 
            Pos(k,j) = Position(i); 
            Int(k,j) = Intensity(i); 
            k = k + 1; 
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        end 
    end 
    % Get the maximum intensity 
    Maximum(j) = max(Int(:, j)); 
    % Make a plot of each figure 

  
end 

  
% Determine the location of the maximum intensity 
% This is the length of the Int Vectors 
n1 = length(Int(:, 1));  

  
% Initialization of vectors 
PosMax = zeros(nPeaks,1); TheIndex = zeros(nPeaks, 1);  

  
% The nested for loop gets through matrices :-) 
% This loop finds the position associated with each maximum and stores 

that 
% position with its associated index; address in the vector 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    for i = 1:n1 
        if Int(i,j) == Maximum(j) 
            PosMax(j) = Pos(i,j); 
            TheIndex(j) = i; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Initialization of Vectors 
% How far to the left and right of the max would you like to go? 
Left = 5; Right = 4; 

  
% Determine the number of points for the curve-fitting input vectors 
nIn = Left + Right + 1; 

  
% Initialization 
xVec = zeros(nIn, nPeaks); yVec = zeros(nIn, nPeaks); 

  
% This loop gets the number of points specified on line 79 to the left 

of 
% the maximum, and the number of points specified in line 79 to the 

right  
% of the maximum 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    k = 1; 
    for i = (TheIndex(j) - Left):(TheIndex(j) + Right) 
        xVec(k, j) = Pos(i, j); 
        yVec(k, j) = Int(i, j); 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
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% Curve Fitting... The function should look like a parabola. Let's fit 

it 
% to a parabola... for now... 
% Define The Curve Fitting Matrix 
% Initialization 
n2 = length(xVec(:, 1)); 

  
% Calculate the curve-fitting matrices and the required coefficients 
nBetas = 3; 
FitMatrix = ones(n2, nBetas, nPeaks); beta = zeros(nBetas, nPeaks); 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    FitMatrix(:, 2, j) = xVec(:, j); FitMatrix(:, 3, j) = xVec(:, 

j).^2;     
end 

  
xTx = zeros(nBetas, nBetas, nPeaks); xTy = zeros(nBetas, nPeaks); 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    xTx(:, :, j) = (FitMatrix(:, :, j)'*FitMatrix(:, :, j)); 
    xTy(:, j) = FitMatrix(:, :, j)'*yVec(:, j); 
    beta(:, j) = xTx(:, :, j)\xTy(:, j); 
end 

  
% Calculate the curve fits... 
CurveFit = zeros(n2, nPeaks); 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    CurveFit(:, j) = beta(1, j) + beta(2, j)*FitMatrix(:, 2, j) +... 
        beta(3, j)*FitMatrix(:, 3, j); 
end 

  
% Make some plots 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    figure(j) 
    plot(Pos(:, j), Int(:, j), 'ok') 
    hold on 
    plot(xVec(:, j), CurveFit(:, j), 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
end 

     
% Locate the peaks 
PeakLocation = zeros(nPeaks, 1); 
for j = 1:nPeaks 
    PeakLocation(j) = -beta(2, j)/(2*beta(3,j)); 
    fprintf('Peak %2.1f: %6.4f degrees 2-theta \n', j, PeakLocation(j)) 
end 

  
% Calculate Lattice Parameters 

  
% Cubic Structure 
% Degrees two-theta to theta in radians 
RadPeaks = pi/360*PeakLocation; 
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% Sin-squared of peak locations 
SinRad = sin(RadPeaks).^2; 

  
% Peak Indeces Matrix as (hkl)... each column is a set of indeces 
PeakIndex = [1 1 1; 2 0 0; 2 2 0; 3 1 1; 4 0 0]'; 

  
% Wavelength of Radiation = 1.54056 Angstroms 
lambda = 1.54056; % Angstroms 

  
% Lattice Parameters 
a = zeros(nPeaks, 1); 
for i = 1:nPeaks 
    a(i) = 

sqrt(lambda^2*(PeakIndex(:,i)'*PeakIndex(:,i)/(4*SinRad(i))));  
    fprintf('Lattice Parameter %2.1f: %6.5f Angstroms \n',... 
        i, a(i)) 
end 

  
LatticeSpacing = mean(a); 
fprintf('Average Lattice Spacing: %6.5f \n', LatticeSpacing) 
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APPENDIX F 

 

 

Two-y-axis Plot Algorithm 
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% % % % % Plot-making help for publicati-oh-nay % % % % % 
% Initialization to make sure you start with a clean slate :-) 
clear variables; close all; clc; 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Which Data Do You... Seek.... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Control 5°C per Minute 
filename = 'NiO 1 Mol% Moly Oxygen Sintering Comparison.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
rangeI = 'A3:C3555'; 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeI); 

  
% NiO-Doped 8YSZ 5°C per Minute 
rangeII = 'E3:G3555'; 
DataSetII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeII); 

  
% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide 
rangeIII = 'M3:O3555'; 
DataSetIII = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIII); 

  
% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide Nickel Oxide Infiltrated 
rangeIV = 'I3:K3555'; 
DataSetIV = xlsread(filename, sheet, rangeIV); 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Organize those data, Yo! 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Time Vector 
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
TimeII = DataSetII(:, 2); 
TimeIII = DataSetIII(:, 2); 
TimeIV = DataSetIV(:, 2); 

  
% Temperature Vector 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 1) - 273; 
TempII = DataSetII(:, 1) - 273; 
TempIII = DataSetIII(:, 1) - 273; 
TempIV = DataSetIV(:, 1) - 273; 

  
% Zero Nickel 8YSZ 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
DensityII = DataSetII(:, 3); 
DensityIII = DataSetIII(:, 3); 
DensityIV = DataSetIV(:, 3); 
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%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Plot 5°C per minute... cause nobody wants to look at the numbers, 

Sheesh! 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure 
IntervalI = 99; IntervalII = 115; IntervalIII = 130; IntervalIV = 145; 
MSize = 30; FontSize = 30; 

  
LoI = ceil(0.625*length(TimeI)); HiI = ceil(0.99*length(TimeI)); 
LoII = ceil(0.625*length(TimeII)); HiII = ceil(0.99*length(TimeII)); 
LoIII = ceil(0.625*length(TimeIII)); HiIII = 

ceil(0.99*length(TimeIII)); 
LoIV = ceil(0.625*length(TimeIV)); HiIV = ceil(0.99*length(TimeIV)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide NiO Inf %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gFour = line(TimeIV(LoIV:IntervalIV:HiIV) - TimeIV(LoIV),... 
    DensityIV(LoIV:IntervalIV:HiIV), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle',... 
    'none', 'Marker', 'o', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gThree = line(TimeIII(LoIII:IntervalIII:HiIII) - TimeIII(LoIII),... 
    DensityIII(LoIII:IntervalIII:HiIII), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle',... 
    'none', 'Marker', 's', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NiO-Doped 8YSZ Group %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gTwo = line(TimeII(LoII:IntervalII:HiII) - TimeII(LoII),... 
    DensityII(LoII:IntervalII:HiII), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 

'none',... 
    'Marker', '^', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Control Group %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gOne = line(TimeI(LoI:IntervalI:HiI) - TimeI(LoI),... 
    DensityI(LoI:IntervalI:HiI), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none',... 
    'Marker', 'd', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% The Legend %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
legend('1 mol% MoO_2 Ni Inf',  '1 mol% MoO_2', 'Ni Inf 8YSZ', 

'8YSZ',... 
    'Location', 'NorthWest') 
legend boxoff 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Control Group %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gI = line(TimeI(LoI:HiI) - TimeI(LoI), DensityI(LoI:HiI), 'Color',... 
    'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NiO-Doped 8YSZ Group %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gII = line(TimeII(LoII:HiII) - TimeII(LoII), DensityII(LoII:HiII),... 
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    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gIII = line(TimeIII(LoIII:HiIII) - TimeIII(LoIII),... 
    DensityIII(LoIII:HiIII), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 

'Marker',... 
    'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1 m/o Molybdenum Dioxide NiO Inf %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
gIV = line(TimeIV(LoIV:HiIV) - TimeIV(LoIV),... 
    DensityIV(LoIV:HiIV), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker',... 
    'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize); 

  
ax51 = get(gcf, 'CurrentAxes'); 
set(ax51, 'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FontSize) % , 

'fontsize', 16  

  
xlabel('Time (min)', 'fontsize', FontSize) 
ylabel('Relative Density', 'fontsize', FontSize); % , 'fontsize', 16 

  
ax52 = axes('Position', get(ax51, 'Position'), 'XAxisLocation', 

'bottom',... 
    'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'Color', 'none',... 
    'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FontSize); 

  
h5 = line(TimeI(LoI:HiI) - TimeI(LoI), TempI(LoI:HiI), 'Color',... 
    'k', 'LineStyle', '-'); 

  
%     'Parent', ax52 
% xlabel('Time (min)') 
ylabel('Temperature (°C)') 
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APPENDIX G 

 
 

Dilatometry Data Curve-Fitting Algorithm 
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%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% This determines parameters necessary for the determination of 

activation 
% energy according to Wang and Raj, and writes them to an Excel file 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
clear variables; close all; clc 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section reads the Excel files of interest, and collects data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
% This stuff gets the data and defines the vectors for the calculations 
DataFile = input('Enter Data File Name With Apostrophes and Extension 

\n'); 
CorrFile = input('Enter Corr File Name With Apostrophes and Extension 

\n'); 
% sheet = input('Enter Sheet Number of Interest \n'); 

  
% filename = '1400C 5C Per Minute with Calculations.xlsx'; 
% sheet = 1; 

  
% Get the correction run data 
HeatRate = input('Enter Heating Rate in °C per Minute: \n'); 
DopeConc = input('Dopant Concentration in Mol%: \n'); 
CTE = 1.0086e-5;  

  
Range = 'A3:C12000'; 

  
Data = xlsread(DataFile, 1, Range); 
Correction = xlsread(CorrFile, 1, Range); 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    sheet = 1; 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
    sheet = 2; 
elseif DopeConc == 1 
    sheet = 3;  
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    sheet = 4; 
end 
%      
% % Get Correction Data 
if HeatRate == 2 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '2C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '2C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
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%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '2C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '2C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B2:F2'); 
    DwellTemp = 1233; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('2C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '5C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '5C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '5C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '5C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B3:F3'); 
    DwellTemp = 1250; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('5C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 8 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '8C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '8C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '8C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '8C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B4:F4'); 
    DwellTemp = 1267; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('8C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '11C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '11C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '11C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '11C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B5:F5'); 
    DwellTemp = 1217; % Dwell Temp in C 
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%     Correction = xlsread('11C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '14C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '14C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '14C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '14C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B6:F6'); 
    DwellTemp = 1300; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('14C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '17C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '17C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '17C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '17C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B7:F7'); 
    DwellTemp = 1283; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('17C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
%     if DopeConc == 0 
%         filename = '20C per Min 8YSZ.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
%         filename = '20C per Min 8YSZ 0.5% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
%         filename = '20C per Min 8YSZ 1.0% Co.xls'; 
%     elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
%         filename = '20C per Min 8YSZ 2.5% Co.xls'; 
%     end 
    MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', sheet, 

'B8:F8'); 
    DwellTemp = 1200; % Dwell Temp in C 
%     Correction = xlsread('20C per Min Corr.xls', 1, 'A2:C9999'); 
%     Range = 'A3:C10100'; 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
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% This Parses the Data and adds the correction run to the measured 

length 
% change 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
Time = Data(:, 1); % Time in minutes 
Temp = Data(:, 2); % Temp in K 
DeltaL = Data(:, 3); % Length change in microns 
CorrTemp = Correction(:,2); 
CorrData = Correction(:,3); 
MinTempDiff = 50; 
if (Temp(1) - CorrTemp(1)) > 0.5 
    fprintf('First Temp Pellet: %5.4f \n', Temp(1)) 
    fprintf('First Temp Correction: %5.4f \n', CorrTemp(1)) 
    for i = 1:floor(length(Temp)/2) 
        TempDiff = abs(Temp(1) - CorrTemp(i)); 
        if TempDiff < MinTempDiff 
            MinTempDiff = TempDiff; 
            MinIndex = i; 
        end 
    end 
    CorrTempI = CorrTemp(MinIndex:end); 
elseif (Temp(1) - CorrTemp(1)) < -0.5 
    for i = 1:floor(length(Temp)/2) 
        TempDiff = abs(Temp(i) - CorrTemp(1)); 
        if TempDiff < MinTempDiff 
            MinTempDiff = TempDiff; 
            MinIndex = i; 
        end 
    end 
    CorrAddTemp = Temp(1:MinIndex); 
    CorrAdddL = DeltaL(1:MinIndex); 
    CorrTemp = vertcat(CorrAddTemp, CorrTemp); 
    CorrData = CorrData + DeltaL(MinIndex); 
    CorrData = vertcat(CorrAdddL, CorrData); 
else 
    MinIndex = 1; fprintf('First Temp Pellet: %5.4f \n', Temp(1)) 
    fprintf('First Temp Correction: %5.4f \n', CorrTemp(1)) 
end 

  
% This adjusts the correction to the pellet data given a difference in 
% temperatures 
CorrLength = length(CorrTemp); DataLength = length(DeltaL); 

  
CorrI = CorrData(MinIndex:CorrLength); 

  
if length(CorrI) > length(DeltaL) 
    CorrI = CorrI(1:length(DeltaL)); 
end 

  
if length(CorrI) < length(DeltaL) 
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    for i = length(CorrI):length(DeltaL) 
        CorrI(i,1) = CorrI(length(CorrI)); 
    end 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% This code corrects for dilatometry expansion. If the correction run 

is 
% shorter than the data, there will be trouble... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
CorrectionI = CorrI; 
DilLength = length(DeltaL); % Length of DeltalL vector 
if length(CorrectionI) < DilLength 
    fprintf('The correction vector has fewer elements than the data 

vector' \n) 
    fprintf('Press any key to continue... ' \n) 
    pause() 
end 

  
Correction = CorrectionI(1:DilLength, 1); 

  
GoodDensity = 0; 
while GoodDensity == 0 
    close all; 
% Determine Corrected Delta L 
UseCorr = input('Use the Correction? \n1: Yes \n0: No \n'); 
if UseCorr == 0 
    CorrDeltaLI = DeltaL; % - Correction; 
elseif UseCorr == 1 
    CorrDeltaLI = DeltaL - Correction; 
end 

  
%% 

  
% MeasData = xlsread('Co3O4-Doped 8YSZ Measurements.xlsx', ... 
%     MeasSheet, MeasRange); 
% This stuff defines measurement parameters 
LIn = MeasData(1)*1000;  % Final Length in Microns 
LFin = MeasData(2)*1000; % mm*1000 microns / mm 
DFin = MeasData(3)*1000;  % Final Diameter in Microns 
MassZero = MeasData(4);  % Mass of pellet in grams 

  
DIn = LIn/LFin*DFin; 
DDie = 6388.1; % Initial Diameter in Microns 

  
if DFin/LFin > 0.95*DDie/LIn && DFin/LFin < 1.05*DDie/LIn 
    fprintf('Looks Like Shrinkage was Isotropic \n') 
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    DFinCalc = LFin/LIn*DDie; 
%     DFin = DFinCalc; % This is the full isotropic shrinkage 

assumption 
else 
    fprintf('Isotropic Shrinkage? DIn = %6.2f \n', DIn) 
    fprintf('Press any key to continue... \n') 
    pause() 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Consider the measured change in length, the dilatometer measured 

length 
% change, and thermal expansion :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
% MassZero = 0.1856; % gm1.67 

  
% Need total length change! Calculate total length change 

  
% Total Length Change in Microns 
% The thermal correction was taken out because the measurements by 

which 
% the dilatometry data are scaled are made at room temperature 
CaldL = LFin - LIn;  
TotalChange = CaldL; % *exp(CTE*(DwellTemp - 20));   

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Use total length change to get original pellet length and then 

calculate 
% the thermal expansion correction... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
ThermCorr = CorrDeltaLI.*exp(1.0086e-5*(Temp - Temp(1))); 
CorrDeltaL = CorrDeltaLI; 

  
figure 
plot(ThermCorr, 'k.'); hold on; 
plot(CorrDeltaL, 'b.'); hold off; 
legend('Thermally Corrected', 'Not Thermally Corrected') 

  
WhichPath = input('1: Thermally Corrected \n2: Not Thermally 

Corrected\n'); 
if WhichPath == 1 
    CorrDeltaL = ThermCorr; 
end 
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DRate = (DFin - DIn)/TotalChange; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% deltaL is the final length change scaled to the caliper measured 

length 
% change. The thermal correction should not be necessary as 

measurements 
% are made at room temperature. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
deltaL = CorrDeltaL*CaldL/(CorrDeltaL(end)); 
Length = (LIn + deltaL)/10000;  % Length in Centimeters 

  
Diameter = (DIn + DRate*deltaL)/10000; % Diameter in Centimeters 

  
% xlswrite('1400C 5C Per Minute with Calculations.xlsx', Length, 1, 

'H3'); 
% xlswrite('1400C 5C Per Minute with Calculations.xlsx', Diameter, 1, 

'I3'); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Density is calculated many ways... Let's display some results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DensIn1 = MassZero/(pi/4*DIn^2*LIn)*10^12; 
DensIn2 = MassZero/(pi/4*DDie^2*LIn)*10^12; 

  
fprintf('What Kind of Pellet is This? \n') 
fprintf('Press 1 for 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 2 for 0.5o/o NiO 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 3 for 1.0o/o NiO 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 4 for 2.5o/o NiO 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 5 for 0.5o/o Co_3O_4 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 6 for 1.0o/o Co_3O_4 8YSZ (YS) \n') 
fprintf('Press 7 for 2.5o/o Co_3O_4 8YSZ (YS) \n') 

  
PelletType = input('Enter Number Corresponding to Pellet Type: \n'); 
if PelletType == 1 
    TheoDen = 5.9; 
elseif PelletType == 2 
    TheoDen = 5.902; 
elseif PelletType == 3 
    TheoDen = 5.904; 
elseif PelletType == 4 
    TheoDen = 5.91; 
elseif PelletType == 5 
    TheoDen = 5.902; 
elseif PelletType == 6 
    TheoDen = 5.904; 
elseif PelletType == 6 
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    TheoDen = 5.909; 
end 

  
% Density accordint to Granger with calculated initial diameter 
DilaBG1 = DensIn1/((1+min(deltaL)/LIn)^3)*100/TheoDen;  
        %exp(3*CTE*(DwellTemp - 20)) 
% Density according to Granger with calculated initial diameter and 

length 
% change measured by caliper 
CaliBG1 = DensIn1/((1+CaldL/LIn)^3)*100/TheoDen; 
% Density accordint to Granger with Pellet Die initial diameter 
DilaBG2 = DensIn2/((1+min(deltaL)/LIn)^3)*100/TheoDen; 
        % exp(3*CTE*(DwellTemp - 20))* 
% Density accordint to Granger with Pellet Die initial diameter 
CaliBG2 = DensIn2/((1+CaldL/LIn)^3)*100/TheoDen; 
        % exp(3*CTE*(DwellTemp - 20)) 

  
% Final Density Based on Dial Caliper Measurement 
VolDensMeas = MassZero/(pi/4*DFin^2*LFin)*10^12*100/TheoDen; 
VolDensCalc = MassZero/(pi/4*DFinCalc^2*LFin)*10^12*100/TheoDen; 

  
DensWater = 0.9982; % grams per cm^3 
MassDry = MassZero;  
MassWet = MeasData(5); 
DensArch = DensWater*MassDry/(MassDry - MassWet)*100/TheoDen; 

  
DildL = min(deltaL); % *exp(CTE*(DwellTemp - 20)); 
% CaldL = LFin - LIn; 
dLDiff = (DildL - CaldL)/CaldL*100; 

  
fprintf('Dilatometer Measured Length Change: %6.2f \n', DildL) 
fprintf('Dial Micrometer Measured Length Change: %6.2f \n', CaldL) 
fprintf('Percent Difference: %4.2f \n', dLDiff) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Scale the dilatometry data, and determine density as a function of 

time 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
InDens1 = DensIn1/TheoDen; InDens2 = DensIn2/TheoDen; 
fprintf('Initial Density Calculated Initial Diameter: %5.4f \n', 

InDens1) 
fprintf('Initial Density Measured Die Initial Diameter: %5.4f \n', 

InDens2) 

  
% DensInput = input('Which Initial Density 1: Calculated DIn, 2: Die 

DIn? \n'); 
% if DensInput == 1 
%     InitDens = InDens1; 
% elseif DensInput == 2 
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%     InitDens = InDens2; 
% end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% How density is calculated has an enormous impact on activation 

energy. 
% The calculation method should be recorded 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% fprintf('1: Dilatometer BG Density with Calculated DIn: %5.4f \n', 

DilaBG1) 
fprintf('2: Caliper BG Density with Calculated DIn: %5.4f \n', CaliBG1) 
% fprintf('3: Dilatometer BG Density with DIn = DDie: %5.4f \n', 

DilaBG2) 
fprintf('4: Caliper BG Density with DIn = DDie and Thermal Correction: 

%5.4f \n', CaliBG2) 
fprintf('Volumetric Density with Measured DFin: %5.4f \n', VolDensMeas) 
% fprintf('6: Volumetric Density with Calced DFin: %5.4f \n', 

VolDensCalc) 
% fprintf('7: Archimedes Density: %5.4f \n', DensArch) 

  
DensityChoice = input('What is the Best Density Value? \n'); 
if DensityChoice == 1 
    dL = deltaL; % CorrDeltaLI; 
    Density = InDens1./((1+dL/LIn).^3).*exp(3*CTE*(Temp - Temp(1))); 
elseif DensityChoice == 2 
    dL = deltaL; % CorrDeltaLI*CaldL/min(CorrDeltaLI); 
    Density = InDens1./((1+dL/LIn).^3); % .*exp(3*CTE*(Temp - 

Temp(1))); 
elseif DensityChoice == 3 
    dL = deltaL; % CorrDeltaLI; 
    Density = InDens2./((1+dL/LIn).^3).*exp(3*CTE*(Temp - Temp(1))); 
elseif DensityChoice == 4 
    dL = deltaL.*exp(CTE*(Temp - Temp(1))); % 

CorrDeltaLI*CaldL/min(CorrDeltaLI); 
    Density = InDens1./((1+dL/LIn).^3); % .*exp(3*CTE*(Temp - 

Temp(1))); 
elseif DensityChoice == 5 
    dL = deltaL; % CorrDeltaLI*CaldL/min(CorrDeltaLI); 

     
    DRate = (DFin - DIn)/TotalChange; 
    % Length in Centimeters 
    Length = (LIn + dL)/10000;   
    % Diameter in Centimeters 
    Diameter = (DIn + DRate*dL)/10000;  
    Density = MassZero/(pi/4*Diameter.^2*Length)/TheoDen; 
elseif DensityChoice == 6 
    dL = CorrDeltaLI; 

     
    DRate = (DFin - DIn)/TotalChange; 
    % Length in Centimeters 
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    Length = (LIn + dL)/10000;   
    % Diameter in Centimeters 
    Diameter = (DIn + DRate*dL)/10000;  
    Density = MassZero/(pi/4*Diameter.^2*Length)/TheoDen; 
elseif DensityChoice == 7 
    fprintf('Should not choose 7... Not a useful choice \n') 
end 

  
%% 
TimeHrs = Time/3600; 
figure 
plot(TimeHrs, Density, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 3); 

  
Good = 0; Int = 20; 
while Good == 0 
    TimeChange = zeros(length(Time), 1); 
    for i = 1+Int:1:length(Time)-Int 
        TimeChange(i,1) = (Density(i+Int)-Density(i-Int))/... 
            (Time(i+Int)-Time(i-Int)); 
    end 
    TimeChange(1) = TimeChange(2); 
    [~, MaxTimeIndex] = max(TimeChange); 
    TimeMax = TimeHrs(MaxTimeIndex); 
    figure 
    plot(TimeHrs, TimeChange, 'k.', 'MarkerSize', 5) 
    yMin = min(TimeChange); yMax = max(TimeChange); 
    t1 = 0.75*TimeMax; t2 = 1.0*TimeHrs(end); 
    axis([t1 t2 yMin yMax]) 
    Good = input('Is Numerical Derivative Acceptable?\n 0: No\n 1: 

Yes\n'); 
    if Good == 0 
        fprintf('Derivative Interval: %i \n', Int) 
        Int = input('Input New Interval for Derivative\n'); 
        close 2 
    end 
%     close 2 
end 

  
GoodDensity = input('Is Density Plot Good?\n 0: No\n 1: Yes\n'); 
end 

  
%% 
% Density = DensityI; % (MinIndex: MaxIndex); 
% Time = Time; % (MinIndex: MaxIndex); 
% Temp = Temp; % (MinIndex: MaxIndex); 

  
dLPerLo = dL/LIn; % (MinIndex: MaxIndex)/LIn; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Error Calculation 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Volume = Density*MassZero; 

  
ErrorLength = 0.00025; % Error in Length Measurement in cm 

  
ErrorMass = 0.0002; % Mass error in grams 

  
ErrorDensity = Density.*(1./Length + 4./Diameter)*ErrorLength +... 
    ErrorMass./Volume; 

  
%% 
RelDensity = Density; 
ErrorRelDensity = ErrorDensity/TheoDen;  

  
figure 
errorbar(TimeHrs, RelDensity, ErrorRelDensity) 

  
OutData = [Time, Temp, RelDensity, ErrorRelDensity, dLPerLo, Length,... 
    Diameter, Volume, TimeChange]; 
RedFish = length(OutData) + 2; % The +2 is to make room for labels 

  
RangeIf = HeatRate; 
%% 
if RangeIf == 2 
    StartCol = 1; EndCol = 9; 
    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
%     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B2'; 

  
elseif RangeIf == 5 
    StartCol = 11; EndCol = 19; 
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    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
%     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B3'; 

  
elseif RangeIf == 8 
    StartCol = 21; EndCol = 29; 
    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
%     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B4'; 

  
elseif RangeIf == 11 
    StartCol = 31; EndCol = 39; 
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    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
    %     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B5'; 
% elseif RangeIf == 25 
%     Range = input('Enter the Range: "AB3:AI#Vector Length#  \n'); 

  
elseif RangeIf == 14 
    StartCol = 41; EndCol = 49; 
    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
    %     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B6'; 
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elseif RangeIf == 17 
    StartCol = 51; EndCol = 59; 
    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
    %     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B7'; 

     
elseif RangeIf == 20 
    StartCol = 61; EndCol = 69; 
    [Letter11, Letter12] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(StartCol); 
    [Letter21, Letter22] = ColumnNumbersToLetters(EndCol); 
    if StartCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter12) 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: \n') 
    elseif StartCol >= 26 
        fprintf('Column Start: ') 
        disp(Letter11); disp(Letter12); 
        fprintf('Start with Row 3: ') 
    end 
    if EndCol < 26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter22) 
    elseif EndCol >=26 
        fprintf('Column End: ') 
        disp(Letter21); disp(Letter22); 
    end 
    %     fprintf('Letter 2 %i \n', Letter21) 
    fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

     
    Range = input('Enter the Range With Apostrophes: \n'); 
    MeasRange = 'B8';   
end 
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fprintf('The Vector Length is %i \n', RedFish) 

  
OutFile = input('Enter Output File Name with Extension in Single Quotes 

\n'); 
MeasDataII = horzcat(MeasData, DensityChoice, dLDiff); 

  
%% 
xlswrite(OutFile, OutData, 1, Range) 
xlswrite(OutFile, MeasDataII, 2, MeasRange) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% These ideas were written, then not used... there might be something 
% useful in this 'bone pile', though... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
% % Time Derivatives 
%  
% TimeSize = size(Time);  
% dT = zeros(TimeSize(1,1), 1); 
%  
% for i = 2:TimeSize(1,1) - 1 
%      dT(1) = Time(2) - Time(1); 
%      dT(i) = Time(i+1) - Time(i); 
% end 
%  
% dLdTime = 1/10000*dL./dT; 
% dDdTime = -(2*DRate./Diameter + 1./Length).*Density.*dLdTime; 
%  
% % Normalized Derivatives 
%  
% dDdTNorm = EndTime/5.9*dDdTime; 
%  
% % All plots are of normalized quantities 
%   
% % Determine maximum rate of change of density wrt time 
% RateMax = max(dDdTNorm);  % Max rate of change of density in microns 

per minute 
% DenseIn = min(Density);  % Initial Density 
% DenseFin = max(Density); % Final Density 
% % Stuff that might be handy :-) 
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Dilatometry Data To Density Algorithm 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Define Outputs of Code 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This algorithm is the curve fitter for the whole mess! :-) I would 

like 

% to be able to publish it! :-) 
% DFitI is sample Density 

  
% DelFit is currently the Density minus the minimum density. It is the 
% change in density of the system 

  
% TimeFitI is the time over which data were recorded 

  
% TempFitI is the temperature over which data were recorded 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Define Inputs of Code 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% filename: name of the file, with apostrophes, from which MATLAB 

should 
% read data. !Don't forget .xlsx! 

  
% sheet: The number of the sheet to which MATLAB should refer 

  
% range: Data range to which MATLAB should refer, with apostrophes 

  
% HeatingRate: Heating rate used for the sample data being analyzed in 

°C 
% per minute 

  
% function [DFitI, DelFit, TimeFitI, TempFitI, SintRate, 

SintRateOneCurve]... 
%     = SinteringRates(HeatingRate) 
clear variables; close all; clc 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Get Data from Excel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
HeatingRate = input('Enter Heating Rate in Kelvin per Minute (-: '); 
if DopeConc ~= 0 
    DopeType = input('Enter 1 for NiO, and 2 for Co3O4: '); 
end 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    filename = '8YSZ 0.0% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
    file = '8YSZ Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5     
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 0.5% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 0.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
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        filename = '8YSZ 0.5% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 0.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 1 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 1.0% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 1.0% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '8YSZ 1.0% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 1.0% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 2.5% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 2.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '8YSZ 2.5% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 2.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
end 

  
sheet = 1; 
if HeatingRate == 2 
    range = 'A3:E10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'I3:I10100'; 
    ExSheet = 1; 
elseif HeatingRate == 5 
    range = 'K3:O10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'S3:S10100'; 
    ExSheet = 2; 
elseif HeatingRate == 8 
    range = 'U3:Y10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AC3:AC10100'; 
    ExSheet = 3; 
elseif HeatingRate == 11 
    range = 'AE3:AI10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AM3:AM10100'; 
    ExSheet = 4; 
elseif HeatingRate == 14 
    range = 'AO3:AS10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AW3:AW10100'; 
    ExSheet = 5; 
elseif HeatingRate == 17 
    range = 'AY3:BC10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'BG3:BG10100'; 
    ExSheet = 6; 
elseif HeatingRate == 20 
    range = 'BI3:BM10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'BQ3:BQ10100'; 
    ExSheet = 7; 
end 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, range); 
NumRhoDer = xlsread(filename, sheet, ChangeRange); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 1)/60; 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
% ErrorDensityI = DataSetI(:, 4); 
ChangeI = DataSetI(:, 5);  

  
% OneFishFace = 1; Summing = 0; 
% for i = 1:length(TempI) 
%     if TempI(i) < 1102 
%         Summing = Summing + ChangeI(i); 
%     end 
% end 
Offset = max(ChangeI); 
fprintf('Offset = %5.4f \n', Offset) 
plot(ChangeI, 'k.') 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Select relevant data for curve-fitting process. This algorithm needs 

to 
% consider two different sections. The first are the constant heating 

rate 
% data. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Good = 0; Int = 75; 
% while Good == 0 
%     dLSlope = zeros(length(TimeI), 1); 
%     for i = 1+Int:1:length(TimeI)-Int 
%         dLSlope(i,1) = (ChangeI(i+Int)-ChangeI(i-Int))/... 
%             (TimeI(i+Int)-TimeI(i-Int)); 
%     end 
%     dLSlope(1) = dLSlope(2); 
%     [~, MaxTimeIndex] = max(dLSlope); 
%     TimeMax = TimeI(MaxTimeIndex); 
%     figure 
%     plot(TimeI, dLSlope, 'k.', 'MarkerSize', 5) 
%     yMin = min(dLSlope); yMax = max(dLSlope); 
%     t1 = 0.75*TimeMax; t2 = 1.0*TimeI(end); 
%     axis([t1 t2 yMin yMax]) 
%     Good = input('Is Numerical Derivative Acceptable?\n 0: No\n 1: 

Yes\n'); 
%     if Good == 0 
%         fprintf('Derivative Interval: %i \n', Int) 
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%         Int = input('Input New Interval for Derivative\n'); 
%         close 1 
%     end 
%     close 1 
% end 

  
ChangeOnset = 0.5/100; [TempMax, TempIndex] = max(TempI);  
MaxTime = TimeI(TempIndex); StageI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); 
StageII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1); k = 0; kk = 0; 
TempSI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); TimeSI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); 
DensitySI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); OnsetTemp = 50; 
TempSII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1);  
TimeSII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1); 
DensitySII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1);  
OnsetIndex = 0; 

  
for i = 1:length(ChangeI) 
    if abs(ChangeI(i) - Offset) > ChangeOnset && (ChangeI(i)) < 0 &&... 
            OnsetIndex == 0 && TempI(i) > 1073 
        OnsetTemp = TempI(i); 
        OnsetTime = TimeI(i); 
        OnsetIndex = i; 
        fprintf('Onset Temp of Densification: %6.2f°C \n', OnsetTemp-

273) 
    end 
    if TimeI(i) <= MaxTime 
        k = k + 1; 
        StageI(k) = ChangeI(i); 
        TimeSI(k) = TimeI(i); 
        TempSI(k) = TempI(i); 
        DensitySI(k) = DensityI(i); 
    else 
        kk = kk + 1; 
        StageII(kk) = ChangeI(i); 
        TimeSII(kk) = TimeI(i); 
        TempSII(kk) = TempI(i); 
        DensitySII(kk) = DensityI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
% for OneFish = 1:2 
%     if OneFish == 1 
%         ChangeLow = 0.95*min(StageI); 
%         ChangeHigh = -0.5/100; 
%     elseif OneFish == 2 
%         ChangeLow = 0.95*min(StageII); 
%         ChangeHigh = TempI(TempIndex + 125); 
%     end 
% end 

  
% TwoStageFunction(TimeSI, TempSI, DensitySI, StageI, OnsetIndex,... 
%     DopeConc, HeatingRate) 
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% %% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% The function should be able to take the place of this 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
[~, MaxIndexC]= min(StageI); 

  
kay = 0;  

  
DFitI = zeros(32, 1); TempFitI = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitI = zeros(32, 1); 
Strain = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(StageI) 
    if  i >= (OnsetIndex) && i < MaxIndexC % i > 1 && i < 

length(DensitySI) 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitI(kay) = DensityI(i); 
        TimeFitI(kay) = TimeI(i); 
        TempFitI(kay) = TempI(i); 
        Strain(kay) = StageI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% When Setting Interval Size, Go for about 150 Curves :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% is = floor(length(Strain)/200); HeatFac = 2; 
if HeatingRate == 2 
    is = max([1, floor(length(Strain)/200)]); HeatFac = 1; % 

floor(0.01*length(DFitI)); 
elseif HeatingRate == 5 
    is = max([1, floor(length(Strain)/200)]); HeatFac = 1; 
elseif HeatingRate == 8  
    is = max([1, floor(length(Strain)/200)]); HeatFac = 2; 
elseif HeatingRate >= 11 
    is = max([1, floor(length(Strain)/200)]); HeatFac = 3; 
end 

  
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitI = DFitI(1:is:length(DFitI)); 
TimeFitI = TimeFitI(1:is:length(TimeFitI)); 
TempFitI = TempFitI(1:is:length(TempFitI)); 
% Deform = Strain(1:is:length(Strain)); 
DelFit = DFitI - min(DensityI); 
fprintf('Number of curves = %i \n', length(DFitI)) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Arrange curve-fitting data 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
nI = 175; % 250 
DataMatI = zeros(2.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
TimeMatI = zeros(2.0*nI + 1, length(DFitI)); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    for j = 1:length(DensityI) 
        if DensityI(j) == DFitI(i) 
            DataMatI(:,i) = DensityI(j - nI: j + 1.0*nI); 
            TimeMatI(:,i) = TimeI(j - nI: j + 1.0*nI); 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Determine logistics equation pre-exponential coefficient 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
aaI = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
    aaI(i) = (max(DataMatI(:, i)) + min(DataMatI(:, i)))/2; 
end 
aI = aaI./(aaI - 1); 

  
WhichCurve = input('1: Logistics Equation\n2: Arctangent\n'); 
if WhichCurve == 1 
    LimHeatRate = HeatingRate + 1; 
elseif WhichCurve == 2 
    LimHeatRate = HeatingRate - 2; 
end 

  
ShiFac = 1/(HeatFac*HeatingRate/2); % 0.75 0.5 0.175 0.125  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Initialize curve-fitting portion 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
CurveFitI = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
CurveFitIr = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  
CurveFitIb = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
XX = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YY = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  
XXr = zeros(2, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); YYr = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
FitMatI = zeros(2*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitMatIr = zeros(2*nI + 1, 2, 5, length(DFitI)); 

  
beta = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI)); 
betar = zeros(2, 5, length(DFitI));  
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FitEq = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqI = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI)); 
FitEqr = zeros(2*nI + 1, 5, length(DFitI));  

  
sStep = 1.0; rStep = 0.005; % 0.0005; 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    if HeatingRate == 2 
        mLim = 0.3730; mMax = 0.3750;  
        binit = 642; 
        bb = binit*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
%         rate = 0.167251*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
%         PolyX = [1 0.45*length(DFitI) 1.0000*length(DFitI)]'; 
%         PolyY = [0.108 0.108 0.275]'; 
%         Constants = polyfit(PolyX, PolyY, 2); 
%         RateX = linspace(1, length(DFitI), length(DFitI)); 
%         rate = polyval(Constants, RateX); 
        rate = (linspace(0.167251, 0.157251, length(DFitI)))'; 
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 5 
        mLim = 0.3730; mMax = 0.3750;  
        bb = 608*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
%         rate = (linspace(1.1*0.0394, 1.1*0.1442, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.195*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        x = (linspace(1, length(DFitI), length(DFitI)))'; 
        Coeffs = [0.000006590158253  -0.000940373067283   

0.092506743290708]; 
        rate = polyval(Coeffs, x); 
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
     elseif HeatingRate == 8 
        mLim = 0.2797; mMax = 0.3095;  
        bb = 5*ones(length(DFitI), 1); % 160 
%         PolyX = [1 0.250*length(DFitI) 1.0000*length(DFitI)]'; 
%         PolyY = [0.115 0.095 0.16]'; 
%         Constants = polyfit(PolyX, PolyY, 2); 
%         RateX = linspace(1, length(DFitI), length(DFitI)); 
%         rate = polyval(Constants, RateX); 
%         x = (linspace(1, length(DFitI), length(DFitI)))'; 
%         Coeffs = [0.000004854247777  -0.000753529448572   

0.086678055380687]; 
%         rate = 1.0*polyval(Coeffs, x); % 2.95 
        rate = (linspace(0.1975, 0.1925, length(DFitI)))'; 
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
%         rate = 0.195*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
    elseif HeatingRate == 11 
        mLim = 0.3297; mMax = 0.3495;  
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
%         PolyX = [1 0.427450*length(DFitI) 1.0000*length(DFitI)]'; 
%         PolyY = [0.25345 0.32355 0.24675]'; 
%         Constants = polyfit(PolyX, PolyY, 2); 
%         RateX = linspace(1, length(DFitI), length(DFitI)); 
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%         rate = polyval(Constants, RateX); 
%         rate = (linspace(0.091529, 0.43525, length(DFitI)))'; % 
        rate = (linspace(0.2025, 0.1975, length(DFitI)))'; % 0.115, 

0.280, 
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 14 
        mLim = 0.3297; mMax = 0.3495; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2125, 0.2055, length(DFitI)))';  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 17 
        mLim = 0.3297; mMax = 0.3495; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2235, 0.2195, length(DFitI)))';  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 20 
        mLim = 0.3297; mMax = 0.3495; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2375, 0.2295, length(DFitI)))';  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5 
    if HeatingRate == 2 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750;  
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
%         rate = (linspace(0.167251, 0.157251, length(DFitI)))'; 
        rate = 0.101*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        ORate = rate; 
        rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 5 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750;  
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.12*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
        ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 8 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
        ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 11 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2025, 0.1075, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.1125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 14 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2025, 0.1075, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.1225*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 17 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
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        bb = 0.6*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2025, 0.1075, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.1225*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 20 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.60*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2525, 0.2175, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    if HeatingRate == 2 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
%         rate = (linspace(0.2025, 0.2025, length(DFitI)))'; 
        rate = 0.1725*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 5 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.1005, 0.1035, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 8 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.60*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.1225, 0.1275, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 11 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.60*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.1325, 0.1375, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 14 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.1225, 0.1275, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.1025*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 17 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.2122525, 0.21275, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.1225*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 20 
        mLim = 0.730; mMax = 0.750; 
        bb = 0.60*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = (linspace(0.21275, 0.22095, length(DFitI)))'; 
%         rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1);  
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        rr = rate; ORate = rate; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    if HeatingRate == 2 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.15*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 5 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.15*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 8 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 11 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 14 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 17 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    elseif HeatingRate == 20 
        bb = 0.65*mean(TimeI)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
        rate = 0.125*ones(length(DFitI), 1); rr = rate; 
    end 
end 

  
% for i = 1:length(DFitI) 
% rate(i) = 0.11*cos(1.40*(i-1)/(length(DFitI))); 
% end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Better initial estimate for shift parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% b = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); r = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); 

  
% bCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); bSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI));  

  
% rRSquared = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); bRSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
% PlotFit = zeros(length(PlotTime), length(DFitI)); 
% DCalcMax = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  

  
% rRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI));  
% bRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); 

  
RValue = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); RSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% This section pre-optimizes the shift parameter 
% The entire loop is run for each density vector in DataMatI 
n = length(DFitI); k = 0; bf = 15; 
while k < n 
    k = k + 1; 
% The previous shift value is used as the starting place for the 

current 
% shift value 
%     if k > 1 
%         bb(k) = bb(k - 1); 
%     end 

     
% The optimization scheme uses the quadratic dependence of the mean-

squared 
% error on the shift parameter. This is the heart of the optimization. 
    R2 = 0.5; 
    while R2 < 0.95 
        if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
            CurveFitI(:,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*bf))... 
                ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - ShiFac*bf)) - 1); 
        elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
            CurveFitI(:,k) = atan(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - ShiFac*bf)); 
%             CurveFitI(:,k) = atan(rr(k)*TimeMatI(:,k) - ShiFac*bf); 
        end 

         
        FitMatI(:,1,k) = ones(2*nI + 1, 1); 
        FitMatI(:,2,k) = CurveFitI(:, k); 

         
        XX(:,:,k) = FitMatI(:,:,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,k); 
        YY(:,k) = FitMatI(:,:,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
        beta(:,k) = XX(:,:, k)\YY(:, k); 

         
        FitEqI(:,k) = beta(1, k) + beta(2, k)*CurveFitI(:, k); 

         
        %             bSSE(i,k) = (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, 

k))'*... 
        %                 (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k)); 

         
        RValue(:,:,k) = corrcoef(FitEqI(:,k), DataMatI(:,k)); 
        RSquared(k) = RValue(1,2, k)^2; 
        R2 = RSquared(k); 
        % This is where the optimization is pursued 
        fprintf('Curve %i: R-Squared = %6.5f \n', k, R2) 
        if R2 < 0.95 
            bf = bf + 1; 
        end 
        if (R2 > 0) == (R2 < 0) 
            R2 = 0.125; 
            bf = bf + 1; 
        end 
    end 
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    bb(k) = bf; 
    % The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
    %     if R2 < 0.77 || (R2 > 0) == (R2 < 0) 

     
    %     end 
end 
figure 
plot(bb, 'k.') 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This uses pre-optimization data to determine curve fit! 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% pause(3) 
close all 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% if (max(bb) - min(bb)) < 15 
%     bb = mean(bb)*ones(length(DFitI), 1); 
% end 
nR = 9; nB = 9; 
r = zeros(nR, length(DFitI)); b = zeros(nB, length(DFitI));  

  
bCoe = zeros(length(DFitI), 3); bSSE = zeros(5, length(DFitI));  

  
rRSquared = zeros(5, length(DFitI)); bRSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
% PlotFit = zeros(length(PlotTime), length(DFitI)); 
% DCalcMax = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  

  
rRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI));  
bRSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); 

  
RValue = zeros(2,2,5,length(DFitI)); RSquared = zeros(5, 

length(DFitI)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This section optimizes the shift parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The entire loop is run for each density vector in DataMatI 
jjj = 0; 
while jjj < 2 
n = length(DFitI); 
for k = 1:n 

     
    % The previous shift value is used as the starting place for the 

current 
    % shift value 
%     if k > 1 
%         bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
%     end 
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if jjj == 0 
    mnm = 4.195; 
elseif jjj == 1 
    mnm = 1.75; 
end 

     
    % The optimization scheme uses the quadratic dependence of the 

mean-squared 
    % error on the shift parameter. This is the heart of the 

optimization. 
    R2Old = 0; R2 = 0.5; BeeCounter = 1; R2Best = 0.5; 
    while abs(R2 - R2Old) > 10^(-6) && BeeCounter < 1000 
        BeeCounter = BeeCounter + 1; 
        for i = 1:nB 

             
            b(:,k) = linspace(bb(k)-5*mnm*sStep, bb(k)+5*mnm*sStep, 9); 
%             [bb(k)-2*mnm*sStep, bb(k)-1*mnm*sStep, bb(k),... 
%                 bb(k)+1*mnm*sStep, bb(k)+2*mnm*sStep]'; 

             
            if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
                CurveFitI(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*b(i,k)))... 
                    ./(aI(k)*exp(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - ShiFac*b(i, 

k))) - 1); 
            elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
                CurveFitI(:,i,k) = atan(rr(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*b(i,k)));           
%                 CurveFitI(:,i,k) = atan(rr(k)*TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*b(i,k));           
            end 
            FitMatI(:,1,i,k) = ones(2*nI + 1, 1); 
            FitMatI(:,2,i,k) = CurveFitI(:, i, k); 

             
            XX(:,:,i,k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
            YY(:,i,k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
            beta(:,i,k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

             
            FitEqI(:,i,k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                CurveFitI(:, i, k); 

             
            bSSE(i,k) = (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k))'*... 
                (FitEqI(:, i, k) - DataMatI(:, k)); 

             
            RValue(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEqI(:,i,k), DataMatI(:,k)); 
            RSquared(i,k) = RValue(1,2, i, k)^2; 
        end 

         
        % This is where the optimization is pursued 
        bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), 10*RSquared(:,k), 2); 
        bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(k,2)/bCoe(k,1); 
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        R2Old = R2; 
        [R2, Fish] = max(RSquared(:,k)); 
        fprintf('Curve %i: R-Squared = %6.5f \n', k, R2) 
        if R2 > R2Best 
            R2Best = R2; 
            bb(k) = b(Fish, k); 
        end 
    end 
%     bb(k) = b(Fish, k); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Newton's Method to optimize rate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     

     
    % The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
%     bb(k) = b(Fish, k); 
end 
jjj = jjj + 1; 
end 
plot(bb, 'k.') 

  
RSquaredMat = zeros(2,2,length(DFitI)); 
b1RSquared = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(DFitI) 
    RSquaredMat(:,:,j) = corrcoef(FitEqI(:,3,j), DataMatI(:,j)); 
    b1RSquared(j) = RSquaredMat(2,1,j)^2; 
end 

  
for j = 1:length(b1RSquared) 
    if b1RSquared(j) < 0.85 
        fprintf('Adjust Initial Shift: RSquared = %6.5f \n', 

b1RSquared(j)) 
    end 
end 

  
bbLo = 0.5*min(bb); bbHi = 1.5*max(bb); bbFit1 = bb; 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the new iterative optimization scheme based on accurate 

estimates 
% of the shift and rate parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
OneFish = 1; n = length(DFitI); RedFishes = zeros(n, 1);  
R2Rates = zeros(n, 1); BlueFishes = zeros(n, 1); R2Blue = zeros(n, 1); 
R2 = 0.5; R2Old = 0; R2Big = 0; DogFish = 0; CatFish = 0; FacePunch = 

0; 
Thresh = 10^-5; Trouble = 0;  Count = 1;  
m = HeatingRate/20; % m = 0.175;  
Counter = 0; 
%% 

  
while mean(R2Blue) < 0.995 % && abs(R2 - R2Big) > Thresh 
    %     if abs(R2 - R2Big) > Thresh && FacePunch > 10; 
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    %         break 
    %     end 
    %     if OneFish > 1 
    figure 
    close all 
    %     end 
    R2Big = R2; 
    fprintf('Iteration %i: R-Squared = %6.5f \n', OneFish, R2) 
    fprintf('Changing Rate Parameter \n'); rInit = rate(1); 

     
    if mod(OneFish, 10) == 0 
        fprintf('R-Squared: %6.5f \n', mean(R2Blue)) 
        if mean(R2Blue) > 0.98 
            fprintf('Value of m: %6.5f \n', m) 
            GoodEnough = input('Shall this continue?\n0: No\n1: 

Yes\n'); 
            if GoodEnough == 0 
                return 
            end 
        end 
    end 

     
    %         if R2 < 0.97 && OneFish > 6 
    %             OneFish = 1 + FacePunch; 
    %             FacePunch = FacePunch + 1; 
    %             if FacePunch > 10 
    %                 Thresh = (1+FacePunch/500)*Thresh; 
    %                 fprintf('Kickout Threshold: %s \n', Thresh) 
    %             end 
    %         end 

     
    R2 = zeros(n, 1); 
%     m = 1.1*m; 
    if m < 50*mLim 
        m = m + 2/100; % Changes spacing of the elements of the r-

vector 
    elseif m >= 50*mLim 
        m = mMax; 
    end 

     
    for k = 1:n 

         
%         if k > 1 
%             rate(k) = rate(k - 1); 
%         end 
        Count = 1; R2Gold = b1RSquared(k); 
        R2Old = 0; R2 = 0.5; TwoFish = 0; DiffRate = 100; % R2Gold = 

0.5; 
        while DiffRate > 1e-6 % && TwoFish < 11 
%             abs(R2 - R2Old) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% The loop can kick out based on changes in r-squared value or changes 

in 
% the rate value itself... DiffRate = abs(Rate - rate(k)); DiffRate > 

1e-7 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is for trouble shooting... indicates where algorithm is stuck... 

             
            fprintf('k-value: %i \nIteration: %i \n', k, Count) 
            Rate = rate(k); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is for changing the initial value of the rate vector and is used 
% when rate values are getting weird... 
            if Counter <= 5% Count == 1 
                rateI = ORate(k); % 1.0*rInit; %   % + 0.01*k/n; 
            else 
                rateI = rate(k); 
            end 
%             if k > 1 
%                 RateI = rate(k-1); 
%             elseif k == 1 
%                 RateI = ORate(k); 
%             end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

             
            r(:, k) = linspace(rateI - 8*m*rStep, rateI + 8*m*rStep, 

nR); 
%             [rateI-2*m*rStep, rateI-1*m*rStep, rateI,... 
%                 rateI+1*m*rStep, rateI+2*m*rStep]'; 

             
            for i = 1:nR 
                if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
                    CurveFitIr(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(r(i,k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) 

- ShiFac*bbFit1(k)))./... 
                        (aI(k)*exp(r(i, k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*bbFit1(k))) - 1); 
                elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
                    CurveFitIr(:,i,k) = atan(r(i,k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*bbFit1(k))); 
%                     CurveFitIr(:,i,k) = atan(r(i,k)*TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*bbFit1(k)); 
                end 
                FitMatIr(:, 1, i, k) = ones(2*nI + 1, 1); 
                FitMatIr(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIr(:, i, k); 

                 
                XXr(:,:, i, k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatIr(:,:,i,k); 
                YYr(:,i,k) = FitMatIr(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
                betar(:,i,k) = XXr(:,:,i,k)\YYr(:,i,k); 

                 
                FitEqr(:,i,k) = betar(1, i, k) + betar(2, i, k)*... 
                    CurveFitIr(:, i, k); 
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                if Counter <= 4 
                    rRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEqr(:,i,k), 

DataMatI(:,k)); 
                    rRSquared(i,k) = rRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k)^2; 
                elseif Counter >= 4 
                    rRSquared(i,k) = mean((FitEqr(:,i,k) - 

DataMatI(:,k)).^2); 
                end 
            end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is to check if the fit equation is greater than 1. Since 

relative 
% density is being considered, the fit equation should be less than one 
%             if FitEqr(end,3,k) >= 1 && k > 1 
%                 rate(k) = rInit; 
%                 bb(k) = bbFit1(k); 
%                 R2Old = 0.5; TwoFish = TwoFish + 1; 
%                 if mod(TwoFish, 10) == 0 
%                     fprintf('r loop trouble') 
%                 end 
%             else 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        rPoly = polyfit(r(:,k), rRSquared(:,k), 2); 
        RateFitPoly = polyval(rPoly, r(:,k)); 
        PolyFitRate = 1 - (RateFitPoly - rRSquared(:,k)).^2; 
            if mean(PolyFitRate) >= 0.9875 
                rPoly = polyfit(r(:,k), rRSquared(:,k), 2); 
                rate(k) = -rPoly(2)/(2*rPoly(1)); 
                R2 = polyval(rPoly, rate(k)); 
            elseif mean(PolyFitRate) < 0.9875 
                [MaxR2, RedFish] = max(rRSquared(:,k)); 
                rate(k) = r(RedFish, k); 
            end 

                 
%             [~, RedFish] = max(rRSquared(:,k)); 
%             rate(k) = r(RedFish, k); 
%             if R2 > R2Gold 
%                 R2Gold = R2;  
%                 rate(k) = r(RedFish, k); 
%             end 
            R2Old = R2; 

  

             
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This bit of code checks to see if the r-value is changing too 

rapidly. If 
% it is, the rate is calculated according to the maximum of the r-

squared 
% value 
%             if k > 1 && abs(rate(k) - rate(k - 1)) > 0.025*rate(k-1) 
%                     [R2, RedFish] = max(rRSquared(:,k)); 
%                     rate(k) = r(RedFish, k); 
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%             end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        Count = Count + 1; DiffRate = abs(Rate - rate(k)); 
        end 
%         DiffRate = abs(Rate - rate(k)); 
% %         if R2 < b1RSquared(k) 
% %             rate(k) = ORate(k); % r(RedFish, k);  
% %         else 
% %             rate(k) = r(RedFish, k); 
%         end 

         
    end 
    rr = rate; rInit = mean(rate); 
    plot(rr, 'k.') 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is the recalculation of the shift parameter based on the new 

rate 
% parameter 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure     
close all; 
    for k = 1:n 
        R2Old = 0; R2 = 0.5; mm = mnm;  

         
        TwoFish = 0; Count = 0; DiffShiftYo = 10; 
        if k > 1 
            bb(k) = bb(k-1); % bbFit1(k); 
        end 
        while DiffShiftYo > 10^(-6) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The loop can kick out based on changes in R-squared value or changes 

in 
% the shift value itself... abs(R2Old - R2) > 1e-7; DiffRate > 1e-7 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            ShiftYo = bb(k); % For calculation of DiffShiftYo 
            fprintf('k-value: %i \nIteration: %i \n', k, Count) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is to help reign in shift values... a band-aid 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%             if Count > 50 
%                 bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
%                 rate(k) = rate(k-1); 
%             end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
            for i = 1:nB 
                b(:, k) = linspace(bb(k)-5*mm*sStep, bb(k)+5*mm*sStep, 

nB); 
%                 [bb(k)-2*mm*sStep, bb(k)-1*mm*sStep, bb(k),... 
%                     bb(k)+1*mm*sStep, bb(k)+2*mm*sStep]'; 
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                if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
                CurveFitIb(:,i,k) = aI(k)*exp(rate(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

... 
                    ShiFac*b(i,k)))./(aI(k)*exp(rate(k)*... 
                    (TimeMatI(:,k) - ShiFac*b(i, k))) - 1); 
                elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
                    CurveFitIb(:,i,k) = atan(rate(k)*(TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*b(i,k))); 
%                     CurveFitIb(:,i,k) = atan(rate(k)*TimeMatI(:,k) - 

ShiFac*b(i,k)); 
                end 
                FitMatI(:, 1, i, k) = ones(2*nI + 1, 1); 
                FitMatI(:, 2, i, k) = CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 

                 
                XX(:,:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*FitMatI(:,:,i,k); 
                YY(:, i, k) = FitMatI(:,:,i,k)'*DataMatI(:, k); 
                beta(:, i, k) = XX(:,:, i, k)\YY(:, i, k); 

                 
                FitEq(:, i, k) = beta(1, i, k) + beta(2, i, k)*... 
                    CurveFitIb(:, i, k); 

                 
                bRSquaredMat(:,:,i,k) = corrcoef(FitEq(:,i,k), 

DataMatI(:,k)); 

                 
                bRSquared(i,k) = bRSquaredMat(2,1,i,k)^2; 
            end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This is to check if the fit equation is greater than 1. Since 

relative 
% density is being considered, the fit equation should be less than one 
%             if FitEq(end,3,k) >= 1 && k > 1 
%                 bb(k) = bFit1(k); rate(k) = rInit; 
%                 R2Old = 0.5; TwoFish = TwoFish + 1; 
%                 if mod(TwoFish, 10) == 0 
%                     fprintf('b loop trouble') 
%                 end 
%             else 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        bPoly = polyfit(b(:,k), bRSquared(:,k), 2); 
        ShiftFitPoly = polyval(bPoly, b(:,k)); 
        PolyFitShift = 1 - (ShiftFitPoly - bRSquared(:,k)).^2; 
            if mean(PolyFitShift) >= 0.9875 
                bPoly = polyfit(b(:,k), bRSquared(:,k), 2); 
                bb(k) = -bPoly(2)/(2*bPoly(1)); 
                R2 = polyval(bPoly, bb(k)); 
            elseif PolyFitShift < 0.9875 
                [MaxR2, BlueFish] = max(bRSquared(:,k)); 
                bb(k) = b(BlueFish, k); 
            end 

  
                R2Old = R2; 
%                 [R2, BlueFish] = max(bRSquared(:,k)); 
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%                 bb(k) = b(BlueFish, k);                 

  
%             bPoly = polyfit(b(:,k), bRSquared(:,k), 2); 
%             bb(k) = -bPoly(2)/(2*bPoly(1)); 
%             R2 = polyval(bPoly, bb(k)); 

                 
%             if k > 1 && abs(bb(k) - bb(k - 1)) > 1.00 
%                     [R2, BlueFish] = max(bRSquared(:,k)); 
%                     bb(k) = b(BlueFish); 
%             end 

                 

  
            % This is where the optimization is pursued 

             
            %             bCoe = polyfit(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, k), 2); 
            %             bCoe(k, :) = polyfit(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, 

k), 2); 
            %             bb(k) = -1/2*bCoe(2)/bCoe(1); 
            %             R2 = polyval(bCoe,bb(k)); 

             
            %             BlueFish = 3; 

             
            %             if k > 1 && max(FitEq(:,i,k)) > 1 
            %                 [R2, BlueFish] = max(bRSquared(:,k)); 
            %                 bb(k) = b(BlueFish, k); 
            %                 if abs(bb(k) - bb(k-1)) > 5; 
            %                     bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
            %                     Trouble = Trouble+1; 
            %                     if Trouble > 25 
            %                         bb(k) = bb(k-1); 
            %                         Trouble = 0; 
            %                         break 
            %                     end 
            %                 end 
            %             end 
            Count = Count + 1; DiffShiftYo = abs(ShiftYo - bb(k)); 
        end 
        if R2 < b1RSquared(k) 
            bb(k) = bbFit1(k); R2Blue(k) = b1RSquared(k); 
        else 
            R2Blue(k) = R2; 
        end 

         
%         bb(k) = b(BlueFish, k);  
%         BlueFishes(k) = BlueFish; 
    end 
    % The optimization depends on the symmetry of the result! 
    OneFish = OneFish + 1; % bbFit1 = bb;  
    Counter = Counter + 1; 
    plot(bb, 'k.') 
end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% This section plots results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
PlotTime = (min(TimeI):0.5:max(TimeI));  
PlotFit = zeros(length(PlotTime), n); 
for k = 1:10:n% 1:ceil(0.1*n):n 

  
if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
PlotFit(:,k) = beta(1,3,k) + beta(2,3,k)*aI(k)*exp(rate(k)*... 
    (PlotTime - ShiFac*bb(k)))./(aI(k)*exp(rate(k)*(PlotTime - 

ShiFac*bb(k))) - 1); 
elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
    PlotFit(:,k) = beta(1,3,k) + beta(2,3,k)*atan(rate(k)*... 
    (PlotTime - ShiFac*bb(k))); 
end 

  
figure 
plot(PlotTime, PlotFit(:,k), 'b') 
hold on 
plot(TimeMatI(:, k), DataMatI(:, k), 'k.') 
hold off 
xlabel('Time (min)'); ylabel('Relative Density'); 
%  
% % figure 
% % plot(b(:, k), bRSquared(:, k), 'kp') 
% %  
% % figure 
% % plot(r(:,k), rRSquared(:, k), 'kd') 
%  
end 

  
RateRSquared = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  
ShiftRSquared = zeros(length(DFitI), 1);  
for aa = 1:length(DFitI) 
    RateRSquared(aa) = rRSquared(3,aa); 
    ShiftRSquared(aa) = bRSquared(3,aa); 
end 

  
figure 
plot(R2Blue, 'ko') 
hold on 
plot(b1RSquared, 'b.') 
hold off 
xlabel('Shift Parameter (min)'); ylabel('R-Ssquared'); 

  
x = (linspace(1, length(rate), length(rate)))'; 
DogFace = polyfit(x, rate, 2); 
y = polyval(DogFace, x); 
figure 
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plot(rate, 'k.'); hold on 
plot(y, 'bo'); hold off 
display(DogFace) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Sintering rates based on all calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
Beta = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(DFitI) 
    Beta(j) = beta(2,3,j); 
end 

  
Betar = zeros(length(DFitI), 1); 
for j = 1:length(DFitI) 
    Betar(j) = betar(2,3,j); 
end 

  
if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
    SintRate = -Beta.*aI.*rate.*exp(rate.*(TimeFitI - ShiFac*bb))./... 
        (((aI.*exp(rate.*(TimeFitI - ShiFac*bb))) - 1).^2); 
elseif HeatingRate >= LimHeatRate 
    SintRate = Beta.*rate./((rate.*(TimeFitI - ShiFac*bb)).^2 + 1); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Sintering rates based on best fit between points 2 and 10 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
[MaxSintRate, j] = max(SintRate); 
% for j = 10:length(DFitI) 
%     if ShiftRSquared(j) == max(ShiftRSquared(10:length(DFitI))) 
       BShift = bb(j); BRate = rate(j); aIBest = aI(j); BetaBest = 

Beta(j); 
       % BestIndex = j; 
%     end 
% end 

  
fprintf('Max Sintering Rate: %5.4f \n', MaxSintRate) 
fprintf('Corresponding Temperature (°C): %6.2f \n', TempFitI(j)-273) 

  
if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
    SintRateOneCurve = -BetaBest.*aIBest*BRate.*exp(BRate.*... 
        (TimeFitI - ShiFac*BShift))./(((aIBest.*exp(BRate.*... 
        (TimeFitI - ShiFac*BShift))) - 1).^2); 
else 
    SintRateOneCurve = BetaBest.*BRate./... 
        ((BRate.*(TimeFitI - ShiFac*BShift)).^2 + 1);     
end 
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TimeFitII = linspace(min(TimeFitI), 1.15*max(TimeFitI), 450)'; 
TempFitII = linspace(min(TempFitI), max(TempFitI), 450)'; 
fprintf('Maximum Temp (°C): %5.1f \n', max(TempFitII) - 273) 

     
SintRates = zeros(length(TimeFitII), n); 
SintProfs = zeros(length(TimeFitII), n); 
for i = 1:n 
    if HeatingRate < LimHeatRate 
        SintProfs(:,i) = beta(2,3,i)*aI(i)*exp(rate(i)*(TimeFitII -... 
            ShiFac*bb(i)))./(aI(i)*exp(rate(i)*(TimeFitII - 

ShiFac*bb(i))) - 1) + beta(1,3,i); 

         
        SintRates(:,i) = -Beta(i)*aI(i)*rate(i)*exp(rate(i)*(TimeFitII 

-... 
            ShiFac*bb(i)))./(((aI(i)*exp(rate(i)*(TimeFitII - 

ShiFac*bb(i))))-1).^2); 
    else 
        SintProfs(:,i) = beta(2,3,i)*atan(rate(i)*(TimeFitII -... 
            ShiFac*bb(i))) + beta(1,3,i); 

         
        SintRates(:,i) = beta(2,3,i)*rate(i)./... 
            ((rate(i)*(TimeFitII - ShiFac*bb(i))).^2 + 1); 
    end 
end 
% EnergyData = [SintProfs, SintRates]; 

  
figure 
plot((TimeFitII-OnsetTime)/60, SintRates) 
xlabel('Time (Hrs)'); ylabel('Relative Sintering Rate (min^-^1)'); 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18) 
figure 
plot((TimeFitII-OnsetTime)/60, SintProfs) 
xlabel('Time (Hrs)'); ylabel('Relative Density'); 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18) 

  
% MaxRate = max(SintRateOneCurve); 
% fprintf('Max Sintering Rate at 5°C per Minute: %d %/min \n', MaxRate) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% SintProfs and SintRates both written to an Excel file! :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ExDelFit = DelFit'; tAndT = [TimeFitII, TempFitII]; 
xlswrite(file, ExDelFit, ExSheet, 'C1') 
xlswrite(file, SintProfs, ExSheet, 'C2') 
xlswrite(file, tAndT, ExSheet, 'A2') 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Plot the Rates :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
k = 1; NumDiffTime = zeros(length(TimeFitI), 1);  
NumRhoDiff = zeros(length(TimeFitI), 1); DenseNumDiff = NumRhoDiff; 
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NumDiffTemp = zeros(length(TempFitI), 1); 
for i = 1:length(TimeI) 
    if TimeI(i) >= min(TimeFitI) && TimeI(i) <= max(TimeFitI) 
        NumDiffTime(k, 1) = TimeI(i); 
        NumDiffTemp(k, 1) = TempI(i); 
        NumRhoDiff(k, 1) = NumRhoDer(i); 
        DenseNumDiff(k, 1) = DensityI(i); 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% 
figure 
PInt = 8; 

  
plot((TimeFitI(1:PInt:end)-OnsetTime)/60, SintRate(1:PInt:end),... 
    'ko', 'MarkerSize', 12) 
hold on 

  
plot((TimeFitI(1:PInt:end)-OnsetTime)/60, 

SintRateOneCurve(1:PInt:end),... 
    'kd', 'MarkerSize', 12) 

  
plot((NumDiffTime-OnsetTime)/60, NumRhoDiff*60, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2) 
% plot((NumDiffTime(1:10*PInt:end)-OnsetTime)/60, 

NumRhoDiff(1:10*PInt:end)*60,... 
%     'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8) 
xlabel('Time (Hrs)'); ylabel('Relative Sintering Rate (min^-^1)'); 
ALegend = legend('Many Curves', 'One Curve', 'Num Diff'); 
set(ALegend, 'Location', 'Best') 

  
plot((TimeFitI-OnsetTime)/60, SintRate, 'k-.', 'LineWidth', 2) 
plot((TimeFitI-OnsetTime)/60, SintRateOneCurve, 'k--', 'LineWidth', 3) 

  
% plot(TimeFitI, SintRater, 'bo') 
axis([0, 1.02*max((TimeFitI-OnsetTime)/60), 0, 1.1*max(SintRate)]) 
hold off 

  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18) 

  
%% 
figure;  
plot(DFitI(1:PInt:end), SintRate(1:PInt:end), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 12) 
hold on 

  
plot(DFitI(1:PInt:end), SintRateOneCurve(1:PInt:end),... 
    'kd', 'MarkerSize', 12) 

  
plot(DenseNumDiff, NumRhoDiff*60, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2) 

  
xlabel('Relative Density') 
ylabel('Sintering Rate') 
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TheLegend = legend('Many Curves', 'One Curve', 'Num Diff'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'Best', 'Orientation', 'vertical') 

  
plot(DFitI, SintRate, 'k-.', 'LineWidth', 2) 
plot(DFitI, SintRateOneCurve, 'k--', 'LineWidth', 3) 

  
hold off 
axis([0.985*min(DFitI), 1.02*max(DFitI), 0, 1.2*max(SintRate)]) 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Write these values to an Excel sheet so that they don't have to be 
% recalculated. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
DataOut = [DelFit, DFitI, TempFitI, SintRate]; 
NumDelFit = DenseNumDiff - min(DensityI); 
NumDataOut = [NumDelFit, DenseNumDiff, NumDiffTemp, NumRhoDiff]; 
[k1, k2] = size(DataOut); 
[Numk1, Numk2] = size(NumDataOut); 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    filename = '8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
    NumFileName = '8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    DopeType = 0; 
end 

  
if DopeType == 1 
    if DopeConc == 0.5 
        filename = '0.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '0.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeConc == 1 
        filename = '1.0% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '1.0% NiO 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
        filename = '2.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '2.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeType == 2 
    if DopeConc == 0.5 
        filename = '0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeConc == 1 
        filename = '1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
        filename = '2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
        NumFileName = '2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III Num.xlsx'; 
    end 
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end 

  
fprintf('Number of Rows: %i \n', k1+3) 
fprintf('Number of Rows Numeric: %i \n', Numk1+3) 

  
sheet = 1; 
if HeatingRate == 2 
    fprintf('Range = A3:D%i \n',k1+3) 
    fprintf('Numerical Range = A3:D%i \n',Numk1+3) 
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 5 
    fprintf('Range = F3:I%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = F3:I%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 8 
    fprintf('Range = K3:N%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = K3:N%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 11 
    fprintf('Range = P3:S%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = P3:S%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 14 
    fprintf('Range = U3:X%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = U3:X%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 17 
    fprintf('Range = Z3:AC%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = Z3:AC%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
elseif HeatingRate == 20 
    fprintf('Range = AE3:AH%i \n',k1+3)  
    fprintf('Numerical Range = AE3:AH%i \n',Numk1+3)  
    range = input('Enter The Range Above with Apostrophes \n'); 
    NumRange = input('Enter The Numerical Range Above with Apostrophes 

\n'); 
end 

  
xlswrite(filename, DataOut, 1, range) 
xlswrite(NumFileName, NumDataOut, 1, NumRange) 
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Activation Energy According to Wang and Raj 
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% This is an algorithm to determine the activation energy based on the 
% equation proposed by Wang and Raj. It looks at the change in density 

as 
% the standard, instead of the absolute density. 

  
% function [StrainPlot, EnergyPlot] = ActivationEnergyI 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Clear the workspace. Close all open plots. Clear the command window 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% function [Strain1200, Energyb] = ActivationEnergyI 
clear variables; close all; clc 

  
DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc ~= 0 
    DopeType = input('Enter 1 for NiO, and 2 for Co3O4: '); 
end 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    filename = '8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%     file = '8YSZ Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5     
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '0.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 0.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 0.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 1 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '1.0% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 1.0% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 1.0% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '2.5% NiO 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 2.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx'; 
%         file = '8YSZ 2.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
end 

  
Range2 = 'A3:D350'; Range5 = 'F3:I350'; Range8 = 'K3:N350'; 
Range11 = 'P3:S300'; Range14 = 'U3:X300'; Range17 = 'Z3:A3300';  
Range20 = 'AE3:AH300'; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Get those data! :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
Data2 = xlsread(filename, 1, Range2); Data5 = xlsread(filename, 1, 

Range5); 

  
Data8 = xlsread(filename, 1, Range8); Data11 = xlsread(filename, 1, 

Range11); 

  
Data14 = xlsread(filename, 1, Range14); Data17 = xlsread(filename, 1, 

Range17); 

  
Data20 = xlsread(filename, 1, Range20); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Organize Data  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
Temp2 = Data2(:, 3); Dense2 = Data2(:, 2); dRhodt2 = Data2(:, 4);  
DelRho2 = Data2(:, 1); 

  
Temp5 = Data5(:, 3); Dense5 = Data5(:, 2); dRhodt5 = Data5(:, 4);  
DelRho5 = Data5(:, 1); 

  
Temp8 = Data8(:, 3); Dense8 = Data8(:, 2); dRhodt8 = Data8(:, 4);  
DelRho8 = Data8(:, 1); 

  
Temp11 = Data11(:, 3); Dense11 = Data11(:, 2); dRhodt11 = Data11(:, 4);  
DelRho11 = Data11(:, 1); 

  
Temp14 = Data14(:, 3); Dense14 = Data14(:, 2); dRhodt14 = Data14(:, 4);  
DelRho14 = Data14(:, 1); 

  
Temp17 = Data17(:, 3); Dense17 = Data17(:, 2); dRhodt17 = Data17(:, 4);  
DelRho17 = Data17(:, 1); 

  
Temp20 = Data20(:, 3); Dense20 = Data20(:, 2); dRhodt20 = Data20(:, 4);  
DelRho20 = Data20(:, 1); 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 2° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
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DiffI = 1675*ones(length(DelRho2) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI2 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); DelRhoI2 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 

1);  
DenseI2 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); dRhodtI2 = 

zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  

  
for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 1:length(DelRho2) 
        DiffI(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho2(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffI); 
    TempTwo = Temp2(IndexYo); DelRhoTwo = DelRho2(IndexYo); 
    dRhodtTwo = dRhodt2(IndexYo); DenseTwo = Dense2(IndexYo); 

     
    k = k + 1; TempI2(k) = TempTwo; DelRhoI2(k) = DelRhoTwo; 
    DenseI2(k) = DenseTwo; dRhodtI2(k) = dRhodtTwo;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 5° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DiffII = 1675*ones(length(DelRho5) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI5 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); DelRhoI5 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 

1);  
DenseI5 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); dRhodtI5 = 

zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  

  
for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 1:length(DelRho5) 
        DiffII(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho5(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffII); 
    TempFive = Temp5(IndexYo); DelRhoFive = DelRho5(IndexYo); 
    dRhodtFive = dRhodt5(IndexYo); DenseFive = Dense5(IndexYo); 

     
    k = k + 1; TempI5(k) = TempFive; DelRhoI5(k) = DelRhoFive; 
    DenseI5(k) = DenseFive; dRhodtI5(k) = dRhodtFive;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 8° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DiffIII = 1675*ones(length(DelRho8) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI8 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DelRhoI8 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DenseI8 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); 
dRhodtI8 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
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for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 1:length(DelRho8) 
        DiffIII(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho8(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffIII); 
    TempEight = Temp8(IndexYo); DelRhoEight = DelRho8(IndexYo); 
    DenseEight = Dense8(IndexYo); dRhodtEight = dRhodt8(IndexYo); 

         
    k = k + 1; TempI8(k) = TempEight; DelRhoI8(k) = DelRhoEight; 
    DenseI8(k) = DenseEight; dRhodtI8(k) = dRhodtEight;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 11° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DiffIV = 1675*ones(length(DelRho11) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI11 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DelRhoI11 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DenseI11 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); 
dRhodtI11 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  

  
for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 1:length(DelRho11) 
        DiffIV(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho11(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffIV); 
    TempEleven = Temp11(IndexYo); DelRhoEleven = DelRho11(IndexYo); 
    DenseEleven = Dense11(IndexYo); dRhodtEleven = dRhodt11(IndexYo); 

         
    k = k + 1; TempI11(k) = TempEleven; DelRhoI11(k) = DelRhoEleven; 
    DenseI11(k) = DenseEleven; dRhodtI11(k) = dRhodtEleven;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 14° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DiffV = 1675*ones(length(DelRho14) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI14 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DelRhoI14 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DenseI14 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); 
dRhodtI14 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  

  
for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 2:length(DelRho14) 
        DiffV(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho14(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffV); 
    TempFourteen = Temp14(IndexYo); DelRhoFourteen = DelRho14(IndexYo); 
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    DenseFourteen = Dense14(IndexYo); 
    dRhodtFourteen = dRhodt14(IndexYo); 

     
    k = k + 1; TempI14(k) = TempFourteen; DelRhoI14(k) = 

DelRhoFourteen; 
    DenseI14(k) = DenseFourteen; dRhodtI14(k) = dRhodtFourteen;  
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 20°C per minute standard compared with 14° per minute 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DiffVI = 1675*ones(length(DelRho17) + 1, 1); k = 0;  
TempI17 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DelRhoI17 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
DenseI17 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); 
dRhodtI17 = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  

  
for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    for j = 2:length(DelRho17) 
        DiffVI(j) = abs(DelRho20(i) - DelRho17(j)); 
    end 
    [~, IndexYo] = min(DiffVI); 
    TempSeventeen = Temp17(IndexYo); DelRhoSeventeen = 

DelRho17(IndexYo); 
    DenseSeventeen = Dense17(IndexYo); 
    dRhodtSeventeen = dRhodt17(IndexYo); 

     
    k = k + 1; TempI17(k) = TempSeventeen; DelRhoI17(k) = 

DelRhoSeventeen; 
    DenseI17(k) = DenseSeventeen; dRhodtI17(k) = dRhodtSeventeen;  
end 

  
%% 
TempMat = [TempI2, TempI5, TempI8, TempI11, TempI14, TempI17, Temp20]; 

% [TempI2, TempI8, TempI14, Temp20];  
DenseMat = [DenseI2, DenseI5, DenseI8, DenseI11, DenseI14, DenseI17, 

Dense20]; % [DenseI2, DenseI8, DenseI14, Dense20]; 
dRhodtMat = [dRhodtI2, dRhodtI5, dRhodtI8, dRhodtI11, dRhodtI14, 

dRhodtI17, dRhodt20]; % [dRhodtI2, dRhodtI8, dRhodtI14, dRhodt20]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Determine Activation Energy Quantities 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
OneFish = log(TempMat.*dRhodtMat); InvEnergy = 1000./(8.314*TempMat); 

  
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine Error from Curve Fits 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Fit = zeros(length(DelRho20), 2); CI = zeros(2,2, length(DelRho20));  
ErrorLo = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1);  
ErrorHi = zeros(length(DelRho20), 1); 
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for i = 1:length(DelRho20) 
    [Fit(i,:), SI] = polyfit(InvEnergy(i,:), OneFish(i,:), 1); 
    CI(:,:, i) = polyparci(Fit(i, :), SI, 0.95); 
    TwoFish = CI(:,:,i); 
    ErrorLo(i) = -TwoFish(2,1); ErrorHi(i) = -TwoFish(1,1); 
end 

  
% Energy quantities in kJ/mol 
Energy = -Fit(:,1);  
EnergyII = 558*ones(numel(DelRho20), 1);  
EnergyIILo = (EnergyII(1)-131)*ones(numel(DelRho20), 1); 
EnergyIIHi = (EnergyII(1)+131)*ones(numel(DelRho20), 1);  
DoKim = 0.53; % Relative density of Kim's green compacts 
KimDens = [0.55, 0.575] - DoKim; % , 0.6] , % 0.625, 0.65, 0.675, 0.7, 

0.725, 0.75] - DoKim; 
KimEn = [825, 737.5]; % % , 694, 688, 670, 682, 678, 630, 700]]; 

  
nEl = ceil(numel(DelRho20)/8); 
SongEn = 730*ones(nEl, 1); 
% Taylor et al Single crystal of 11%Y - YSZ 
TaylorSC = mean([434.1, 472.7])*ones(nEl, 1);  
TaylorLo = 434.1*ones(nEl, 1);  
TaylorHi = 472.7*ones(nEl, 1); 
% Swaroop et al: Polycrystalline 3YSZ 
SwaroopPC = 515*ones(nEl, 1); 

  
figure;  
subplot(1,3,1) 
plot(DelRho20, Energy, 'k.', 'MarkerSize', 15); hold on 
plot(DelRho20, ErrorLo, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1.5) 
plot(DelRho20, ErrorHi, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1.5); hold off 
LOne = legend('Wang and Raj', 'Error'); 
set(LOne, 'Location', 'SouthWest', 'box', 'off');  
xlabel('Change in Relative Density'); ylabel('Activation Energy 

(kJ/mol)') 
axis([min(DelRho20) max(DelRho20) 100 850]);  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16); box off; grid on; 

  
ax2 = subplot(1,3,2); 
plot(DelRho20, EnergyII, 'k.', 'MarkerSize', 15); hold on 
plot(DelRho20, EnergyIILo, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1.5) 
plot(DelRho20, EnergyIIHi, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1.5); hold off 
LTwo = legend('Equation 8', 'Error');  
set(LTwo, 'Location', 'SouthWest', 'box', 'off'); 
axis([min(DelRho20) max(DelRho20) 100 850]) 
ax2.YTick = [mean(EnergyIILo), mean(EnergyII), mean(EnergyIIHi)]; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16); box off; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Many Plots on one subplot... This will work! :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ax3 = subplot(1,3,3); 
plot(KimDens, KimEn, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 4) 
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hold on; 
XAxisYo = (linspace(min(DelRho20), max(DelRho20), nEl))'; 
plot(XAxisYo, SongEn, 'k^', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'DisplayName', 'Song') 
plot(XAxisYo, TaylorSC, 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'DisplayName', 

'Taylor');  
plot(XAxisYo, TaylorLo, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1.5, 'DisplayName', 'Taylor 

Error') 
plot(XAxisYo, SwaroopPC, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'DisplayName', 

'Swaroop') 

  
Legend = legend('Kim', 'Song', 'Taylor', 'Taylor Error', 'Swaroop'); 
set(Legend, 'Location', 'Best', 'FontSize', 12, 'box', 'off') 

  
axis([min(DelRho20) max(DelRho20) 100 850]) 
plot(XAxisYo, TaylorHi, 'k', 'MarkerSize', 1.5); hold off 
% set(Leg1, 'Location', 'NorthWest', 'box', 'off', 'orientation', 

'vertical') 
% set(Leg2, 'Location', 'NorthEast', 'box', 'off'); 
% set(Leg3, 'Location', 'South', 'box', 'off') 
ax3.YTick = [floor(TaylorSC(1)), SwaroopPC(1), floor(min(KimEn)), 

max(KimEn)];  
ax3.XTick = [KimDens(1), KimDens(2)]; 

  
% xlabel('Change in Relative Density'); ylabel('Activation Energy 

(kJ/mol)') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16); box off; grid on; 
hold off; 
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APPENDIX J 

 
 

Conversion of Column Numbers to Letters for Writing to Excel 
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function [ Out1, Out2 ] = ColumnNumbersToLetters( n ) 
% Column Numbers to Letters converts number of columns to column 

letters. 
% n is the number of columns. Divide that by 26 to see how many 

alpahbets 
% are needed. Then Find n mod 26 to see how many other letters are 

needed. 

  
Var1 = fix(n/26); 
Var2 = mod(n, 26); 

  
if Var2 == 0; 
    Var2 = 1; 
end 

  
if Var1 == 0 
    Var1 = Var2; 
end 

  
LettersMatrix = ['A' 'B' 'C' 'D' 'E' 'F' 'G' 'H' 'I' 'J' 'K' 'L' 'M'... 
    'N' 'O' 'P' 'Q' 'R' 'S' 'T' 'U' 'V' 'W' 'X' 'Y' 'Z']'; 

  
Out1 = LettersMatrix(Var1); 
Out2 = LettersMatrix(Var2); 

  
end 
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APPENDIX K 

 
 

Evaluation of Unknown Function of Density 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
This script evaluates the equations based on the hypothesis that the 
% unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 
% f(D) = 1/Change in Density 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [InvEnergy, DelRho, fOfRho, InvDelRho, QDirect] =... 
    BreakThroughVers3Func 
HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    Range = 'A3:D400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    Range = 'F3:I400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    Range = 'K3:N400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    Range = 'P3:S400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    Range = 'U3:X400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    Range = 'Z3:AC400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    Range = 'AE3:AH400'; 
end 
DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Density = Data(:,2); DelRho = Data(:,1); 
Rate = Data(:,4); TempData = Data(:,3);  
Temp = (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
InvDelRho = 1./DelRho; 

  
R = 8.314; % Ideal Gas Constant kJ/mol 
InvEnergy = 1./(R*Temp); % Inverse of thermal energy 1/(J*mol) 

  
figure; plot(DelRho, Rate, 'ko'); hold on;  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
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% Part One: Densification Activation Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% FuncHunt = (Density).*(1 - Density); 
% ResultOneHunt = -log(Temp.*Rate./(FuncHunt)); 
ResultOneKim = -log(Temp.*Rate.*(DelRho)); 

  
figure 
% figure; plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneHunt, 'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r');  
plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneKim, 'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15); title('f(\rho) Comparison') 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('LHS of Equation 9') 
% LegendTwo = legend('Hunt', 'Kim'); set(LegendTwo, 'Location', 'Best') 

  
k = 0; [~, Mindex] = min(ResultOneKim);  
IndexOfInt = Mindex - ceil(0.05*length(InvEnergy)); 
for i = 1:length(Temp) 
    if i < IndexOfInt 
        k = k + 1; 
        InvEnergyOne(k) = InvEnergy(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
%         EquationOneHunt(k) = ResultOneHunt(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
        EquationOneKim(k) = ResultOneKim(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
    end 
end 

  
% FitOneHunt = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneHunt, 1); 

  
[FitOneKim, SKim] = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneKim, 1); 
CIKim = polyparci(FitOneKim, SKim, 0.95); 
% LineOneHunt = polyval(FitOneHunt, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneKim = polyval(FitOneKim, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneLo = CIKim(1,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(1,2); 
LineOneHi = CIKim(2,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(2,2); 

  
figure; % plot(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneHunt, 'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 

'r'); 
plot(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneKim, 'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
% LegendOne = legend('Hunt', 'Kim'); set(LegendOne, 'Location', 'Best') 
hold on; 
% plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneHunt, 'k', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneKim, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneLo, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneHi, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15) 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('-ln(\rhoTd\rho/dt'); hold off; 

  
Good = input('Is this fit satisfactory? \n1: Yes \n0: No \n'); 

  
if Good == 1 
    EnergyOneKim = FitOneKim(1)/1000; EnergyLow = CIKim(1,1)/1000; 
    EnergyHi = CIKim(2,1)/1000; bLo = CIKim(1,2); bHi = CIKim(2,2); 
    fprintf('Line: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnergyOneKim, FitOneKim(2)) 
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    fprintf('Line Low: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnergyLow, bLo) 
    fprintf('Line High: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnergyHi, bHi) 

     
    % RSquaredAHunt = corrcoef(EquationOneHunt, LineOneHunt); 
    RSquaredAKim = corrcoef(EquationOneKim, LineOneKim); 
    % RSquaredOneHunt = RSquaredAHunt(1,2)^2; 
    RSquaredOneKim = RSquaredAKim(1,2)^2; 
    % fprintf('RSquared Hunt: %6.5f \n', RSquaredOneHunt) 
    fprintf('RSquared Kim: %6.5f \n', RSquaredOneKim) 
    Q = EnergyOneKim; % Energy take from Kim paper % EnergyOneKim; 
end 

  
if Good == 0 
    x1 = ceil(0.1*numel(LineOneKim)); x2 = ceil(0.9*numel(LineOneKim)); 
    Res1 = abs(LineOneKim(x1:x2) - EquationOneKim(x1:x2)); 
    [Res3, MaxIndex] = max(Res1); 
end 
while Good == 0 
    if Good == 0 
        [FitOneYo, SOneYo] = polyfit(InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex), ... 
            EquationOneKim(1:MaxIndex), 1); 
        CIOne = polyparci(FitOneYo, SOneYo, 0.95); 
        SegOneKim = polyval(FitOneYo, InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex)); 
        SegOneLo = CIOne(1,1)*InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex) + CIOne(1,2); 
        SegOneHi = CIOne(2,1)*InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex) + CIOne(2,2); 

         
        [FitTwoYo, STwoYo] = polyfit(InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end),... 
            EquationOneKim(MaxIndex:end), 1); 
        CITwo = polyparci(FitTwoYo, STwoYo, 0.95); 
        LineTwoKim = polyval(FitTwoYo, InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end)); 
        LineTwoLo = CITwo(1,1)*InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end) + CITwo(1,2); 
        LineTwoHi = CITwo(2,1)*InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end) + CITwo(2,2); 

         
        figure; 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex), EquationOneKim(1:MaxIndex), 

'bs',... 
            'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); hold on; 
        % This is the first segment of the line 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex), SegOneKim, 'r', 'LineWidth', 

2.5) 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex), SegOneLo, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(1:MaxIndex), SegOneHi, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
        % This is the second segment of the line 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end), 

EquationOneKim(MaxIndex:end),... 
            'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end), LineTwoKim, 'r', 'LineWidth', 

2.5) 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end), LineTwoLo, 'b', 'LineWidth', 

2.5) 
        plot(InvEnergyOne(MaxIndex:end), LineTwoHi, 'b', 'LineWidth', 

2.5) 
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        set(gca, 'fontsize', 15) 
        xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('-ln(\rhoTd\rho/dt'); hold off; 

         
        Good = input('Is this fit satisfactory? \n1: Yes \n0: No \n'); 
        if Good == 0 
            fprintf('Old MaxIndex %i \n', MaxIndex) 
            MaxIndex = input('Enter New Max Index \n'); 
        elseif Good == 1 
            EnergyOneKim = SegOneKim(1)/1000;  
            EnOneLow = CIOne(1,1)/1000; EnOneHi = CIOne(2,1)/1000;  
            bOneLo = CIOne(1,2); bOneHi = CIOne(2,2); 
            fprintf('Equation One \n') 
            fprintf('Line: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', FitOneYo(1)/1000, 

FitOneYo(2)) 
            fprintf('Line Low: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnOneLow, bOneLo) 
            fprintf('Line High: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnOneHi, bOneHi) 

             
            EnergyTwoKim = LineTwoKim(1)/1000; 
            EnTwoLow = CITwo(1,1)/1000; EnTwoHi = CITwo(2,1)/1000;  
            bTwoLo = CITwo(1,2); bTwoHi = CITwo(2,2); 
            fprintf('Equation Two \n') 
            fprintf('Line: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', FitTwoYo(1)/1000, 

FitTwoYo(2)) 
            fprintf('Line Low: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnTwoLow, bTwoLo) 
            fprintf('Line High: %5.2f*x + %5.3f \n', EnTwoHi, bTwoHi) 

             
            RSquaredAOne = corrcoef(EquationOneKim(1:MaxIndex), 

SegOneKim); 
            RSquaredATwo = corrcoef(EquationOneKim(MaxIndex:end), 

LineTwoKim); 

             
            RSquaredOne = RSquaredAOne(1,2)^2;  
            RSquaredTwo = RSquaredATwo(1,2)^2; 

             
            KinkTemp = Temp(MaxIndex); 
            fprintf('RSquared Kim One: %6.5f \n', RSquaredOne) 
            fprintf('RSquared Kim Two: %6.5f \n', RSquaredTwo) 
            fprintf('Temp at Which Kink Occurs: %5.4f \n', KinkTemp) 
            Q = FitTwoYo(1)/1000; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Okay... Hit the jackpot... I hit it :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
GrainSize = 300^2.6; 
OneFish = log(Temp.*DelRho.*Rate.*GrainSize); 
DiffFish = zeros(numel(OneFish), 1); 
for i = 2:numel(DiffFish) 
    DiffFish(i) = -(OneFish(i-1) - OneFish(i))/... 
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        (InvEnergy(i-1) - InvEnergy(i)); 
end 
DiffFish(1) = DiffFish(2); 

  
figure; plot(InvEnergy, OneFish, 'k.') 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('ln(T\Delta\rho\timesd\rho/dt\timesd^n)') 
LimitYo = ceil(numel(InvEnergy)/2); 
[EnergyB2, SB2Yo] = polyfit(InvEnergy(1:LimitYo), OneFish(1:LimitYo), 

1); 
CIB2Yo = polyparci(EnergyB2, SB2Yo, 0.95); 

  
% EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
Ao = exp(EnergyB2(2)); 

  
EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
fOfRho = Temp/Ao.*Rate*GrainSize.*exp(EnergyB./(R*Temp)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section is to determine the activation energy according to Kim's 
% results and compare that Kim's fOfRho to the fOfRho that I have right 

now 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
KimDens = [0.55 0.575 0.6 0.625 0.65 0.675 0.7 0.725 0.75]'; 
KimEnergy = 1000*[825 735 702 697 688 682 687 687 625]'; 
CheckIt = polyfit(KimDens, KimEnergy, 3); 
HowFit = polyval(CheckIt, Density); 

  
nYo = 5; 
A2 = 

max(Temp.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)))/(max(1./DelRho.^nYo))

; 
% fOfRhoII = Temp/A2.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)); 
% A3 = max(fOfRhoII)/max(Rate); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Plot of unknown function determined with constant activation energy 

and 
% the unknown function of density given as 1/DeltaRho 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure; plot(DelRho, fOfRho, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8) 
hold on; plot(DelRho, 1./DelRho, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
legend('d\rho/dt*T*d^n*e^Q^/^R^T/A', '1/delRho') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15) 

  

 
%% 
AmIRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRho, 1./DelRho); 
AmIRight = AmIRight1(2,1)^2; 

  
% IsThisRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRhoII, 1./DelRho.^nYo); 
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% IsThisRight = IsThisRight1(2,1)^2; 

  
EnBLo = CIB2Yo(1)/-1000; EnBHi = CIB2Yo(2)/-1000; 
fprintf('OneFish Energy: %6.3f \n', EnergyB(1)) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy Low: %6.3f \n', EnBHi) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy High: %6.3f \n', EnBLo) 
% fprintf('Activation Energy Estimated According to ResultOneKim: %6.3f 

\n',... 
%     EnergyOneKim(1)) 
% fprintf('ResultOneKim Low: %6.3f \n', EnergyLow) 
% fprintf('ResultOneKim High: %6.3f \n', EnergyHi) 

  
% fprintf('QBest = %5.2f kJ/mol \n', ceil(QBest)/1000) 
% fprintf('ActEnBest = %5.2f kJ/mol \n', ceil(ActEnBest)/1000) 
% fprintf('Difference Best = %4.1f \n', DiffBest) 
% fprintf('nBest = %5.3f \n', nBest) 
% % fprintf('Best Grain Size = %ixnm \n', ceil(GrainSizeBest)) 
fprintf('R-Squared 1/DeltaRho: %6.5f \n', AmIRight) 
% fprintf('R-Squared drho/dt: %6.5f \n', IsThisRight) 
fprintf('Ao for fOfRho: %s \n', Ao) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Determine Activation Energy directly from Wang and Raj Equation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
QDirect = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate/GrainSize); 
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APPENDIX L 

 
 

Plots of Evaluation of Unknown Function of Density 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This script calls on the function BreakThroughVers3Func to plot the  

  
[Energy2, DelRho2, fOfRho2, InvDelRho2, Q2] = BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy5, DelRho5, fOfRho5, InvDelRho5, Q5] = BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy8, DelRho8, fOfRho8, InvDelRho8, Q8] = BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy11, DelRho11, fOfRho11, InvDelRho11, Q11] = 

BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy14, DelRho14, fOfRho14, InvDelRho14, Q14] = 

BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy17, DelRho17, fOfRho17, InvDelRho17, Q17] = 

BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  
[Energy20, DelRho20, fOfRho20, InvDelRho20, Q20] = 

BreakThroughVers3Func; 
% close all; clc;  

  
%%  
Temp2 = 1./(8.314*Energy2); Temp5 = 1./(8.314*Energy5); 
%% 
Temp8 = 1./(8.314*Energy8); Temp11 = 1./(8.314*Energy11); 
Temp14 = 1./(8.314*Energy14); Temp17 = 1./(8.314*Energy17); 
Temp20 = 1./(8.314*Energy20);  

  
Res2 = InvDelRho2 - fOfRho2; Res5 = InvDelRho5 - fOfRho5; 
Res8 = InvDelRho8 - fOfRho8; Res11 = InvDelRho11 - fOfRho11; 
Res14 = InvDelRho14 - fOfRho14; Res17 = InvDelRho17 - fOfRho17; 
Res20 = InvDelRho20 - fOfRho20; 
%% 
figure; % ax1 = subplot(2,3,1); 
Space2 = 5; % ceil(numel(DelRho2)/20); 
plot(DelRho2, fOfRho2, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho2(1:Space2:end), InvDelRho2(1:Space2:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
Legend2 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
set(Legend2, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo2 = round(ceil(100*DelRho2(1)))/100;  
xHi2 = round(floor(100*DelRho2(end)))/100;  
yLo2 = round(10*(min(InvDelRho2)))/10; 
yHi2 = round(1*(max(InvDelRho2)))/1; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo2 xHi2], 'YTick',... 
    [yLo2 yHi2]);  
hold off; 
xShift2 = 0.01*mean(DelRho2); yShift = 0.01*max(InvDelRho2); 
axis([0.0035 max(DelRho2)+2*xShift2 0 max(fOfRho2)+2*yShift]);  
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% axis([min(DelRho2)-xShift2 max(DelRho2)+xShift2 0 

max(fOfRho2)+yShift]);  
% ax1 = get(gca); ax1.XTick = [];ax1.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on; xlabel('\Delta\rho'); 
%% 
figure; % ax2 = subplot(2,3,2); 
Space5 = 6; % ceil(numel(DelRho5)/22); 
plot(DelRho5, fOfRho5, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho5(1:Space5:end), InvDelRho5(1:Space5:end), 'ks',... 
    'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend5 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend5, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo5 = round(ceil(100*DelRho5(1)))/100;  
xHi5 = round(floor(1000*DelRho5(end)))/1000;  
yLo5 = round(10*(min(InvDelRho5)))/10; 
yHi5 = round(1*(max(InvDelRho5)))/1; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo5 xHi5], 'YTick',... 
    [yLo5, yHi5]);  
hold off; xShift5 = 0.01*mean(DelRho5); 
axis([min(DelRho5)-xShift5 max(DelRho5)+xShift5 0 

max(fOfRho5)+yShift]);  
% ax2 = get(gca); ax2.XTick = [];ax2.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax3 = subplot(2,3,3); 
Space8 = 7; % ceil(numel(DelRho8)/24); 
plot(DelRho8, fOfRho8, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho8(1:Space8:end), InvDelRho8(1:Space8:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend8 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend8, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo8 = round((1000*DelRho8(1)))/1000;  
xHi8 = round((1000*DelRho8(end)))/1000;  
yLo8 = round(10*(min(InvDelRho8)))/10; 
yHi8 = round(1*(max(InvDelRho8)))/1; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo8 xHi8], 'YTick',... 
    [yLo8, yHi8]);  
hold off; xShift8 = 0.01*mean(DelRho8); 
axis([min(DelRho8)-5.9*xShift8 max(DelRho8)+xShift8 5 

max(fOfRho8)+1.0*yShift]);  
% ax3 = get(gca); ax3.XTick = [];ax3.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax4 = subplot(2,3,4); 
Space11 = ceil(numel(DelRho11)/26); 
plot(DelRho11, fOfRho11, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho11(1:Space11:end), InvDelRho11(1:Space11:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend11 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend11, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo11 = round(round(1000*DelRho11(1)))/1000;  
xHi11 = round(floor(1000*DelRho11(end)))/1000;  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo11 xHi11], 'YTick',... 
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    [floor(min(InvDelRho11)), ceil(max(InvDelRho11))]);  
hold off; xShift11 = 0.01*mean(DelRho11); 
axis([0.005 max(DelRho11)+xShift11 0 max(fOfRho11)+2*yShift]);  
% axis([min(DelRho11)-xShift11 max(DelRho11)+xShift11 0 

max(fOfRho11)+yShift]);  
% ax4 = get(gca); ax4.XTick = [];ax4.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax5 = subplot(2,3,5); 
Space14 = ceil(numel(DelRho14)/28); 
plot(DelRho14, fOfRho14, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho14(1:Space14:end), InvDelRho14(1:Space14:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend14 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend14, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo14 = round(ceil(1000*DelRho14(1)))/1000;  
xHi14 = round(floor(1000*DelRho14(end)))/1000;  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo14 xHi14], 'YTick',... 
    [floor(min(InvDelRho14)), ceil(max(InvDelRho14))]);  
hold off; xShift14 = 0.01*mean(DelRho14); 
axis([0.015 max(DelRho14)+xShift14 10 max(fOfRho14)+yShift]);  
% axis([min(DelRho14)-xShift14 max(DelRho14)+xShift14 0 

max(fOfRho14)+yShift]);  
% ax5 = get(gca); ax5.XTick = [];ax5.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax6 = subplot(2,3,6); 
Space17 = ceil(numel(DelRho17)/30); 
plot(DelRho17, fOfRho17, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho17(1:Space17:end), InvDelRho17(1:Space17:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend20 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend20, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo17 = round(ceil(1000*DelRho17(1)))/1000;  
xHi17 = round(floor(1000*DelRho17(end)))/1000;  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo17 xHi17], 'YTick',... 
    [floor(min(InvDelRho17)), ceil(max(InvDelRho17))]);  
hold off; xShift17 = 0.01*mean(DelRho17); 
axis([0.005 0.07 10 max(fOfRho17)+2*yShift]);  
% axis([min(DelRho17)-xShift17 max(DelRho17)+xShift17 0 

max(fOfRho17)+yShift]);  
% ax6 = get(gca); ax6.XTick = []; ax6.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax6 = subplot(2,3,6); 
Space20 = ceil(numel(DelRho20)/30); 
plot(DelRho20, fOfRho20, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(DelRho20(1:Space20:end), InvDelRho20(1:Space20:end), 'ks', 

'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend20 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend20, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
xLo20 = round(ceil(100*DelRho20(1)))/100;  
xHi20 = round(floor(1000*DelRho20(end)))/1000;  
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set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [xLo20 xHi20], 'YTick',... 
    [floor(min(InvDelRho20)), ceil(max(InvDelRho20))]);  
hold off; xShift20 = 0.01*mean(DelRho20); 
axis([0.006 max(DelRho20)+xShift20 14 max(fOfRho20)+2*yShift]);  
% axis([min(DelRho20)-xShift20 max(DelRho20)+xShift20 0 

max(fOfRho20)+yShift]);  
% ax6 = get(gca); ax6.XTick = []; ax6.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Consider Residuals 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure; % ax1 = subplot(2,3,1); 
% Space2 = ceil(numel(DelRho2)/20); 
plot(DelRho2(1:Space2:end), Res2(1:Space2:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
hold on; 
Legend2Res = legend('Residual'); 
set(Legend2Res, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
plot(DelRho2, zeros(numel(DelRho2), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); 
Res2Lo = round(1e5*min(Res2))/1e5; Res2Hi = round(1e5*max(Res2))/1e5; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-2e-13 0 4e-13]);  
hold off; 
% axis([min(DelRho2)-xShift2 max(DelRho2)+xShift2 floor(min(Res2))-1 

ceil(max(Res2))+1]);  
% ax1 = get(gca); ax1.XTick = [];ax1.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax2 = subplot(2,3,2); 
% Space5 = ceil(numel(DelRho5)/22); 
plot(DelRho5, zeros(numel(DelRho5), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold on 
plot(DelRho5(1:Space5:end), Res5(1:Space5:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend5 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend5, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
Res5Lo = round(1e5*min(Res5))/1e5; Res5Hi = round(1e8*max(Res5))/1e8; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-5e-13 0 10e-13]);  
% axis([min(DelRho5)-xShift5 max(DelRho5)+xShift5 floor(min(Res5))-1 

ceil(max(Res5))+1]);  
% ax2 = get(gca); ax2.XTick = [];ax2.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on; 
%% 
figure; % ax3 = subplot(2,3,3); 
Space8 = ceil(numel(DelRho8)/24); 
plot(DelRho8, zeros(numel(DelRho8), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold on 
plot(DelRho8(1:Space8:end), Res8(1:Space8:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
% Legend8 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend8, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-5e-13 0 4e-13]); hold off; 
axis([min(DelRho8)-xShift8 max(DelRho8)+xShift8 -5.1e-13 4.01e-13]);  
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% ax3 = get(gca); ax3.XTick = [];ax3.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 
%% 
figure; % ax4 = subplot(2,3,4); 
Space11 = ceil(numel(DelRho11)/26); 
plot(DelRho11, zeros(numel(DelRho11), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold 

on 
plot(DelRho11(1:Space11:end), Res11(1:Space11:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 

15) 
% Legend11 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend11, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-1.0e-12 0 1.0e-12]);  
axis([min(DelRho11)-5*xShift11 max(DelRho11)+xShift11 (-1.01e-12) 

(1.01e-12)]);  
% ax4 = get(gca); ax4.XTick = [];ax4.YTick = [];  
box off; 
%% 
figure; % ax5 = subplot(2,3,5); 
Space14 = ceil(numel(DelRho14)/28); 
plot(DelRho14, zeros(numel(DelRho14), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold 

on 
plot(DelRho14(1:Space14:end), Res14(1:Space14:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 

15) 
% Legend14 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend14, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-3.75e-13 0 2.75e-13]); hold off; 
axis([min(DelRho14)-5*xShift14 max(DelRho14)+xShift14  -4e-13 3e-13]);  
% ax5 = get(gca); ax5.XTick = [];ax5.YTick = [];  
box off; 
%% 
figure; % ax6 = subplot(2,3,6); 
Space17 = ceil(numel(DelRho17)/30); 
plot(DelRho17, zeros(numel(DelRho17), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold 

on 
plot(DelRho17(1:Space17:end), Res17(1:Space17:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 

15) 
% Legend20 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
% set(Legend20, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-8e-13 0 9.25e-13]); hold off; 
axis([min(DelRho17)-xShift17 max(DelRho17)+xShift17 -10e-13 10e-13]);  
% ax6 = get(gca); ax6.XTick = []; ax6.YTick = [];  
box off; 
%% 
figure; % ax6 = subplot(2,3,6); 
Space20 = ceil(numel(DelRho20)/30); 
plot(DelRho20, zeros(numel(DelRho20), 1), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 1); hold 

on 
plot(DelRho20(1:Space20:end), Res20(1:Space20:end), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 

15) 
% Legend20 = legend('f(\rho)', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
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% set(Legend20, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick', [], 'YTick',... 
    [-4.0e-13 4.0e-13]); hold off; 
axis([min(DelRho20)-5*xShift20 max(DelRho20)+xShift20 -4.1e-13 4.1e-

13]);  
% ax6 = get(gca); ax6.XTick = []; ax6.YTick = [];  
box off; 

 

 
 

 

 
% %%
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APPENDIX M 

 
 

Grain-Size algorithm 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Grain Size Calculator: Get data :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
clear variables; close all; clc; 
ImageType = 1; % input('1: 600 x 800 \n2: 768 x 1024 \n'); 
if ImageType == 1 
    Range = 'B1:ADU600'; 
elseif ImageType == 2 
    Range = 'B1:AMK768'; 
end 

  
MImage = xlsread('Grain Size Data.xlsx', 1, Range); 
% RImage = 256 - MImage; 
% DepFac is a multiplicative factor that determines the depth of a 

minimum 
% where a grain boundary might be. 
% Reach is how many pixels are considered in determining a grain 

boundaries 
% neighboring pixel values 
% SumMin is the number of pixels that have to be about the same value 

so 
% that the grain boundary really is a grain boundary... 
Reach = 2; SumMin = 8; DepFac = 1/1000; % SlopeThresh = 2.5; 
% Reach = 3; SumMin = 25; DepFac = 16/1000; 
% Max Values Table: Reach, Max Value: 1, 8: 2, 24: 3, 48: 4, 80: 5, 99: 
% 6, 120: 7, (2*7-1)^2:   

  
% This loop relies on the minimum and maximum grain sizes being within 

user 
% specified bounds to determine the slope thresholds for determining 
% grain size. 

  
BarLength = input('Enter Length of Scale Bar in microns: '); 
% MaxGrainSize = input('Enter Maximum Grain Size Estimate in Microns: 

')*1000;  
% MinGrainSize = input('Enter Minimum Grain Size Estimate in Microns: 

')*1000;  
GrainSizeMax = 60; GrainSizeMin = 1e-3; 

  
% Note that the image is reversed below. This makes the findpeaks 
% function suitable, since I am looking for minima. 
Image = 256 - MImage; [Row, Cols] = size(Image); 
Rows = Row - 62; % 21 is the number of rows dedicated to the scale bar. 

  
BeginRow = ceil(0.1*Rows); EndRow = ceil(0.9*Rows); 
BeginCol = ceil(0.1*Cols); EndCol = ceil(0.9*Cols); 
% RowOfIntImg = MImage(288,:); % RowOfIntRev = RImage(288,:); 

  
SmallImage = MImage(BeginRow:EndRow, BeginCol:EndCol); 
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PixelsRows = EndCol - BeginCol;  

  
if ImageType == 1 
    ScaleBar = MImage(586,:); 
elseif ImageType == 2     
    ScaleBar = MImage(751,:); 
end 

  
for i = 8:numel(ScaleBar) 
    if ScaleBar(i) >= 15 
        IndexStart = i; 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
for i = numel(ScaleBar):-1:8 
    if ScaleBar(i) >= 15 
        IndexEnd = i; 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
% for j = length(ScaleBar):-1:1 
%     if ScaleBar(j) > 10 && j < 600 
%         BeginValue = j; 
%     end 
% end 

  
BarPixels = IndexEnd - IndexStart; 
% GrainSizeGuess = input('Enter Grain Size Guess in microns: ')*1000; 
[Yo1, Yo2] = size(Image); 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Look at a representative row of the image 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% while GrainSizeMax > MaxGrainSize || GrainSizeMin < MinGrainSize 
MinPromRow = 4;  
MinRowDis = 20; MinColDis = 20;  
MinDiff = 900; TheDiff = 900; 
n = 0; nMax = 5; 

  
while MinPromRow < 128 
    MinPromCol = 4; 
    while MinPromCol < 128 
        if n > nMax 
            MinPromRow = MinPromRowB; MinPromCol = MinPromColB; 
            MinRowDis = MinRowDisB; MinColDis = MinColDisB; 
        end 
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    %% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
    % This loop finds each peak in each row of the image matrix 
    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
    % RowLoc is the location in the row of the minimum 
    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
    GrainsImage = zeros(Rows, Cols); 
    for i = BeginRow:EndRow 
        RowOfInt = Image(i,:); 
        while max(RowOfInt) < 245 || min(RowOfInt) > 55 
            Sub1 = min(RowOfInt) + 1; BRow = RowOfInt - Sub1;  
            CRow = 1.10*BRow; RowOfInt = CRow; 
        end 
        [RowMin, RowLoc] = findpeaks(RowOfInt, 'MinPeakProminence', ... 
            MinPromRow, 'MinPeakDistance', MinRowDis); 
        for j = 1:numel(RowLoc) 
            GrainsImage(i, RowLoc(j)) = 1; 
        end 
    end 
    % spy(GrainsImage) 

         
    %% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
    % This loop finds each peak in each column of the image matrix 
    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
    % ColLoc is the location in the row of the minimum 
    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

         
    for i = BeginCol:EndCol 
        ColOfInt = Image(:,i); 
        while max(ColOfInt) < 245 || min(ColOfInt) > 55 
            Sub1 = min(ColOfInt) + 1; BCol = ColOfInt - Sub1;  
            CCol = 1.10*BCol; ColOfInt = CCol; 
        end 
        [ColMin, ColLoc] = findpeaks(ColOfInt, 'MinPeakProminence', ... 
            MinPromCol, 'MinPeakDistance', MinColDis); 
        for j = 1:numel(ColLoc) 
            GrainsImage(ColLoc(j), i) = 1; 
        end 
    end 
        % spy(GrainsImage) 
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    SmallMat = GrainsImage(BeginRow:EndRow, BeginCol:EndCol); 

         
    [n1, n2] = size(SmallMat); 
    RowCount = zeros(n1, 1); 
    % Determine number of boundaries encountered in each row 
    for i = 1:n1 
        OneFish = SmallMat(i,:); kRow = 0; 
        for j = 2:n2 
            TwoFish = OneFish(j) - OneFish(j-1); 
            if TwoFish == 1 
                kRow = kRow + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        RowCount(i) = kRow; 
    end 

     
    ColCount = zeros(n2, 1); 
    for i = 1:n2 
        RedFish = SmallMat(:,i); kCol = 0; 
        for j = 2:n1 
            BlueFish = RedFish(j) - RedFish(j-1); 
            if BlueFish == 1 
                kCol = kCol + 1; 
            end 
        end 
        ColCount(i) = kCol; 
    end 

         
    RowSize = (n2*BarLength/BarPixels)./RowCount; 
    ColSize = (n1*BarLength/BarPixels)./ColCount; 
    RowsBest = mean(RowSize)*1000; ColsBest = mean(ColSize)*1000; 

     
    GrainSizeMax = max(max(RowSize), max(ColSize))*1000; 
    GrainSizeMin = min(min(RowSize), min(ColSize))*1000; 
    SimpleAverage = (GrainSizeMax + GrainSizeMin)/2; 
    AlgAve = (RowsBest + ColsBest)/2; 

         
    fprintf('Max Grain Size: %i \n', floor(GrainSizeMax)) 
    fprintf('Min Grain Size: %i \n', floor(GrainSizeMin)) 
    fprintf('Simple Average: %i \n', floor(SimpleAverage)) 
    fprintf('Algorithm Average: %i \n', floor(AlgAve)) 

     
    DiffPrev = TheDiff; 
    TheDiff = abs(SimpleAverage - AlgAve); 
    if TheDiff < MinDiff 
        MinDiff = TheDiff; 
        SimpleAverageB = SimpleAverage; AlgAveB = AlgAve; 
        MinPromRowB = MinPromRow; MinPromColB = MinPromCol; 
        MinRowDisB = MinRowDis; MinColDisB = MinColDis; 
        SmallMatB = SmallMat; RowsBestB = RowsBest; ColsBestB = 

ColsBest; 
    end 
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%     hold on 
%     imshow(GrIm) 
%     hold off 
%     Good = input('Is this good? \n0: No \n1: Yes \n'); 
%     if Good == 1 
%         break 
%     elseif Good == 0 
%         close all 
%         fprintf('Previous MinRowProm: %i\n', MinPromRow) 
%         MinPromRow = input('Enter Min Row Prominence: '); 
%         fprintf('Previous MinColProm: %i\n', MinPromCol) 
%         MinPromCol = input('Enter Min Col Prominence: '); 
%         fprintf('Previous Min Row Peak Space: %i\n', MinRowDis) 
%         MinRowDis = input('Enter Min Row Distance: '); 
%         fprintf('Previous Min Col Peak Space: %i\n', MinColDis) 
%         MinColDis = input('Enter Min Col Distance: '); 
%     end 

     
    if TheDiff > DiffPrev && n < nMax + 0.2 
        MinPromRow = MinPromRowB; MinPromCol = MinPromColB; 
        MinRowDis = MinRowDisB; MinColDis = MinColDisB; 
        n = n + 1; 
    end 
    if n < nMax + 0.2 
        MinPromCol = MinPromCol + 32/(2^n); 
    elseif n > nMax + 0.2 
        break 
    end 
    end 
    if n < nMax + 0.2 
        MinPromRow = MinPromRow + 32/(2^n); 
    elseif n > nMax + 0.2 
        break 
    end 
end 
% end 

  
% This produces an image overlay based  
SmallMat1 = 1 - SmallMatB; 
OrIm = mat2gray(SmallImage); GrIm = mat2gray(SmallMat1); 
OverLay = imfuse(OrIm, GrIm); 
figure 
imshow(OverLay) 

  
% MinPromRow = 4; MinPromCol = 2; 
% MinRowDis = 15; MinColDis = 1;  

  
SDRows = 1960*std(RowSize); SDCols = 1960*std(ColSize); 
figure 
spy(SmallMat, 'k', 1) 
fprintf('Here are the data you... seek \n\n') 
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fprintf('Simple Average: %i \n', floor(SimpleAverageB)) 
fprintf('Grain Size Rows: %4.0f nm \n', RowsBestB) 
fprintf('95 percent Confidence Interval Rows: %4.0f \n', SDRows) 
fprintf('Grain Size Columns: %4.0f nm \n', ColsBestB) 
fprintf('95 percent Confidence Interval Cols: %4.0f \n\n', SDCols) 
fprintf('Algorithm Average: %i \n', floor(AlgAveB)) 
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APPENDIX N 

 
 

Miscellaneous Plot Generating Algorithm 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This is the plot-maker for the first round of plots 
clear variables; close all; clc 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Dopant Concentration 
ConcVec = [0 0.5 1.0 2.5]'; HeatRateVec = [2 5 8 11 14 17 20]'; 
DwellTempVec = [1233 1250 1267 1217 1300 1283 1200]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Initial Density Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
DensInit0 = [0.546  0.493   0.519   0.498   0.544   0.509   0.520]'; 
DensInit5 = [0.528  0.556   0.557   0.538   0.544   0.538   0.552]'; 
DensInit10 = [0.556 0.564   0.533   0.547   0.581   0.563   0.549]'; 
DensInit25 = [0.585 0.511   0.529   0.582   0.565   0.585   0.560]'; 

  
DensInitMat = horzcat(DensInit0, DensInit5, DensInit10, DensInit25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Final Density Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
DensFin0 = [0.6912  0.6665  0.6755  0.5811  0.6888  0.6585  0.5857]'; 
DensFin5 = [0.9129  0.9132  0.91    0.8745  0.9381  0.9449  0.8322]'; 
DensFin10 = [0.914  0.9224  0.9488  0.913   0.9368  0.9386  0.9149]'; 
DensFin25 = [0.9218 0.9447  0.9532  0.9017  0.9507  0.9491  0.8763]'; 

  
DensFinMat = horzcat(DensFin0, DensFin5, DensFin10, DensFin25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Maximum Temperature Density Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
DensMaxTemp0 = [0.6773  0.6472  0.6316  0.5671  0.6103  0.5779  

0.5707]'; 
DensMaxTemp5 = [0.8838  0.8725  0.8068  0.7956  0.7597  0.7597  

0.7485]'; 
DensMaxTemp10 = [0.9071 0.9132  0.8967  0.877   0.8633  0.8406  

0.8542]'; 
DensMaxTemp25 = [0.9177 0.937   0.9112  0.8774  0.7699  0.8329  

0.8099]'; 

  
DensMaxTempMat = horzcat(DensMaxTemp0, DensMaxTemp5, DensMaxTemp10,... 
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    DensMaxTemp25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Maximum Temperature Density Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
MaxRate0 = [0.145   0.166   0.551   0.379   0.443   0.556   0.437]'; 
MaxRate5 = [0.251   0.471   0.545   0.782   0.745   0.875   0.990]'; 
MaxRate10 = [0.266  0.606   1.123   1.005   1.229   1.812   2.194]'; 
MaxRate25 = [0.244  0.775   1.143   1.104   0.917   1.471   1.685]'; 

  
MaxRateMat = horzcat(MaxRate0, MaxRate5, MaxRate10, MaxRate25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Onset Temperature Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
Onset0 = [1179  1191    1257    1216    1276    1222    1245]'; 
Onset5 = [1057  1053    1058    1070    1081    1075    1080]'; 
Onset10 = [1067 1062    1089    1064    1067    1091    1088]'; 
Onset25 = [1044 1059    1048    1082    1079    1114    1079]'; 

  
OnsetMat = horzcat(Onset0, Onset5, Onset10, Onset25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Activation Energy Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
ActEn0 = [519 620 580 560 573 543 567]'; 
ActEn5 = [474 489 422 446 417 402 404]'; 
ActEn10 = [549  489 495 426 379 407 431]'; 
ActEn25 = [462  552 469 513 415 534 474]'; 

  
ActEnMat = horzcat(ActEn0, ActEn5, ActEn10, ActEn25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Grain-Growth Activation Energy Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
% ActEn0 = [519 620 580 560 573 543 567]'; 
GGEn5 = [435    517 527 606 591 456 639]'; 
GGEn10 = [782   672 616 577 432 402 447]'; 
GGEn25 = [555   529 709 729 429 594 724]'; 
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GGEnMat = horzcat(GGEn5, GGEn10, GGEn25); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Grain-Growth Exponent Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
% ActEn0 = [519 620 580 560 573 543 567]'; 
GGExp5 = [2.800 2.806   2.683   2.688   2.576   2.638   2.779]'; 
GGExp10 = [2.790    2.762   2.612   2.603   2.575   2.504   2.595]'; 
GGExp25 = [2.826    2.963   2.661   2.724   2.510   2.649   2.708]'; 

  
GGExpMat = horzcat(GGExp5, GGExp10, GGExp25); 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Change in Density plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
DensChange = DensFinMat - DensInitMat; 
MSize = 18; figure;  

  
plot(HeatRateVec, DensChange(:,1), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, DensChange(:,2), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, DensChange(:,3), 'kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3]); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, DensChange(:,4), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0]); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', HeatRateVec); 
TheLegend = legend('0.0', '0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'off') 
box off; xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
ylabel('Change in Relative Density'); axis([0 22 0 0.5]) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Constant Temperature Change in Density plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
ConsTempChange = DensFinMat - DensMaxTempMat; 
figure;  
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plot(DwellTempVec, ConsTempChange(:,1), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(DwellTempVec, ConsTempChange(:,2), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(DwellTempVec, ConsTempChange(:,3), 'kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3]); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(DwellTempVec, ConsTempChange(:,4), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0]); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', [1200 1217 1233 1250 1267 1283 

1300]); 
TheLegend = legend('0.0', '0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; xlabel('Dwell Temparature (°C)');  
ylabel('Change in Relative Density') 
axis([1190 1310 0 0.2]) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Onset Temperature plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure;  

  
plot(HeatRateVec, OnsetMat(:,1), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, OnsetMat(:,2), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, OnsetMat(:,3), 'kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3]); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, OnsetMat(:,4), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0]); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', HeatRateVec); 
TheLegend = legend('0.0', '0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
ylabel('Densification Onset Temp (°C) ') 
axis([0 22 1000 1300]) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Max Heating Rate plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
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figure;  

  
plot(HeatRateVec, MaxRateMat(:,1), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, MaxRateMat(:,2), 'ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, MaxRateMat(:,3), 'kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3]); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, MaxRateMat(:,4), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0]); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', HeatRateVec); 
TheLegend = legend('0.0', '0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
ylabel('Max Sintering Rate (%\timesmin^-^1) ') 
axis([0 22 0 2.5]) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Activation Energy Plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure;  
EnMean0 = mean(ActEn0); EnMean5 = mean(ActEn5); EnMean10 = 

mean(ActEn10);  
EnMean25 = mean(ActEn25);  
plot(HeatRateVec, ActEnMat(:,1), '-ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, ActEnMat(:,2), '--ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, ActEnMat(:,3), '-kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3], 'LineWidth', 3); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, ActEnMat(:,4), '--ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0], 'LineWidth', 4); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15, 'XTick', HeatRateVec, 'YTick',... 
    [round(EnMean5) round(EnMean10) round(EnMean25) EnMean0]); 
TheLegend = legend('0.0', '0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol) ') 
axis([0 22 350 850]); grid on 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
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% Grain-Growth Activation Energy Plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure;  
GGMean5 = mean(GGEn5); GGMean10 = mean(GGEn10); GGMean25 = 

mean(GGEn25);  
% plot(HeatRateVec, GGEnMat(:,1), '-ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
%     'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGEnMat(:,1), '--ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGEnMat(:,2), '-kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3], 'LineWidth', 3); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGEnMat(:,3), '--ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0], 'LineWidth', 4); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15, 'XTick', HeatRateVec, 'YTick',... 
    [round(GGMean5) round(GGMean10) round(GGMean25)]); 
TheLegend = legend('0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; % xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
% ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol) ') 
axis([0 22 350 850]); grid on 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Grain-Growth Activation Energy Plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure;  
ExpMean5 = mean(GGExp5); ExpMean10 = mean(GGExp10);  
ExpMean25 = mean(GGExp25);  
% plot(HeatRateVec, GGEnMat(:,1), '-ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
%     'MarkerFaceColor', [1 1 1]);  
hold on; 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGExpMat(:,1), '--ks', 'MarkerSize', MSize+4,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [2/3 2/3 2/3]); % [0.75 0.75 0.75] 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGExpMat(:,2), '-kd', 'MarkerSize', MSize+2,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [1/3 1/3 1/3], 'LineWidth', 3); % [0.5 0.5 0.5] 
plot(HeatRateVec, GGExpMat(:,3), '--ko', 'MarkerSize', MSize,... 
    'MarkerFaceColor', [0 0 0], 'LineWidth', 4); % [0.25 0.25 0.25] 
hold off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15, 'XTick', HeatRateVec, 'YTick',... 
    [2.5, 2.69, 2.83, 2.97]); 
TheLegend = legend('0.5', '1.0', '2.5'); 
set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'North', 'Orientation', 'Horizontal',... 
    'box', 'on') 
box off; % xlabel('Heating Rate (°C/min)');  
ylabel('Grain-Growth Exponent') 
axis([0 22 2.4 3]); grid on 
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APPENDIX P 

 
 

Activation Energy of Grain Growth 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This script evaluates the equations based on the hypothesis that the 
% unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 
% f(D) = 1/Change in Density 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section acquires the necessary data for the calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
clear variables; close all; clc; 

  
HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    Range = 'A3:D400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    Range = 'F3:I400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    Range = 'K3:N400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    Range = 'P3:S400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    Range = 'U3:X400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    Range = 'Z3:AC400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    Range = 'AE3:AH400'; 
end 
DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Density = Data(:,2); DelRhoII = Data(:,1); DelRho = DelRhoII; 
Rate = Data(:,4); TempData = Data(:,3);  
Temp = (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
InvDelRho = 1./DelRho; 

  
R = 8.314; % Ideal Gas Constant kJ/mol 
InvEnergy = 1./(R*Temp); % Inverse of thermal energy 1/(J*mol) 
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figure; plot(DelRho, Rate, 'ko'); hold on;  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Part One: Densification Activation Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% FuncHunt = (Density).*(1 - Density); 
% ResultOneHunt = -log(Temp.*Rate./(FuncHunt)); 
ResultOneKim = -log(Temp.*Rate.*(DelRho)); 

  
figure 
% figure; plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneHunt, 'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r');  
plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneKim, 'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15); title('f(\rho) Comparison') 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('LHS of Equation 9') 
% LegendTwo = legend('Hunt', 'Kim'); set(LegendTwo, 'Location', 'Best') 

  
k = 0; [~, Mindex] = min(ResultOneKim);  
IndexOfInt = Mindex - ceil(0.05*length(InvEnergy)); 
for i = 1:length(Temp) 
    if i < IndexOfInt 
        k = k + 1; 
        InvEnergyOne(k) = InvEnergy(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
%         EquationOneHunt(k) = ResultOneHunt(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
        EquationOneKim(k) = ResultOneKim(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
    end 
end 

  
% FitOneHunt = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneHunt, 1); 

  
[FitOneKim, SKim] = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneKim, 1); 
CIKim = polyparci(FitOneKim, SKim, 0.95); 
% LineOneHunt = polyval(FitOneHunt, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneKim = polyval(FitOneKim, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneLo = CIKim(1,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(1,2); 
LineOneHi = CIKim(2,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(2,2); 

  
figure; % plot(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneHunt, 'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 

'r'); 
plot(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneKim, 'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
% LegendOne = legend('Hunt', 'Kim'); set(LegendOne, 'Location', 'Best') 
hold on; 
% plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneHunt, 'k', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneKim, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneLo, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
plot(InvEnergyOne, LineOneHi, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2.5) 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 15) 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('-ln(\rhoTd\rho/dt'); hold off; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Okay... Hit the jackpot... I hit it :-) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
for jjj = 1:2 
jjj = 1; 
if jjj == 1 
    GrainSize = 300^2.6; 
elseif jjj == 2 
    GrainSize = dn; 
end 
OneFish = log(Temp.*DelRho.*Rate.*GrainSize); 
DiffFish = zeros(numel(OneFish), 1); 
for i = 2:numel(DiffFish) 
    DiffFish(i) = -(OneFish(i-1) - OneFish(i))/... 
        (InvEnergy(i-1) - InvEnergy(i)); 
end 
DiffFish(1) = DiffFish(2); 

  
figure; plot(InvEnergy, OneFish, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 3) 
xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('ln(T\Delta\rho\timesd\rho/dt\timesd^n)') 
LimitYo = ceil(numel(InvEnergy)/2); 
[EnergyB2, SB2Yo] = polyfit(InvEnergy(1:LimitYo), OneFish(1:LimitYo), 

1); 
CIB2Yo = polyparci(EnergyB2, SB2Yo, 0.95); 

  
% EnergyB = zeros(numel(InvEnergy), 1); 
% for i = 2:LimitYo 
%     EnergyB(i) = -(OneFish(i) - OneFish(i-1))/... 
%         (InvEnergy(i) - InvEnergy(i-1)); 
% end 
% EnergyB(1) = EnergyB(2); 

  
EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
Ao = exp(EnergyB2(2));     
% EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); % -

R*Temp.*log(GrainSize*Temp.*DelRho.*Rate/Ao); 
fOfRho = Temp/Ao.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(EnergyB./(R*Temp)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section is to determine the activation energy according to Kim's 
% results and compare that Kim's fOfRho to the fOfRho that I have right 

now 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
KimDens = [0.55 0.575 0.6 0.625 0.65 0.675 0.7 0.725 0.75]'; 
KimEnergy = 1000*[825 735 702 697 688 682 687 687 625]'; 
CheckIt = polyfit(KimDens, KimEnergy, 3); 
HowFit = polyval(CheckIt, Density); 

  
nYo = 5; 
A2 = 

max(Temp.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)))/(max(1./DelRho.^nYo))

; 
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% fOfRhoII = Temp/A2.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)); 
% A3 = max(fOfRhoII)/max(Rate); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Plot of unknown function determined with constant activation energy 

and 
% the unknown function of density given as 1/DeltaRho 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
figure; plot(DelRho, fOfRho, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8) 
hold on; plot(DelRho, 1./DelRho, 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) 
Leg5 = legend('d\rho/dt*T*d^n*e^Q^/^R^T/A', '1/\Delta\rho'); 
set(Leg5, 'Location', 'NorthEast', 'box', 'off') 
XLo = round(100*DelRho(1))/100; XHi = round(100*DelRho(end))/100; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', [XLo XHi], 'YTick',... 
    [0 ceil(1/DelRho(1))]);  
box off; grid on; 
axis([0 1.1*XHi -1.6 1.1*(1/DelRho(1))]) 
% axis([0.1 0.26 0 12]) 
% xlabel('Change in Density (\Delta\rho)');  
% ylabel('1/\Delta\rho') 

  
Res = 1./DelRho - fOfRho; ZLine = zeros(numel(Res), 1); 
figure; plot(DelRho, Res, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8) 
hold on; plot(DelRho, ZLine, 'k', 'LineWidth', 2) 
Leg5 = legend('Residual', 'Zero'); 
set(Leg5, 'Location', 'NorthEast', 'box', 'off') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18, 'XTick', [max(DelRho)], 'YTick',... 
    [round(min(Res)) round(max(Res))]);  
box off; grid on; 
axis([0 0.22 floor(min(Res)) ceil(max(Res))]) 

  
AmIRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRho, 1./DelRho); 
AmIRight = AmIRight1(2,1)^2; 
fprintf('R-Squared Value %5.4f \n', AmIRight) 
%% 
% IsThisRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRhoII, 1./DelRho.^nYo); 
% IsThisRight = IsThisRight1(2,1)^2; 

  
EnBLo = CIB2Yo(1)/-1000; EnBHi = CIB2Yo(2)/-1000; 
fprintf('OneFish Energy: %6.3f \n', EnergyB(1)) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy Low: %6.3f \n', EnBHi) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy High: %6.3f \n', EnBLo) 
% fprintf('Activation Energy Estimated According to ResultOneKim: %6.3f 

\n',... 
%     EnergyOneKim(1)) 
% fprintf('ResultOneKim Low: %6.3f \n', EnergyLow) 
% fprintf('ResultOneKim High: %6.3f \n', EnergyHi) 

  
% fprintf('QBest = %5.2f kJ/mol \n', ceil(QBest)/1000) 
% fprintf('ActEnBest = %5.2f kJ/mol \n', ceil(ActEnBest)/1000) 
% fprintf('Difference Best = %4.1f \n', DiffBest) 
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% fprintf('nBest = %5.3f \n', nBest) 
% % fprintf('Best Grain Size = %ixnm \n', ceil(GrainSizeBest)) 
fprintf('R-Squared 1/DeltaRho: %6.5f \n', AmIRight) 
% fprintf('R-Squared drho/dt: %6.5f \n', IsThisRight) 
fprintf('Ao for fOfRho: %s \n', Ao) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Determine Activation Energy directly from Wang and Raj Equation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
QDirect = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate./GrainSize); 
% QDirectII = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate/GrainSize); 
%     Good = input('Is this good? \n1: Yes \n0: No \n'); 
%     if Good == 0 
%         kFace = numel(InvEnergyOne); kYo = 0.9*kFace; 
%         InvEnergyOne = InvEnergyOne(1:kYo);  
%         EquationOneKim = EquationOneKim(1:kYo); 
%     end     
% end 
figure;  
plot(DelRho, QDirect) 
%% 
if jjj == 1 
    GSizeFin = input('Enter Final Measured Grain Size in nm: \n'); 
end 
dn = Ao./Temp./Rate./DelRho.*exp(-EnergyB./(R*Temp)); DiffBest = 10000; 
for n = 2:0.001:4 
    DiffYo = (abs(dn(end) - GSizeFin^n))^(1/n); 
    if DiffYo < DiffBest 
        DiffBest = DiffYo; nBest = n; 
    end 
end 

  
figure; 
plot(Density, dn.^(1/nBest)) 
end 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine the value of Ko 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 1. Subtract do^n from dn 
do = 300; % Initial grain size in nm 
% Take a derivative 
Diffdn = zeros(numel(dn), 1); delt = (Temp(10) - Temp(9))/HeatRate;  
AveTerm = 8; 
for i = (1+AveTerm):(numel(dn)-AveTerm) 
    Diffdn(i) = (dn(i+AveTerm) - dn(i-AveTerm))/delt; 
end 
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Signal = zeros(numel(Diffdn), 1); 
for k = 1:numel(Diffdn) 
    if Diffdn(k) ~= 0 
        Signal(k) = real(log(Diffdn(k))); % SignalMax = max(Signal);  
    end 
end 
% SignalII = 1.1*SignalMax - Signal; 
% [PeakSet, LocSet] = findpeaks(SignalII, 'MinPeakProminence', 1); 
SignalMin = 100; 
for i = 1:numel(Temp) 
    if Temp(i) > 1423 && Temp(i) < 1550 
        if Signal(i) < SignalMin 
            SignalMin = Signal(i); Mindex = i; 
        end 
    end 
end 
InvThermEn = 1./(R*Temp); 
[FitOne, SFit] = polyfit(InvThermEn(Mindex:end-AveTerm),... 
    Signal(Mindex:end-AveTerm), 1); 
ErrorGG = polyparci(FitOne, SFit); 
EnergyGG = -FitOne(1); EnergyError = abs(-ErrorGG(1,1) - EnergyGG); 
KoBest = exp(FitOne(2))/nBest;  
KoError = abs(KoBest - exp(ErrorGG(1,2))/nBest); 
EnergyHi = -ErrorGG(1,1); EnergyLo = max([310000, -ErrorGG(2,1)]); 

  
DensityCheck = Density(Mindex); 
% ActEnGG = Signal(end-AveTerm)-Signal(Mindex)/... 
%     (InvThermEn(end-AveTerm)-InvThermEn(Mindex)); 
% KoYoYo = (-Diffdn(end) + ActEnGG/(R*Temp(end))); 
%% 
R = 8.314; MagBest = 1e10; GSizeCalc = 12; R2Best = 0.5; % Ko = 1e22;  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Grain growth doesn't occur until a certain density is exceeded.  
% ActEnBest = 9e5; 
for LimYo = 0.45:0.05:0.75 % :0.02:0.53  
% LimYo = 0.5; 
    if HeatRate < 14 % && HeatRate ~= 5 
        GrowthVec = (DelRho.^2); % Density > LimYo; DelRho > LimYo; 
    elseif HeatRate >= 14 % || HeatRate == 5 
        GrowthVecII = Density > LimYo; 
        GrowthVec = zeros(numel(Density), 1); 
        for i = 1:numel(GrowthVecII) 
            if GrowthVecII(i) > 0 
                GrowthVec(i) = Density(i); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Ko = exp(ErrorGG(1,2))/nBest; SNL = ceil(0.7*numel(dn));  
GSizeCalc(end) = 1; KoMax = exp(ErrorGG(2,2))/nBest; 
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while Ko < 1.2*KoMax 
    Ko = 1.05*Ko; 
    for ActEn = 1.25*EnergyHi:-1000:EnergyLo 
        dG = GrowthVec.*exp(-ActEn./(R*Temp))*delt; 
        GSizeCalc = n*Ko*cumsum(dG) + 300^nBest; 

         
        ChangeVec = (dn) - (GSizeCalc); 
%         [log(dn(end)) - log(GSizeCalc(end)),... 
%              log(dn(SNL)) - log(GSizeCalc(SNL))]; 
%         ChangeVec = (log(dn) - log(GSizeCalc)); 
%         CInCVec = ChangeVec;  
%         for i = 2:numel(ChangeVec) 
%              CInCVec = (ChangeVec(i)) - (ChangeVec(i - 1)); 
%         end 

         
        MagCInCVec = sqrt((ChangeVec'*ChangeVec)); 

  
       if MagCInCVec < MagBest % ActEn < ActEnBest && MagCInCVec < 

MagBest 
%             R2Best = R2; ActEnBest = ActEn; KoBest = Ko; 
%             GCalcBest = GSizeCalc; 
            MagBest = MagCInCVec; ActEnBest = ActEn; KoBest = Ko; 
            GCalcBest = GSizeCalc; BestLimit = LimYo; 
        end 
    end 
end 
end 
%% 
% Ko = 1e-15*KoBest; ActEn = ActEnBest; R2Best = 0.5; GSizeCalc = 12; 
% while max(GSizeCalc) < GSizeFin^nBest 
%     dG = GrowthVec.*exp(-ActEn./(R*Temp))*delt; 
%     GSizeCalc = n*Ko*cumsum(dG) + 300^nBest; 
%     RSquaredOne = corrcoef(dn, GSizeCalc); 
%     RSquared = RSquaredOne(2,1)^2; 
%     if RSquared > R2Best 
%         R2Best = RSquared; KoBest = Ko; 
%         fprintf('R2Best: %4.3f \n', R2Best) 
%     end 
%     Ko = 1.005*Ko; 
% end 
% GCalcBest = GSizeCalc; 
%% 
% ActEnBest = ActEnGG; 
% EnFac = 1; KoFac = 1; GrowthVec = ones(numel(dn), 1); 
% dGBest = GrowthVec.*exp(-ActEnBest./(EnFac*R*Temp))*delt; 
% GCalcBest = KoFac*nBest*KoYoYo*cumsum(dGBest) + 300^nBest; 
fprintf('ActEnBest: %i \n', round(ActEnBest/1000)) 
fprintf('nBest %4.3f \n', nBest) 
fprintf('KoBest %s \n', KoBest) 
fprintf('Best Limit %3.1f \n', BestLimit*100) 

  
% Scaler = GCalcBest(end)/dn(end); 
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plot(Density(1:5:end), (dn(1:5:end)).^(1/nBest), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 

15);  
hold on;  
plot(Density, (GCalcBest).^(1/nBest), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 3);  
Leg1 = legend('Wang and Raj', 'Mazaheri');  
set(Leg1, 'Location', 'NorthWest') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18); box off; 
xlabel('Relative Density'); ylabel('Grain Size (nm)') 
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APPENDIX Q 

 
 

Numerical Integration of Wang and Raj Equation 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This script evaluates the equations based on the hypothesis that the 
% unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 
% f(D) = 1/Change in Density 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Here is a list of relevant outputs... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% [InvEnergy, DelRho, fOfRho, InvDelRho, QDirect] 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% !!!CLAY!!! Note: This algorithm is not complete. The finding of the 
% activation energy values can be optimized with the R-squared plot 

method, 
% and data indicate that the constant A might be changing with 
% densification. That would make sense from a sintering driving force 
% perspective since the energy available for sintering is limited and 
% decreases with densification! That might also explain the observed 

change 
% in activation energy! 

  
clear variables; close all; clc 
HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    Range = 'A3:D400'; % Ao = 3.84E+22;  
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    Range = 'F3:I400'; % Ao = 1.18E+26; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    Range = 'K3:N400'; % Ao = 6.31E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    Range = 'P3:S400'; % Ao = 1.08E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    Range = 'U3:X400'; % Ao = 3.80E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    Range = 'Z3:AC400'; % Ao = 4.54E+23; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    Range = 'AE3:AH400'; % Ao = 2.41E+24; 
end 
DopeConc = 0; % input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Sort the data 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Density = Data(:,2); DelRho = Data(:,1); 
Rate = Data(:,4); TempData = Data(:,3);  
Temp = (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
InvDelRho = 1./DelRho; 

  
R = 8.314; % Ideal Gas Constant kJ/mol 
InvEnergy = 1./(R*Temp); % Inverse of thermal energy 1/(J*mol) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Okay... Hit the jackpot... I hit it :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
GrainSize = 300^2.6; 

  
OneFish = log(Temp.*DelRho.*Rate.*GrainSize); 
DiffFish = zeros(numel(OneFish), 1); 
for i = 2:numel(DiffFish) 
    DiffFish(i) = -(OneFish(i-1) - OneFish(i))/... 
        (InvEnergy(i-1) - InvEnergy(i)); 
end 
DiffFish(1) = DiffFish(2); 

  
LimitYo = ceil(numel(InvEnergy)/2); 
[EnergyB2, SB2Yo] = polyfit(InvEnergy(1:LimitYo), OneFish(1:LimitYo), 

1); 
% CIB2Yo = polyparci(EnergyB2, SB2Yo, 0.95); 

  
EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
Ao = exp(EnergyB2(2)); 

  
fOfRho = Temp/Ao.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(EnergyB./(R*Temp)); 

  
AmIRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRho, 1./DelRho); 
AmIRight = AmIRight1(2,1)^2; 

  
fprintf('R-Squared: %6.5f \n', AmIRight) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine Activation Energy directly from Wang and Raj Equation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
QCRoH = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate/GrainSize); 
% DataOut = [DelRho, QDirect]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Okay... Hit the jackpot... I hit it :-) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
GrainSize = 300^2.6; 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Consider Constant-Temp and f(p) =  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    RangeCT = 'A3:D2000'; 
%     Ao = 6.370490261543551e+25;  
% QYo = 519e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    RangeCT = 'F3:I2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.957492132108924e+29;  
% QYo = 619e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    RangeCT = 'K3:N2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.047530755956785e+28;  
% QYo = 580e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    RangeCT = 'P3:S2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.799005292967102e+27;  
% QYo = 559e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    RangeCT = 'U3:X2000'; 
%     Ao = 6.310902247172747e+27;  
% QYo = 573e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    RangeCT = 'Z3:AC2000'; 
%     Ao = 7.546602224731918e+26;  
% QYo = 567e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    RangeCT = 'AE3:AH2000'; 
%     Ao = 4.009017859398198e+27;  
% QYo = 566e3; 
end 

  
QYo = mean(QCRoH); 
clear Data; 
% DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('Stage Two Rates I.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
end 
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%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
TimeCT = Data(:,2); TimeYo = TimeCT - TimeCT(1); 
DelRhoCT = Data(:,1); RateCT = Data(:,4);  
TempDataCT = Data(:,3); TempStart = ceil(numel(TempDataCT)/3); 
TempCT = mean(TempDataCT(TempStart:end)); 
% (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
GSize = 300; n = 2.6; R = 8.314;  

  
fOfRhoCT = 1*TempCT/Ao.*RateCT.*GSize^2.6.*exp(QYo./(R*TempCT)); 

  
CTLinFit = polyfit(DelRhoCT, fOfRhoCT, 1); 
DelRhoLinFit = polyval(CTLinFit, DelRhoCT); 
LinFitR = corrcoef(DelRhoLinFit, fOfRhoCT); 
LinFitR2 = LinFitR(2,1)^2; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DensityCT = Density(end) - DelRhoCT(1) + DelRhoCT; 
Good = 0; 
[~, MinDens] = min(DensityCT); 

  
TForTime = DelRhoCT; 

  
BestDiff = 999; 
for i = -2:0.01:4608 % (1 - (2e-8)):1e-9:(1 - (1e-8))/DelRhoCT(1) 
    FunClay = i*DensityCT.*(1-DensityCT); 
    SlopeClay = (FunClay(end) - FunClay(1))/(DelRhoCT(end) - 

DelRhoCT(1)); 
    if abs(SlopeClay - CTLinFit(1)) < BestDiff 
        BestDiff = abs(SlopeClay - CTLinFit(1)); 
        Besti = i;  
    end 
end 
Fraction = i;  
FuncII = Besti*DensityCT.*(1-DensityCT); 
DiffYo = mean(FuncII - fOfRhoCT); 
Funcky = FuncII - DiffYo; 

     
figure; 
plot(DelRhoCT, RateCT./Funcky, 'ko') 
title('Is This Constant?') 

  
% Funcky = 1./TheFit; 

  
AmIRight21 = corrcoef(fOfRhoCT, Funcky); 
AmIRightCT = AmIRight21(2,1)^2; 
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figure; plot(DelRhoCT, fOfRhoCT, 'ko'); 
hold on; plot(DelRhoCT, Funcky, 'r', 'LineWidth', 3) 

  
% fprintf('Fraction Value = %4.3f \n', Fraction) 
fprintf('Shift Value = %9.4f \n', Besti) 
fprintf('Intercept = %5.3f \n', DiffYo) 
fprintf('R-Squared for CT Fit: %5.4f \n', AmIRightCT) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine Activation Energy assuming DeltaRho*(1-DeltaRho) is 

right... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Q = R*TempCT*log(Ao./TempCT.*Funcky.*1./RateCT*1/GSize^n); 
% figure; plot(Q/1000) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
figure; % ax1 = subplot(2,3,1); 
StepSize = ceil(numel(Q)/12); 
plot(100*DelRho, QCRoH/1000, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(100*DelRhoCT(1:StepSize:end), Q(1:StepSize:end)/1000,... 
    'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
% plot(100*DelRhoCT(1:StepSize:end), QLine(1:StepSize:end)/1000,... 
%     'ko', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
Legend2 = legend('Constant Heat Rate', 'Constant Temperature'); 
set(Legend2, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
x1 = round(1000*min(DelRho))/10; x2 = round(1000*max(DelRho))/10; 
x3 = round(1000*(max(DelRhoCT)))/10;  
% x4 = round(1000*max(DelRhoCT))/10; 
y1 = round(min(QCRoH/1000)); y2 = round(max(QCRoH/1000)); 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [x1 x2 x3], 'YTick',... 
    [y1 round(mean(Q)/1000) y2]);  
hold off; 
if HeatRate == 2 
    xlabel('\Delta\rho (%)'); ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol)') 
end 
axis([90*min(DelRho) 105*max(DelRhoCT) 0.995*min(QCRoH)/1000 

1.005*(max(QCRoH))/1000]);  
% ax1 = get(gca); ax1.XTick = [];ax1.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine the fits using the numerical integral :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Have QCRoH; Q 
QCHR = mean(QCRoH); QCT = mean(Q); TempCHR = Temp; DensCHR = Density; 
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nCHR = numel(DensCHR); 
DensityYo = vertcat(DensCHR, DensityCT);  
TempYo = vertcat(TempCHR, TempDataCT); 
[MaxTemp, MaxIndex] = max(TempYo); 

  
TimeCHR = TempCHR/HeatRate - 1/2*TempCHR(1)/HeatRate; 
time1 = TimeCHR(end); time2 = TimeCHR(end) + 150; 
TimeCT = (linspace(time1, time2, numel(TempDataCT)))'; 
TimeYoDigIt = vertcat(TimeCHR, TimeCT); 
TimeMinYo = TimeYoDigIt; 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% There are two regions to fit... Adjusting the fit of one region does 

not 
% seem to alter the fit of another region...  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
a0 = 1.5; Res2Best = 999; SlopeBest = 999;  

  
for QFac = 0.80:0.00001:1.005 
    %         for a0 = 0.1:0.01:1 
    QDigIt = QFac*QCHR; % 1.00751*QCHR; 

     
    drhodtCHR1 = 1./TempCHR(1:end).*exp(-

QDigIt./(R*TempCHR(1:end)))./... 
        (307^2.6)./(DelRho); 

     
%     RhoIntCHR1 = cumtrapz(TimeCHR(1:end), drhodtCHR1); 
    AYo = 0.95*mean(Rate(5:end)./drhodtCHR1(5:end)); 

     
    drhodtCHR = AYo./TempCHR.*exp(-QDigIt./(R*TempCHR))./... 
        (307^2.6)./(DelRho); 
    drhodtCT = AYo./TempCT.*exp(-QDigIt./(R*TempCT))./(307^2.6).*... 
        3*(DensityCT.*(1 - DensityCT) + a0); 
%     RhoIntCHR = cumtrapz(TimeCHR, drhodtCHR); 

         
    drhodt = vertcat(drhodtCHR, drhodtCT); 
    RhoInt = cumtrapz(TimeMinYo, drhodt) + Density(1); 

     
%             R2CRH = corrcoef(RhoInt, DensityYo); 
%             Res2CRH = R2CRH(2,1)^2; 

     
    ResCRH = RhoInt(1:20:end) - DensityYo(1:20:end); 
    Res2CRH = ResCRH'*ResCRH; 
    if Res2CRH < Res2Best % Res2Best 
        Res2Best = (Res2CRH); AoBest = AYo; QBest = QDigIt; QFacBest = 

QFac; 
    end 
    %         clear SlopeCTData; clear SlopeCTCalc; 
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    %         SlopeCTData = DensityYo(end) - DensityYo(MaxIndex); 
    %         SlopeCTCalc = RhoInt(end) - RhoInt(MaxIndex); 
    %         SlopeDiff = abs(SlopeCTData - SlopeCTCalc); 
    %         if SlopeDiff < SlopeBest 
    %             SlopeBest = SlopeDiff; aBest = a0; 
    %         end 
    %         if SlopeCTCalc < 0.99*SlopeCTData 
    %             a0 = 1.01*a0; 
    %         elseif SlopeCTCalc > 1.01*SlopeCTData 
    %             a0 = 0.99*a0; 
    %         end 
    %         end 
end 

  
% a0 = 2.7; 
for i = 1:numel(DensityYo) 
    if i < MaxIndex 
        drhodt(i) = AoBest/TempYo(i)*exp(-QBest/(R*TempYo(i)))/... 
            (307^2.6)*1/(DelRho(i)); 
    elseif i >= MaxIndex 
        drhodt(i) = AoBest/TempYo(i)*exp(-QBest/(R*TempYo(i)))/... 
            (307^2.6).*3*(DensityYo(i)*(1 - DensityYo(i)) + a0); 
    end 
end 

  
RhoInt = cumtrapz(TimeMinYo, drhodt) + Density(1); 
figure;  
plot(TimeMinYo(1:10:end), 100*DensityYo(1:10:end), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 

15);  
hold on; plot(TimeMinYo, 100*RhoInt, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);  
hold off; grid on; box off; 

  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick',... 
    [round(TimeMinYo(MaxIndex)) round(TimeMinYo(end))], 'YTick',... 
    [round(100*DensityYo(1)) round(100*DensityYo(end))]) 
axis([round(0.9*TimeMinYo(1)) round(TimeMinYo(end)) 

round(100*DensityYo(1))-1 round(100*DensityYo(end))+1]) 
if HeatRate == 2 
    xlabel('Time (Min)'); ylabel('Relative Density (%)') 
end 

  
ActEnYo = QBest/1000; 
DoesThisWork = corrcoef(DensityYo, RhoInt); 
RSquaredFit = DoesThisWork(2,1)^2; 
fprintf('R-Squared of Theo Fit of Data: %5.4f \n', RSquaredFit) 
fprintf('Best Residual Squared: %5.4f \n', Res2Best) 
fprintf('Activation Energy: %5.2f \n', ActEnYo) 
fprintf('Constant Ao: %s \n', AoBest) 
fprintf('Constant b: %s \n', a0) 
fprintf('QFacBest: %s \n', QFacBest) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
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% This section collects a big set of density and time data :-) 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 

  
if DopeConc ~= 0 
    DopeType = input('Enter 1 for NiO, and 2 for Co3O4: '); 
end 

  
if DopeConc == 0 
    filename = '8YSZ 0.0% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
    file = '8YSZ Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5     
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 0.5% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 0.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '8YSZ 0.5% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 0.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 1 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 1.0% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 1.0% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '8YSZ 1.0% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 1.0% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    if DopeType == 1 
        filename = '8YSZ 2.5% NiO Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 2.5% NiO Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    elseif DopeType == 2 
        filename = '8YSZ 2.5% Co3O4 Stage I.xlsx'; 
        file = '8YSZ 2.5% Co3O4 Sint Profiles.xlsx'; 
    end 
end 

  
sheet = 1; 
if HeatRate == 2 
    range = 'A3:E10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'I3:I10100'; 
    ExSheet = 1; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    range = 'K3:O10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'S3:S10100'; 
    ExSheet = 2; 
elseif HeatRate == 8 
    range = 'U3:Y10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AC3:AC10100'; 
    ExSheet = 3; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    range = 'AE3:AI10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AM3:AM10100'; 
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    ExSheet = 4; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    range = 'AO3:AS10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'AW3:AW10100'; 
    ExSheet = 5; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    range = 'AY3:BC10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'BG3:BG10100'; 
    ExSheet = 6; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    range = 'BI3:BM10100'; 
    ChangeRange = 'BQ3:BQ10100'; 
    ExSheet = 7; 
end 
DataSetI = xlsread(filename, sheet, range); 
NumRhoDer = xlsread(filename, sheet, ChangeRange); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Arrange Data for MATLAB manipulation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
TimeI = DataSetI(:, 1)/60; 
TempI = DataSetI(:, 2); 
DensityI = DataSetI(:, 3); 
% ErrorDensityI = DataSetI(:, 4); 
ChangeI = DataSetI(:, 5);  

  
Offset = max(ChangeI); 
fprintf('Offset = %5.4f \n', Offset) 
plot(ChangeI, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 8, 'MarkerFaceColor', [0 1 1]) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
ChangeOnset = 0.5/100; [TempMax, TempIndex] = max(TempI);  
MaxTime = TimeI(TempIndex); StageI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); 
StageII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1); k = 0; kk = 0; 
TempSI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); TimeSI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); 
DensitySI = zeros(TempIndex, 1); OnsetTemp = 50; 
TempSII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1);  
TimeSII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1); 
DensitySII = zeros(length(ChangeI)-TempIndex, 1);  
OnsetIndex = 0; 

  
for i = 1:length(ChangeI) 
    if abs(ChangeI(i) - Offset) > ChangeOnset && (ChangeI(i)) < 0 &&... 
            OnsetIndex == 0 && TempI(i) > 1073 
        OnsetTemp = TempI(i); 
        OnsetTime = TimeI(i); 
        OnsetIndex = i; 
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        fprintf('Onset Temp of Densification: %6.2f°C \n', OnsetTemp-

273) 
    end 
    if TimeI(i) <= MaxTime 
        k = k + 1; 
        StageI(k) = ChangeI(i); 
        TimeSI(k) = TimeI(i); 
        TempSI(k) = TempI(i); 
        DensitySI(k) = DensityI(i); 
    else 
        kk = kk + 1; 
        StageII(kk) = ChangeI(i); 
        TimeSII(kk) = TimeI(i); 
        TempSII(kk) = TempI(i); 
        DensitySII(kk) = DensityI(i); 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% The function should be able to take the place of this 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
[~, MaxIndexC]= min(StageI); 

  
kay = 0;  

  
DFitI = zeros(32, 1); TempFitI = zeros(32, 1); TimeFitI = zeros(32, 1); 
Strain = zeros(32,1); 
for i = 1:length(StageI) 
    if  i >= (OnsetIndex) && i < MaxIndexC % i > 1 && i < 

length(DensitySI) 
        kay = kay + 1; 
        DFitI(kay) = DensityI(i); 
        TimeFitI(kay) = TimeI(i); 
        TempFitI(kay) = TempI(i); 
        Strain(kay) = StageI(i); 
    end 
end 

  
is = 1; 
% DFitI = DFitI'; TimeFitI = TimeFitI'; TempFitI = TempFitI'; 
DFitI = DFitI(1:is:length(DFitI)); 
TimeFitI = TimeFitI(1:is:length(TimeFitI)); 
TempFitI = TempFitI(1:is:length(TempFitI)); 
% Deform = Strain(1:is:length(Strain)); 
DelFit = DensityI - (DensityI(1)); 
fprintf('Number of curves = %i \n', length(DFitI)) 

  
DensIntyR = DensityI(OnsetIndex:MaxIndexC);  
DensIntyT = DensityI(MaxIndexC:end);  
TempIntyR = (linspace(TempI(OnsetIndex), TempI(MaxIndexC),... 
    MaxIndexC-OnsetIndex+1))'; % TempI(OnsetIndex:MaxIndexC); 
TempIntyT = TempI(MaxIndexC:end); 
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DelfIntyR = 1.0*DelFit(OnsetIndex:MaxIndexC); 
DelfIntyT = 1.0*DelFit(MaxIndexC:end); 
TimeIntyR = TimeI(OnsetIndex:MaxIndexC) - TimeI(OnsetIndex); 
TimeIntyT = TimeI(MaxIndexC:end) - TimeI(OnsetIndex); 
TimeInty = vertcat(TimeIntyR, TimeIntyT); 
TempInty = vertcat(TempIntyR, TempIntyT); 
DensInty = vertcat(DensIntyR, DensIntyT); 
DelfInty = vertcat(DelfIntyR, DelfIntyT); 

  
drhodtV = AoBest./TempInty.*exp(-(QBest)./(R*TempInty))./... 
            (307^2.6)./((DelfInty)); 

         
DensIntegral = cumtrapz(TimeInty, drhodtV) + DensInty(1); 

  
figure;  
plot(TimeInty(1:10:end), 100*DensInty(1:10:end), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 

15);  
hold on; plot(TimeInty, 100*DensIntegral, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);  
hold off; grid on; box off; 

  
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick',... 
    [round(TimeMinYo(MaxIndex)) round(TimeMinYo(end))], 'YTick',... 
    [round(100*DensityYo(1)) round(100*DensityYo(end))]) 
% axis([round(0.9*TimeMinYo(1)) round(TimeMinYo(end))... 
%     round(100*DensityYo(1))-1 round(100*DensityYo(end))+1]) 
if HeatRate == 2 
    xlabel('Time (Min)'); ylabel('Relative Density (%)') 
end 

  

  
%% 
QVec = QBest*ones((MaxIndexC-OnsetIndex+1), 1); BegIndex = 10; 
% DeltaVec = [20000, 2000, 18000, 4000, 16000, 6000, 14000, 8000,... 
%     12000, 10000]; 
% QFac = zeros(numel(QVec), 1); 
% for jj = 1:numel(QVec) 
%     if jj < 31 
%         QFacYo(jj) = 1; 
%     else 
%         QFacYo(jj) = 0.2; 
%     end 
% end 
%  
% % FactorYo = (linspace(0.995,0.87225, (MaxIndexC-OnsetIndex+1)))'; 
% for SeaDog = BegIndex:(MaxIndexC-OnsetIndex+1) 
%     fprintf('Index: %i of %i\n', SeaDog, (MaxIndexC-OnsetIndex+1)) 
%     QnmNew = QFacYo(SeaDog)*QBest;  
%     DiffYoNm = 7; 
%     DiffBestNm = 10; 
%     while DiffYoNm > 0.005 % *DensInty(SeaDog) 
%      
%     % Determine new value of activation energy 
%     QVec(SeaDog) = QnmNew; 
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%      
%     % Determine rate and associated integral 
%     RateCalc = AoBest./TempIntyR(1:SeaDog).*... 
%         exp(-(QVec(1:SeaDog))./(R*TempIntyR(1:SeaDog)))./... 
%         (307^2.6)./(DelfIntyR(1:SeaDog)); 
%     InteDens = cumtrapz(TimeIntyR(1:SeaDog), RateCalc(1:SeaDog))... 
%         + DensIntyR(1); 
%      
%     % Determine quality of fit 
%     DiffYoNm = abs(InteDens(SeaDog) - DensIntyR(SeaDog)); 
%      
%     % Save the best values 
%     if DiffYoNm < DiffBestNm 
%         DiffBestNm = DiffYoNm; QVec(SeaDog) = (QnmNew); 
%         %             fprintf('Value of Difference %s \n', 

DiffBestNm) 
%     end 
%      
%     % Determine new value of activation energy according to Newton's 

method 
%     % Slope is simply the rate that is to be integrated... Remember 

to see 
%     % clearly 
%     Slope = RateCalc(SeaDog); 
%     % This formula is Newton's method 
%     QnmNew = QnmNew - InteDens(SeaDog)/Slope; 
%     end 
% end 
%  
% for i = 1:numel(QVec) 
%     if QVec(i) == 0 
%         QVec(i) = QVec(BegIndex); 
%     end 
% end 

  
fFacYo = (linspace(5, 0.1, numel(TempIntyR)))'; 
drhodtV = AoBest./TempIntyR.*exp(-(QVec)./(R*TempIntyR))./... 
            (307^2.6)./(fFacYo.*DelfIntyR); 

         
DensIntegral = cumtrapz(TimeIntyR, drhodtV) + DensInty(1); 

  
figure; plot(TimeIntyR, DensIntyR, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 15); 
hold on; plot(TimeIntyR, DensIntegral, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); 
hold off; 

  
R2Fit1 = corrcoef(DensIntyR, DensIntegral); 
R2Fit = R2Fit1(2,1)^2; 
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% % % % % This Script Plots One Set of Cell Data % % % % % 
% Initialization to make sure you start with a clean slate :-) 
% clear variables; close all; clc; 
function [Time, TForTime, SpecCurrent, NormDegRate, TheFit] =... 
    CurrentFitterBest(sheetWrite) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Which Data Do You... Seek.... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% clear variables; close all; clc 
%%%%%%%%% Infiltrated Electrolyte Supported Cell Run at 0.5 Volts 

%%%%%%%%% 

  
filename = 'Fuel Cell Data.xlsx'; 
sheet = 1; 
Doped = input('Press 0: Non-Doped Cell \nPress 1: ALT-Doped Cell \n'); 
if Doped == 0 
    range = 'A13:C590000'; 
elseif Doped == 1 
    range = 'J13:L590000'; 
end 
DataSet = xlsread(filename, sheet, range); 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Organize those data, Yo! 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Time Vector 
Time = DataSet(:, 1)/3600; 
% Voltage Vector 

  
Voltage = DataSet(:, 2); 

  
% Current 
Current = DataSet(:, 3)*1000; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Plot of Cell at 0.7 Volts 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
WantPlots = 1; % input('Intermediate Plots? Yes: 1, No: 0 \n'); 
TimeLength = max(Time); Color = [1 1 1]; 
if WantPlots == 1 
figure 

  
Interval = ceil(0.08*length(Time)); MSize = 16; FSize = 18;  
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% LoI = 1; HiI = length(CurrentI); 
LoI = 1; HiI = ceil(1*length(Time)); 

  
gI = line(Time(LoI:HiI), Voltage(LoI:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g1 = line(Time(LoI:Interval:HiI), Voltage(LoI:Interval:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', '^', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
ax51 = get(gcf, 'CurrentAxes'); 
set(ax51, 'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize)  

  
% TimeLength = max(Time); 

  
axis([0 TimeLength 0 1.2]) 

  
xlabel('Time (hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize) 
ylabel('Voltage (V)', 'fontsize', FSize); % , 'fontsize', 16 

  
ax52 = axes('Position', get(ax51, 'Position'), 'XAxisLocation', 

'bottom',... 
    'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'Color', 'none',... 
    'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize); 

  
hI = line(Time(LoI:HiI), Current(LoI:HiI),... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-.');  

  
h1 = line(Time(LoI:Interval:HiI), Current(LoI:Interval:HiI),... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 'o', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize);  

  
% legend('Density', 'Location', 'NorthWest', 'Temperature') 
%     'Parent', ax52 
% xlabel('Time (min)') 
ylabel('Current (mA)') 

  
CurrentMax = max(Current); YAxMax = 1.2*CurrentMax;  

  
axis([0 TimeLength 0 YAxMax]) 
end 

  
Power = Voltage.*Current/(pi/4*2.54^2);  
SpecCurrent = Current/(pi/4*2.54^2); MaxPerformance = max(SpecCurrent); 
MaxPerAx = 1.2*MaxPerformance; 

  
a = ones(5,1); R2 = 0.4; R2Old = 0.0; Skip = 1; dT = Time(13) - 

Time(12);  
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% TimeSkip is the amount of the initial run that is discarded 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
MaxCur = 0; MaxIndex = 1; 
for i = 1:length(Time) 
    if Current(i) > MaxCur && Time(i) < 35 
        MaxCur = Current(i); MaxIndex = i; 
    end 
end 

  
fprintf('Time at which max current occurs: %5.4f \n', Time(MaxIndex)) 
TimeSkip = input('Based on Figure, Enter Time Skip in Hours \n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
for j = 1:length(Time) 
    if Time(j) >= TimeSkip && Time(j) < TimeSkip + 3*dT 
        Skip = ceil(1.0*j); 
    end 
    % if SpecCurrent(i) < 25   
end 

  
TForTime = Time(Skip:length(Time)) - Time(Skip) + 10^-2;  
SpecCurr = SpecCurrent(Skip:length(Time)); 
Pow = Power(Skip:length(Time)); DimTime = length(TForTime);  
f = zeros(DimTime, length(a)); fMat = zeros(DimTime, 2, 5);  
g = zeros(DimTime, length(a)); h = zeros(DimTime, length(a)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
sStep = 0.05; bStep = 2.75*10^-2;  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
fFit = zeros(DimTime, length(a));  
RValue = zeros(2,2, length(a)); RSquared = zeros(length(a), 1);  
b = ones(length(a), 1); k = 0; 
% close all; 

  
if WantPlots == 1 
    figure 
    plot(Time, SpecCurrent, 'k', 'LineWidth', 1); hold on; 
%     EndIndex = length(Time); 
%     plot(TForTime(1:Interval:EndIndex), Pow(1:Interval:EndIndex),... 
%         'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize, 'LineStyle', 'none'); 
    xlabel('Time (Hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize, 'Color', 'k'); 
    ylabel('Specific Current (mA\timescm^-^2)', 'fontsize', FSize, ... 
        'Color', Color) 
    set(gca, 'fontsize', FSize) 
%     axis([0 TimeLength 0 MaxPerAx]); 
    axis([0 TimeLength 0 MaxPerAx]); 
    ax = gca; ax.XColor = [0 0 0]; ax.YColor = [0 0 0]; 
end 
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% MaxPerformance = max(Voltage(LoI:HiI).*Current(LoI:HiI))/(pi*1.25^2); 
%  
% fprintf('Rate Of Degradation = %6.5f, %6.5f mA per Hour for Inf Cell 

\n', ... 
%     RateOfDegradation(1), RateOfDegradationII(1)) 

  
fprintf('Max Specific Current = %6.5f mA/cm^2 \n', MaxPerformance) 
% close all 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section determines degradation rates 
% The current output can vary greatly. The shape of the curve needs to 

be 
% fit with an appropriate function. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
fprintf('From the plot, what kind of behavior do you see?\n') 
% fprintf('1: Rapid Initial Degradation with slow long term 

degradation?\n') 
% fprintf('2: Gradual Initial Degradation with slow long term 

degradation?\n') 
% fprintf('3: Long term improvement period with very slow long term 

degradation?\n') 

  
TBonus = 1.1*max(TForTime); 
PlotType = input('1: Arctan(t) \n2: Logistics Function\n'); 
if PlotType ==  1 
    ArcTan = 1; % input('ArcTan Function On? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 
    InvTime = input('Inverse Time Function On? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 
    RootTime = input('Root of time Function On? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 
elseif PlotType == 2 
    ArcTan = 1; 
    RootTime = input('Root of time Function On? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 
    InvTime = input('Inverse Time Function On? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 
end 
Lor = 0; % input('Try a Lorentzian Distribution? Yes: 1 No: 0 \n'); 

  
beta = zeros((2 + InvTime + RootTime), length(a)); aYoFac = 0.05; 

  
if PlotType == 1 
    if Doped == 0 
        aYo = aYoFac*TForTime(end); bYo = 0.0575525; 
        % aYo = 0.351407365568900; bYo = 0.029630887805698; 
    elseif Doped == 1 && RootTime == 1 && InvTime == 0 
        aYo = aYoFac*0.720068; bYo = -0.103038891; 
    else 
        aYo = aYoFac*TForTime(end); bYo = 0.0575525; 
    end 
elseif PlotType == 2 
    if Doped == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
        aYo = aYoFac*TForTime(end); bYo = 0.0575525; 
    elseif Doped == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
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        aYo = aYoFac*TForTime(end); bYo = 0.0575525; 
    else 
        aYo = aYoFac*TForTime(end); bYo = 0.0575525; 
    end 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This is the beginning of the optimization loop 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
R2Best = 0.1; TTerm = 20; R2Previous = 0.1; aYoBest = 1; bYoBest = 1;  
% TBonusBest = 5e6; 
while (abs(R2 - R2Old) > 10^-6 || R2 < 0.875) 
    if R2 < 0.95 && k > 2 || R2 < 0.4 && k > 1 % && PlotType == 2 
        i = 3; 
        if ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
            TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*g(:,i) + 

beta(4,i)*h(:,i); 
        elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
            TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*h(:,i); 
        elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 
            TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*g(:,i); 
        elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 
            TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i); 
        end 
        figure; plot(TForTime, SpecCurr, 'k', 'LineWidth', 3); hold on 
        plot(TForTime, TheFit, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2.5); hold off 
        axis([0 1.055*max(TForTime) 0 1.2*MaxPerformance]) 
        xlabel('Time (Hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize, 'Color', Color); 
        ylabel('Specific Current (mA\timescm^-^2)', 'fontsize', 

FSize,... 
            'Color', Color) 
        set(gca, 'fontsize', FSize) 
        ax = gca; ax.XColor = [1 1 1]; ax.YColor = [1 1 1]; 

         
        RValueYo = corrcoef(TheFit, SpecCurr); 
        RSquaredYo = RValueYo(2,1)^2; 
        fprintf('R-Squared Based on TheFit: %6.5f \n', RSquaredYo) 
        fprintf('Value of i: %i \n', i) 

         
        fprintf('Current aYo: %6.4f \n', aYo) 
        fprintf('Current bYo: %6.4f \n', bYo) 
        aYo = input('Enter aYo: \n'); 
        bYo = input('Enter bYo: \n'); 
    end 
    close all; 
    if RootTime == 1 
        fprintf('Previous TBonus Factor: %6.4f \n', TBonus) 
        TBonus = TBonus + TTerm; 
    end 
    if R2 > 0.99 && k > 5 || R2 > 0.5 && k > 10 
        EndLoop = input('Should This Continue? \n 1: Yes \n 2: No \n'); 
        if EndLoop == 2 
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            break 
        end 
    end 

     
    while R2 - R2Old > 10^(-5 - k) 
        %     for j = 1:10 
        a = [aYo - 4*sStep*aYo, aYo - 2*sStep*aYo, aYo,... 
            aYo + 2*sStep*aYo, aYo + 4*sStep*aYo]'; 

         
        for i = 1:length(a) 
            if PlotType == 1 
                f(:, i) = atan(bYo*TForTime - a(i)); 
                if InvTime == 1 
                    g(:, i) = 1./(TForTime + 1); % 

sin(TForTime).^2./TForTime.^2; 
                    InvTime1 = 1; 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                elseif InvTime == 0 
%                     g(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                end 
                if RootTime == 1 
                    h(:, i) = sqrt(TForTime./((TBonus-TForTime))); 
                    RootTime1 = 1; 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                elseif RootTime == 0 
%                     h(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                end 
            end 
            if PlotType == 2 
                f(:, i) = MaxPerformance./(1+exp(-(bYo*TForTime - 

a(i)))); 
                if InvTime == 1 
                    g(:, i) = 1./(TForTime + 1); % 

sin(TForTime).^2./TForTime.^2; 
                    InvTime2 = 1; 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                elseif InvTime == 0 
%                     g(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                end 
                if RootTime == 1 
                    h(:, i) = sqrt(TForTime./((TBonus-TForTime))); 
                    RootTime2 = 1; 
                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                elseif RootTime == 0 
%                     h(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                end 
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            end 

             
            fMat(:, 1, i) = ones(DimTime, 1); 
            fMat(:, 2, i) = f(:, i); 
            if InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = g(:, i); 
            end 
            if InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = h(:, i); 
            end 
            if InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = g(:, i); fMat(:, 4, i) = h(:, i);  
            end 
            beta(:,i) = 

(fMat(:,:,i)'*fMat(:,:,i))\fMat(:,:,i)'*SpecCurr; 

             
            if PlotType == 1 || PlotType == 2 
                if InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 % (InvTime1 == 0 || 

InvTime2 == 0) && (RootTime1 == 0 && RootTime2 == 0) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i); 
                elseif InvTime == 1 && RootTime1 == 0 % (InvTime1 == 1 

|| InvTime2 == 1) && (RootTime1 == 0 && RootTime2 == 0) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*g(:,i); 
                elseif (InvTime == 0) && (RootTime == 1) % (InvTime1 == 

0 || InvTime2 == 0) && (RootTime1 == 1 || RootTime2 == 1) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*h(:,i); 
                elseif (InvTime == 1) && (RootTime == 1) % (InvTime1 == 

1 || InvTime2 == 1) && (RootTime1 == 1 || RootTime2 == 1) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*g(:,i) + beta(4,i)*h(:,i); 
%                     fprintf('RootTime and InvTime') 
                end 
            end 

             
            RValue(:,:,i) = corrcoef(fFit(:,i), SpecCurr); 
            RSquared(i) = RValue(1,2,i)^2; 

             
        end 
        aPoly = polyfit(a, RSquared, 2); 
        aEval = polyval(aPoly, a); 
        R2a = corrcoef(aEval, RSquared); 
        if R2a > 0.995 
            aBest = -aPoly(2)/(2*aPoly(1)); 
        else 
            [~, aIndex] = max(RSquared); 
            aBest = a(aIndex); 
        end 
%         if aBest > 0 || aBest < -50 
%             aBest = -17; 
%         end 
        R2Old = R2; 
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        R2 = max(RSquared); 
        aYo = aBest; 
        fprintf('R-Squared = %6.5f \n', R2); 
    end 

     
    R2Ref = R2; j = 0; 

     
    while j < 5 % R2 <= R2Ref 
        % for k = 1:10 
        % if R2 < 0.99 
        %     bYo = 0.01; 
        % end 
        b = [bYo - 2*bStep*bYo, bYo - 1*bStep*bYo, bYo,... 
            bYo + 1*bStep*bYo, bYo + 2*bStep*bYo]'; 

         
        for i = 1:length(b) 
            if PlotType == 1 
                f(:, i) = atan(b(i)*TForTime - aYo); 
                if InvTime == 1 
                    g(:, i) = 1./(TForTime + 1); % 

sin(TForTime).^2./TForTime.^2; 
                    InvTime1 = 1; 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                elseif InvTime == 0 
%                     g(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                end 
                if RootTime == 1 
                    h(:, i) = sqrt(TForTime./((TBonus-TForTime))); 
                    RootTime1 = 1; 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                elseif RootTime == 0 
%                     h(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                end 
            end 
            if PlotType == 2 
                f(:, i) = MaxPerformance./(1+exp(-(b(i)*TForTime - 

aYo))); 
                if InvTime == 1 
                    g(:, i) = 1./(TForTime + 1); % 

sin(TForTime).^2./TForTime.^2; 
                    InvTime2 = 1; 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                elseif InvTime == 0 
%                     g(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    InvTime2 = 0; 
                    InvTime1 = 0; 
                end 
                if RootTime == 1 
                    h(:, i) = sqrt(TForTime./((TBonus-TForTime))); 
                    RootTime2 = 1; 
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                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                elseif RootTime == 0 
%                     h(:, i) = zeros(length(TForTime)); 
                    RootTime2 = 0; 
                    RootTime1 = 0; 
                end 
            end 

             
            fMat(:, 1, i) = ones(DimTime, 1); 
            fMat(:, 2, i) = f(:, i); 
            if InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = g(:, i); 
            end 
            if InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = h(:, i); 
            end 
            if InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
                fMat(:, 3, i) = g(:, i); fMat(:, 4, i) = h(:, i);  
            end 

             
            beta(:,i) = 

(fMat(:,:,i)'*fMat(:,:,i))\fMat(:,:,i)'*SpecCurr; 

             
            if PlotType == 1 || PlotType == 2 
                if InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 % (InvTime1 == 0 || 

InvTime2 == 0) && (RootTime1 == 0 && RootTime2 == 0) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i); 
                elseif InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 % (InvTime1 == 1 

|| InvTime2 == 1) && (RootTime1 == 0 && RootTime2 == 0) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*g(:,i); 
                elseif (InvTime == 0) && (RootTime == 1) % (InvTime1 == 

0 || InvTime2 == 0) && (RootTime1 == 1 || RootTime2 == 1) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*h(:,i); 
                elseif (InvTime == 1) && (RootTime == 1) % (InvTime1 == 

1 || InvTime2 == 1) && (RootTime1 == 1 || RootTime2 == 1) 
                    fFit(:,i) = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + 

beta(3,i)*g(:,i) + beta(4,i)*h(:,i); 
%                     fprintf('RootTime and InvTime') 
                end 
            end 

             
            RValue(:,:,i) = corrcoef(fFit(:,i), SpecCurr); 
            RSquared(i) = RValue(1,2,i)^2; 

             
        end 
        bPoly = polyfit(b, RSquared, 2); 
        bEval = polyval(bPoly, b); 
        R2b = corrcoef(bEval, RSquared); 
        if R2b > 0.9975 
            bBest = -bPoly(2)/(2*bPoly(1)); 
        else 
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            [~, bIndex] = max(RSquared); 
            bBest = b(bIndex); 
        end 

         
%         if bBest > 0 || bBest < -1 
%             bBest = -0.135; 
%         end 
        R2 = max(RSquared); 
        bYo = bBest; 
        fprintf('R-Squared = %6.5f \n', R2); 
        j = j + 1; 
        % end 
    end 
    if R2 > R2Best 
        aYoBest = aYo; bYoBest = bYo; TBonusBest = TBonus; R2Best = R2; 
    elseif R2 < R2Best 
        aYo = aYoBest; bYo = bYoBest; TBonus = TBonusBest; 
        TTerm = TTerm/2; 
    end 
    k = k + 1; 
    fprintf('k: %i\n', k) 
    R2Previous = R2; 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% This is to plot the stuff! Check, check, check it! 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
fprintf('R-Squared = %6.5f \n', RSquared); 

  
if ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
    TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*g(:,i) + 

beta(4,i)*h(:,i); 
elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
    TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*h(:,i); 
elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0     
    TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i) + beta(3,i)*g(:,i); 
elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 
    TheFit = beta(1,i) + beta(2,i)*f(:,i); 
end 

  
if WantPlots == 1 
    figure; plot(TForTime, SpecCurr, 'k', 'LineWidth', 3); hold on 
    plot(TForTime, TheFit, 'r', 'LineWidth', 2.5); hold off 
    axis([0 1.055*max(TForTime) 0 1.2*MaxPerformance]) 
    xlabel('Time (Hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize, 'Color', Color); 
    ylabel('Specific Current (mA\timescm^-^2)', 'fontsize', FSize,... 
        'Color', Color) 
    set(gca, 'fontsize', FSize) 
    ax = gca; ax.XColor = [1 1 1]; ax.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
end 
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%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine degradation rates! YO! (i love coffee ;-) 
% DON'T FORGET! These derivatives need to be checked!  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
if PlotType == 1 
    if ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)./((aYo - bYo*TForTime).^2 + 1)) + ... 

% ArcTan Derivative 
            -beta(3,3)*1./(TForTime + 1).^2 + ... % Inv Time Derivative  
            beta(4,3)/2*sqrt((TBonus - TForTime)./TForTime)*... % 

RootTime Derivative 
            TBonus./(TBonus - TForTime).^2; % RootTime Derivative 
    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)./((aYo - bYo*TForTime).^2 + 1)) + ... 

% ArcTan Derivative 
            beta(3,3)/2*sqrt((TBonus - TForTime)./TForTime)*... % 

RootTime Derivative 
            TBonus./(TBonus - TForTime).^2; % RootTime Derivative 
    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)./((aYo - bYo*TForTime).^2 + 1)) + ... 

% ArcTan Derivative 
            -beta(3,3)*1./(TForTime + 1).^2; % Inv Time Derivative  
    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)./((aYo - bYo*TForTime).^2 + 1)); % 

ArcTan Derivative 
    end 
elseif PlotType == 2 
    if ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 1 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)*MaxPerformance*exp(-(bYo*TForTime - 

aYo)))./... % Logistics Derivative 
            (1+exp(-(bYo*TForTime - aYo))).^2 + ... % Logistics 

Derivative 
            -beta(3,3)*1./(TForTime + 1).^2 + ... % Inv Time Derivative  
            beta(4,3)/2*sqrt((TBonus - TForTime)./TForTime)*... % 

RootTime Derivative 
            TBonus./(TBonus - TForTime).^2; % RootTime Derivative 
    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 1 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)*MaxPerformance*exp(-(bYo*TForTime - 

aYo)))./... % Logistics Derivative 
            (1+exp(-(bYo*TForTime - aYo))).^2 + ... % Logistics 

Derivative 
            beta(3,3)/2*sqrt((TBonus./TForTime) - 1)*... % RootTime 

Derivative 
            TBonus./(TBonus - TForTime).^2; % RootTime Derivative 
    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 1 && RootTime == 0 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)*MaxPerformance*exp(-(bYo*TForTime - 

aYo)))./... % Logistics Derivative 
            (1+exp(-(bYo*TForTime - aYo))).^2 + ... % Logistics 

Derivative 
            -beta(3,3)*1./(TForTime + 1).^2; % Inv Time Derivative  
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    elseif ArcTan == 1 && InvTime == 0 && RootTime == 0 
        DegRate = (bYo*beta(2,3)*MaxPerformance*exp(-(bYo*TForTime - 

aYo)))./... % Logistics Derivative 
            (1+exp(-(bYo*TForTime - aYo))).^2; % Logistics Derivative 
    end 
end 

  
MaxRate = max(DegRate); MaxRateAx = 0.001*MaxRate; MinRate = 

min(DegRate); 
if 1.1*MinRate > -10 
    MinRateAx = 1.1*MinRate; 
else 
    MinRateAx = -10; 
end 

  
if WantPlots == 1 
    figure 
    plot(TForTime, DegRate, 'k', 'LineWidth', 3); hold on; 

     
%     plot(TForTime(1:Interval:EndIndex), 

Power(1:Interval:EndIndex),... 
%         'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize, 'LineStyle', 'none'); 
    xlabel('Time (Hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize); 
    ylabel('Degradation Rate (mA/cm^2\timesHr)', 'fontsize', FSize) 
    set(gca, 'fontsize', FSize) 
    axis([0 TimeLength -3 MaxRateAx]); hold off; 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine normalized degradation rates! YO! (i love Friday ;-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
NormDegRate = DegRate./TheFit*100; % MaxNormRate = 0;  
En = length(TForTime); 
% for i = 1:En 
%     if TForTime(i)*60 > 1 && NormDegRate(i) > MaxNormRate 
%         MaxNormRate = NormDegRate(i);  
%     end 
% end 

     
MaxNormRateAx = 1.2*max(NormDegRate); 
if min(NormDegRate) > 0 
    MinNormRateAx = 0.5*min(NormDegRate); 
elseif min(NormDegRate) < 0 
    MinNormRateAx = 1.2*min(NormDegRate); 
end 
% fprintf('Maximum Degradation Rate: %6.4f Percent per Hour \n', 

MaxNormRate) 
if WantPlots == 1 
    figure 
    plot(TForTime, NormDegRate, 'k', 'LineWidth', 3);  
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    hold on; 

     
    %     plot(TForTime(1:Interval:EndIndex), 

Power(1:Interval:EndIndex),... 
%         'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', MSize, 'LineStyle', 'none'); 
    xlabel('Time (Hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize, 'color', Color); 
    ylabel('Improvement Rate (%\timesHr^-^1)', 'fontsize', FSize,... 
        'color', [1 1 1]) 
    set(gca, 'fontsize', FSize) 
    axis([0 TimeLength -3 MaxNormRateAx]); hold off; 
    ax = gca; ax.XColor = [1 1 1]; ax.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
end 

  
kay = 1; Window = 1.5; RateOut = zeros(4, 1); grid on 

  
if TForTime(end) > 100 
    mult = 25; % floor(floor(TForTime(end))/4); 
elseif TForTime(end) < 100 && TForTime(end) > 50 
    mult = 12.5; 
else mult = 5; 
end 
while kay <= 4 
    for i = 1:En 
        if TForTime(i) >= mult*kay - Window*dT && TForTime(i) <= 

mult*kay + Window*dT 
            fprintf('Degradation Rate at %3.2f Hours is %6.4f Percent 

per Hour \n',... 
                TForTime(i), NormDegRate(i)) 
            RateOut(kay, 1) = NormDegRate(i); 
        end 
    end 
    kay = kay + 1; 
end 

  
DataOut = [R2, MaxPerformance, RateOut(1), RateOut(2), RateOut(3), 

RateOut(4)]; 

  
if Doped == 0 
    SumRange = 'B4:G4'; 
elseif Doped == 1 
    SumRange = 'B5:G5'; 
end 

  
%% 
xlswrite('Degradation Summary.xlsx', DataOut, sheetWrite, SumRange); 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% VI Scan Thoughts 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
WantPlots = 1; % input('Intermediate Plots? Yes: 1, No: 0 \n'); 
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TimeLength = max(Time); Color = [1 1 1]; 
if WantPlots == 1 

  
for j = 2:length(Voltage) 
    if abs(Voltage(j) - Voltage(j - 1)) > 0.05 
        VIVolt(k) = Voltage(j); VICurr = Current(j); 
    end 
end 

     
figure     
Interval = ceil(0.08*length(Time)); MSize = 16; FSize = 18;  

  
% LoI = 1; HiI = length(CurrentI); 
LoI = 1; HiI = ceil(1*length(Time)); 

  
gI = line(Current(LoI:HiI), Voltage(LoI:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 
%% 

  
g1 = line(Time(LoI:Interval:HiI), Voltage(LoI:Interval:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', '^', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
ax51 = get(gcf, 'CurrentAxes'); 
set(ax51, 'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize)  

  
TimeLength = max(Time); 

  
axis([0 TimeLength 0 1.2]) 

  
xlabel('Time (hrs)', 'fontsize', FSize) 
ylabel('Voltage (V)', 'fontsize', FSize); % , 'fontsize', 16 

  
ax52 = axes('Position', get(ax51, 'Position'), 'XAxisLocation', 

'bottom',... 
    'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'Color', 'none',... 
    'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize); 

  
hI = line(Time(LoI:HiI), Current(LoI:HiI),... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-.');  

  
h1 = line(Time(LoI:Interval:HiI), Current(LoI:Interval:HiI),... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 'o', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize);  

  
% legend('Density', 'Location', 'NorthWest', 'Temperature') 
%     'Parent', ax52 
% xlabel('Time (min)') 
ylabel('Current (mA)') 
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CurrentMax = max(Current); YAxMax = 1.2*CurrentMax;  

  
axis([0 TimeLength 0 YAxMax]) 
end 

  
Power = Voltage.*Current/(pi/4*2.54^2);  
SpecCurrent = Current/(pi/4*2.54^2); MaxPerformance = max(SpecCurrent); 
MaxPerAx = 1.2*MaxPerformance; 

  

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%(-: This is For Safe Keeping! This can be Your Model :-) 

%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

  
figure 
IntervalI = 20; IntervalII = 25; IntervalIII = 30; IntervalIV = 35; 
IntervalV = 40; MSize = 24; FSize = 32;  

  
% LoI = 1; HiI = length(CurrentI); 
LoI = ceil(0.3*length(TimeI)); HiI = ceil(0.625*length(TimeI)); 

  
% gI = line(TimeI(LoI:HiI), LengthI(LoI:HiI), ... 
%     'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g1 = line(TimeI(LoI:IntervalI:HiI), CurrentI(LoI:IntervalI:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', '^', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
% gII = line(TimeII(LoI:HiI), LengthII(LoI:HiI), ... 
%     'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g2 = line(TimeII(LoI:IntervalII:HiI), CurrentII(LoI:IntervalII:HiI), 

... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 's', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
% gIII = line(TimeIII(LoI:HiI), LengthIII(LoI:HiI), ... 
%     'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g3 = line(TimeIII(LoI:IntervalIII:HiI), 

CurrentIII(LoI:IntervalIII:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 'd', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
% gIV = line(TimeIV(LoI:HiI), LengthIV(LoI:HiI), ... 
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%     'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g4 = line(TimeIV(LoI:IntervalIV:HiI), CurrentIV(LoI:IntervalIV:HiI), 

... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 'p', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
% gV = line(TimeV(LoI:HiI), LengthV(LoI:HiI), ... 
%     'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-', 'Marker', 'none', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 

  
g5 = line(TimeV(LoI:IntervalV:HiI), CurrentV(LoI:IntervalV:HiI), ... 
    'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', 'none', 'Marker', 'o', 'MarkerSize', 

MSize); 
% legend('Density', 'Location', 'NorthWest', 'Temperature') 

  
ax51 = get(gcf, 'CurrentAxes'); 
set(ax51, 'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize) % , 

'fontsize', 16  
xlabel('Time (min)', 'fontsize', FSize) 
ylabel('Relative Length Change', 'fontsize', FSize); % , 'fontsize', 16 

  
ax52 = axes('Position', get(ax51, 'Position'), 'XAxisLocation', 

'bottom',... 
    'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'Color', 'none',... 
    'XColor', 'k', 'YColor', 'k', 'fontsize', FSize); 

  
hI = line(TimeI(LoI:HiI), TempV(LoI:HiI), 'Color', 'k', 'LineStyle', '-

.');  

  
%     'Parent', ax52 
% xlabel('Time (min)') 
ylabel('Temperature (°C)' 
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APPENDIX S 

 
 

Mazaheri Grain Size Algorithm 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This function evaluates grain size according to Mazaheri, and outputs 
% grain size as a function 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section acquires the necessary data for the calculations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
function [GSize] = MazaheriGrainSize(HeatRate, DopeConc) 

  
% HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    Range = 'A3:D400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    Range = 'F3:I400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    Range = 'K3:N400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    Range = 'P3:S400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    Range = 'U3:X400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    Range = 'Z3:AC400'; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    Range = 'AE3:AH400'; 
end 
% DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Density = Data(:,2); DelRhoII = Data(:,1); DelRho = DelRhoII; 
Rate = Data(:,4); TempData = Data(:,3);  
Temp = (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
InvDelRho = 1./DelRho; 

  
R = 8.314; % Ideal Gas Constant kJ/mol 
InvEnergy = 1./(R*Temp); % Inverse of thermal energy 1/(J*mol) 

  
% figure; plot(DelRho, Rate, 'ko'); hold on;  
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Part One: Densification Activation Energy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ResultOneKim = -log(Temp.*Rate.*(DelRho)); 

  
% figure 
% % figure; plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneHunt, 'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 

'r');  
% plot(InvEnergy, ResultOneKim, 'bs', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'b'); 
% set(gca, 'fontsize', 15); title('f(\rho) Comparison') 
% xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('LHS of Equation 9') 
% % LegendTwo = legend('Hunt', 'Kim'); set(LegendTwo, 'Location', 

'Best') 

  
k = 0; [~, Mindex] = min(ResultOneKim);  
IndexOfInt = Mindex - ceil(0.05*length(InvEnergy)); 
for i = 1:length(Temp) 
    if i < IndexOfInt 
        k = k + 1; 
        InvEnergyOne(k) = InvEnergy(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
%         EquationOneHunt(k) = ResultOneHunt(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
        EquationOneKim(k) = ResultOneKim(i); %#ok<SAGROW> 
    end 
end 

  
% FitOneHunt = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneHunt, 1); 

  
[FitOneKim, SKim] = polyfit(InvEnergyOne, EquationOneKim, 1); 
CIKim = polyparci(FitOneKim, SKim, 0.95); 
% LineOneHunt = polyval(FitOneHunt, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneKim = polyval(FitOneKim, InvEnergyOne); 
LineOneLo = CIKim(1,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(1,2); 
LineOneHi = CIKim(2,1)*InvEnergyOne + CIKim(2,2); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
for jjj = 1:2 
if jjj == 1 
    GrainSize = 300^2.6; 
elseif jjj == 2 
    GrainSize = dn; 
end 
OneFish = log(Temp.*DelRho.*Rate.*GrainSize); 
DiffFish = zeros(numel(OneFish), 1); 
for i = 2:numel(DiffFish) 
    DiffFish(i) = -(OneFish(i-1) - OneFish(i))/... 
        (InvEnergy(i-1) - InvEnergy(i)); 
end 
DiffFish(1) = DiffFish(2); 

  
% figure; plot(InvEnergy, OneFish, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 3) 
% xlabel('1/RT'); ylabel('ln(T\Delta\rho\timesd\rho/dt\timesd^n)') 
LimitYo = ceil(numel(InvEnergy)/2); 
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[EnergyB2, SB2Yo] = polyfit(InvEnergy(1:LimitYo), OneFish(1:LimitYo), 

1); 
CIB2Yo = polyparci(EnergyB2, SB2Yo, 0.95); 

  
% EnergyB = zeros(numel(InvEnergy), 1); 
% for i = 2:LimitYo 
%     EnergyB(i) = -(OneFish(i) - OneFish(i-1))/... 
%         (InvEnergy(i) - InvEnergy(i-1)); 
% end 
% EnergyB(1) = EnergyB(2); 

  
EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
Ao = exp(EnergyB2(2));     
% EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); % -

R*Temp.*log(GrainSize*Temp.*DelRho.*Rate/Ao); 
fOfRho = Temp/Ao.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(EnergyB./(R*Temp)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This section is to determine the activation energy according to Kim's 
% results and compare that Kim's fOfRho to the fOfRho that I have right 

now 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
KimDens = [0.55 0.575 0.6 0.625 0.65 0.675 0.7 0.725 0.75]'; 
KimEnergy = 1000*[825 735 702 697 688 682 687 687 625]'; 
CheckIt = polyfit(KimDens, KimEnergy, 3); 
HowFit = polyval(CheckIt, Density); 

  
nYo = 5; 
A2 = 

max(Temp.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)))/(max(1./DelRho.^nYo))

; 
% fOfRhoII = Temp/A2.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(HowFit./(R*Temp)); 
% A3 = max(fOfRhoII)/max(Rate); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Plot of unknown function determined with constant activation energy 

and 
% the unknown function of density given as 1/DeltaRho 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 

 
Res = 1./DelRho - fOfRho; ZLine = zeros(numel(Res), 1); 

 
AmIRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRho, 1./DelRho); 
AmIRight = AmIRight1(2,1)^2; 
fprintf('R-Squared Value %5.4f \n', AmIRight) 
%% 

 
EnBLo = CIB2Yo(1)/-1000; EnBHi = CIB2Yo(2)/-1000; 
fprintf('OneFish Energy: %6.3f \n', EnergyB(1)) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy Low: %6.3f \n', EnBHi) 
fprintf('OneFish Activation Energy High: %6.3f \n', EnBLo) 
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fprintf('R-Squared 1/DeltaRho: %6.5f \n', AmIRight) 
fprintf('Ao for fOfRho: %s \n', Ao) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine Activation Energy directly from Wang and Raj Equation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
QDirect = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate./GrainSize); 
% QDirectII = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate/GrainSize); 
%     Good = input('Is this good? \n1: Yes \n0: No \n'); 
%     if Good == 0 
%         kFace = numel(InvEnergyOne); kYo = 0.9*kFace; 
%         InvEnergyOne = InvEnergyOne(1:kYo);  
%         EquationOneKim = EquationOneKim(1:kYo); 
%     end     
% end 
% figure;  
% plot(DelRho, QDirect) 
%% 
if jjj == 1 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 0.5 mol% Co3O4 8YSZ 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Size05SEI = [661 646 706 581 692 590 458]'; 
Error05SEI = [221 161 203 163 210 191 128]'; 

  
Size05BEI = [599 670 630 563 573 598 454]'; 
Error05BEI = [176 193 165 111 137 131 86]'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 1.0 mol% Co3O4 8YSZ 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Size10SEI = [771 781 776 541 833 778 761]'; 
Error10SEI = [207 212 190 187 250 227 200]'; 

  
Size10BEI = [663 629 626 607 744 740 664]'; 
Error10BEI = [238 185 190 217 205 238 192]'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 2.5 mol% Co3O4 8YSZ 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Size25SEI = [983 818 715 658 804 655 507]'; 
Error25SEI = [326 244 274 230 211 217 138]'; 

  
Size25BEI = [895 795 680 687 771 677 505]'; 
Error25BEI = [315 262 298 225 283 205 129]'; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
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% 2.5 mol% Co3O4 8YSZ 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
SEIGSizeMat = horzcat(Size05SEI, Size10SEI, Size25SEI); 
SEIGSError = horzcat(Error05SEI, Error10SEI, Error25SEI); 

  
BEIGSizeMat = horzcat(Size05BEI, Size10BEI, Size25BEI); 
BEIGSError = horzcat(Error05BEI, Error10BEI, Error25BEI); 

  
if DopeConc == 0.5 
    GSizeSEI = Size05SEI; ErrorSEI = Error05SEI; 
    GSizeBEI = Size05BEI; ErrorBEI = Error05BEI; 
elseif DopeConc == 1 
    GSizeSEI = Size10SEI; ErrorSEI = Error10SEI; 
    GSizeBEI = Size10BEI; ErrorBEI = Error10BEI; 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    GSizeSEI = Size25SEI; ErrorSEI = Error25SEI; 
    GSizeBEI = Size25BEI; ErrorBEI = Error25BEI; 
end 
HeatVec = [2 5 8 11 14 17 20]'; 
FitSEI = polyfit(HeatVec, GSizeSEI, 1); 
FitBEI = polyfit(HeatVec, GSizeBEI, 1); 
LineSEI = polyval(FitSEI, HeatVec); 
LineBEI = polyval(FitBEI, HeatVec); 

  
figure; errorbar(HeatVec, GSizeSEI, ErrorSEI, 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 

15,... 
    'LineWidth', 2);  
hold on; errorbar(HeatVec, GSizeBEI, ErrorBEI, 'ks', 'MarkerSize', 

15,... 
    'LineWidth', 2) 
plot(HeatVec, LineSEI, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); 
plot(HeatVec, LineBEI, 'k--', 'LineWidth', 2); 

  
TheLegend = legend('SEI Grain Size', 'BEI Grain Size', 'SEI', 'BEI'); 
set(TheLegend, 'FontSize', 12, 'Orientation', 'Horizontal') 

  
hold off; % axis([0 22 300 1250]); 
SizeSEI = round(polyval(FitSEI, HeatRate)); 
SizeBEI = round(polyval(FitBEI, HeatRate)); 

  
fprintf('SEI Grain Size: %i \nBEI Grain Size: %i \n', SizeSEI, SizeBEI) 

  
GSizeFin = input('Enter Final Measured Grain Size in nm: \n'); 
end 
dn = Ao./Temp*1./Rate*1./DelRho.*exp(-EnergyB./(R*Temp)); DiffBest = 

10000; 
for n = 2:0.001:4 
    DiffYo = (abs(dn(end) - GSizeFin^n))^(1/n); 
    if DiffYo < DiffBest 
        DiffBest = DiffYo; nBest = n; 
    end 
end 
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% plot(Density, dn.^(1/nBest)) 
end 
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine the value of Ko 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% 1. Subtract do^n from dn 
do = 300; % Initial grain size in nm 
% Take a derivative 
Diffdn = zeros(numel(dn), 1); delt = (Temp(10) - Temp(9))/HeatRate;  
AveTerm = 8; 
for i = (1+AveTerm):(numel(dn)-AveTerm) 
    Diffdn(i) = (dn(i+AveTerm) - dn(i-AveTerm))/delt; 
end 

  
Signal = zeros(numel(Diffdn), 1); 
for k = 1:numel(Diffdn) 
    if Diffdn(k) ~= 0 
        Signal(k) = real(log(Diffdn(k))); % SignalMax = max(Signal);  
    end 
end 
% SignalII = 1.1*SignalMax - Signal; 
% [PeakSet, LocSet] = findpeaks(SignalII, 'MinPeakProminence', 1); 
SignalMin = 100; 
for i = 1:numel(Temp) 
    if Temp(i) > 1423 && Temp(i) < 1550 
        if Signal(i) < SignalMin 
            SignalMin = Signal(i); Mindex = i; 
        end 
    end 
end 
InvThermEn = 1./(R*Temp); 
[FitOne, SFit] = polyfit(InvThermEn(Mindex:end-AveTerm),... 
    Signal(Mindex:end-AveTerm), 1); 
ErrorGG = polyparci(FitOne, SFit); 
EnergyGG = -FitOne(1); EnergyError = abs(-ErrorGG(1,1) - EnergyGG); 
KoBest = exp(FitOne(2))/nBest;  
KoError = abs(KoBest - exp(ErrorGG(1,2))/nBest); 
EnergyHi = -ErrorGG(1,1); EnergyLo = max([310000, -ErrorGG(2,1)]); 

  
DensityCheck = Density(Mindex); 
% ActEnGG = Signal(end-AveTerm)-Signal(Mindex)/... 
%     (InvThermEn(end-AveTerm)-InvThermEn(Mindex)); 
% KoYoYo = (-Diffdn(end) + ActEnGG/(R*Temp(end))); 
%% 
R = 8.314; MagBest = 1e10; GSizeCalc = 12; R2Best = 0.5; % Ko = 1e22;  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Grain growth doesn't occur until a certain density is exceeded.  
% ActEnBest = 9e5; 
for LimYo = 0.08:0.001:0.09 % :0.02:0.53  
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% LimYo = 0.5; 
    if HeatRate < 14 % && HeatRate ~= 5 
        GrowthVec = (DelRho.^2); % Density > LimYo; DelRho > LimYo; 
    elseif HeatRate >= 14 % || HeatRate == 5 
        GrowthVecII = Density > LimYo; 
        GrowthVec = zeros(numel(Density), 1); 
        for i = 1:numel(GrowthVecII) 
            if GrowthVecII(i) > 0 
                GrowthVec(i) = Density(i); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Ko = exp(ErrorGG(1,2))/nBest; SNL = ceil(0.7*numel(dn)); 
GSizeCalc(end) = 1; KoMax = exp(ErrorGG(2,2))/nBest; 
while Ko < 1.2*KoMax 
    Ko = 1.05*Ko; 
    for ActEn = 1.25*EnergyHi:-1000:EnergyLo 
        dG = GrowthVec.*exp(-ActEn./(R*Temp))*delt; 
        GSizeCalc = n*Ko*cumsum(dG) + 300^nBest; 

         
        ChangeVec = (dn) - (GSizeCalc); 
        %         [log(dn(end)) - log(GSizeCalc(end)),... 
        %              log(dn(SNL)) - log(GSizeCalc(SNL))]; 
        %         ChangeVec = (log(dn) - log(GSizeCalc)); 
        %         CInCVec = ChangeVec; 
        %         for i = 2:numel(ChangeVec) 
        %              CInCVec = (ChangeVec(i)) - (ChangeVec(i - 1)); 
        %         end 

         
        MagCInCVec = sqrt((ChangeVec'*ChangeVec)); 

         
        if MagCInCVec < MagBest % ActEn < ActEnBest && MagCInCVec < 

MagBest 
            %             R2Best = R2; ActEnBest = ActEn; KoBest = Ko; 
            %             GCalcBest = GSizeCalc; 
            MagBest = MagCInCVec; ActEnBest = ActEn; KoBest = Ko; 
            GCalcBest = GSizeCalc; BestLimit = LimYo; 
        end 
    end 
end 
end 
%% 
fprintf('ActEnBest: %i \n', round(ActEnBest/1000)) 
fprintf('nBest %4.3f \n', nBest) 
fprintf('KoBest %s \n', KoBest) 
fprintf('Best Limit %3.1f \n', BestLimit*100) 

  
% Scaler = GCalcBest(end)/dn(end); 
plot(Density(1:5:end), (dn(1:5:end)).^(1/nBest), 'ko', 'MarkerSize', 

15);  
hold on;  
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plot(Density, (GCalcBest).^(1/nBest), 'k-', 'LineWidth', 3);  
Leg1 = legend('Wang and Raj', 'Mazaheri');  
set(Leg1, 'Location', 'NorthWest') 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 18); box off; 
xlabel('Relative Density'); ylabel('Grain Size (nm)') 
GSize = GCalcBest; 
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APPENDIX T 

 
 

Integration of Wang and Raj Equation: Version 2 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% This script evaluates the equations based on the hypothesis that the 
% unknown function of density in the Wang and Raj equation is given by 
% f(D) = 1/Change in Density 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Here is a list of relevant outputs... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% [InvEnergy, DelRho, fOfRho, InvDelRho, QDirect] 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
% in activation energy! 

  
clear variables; close all; clc 
HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    Range = 'A3:D400'; % Ao = 3.84E+22;  
elseif HeatRate == 5 
    Range = 'F3:I400'; % Ao = 1.18E+26; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    Range = 'K3:N400'; % Ao = 6.31E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    Range = 'P3:S400'; % Ao = 1.08E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    Range = 'U3:X400'; % Ao = 3.80E+24; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    Range = 'Z3:AC400'; % Ao = 4.54E+23; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    Range = 'AE3:AH400'; % Ao = 2.41E+24; 
end 
DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('0.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('1.0% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('2.5% Co3O4 8YSZ Stage III.xlsx', 1, Range); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Density = Data(:,2); DelRho = Data(:,1); 
Rate = Data(:,4); TempData = Data(:,3);  
Temp = (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
InvDelRho = 1./DelRho; 

  
R = 8.314; % Ideal Gas Constant kJ/mol 
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InvEnergy = 1./(R*Temp); % Inverse of thermal energy 1/(J*mol) 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Okay... Hit the jackpot... I hit it :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
GrainSize = MazaheriGrainSize(HeatRate, DopeConc); 

  
OneFish = log(Temp.*DelRho.*Rate.*GrainSize); 
DiffFish = zeros(numel(OneFish), 1); 
for i = 2:numel(DiffFish) 
    DiffFish(i) = -(OneFish(i-1) - OneFish(i))/... 
        (InvEnergy(i-1) - InvEnergy(i)); 
end 
DiffFish(1) = DiffFish(2); 

  
LimitYo = ceil(numel(InvEnergy)/2); 
[EnergyB2, SB2Yo] = polyfit(InvEnergy(1:LimitYo), OneFish(1:LimitYo), 

1); 
% CIB2Yo = polyparci(EnergyB2, SB2Yo, 0.95); 

  
EnergyB = -EnergyB2(1); 
Ao = exp(EnergyB2(2)); 

  
fOfRho = Temp/Ao.*Rate.*GrainSize.*exp(EnergyB./(R*Temp)); 

  
AmIRight1 = corrcoef(fOfRho, 1./DelRho); 
AmIRight = AmIRight1(2,1)^2; 

  
fprintf('R-Squared: %6.5f \n', AmIRight) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine Activation Energy directly from Wang and Raj Equation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
QCRoH = R*Temp.*log(Ao./Temp./DelRho./Rate./GrainSize); 
% DataOut = [DelRho, QDirect]; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Consider Constant-Temp and f(p) =  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% HeatRate = input('Enter Heat Rate in °C per Min: '); 

  
if HeatRate == 2 
    RangeCT = 'A3:D2000'; 
%     Ao = 6.370490261543551e+25;  
% QYo = 519e3; 
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elseif HeatRate == 5 
    RangeCT = 'F3:I2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.957492132108924e+29;  
% QYo = 619e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 8     
    RangeCT = 'K3:N2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.047530755956785e+28;  
% QYo = 580e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 11 
    RangeCT = 'P3:S2000'; 
%     Ao = 1.799005292967102e+27;  
% QYo = 559e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 14 
    RangeCT = 'U3:X2000'; 
%     Ao = 6.310902247172747e+27;  
% QYo = 573e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 17 
    RangeCT = 'Z3:AC2000'; 
%     Ao = 7.546602224731918e+26;  
% QYo = 567e3; 
elseif HeatRate == 20 
    RangeCT = 'AE3:AH2000'; 
%     Ao = 4.009017859398198e+27;  
% QYo = 566e3; 
end 

  
QYo = mean(QCRoH); 
clear Data; 
% DopeConc = input('Enter Dopant Concentration in Mol%: '); 
if DopeConc == 0  
    Data = xlsread('Stage Two Rates 0.0% Co3O4.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 0.5  
    Data = xlsread('Stage Two Rates 0.5% Co3O4.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 1.0 
    Data = xlsread('Stage Two Rates 1.0% Co3O4.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
elseif DopeConc == 2.5 
    Data = xlsread('Stage Two Rates 2.5% Co3O4.xlsx', 1, RangeCT); 
end 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Sort the data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
TimeCT = Data(:,2); TimeYo = TimeCT - TimeCT(1); 
DelRhoCT = Data(:,1); RateCT = Data(:,4);  
TempDataCT = Data(:,3); TempStart = ceil(numel(TempDataCT)/3); 
TempCT = mean(TempDataCT(TempStart:end)); 
% (linspace(min(TempData), max(TempData), numel(TempData)))'; 
GSize = GrainSize(end); 

  
fOfRhoCT = 1*TempCT/Ao.*RateCT.*GSize.*exp(QYo./(R*TempCT)); 
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CTLinFit = polyfit(DelRhoCT, fOfRhoCT, 1); 
DelRhoLinFit = polyval(CTLinFit, DelRhoCT); 
LinFitR = corrcoef(DelRhoLinFit, fOfRhoCT); 
LinFitR2 = LinFitR(2,1)^2; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
DensityCT = Density(end) - DelRhoCT(1) + DelRhoCT; 
Good = 0; 
[~, MinDens] = min(DensityCT); 

  
TForTime = DelRhoCT; 

  
BestDiff = 99999999; 
for i = -20:1:666080 % (1 - (2e-8)):1e-9:(1 - (1e-8))/DelRhoCT(1) 
    FunClay = i*DensityCT.*(1-DensityCT); 
    SlopeClay = (FunClay(end) - FunClay(1))/(DelRhoCT(end) - 

DelRhoCT(1)); 
    if abs(SlopeClay - CTLinFit(1)) < BestDiff 
        BestDiff = abs(SlopeClay - CTLinFit(1)); 
        Besti = i;  
    end 
end 
FuncII = Besti*DensityCT.*(1-DensityCT); 
DiffYo = mean(FuncII - fOfRhoCT); 
Funcky = FuncII - DiffYo; 

     
figure; 
plot(DelRhoCT, RateCT./Funcky, 'ko') 
title('Is This Constant?') 

  
% Funcky = 1./TheFit; 

  
AmIRight21 = corrcoef(fOfRhoCT, Funcky); 
AmIRightCT = AmIRight21(2,1)^2; 
figure; plot(DelRhoCT, fOfRhoCT, 'ko'); 
hold on; plot(DelRhoCT, Funcky, 'r', 'LineWidth', 3) 

  
% fprintf('Fraction Value = %4.3f \n', Fraction) 
fprintf('Shift Value = %9.4f \n', Besti) 
fprintf('Intercept = %5.3f \n', DiffYo) 
fprintf('R-Squared for CT Fit: %5.4f \n', AmIRightCT) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine Activation Energy assuming DeltaRho*(1-DeltaRho) is 

right... 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
Q = R*TempCT*log(Ao./TempCT.*Funcky.*1./RateCT*1/GSize); 
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% figure; plot(Q/1000) 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
figure; % ax1 = subplot(2,3,1); 
StepSize = ceil(numel(Q)/12); 
plot(100*DelRho, QCRoH/1000, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2); hold on 
plot(100*DelRhoCT(1:StepSize:end), Q(1:StepSize:end)/1000,... 
    'ks', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
% plot(100*DelRhoCT(1:StepSize:end), QLine(1:StepSize:end)/1000,... 
%     'ko', 'MarkerSize', 15) 
Legend2 = legend('Constant Heat Rate', 'Constant Temperature'); 
set(Legend2, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off') 
x1 = round(1000*min(DelRho))/10; x2 = round(1000*max(DelRho))/10; 
x3 = round(1000*(max(DelRhoCT)))/10;  
% x4 = round(1000*max(DelRhoCT))/10; 
y1 = round(min(QCRoH/1000)); y2 = round(max(QCRoH/1000)); 
% set(gca, 'fontsize', 16, 'XTick', [x1 x2 x3], 'YTick',... 
%     [y1 round(mean(Q)/1000) y2]);  
hold off; 
if HeatRate == 2 
    xlabel('\Delta\rho (%)'); ylabel('Activation Energy (kJ/mol)') 
end 
axis([90*min(DelRho) 105*max(DelRhoCT) 0.995*min(QCRoH)/1000 

1.005*(max(QCRoH))/1000]);  
% ax1 = get(gca); ax1.XTick = [];ax1.YTick = [];  
box off; grid on 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% Determine the fits using the numerical integral :-) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
% Have QCRoH; Q 
QCHR = mean(QCRoH); QCT = mean(Q); TempCHR = Temp; DensCHR = Density; 
nCHR = numel(DensCHR); 
DensityYo = vertcat(DensCHR, DensityCT);  
TempYo = vertcat(TempCHR, TempDataCT); 
[MaxTemp, MaxIndex] = max(TempYo); 

  
TimeCHR = TempCHR/HeatRate - 1/2*TempCHR(1)/HeatRate; 
time1 = TimeCHR(end); time2 = TimeCHR(end) + 150; 
TimeCT = (linspace(time1, time2, numel(TempDataCT)))'; 
TimeYoDigIt = vertcat(TimeCHR, TimeCT); 
TimeMinYo = TimeYoDigIt; 

  
%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% 
% There are two regions to fit... Adjusting the fit of one region does 

not 
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% seem to alter the fit of another region...  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%% 
a0 = 1.5; Res2Best = 999; SlopeBest = 999; FacT = 0.901; 

  
for QFac = 0.700: 0.00001 :1.2 
    %         for a0 = 0.1:0.01:1 
    QDigIt = QFac*QCHR; % 1.00751*QCHR; 

     
    drhodtCHR1 = 1./TempCHR(1:end).*exp(-

QDigIt./(R*TempCHR(1:end)))./... 
        (GrainSize)./(DelRho); 

     
%     RhoIntCHR1 = cumtrapz(TimeCHR(1:end), drhodtCHR1); 
    AYo = 0.95*mean(Rate(5:end)./drhodtCHR1(5:end)); 

     
    drhodtCHR = AYo./TempCHR.*exp(-QDigIt./(R*TempCHR))./... 
        (GrainSize)./(DelRho); 
    drhodtCT = AYo./TempCT.*exp(-FacT*QDigIt./(R*TempCT))./(GSize).*... 
        1*(DensityCT.*(1 - DensityCT) + 0); 
%     RhoIntCHR = cumtrapz(TimeCHR, drhodtCHR); 

         
    drhodt = vertcat(drhodtCHR, drhodtCT); 
    RhoInt = cumtrapz(TimeMinYo, drhodt) + Density(1); 

     
%             R2CRH = corrcoef(RhoInt, DensityYo); 
%             Res2CRH = R2CRH(2,1)^2; 

     
    ResCRH = RhoInt(1:end) - DensityYo(1:end); 
    Res2CRH = ResCRH'*ResCRH; 
    if Res2CRH < Res2Best % Res2Best 
        Res2Best = (Res2CRH); AoBest = AYo; QBest = QDigIt; QFacBest = 

QFac; 
    end 
end 

  
%% a0 = 2.7; 

  
for i = 1:numel(DensityYo) 
    if i < MaxIndex 
        drhodt(i) = AoBest/TempYo(i)*exp(-1.0*QBest/(R*TempYo(i)))/... 
            (GrainSize(i))*1/(DelRho(i)); 
    elseif i >= MaxIndex 
        drhodt(i) = AoBest/TempYo(i)*exp(-FacT*QBest/(R*TempYo(i)))/... 
            (GSize).*1*(DensityYo(i)*(1 - DensityYo(i)) + 0); 
    end 
end 
% 1 was 3. 0 was a0 
RhoInt = cumtrapz(TimeMinYo, drhodt) + Density(1); 

  
figure;  
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plot(TimeMinYo(1:end), 100*DensityYo(1:end), 'k--', 'LineWidth', 2) %  

, 'MarkerSize', 15);  
hold on; plot(TimeMinYo, 100*RhoInt, 'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);  
hold off; grid on; box off; 
set(gca, 'fontsize', 20, 'XTick',... 
    [round(TimeMinYo(MaxIndex)) round(TimeMinYo(end))], 'YTick',... 
    [round(100*DensityYo(1)) round(100*DensityYo(end))]) 
axis([round(0.9*TimeMinYo(1)) round(TimeMinYo(end)) 

round(100*DensityYo(1))-1 round(100*DensityYo(end))+1]) 
if HeatRate == 2 
    xlabel('Time (Min)'); ylabel('Relative Density (%)') 
    TheLegend = legend( 'Measured Density', 'Wang and Raj Integral'); 
    set(TheLegend, 'Location', 'Best', 'box', 'off', 'Orientation',... 
        'Horizontal') 
end 

  
ActEnT = FacT*QBest/1000; 
ActEnYo = QBest/1000; 
DoesThisWork = corrcoef(DensityYo, RhoInt); 
RSquaredFit = DoesThisWork(2,1)^2; 
fprintf('R-Squared of Theo Fit of Data: %5.4f \n', RSquaredFit) 
fprintf('Best Residual Squared: %5.4f \n', Res2Best) 
fprintf('Constant Ao: %s \n', AoBest) 
fprintf('Constant b: %s \n', a0) 
fprintf('QFacBest: %s \n', QFacBest) 
fprintf('R-Squared of Theo Fit of Data: %5.4f \n', RSquaredFit) 
fprintf('Activation Energy: %5.2f \n', ActEnYo) 
fprintf('Activation Energy: %5.2f \n', ActEnT) 

 


